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What To Do Before A Hurricane or Typhoon

In this section you can learn about hurricanes and what can do to protect yourself before a hurricane strikes. Find out which hurricane survival kits and supplies you need along with other important steps to take before a hurricane.

Learn About Hurricanes

Hurricanes are violent tropical storms with sustained winds of at least 74 mph. They form over warm ocean waters – usually starting as storms in the Caribbean or off the west coast of Africa. As they drift slowly westward, the warm waters of the tropics fuel them. Warm, moist air moves toward the center of the storm and spirals upward. This releases torrential rains. As updrafts suck up more water vapor, it triggers a cycle of strengthening that can be stopped only when contact is made with land or cooler water. Hurricane season is typically from June 1st to November 30th.

A typhoon is a tropical cyclone occurring in the western Pacific or Indian Oceans. A typhoon is similar to a hurricane in levels of destructiveness.

HURRICANE TERMS TO REMEMBER:

Tropical Depression - an organized system of clouds and thunderstorms with a defined circulation and maximum sustained winds of 38 mph (33 knots) or less.

Tropical Storm - an organized system of strong thunderstorms with a defined circulation and maximum sustained winds of 39 to 73 mph (34-63 knots).

Hurricane - a warm-core tropical cyclone with maximum sustained winds of 74 mph (64 knots) or greater.

Eye - center of a hurricane with light winds and partly cloudy to clear skies. The eye is usually around 20 miles in diameter, but can range between 5 and 60 miles.

Eye Wall - location within a hurricane where the most damaging winds and intense rainfall are found.

HURRICANE SCALE:

Category I - 74-95 mph winds with 4-5 ft. storm surge and minimal damage
Category II - 96-110 mph winds with 6-8 ft. storm surge and moderate damage
Category IV - 131-155 mph winds with 13-18 ft. storm surge and severe damage
Category V - 155+ mph winds with 18+ ft. storm surge and catastrophic damage

HURRICANE WARNINGS:
Tropical Storm Watch - issued when tropical storm conditions may threaten a specific coastal area within 36 hours, and when the storm is not predicted to intensify to hurricane strength.
Tropical Storm Warning - winds in the range of 39 to 73 mph can be expected to affect specific areas of a coastline within the next 24 hours.
Hurricane Watch - a hurricane or hurricane conditions may threaten a specific coastal area within 36 hours.
Hurricanes Warning - a warning that sustained winds of 74 mph or higher associated with a hurricane are expected in a specified coastal area in 24 hours or less.

Hurricane Preparedness Plan

OUT-OF-STATE-CONTACTS: Ask an out-of-state relative or friend to serve as the "family contact." After a disaster, it's often easier to call long distance. Advise this designated person to stay by the phone following a hurricane striking your area. Make sure everyone in the family knows the name, address, and phone number of your designated contact person. Fill out Out-of-State Contact Cards with your out of state relatives' and friends' information so you can keep them informed of your safety. Carry them at all times! Following an earthquake, if you are separated from your loved ones, call your out-of-state contact number. Give your contact critical information including your physical condition, location, direction in route and plan to reunite. Check back regularly to update and check on whereabouts of your loved ones.

PLAN TO REUNITE: Make a plan on where and how to unite family members.
Choose a person outside the immediate area to contact if family members are separated. Long distance phone service will probably be restored sooner than local service. Remember, don’t use the phone immediately after a hurricane, and make local calls only for emergencies.

**PLAN RESPONSIBILITIES:** There will be many things to take care of after a hurricane. Make a plan with your family, friends, and neighbors assigning specific responsibilities to each person. Remember that it may be difficult to get around after a hurricane, so each person’s tasks should be related to where they may be.

**DEVELOP A MESSAGE DROP:** You need to identify a secure location outside your home were family members can leave messages for each other. This way, if you’re separated and unable to remain in your home, your family will know where to go to find you. You don’t want to publicize that you are not at home. That is why this location should be secure and discrete. i.e. under a paving stone, inside a tin can, in the back yard, etc.

**SAFEST PLACE IN YOUR HOME:** During a hurricane, stay away from heavy furniture, appliances, large panes of glass, shelves holding heavy objects, and masonry veneer (such as the fireplace). These items tend to fall or break and can injure you. Know the danger spots, (windows, mirrors, hanging objects, fireplaces and tall furniture).

**KNOW YOUR ENVIRONMENT:** Always know all the possible ways to exit your house and work place in hurricane situations. Try to discover exits that would only be available to you in an emergency.

Know your open and safe areas that are way from buildings, trees, telephone and electrical lines, overpasses, or elevated expressways. Know the location of the shutoff valves for water, gas, and electricity. Learn how to operate the valves. If you are not sure, contact your utility company.

**CONDUCT PRACTICE DRILLS:** Physically place yourself and your children in safe locations. Always know all the possible ways to exit your house and work place in a hurricane situation. Try to discover exits that would only be available to you in an emergency.
Hurricane Preparedness Kits

Home Hurricane Preparedness Kits

4 Person Home Hurricane Survival Kit
Our 4 Person Deluxe Home Survival Kit supports 4 people for 3 days. It includes all the critical emergency food, water, shelter, sanitation, first aid, lighting, and communication supplies necessary for surviving after a major hurricane. After a major hurricane, stores will be closed! Running water and electricity will be unavailable! Your home may be unsafe to occupy! You need to be self-sufficient.

Hurricane Accessory Kit
We also recommend the Hurricane Accessory Kit, which has been specially designed to enhance the above Home kit to help your family prepare for the inevitable hurricane that faces many regions of North America and beyond. This emergency hurricane preparedness kit contains emergency supplies to prepare your home for a hurricane.

Hygiene Accessory Kit
Another recommended kit we provide for your family is our Family Hygiene Kit. It includes the necessary sanitation and hygiene your family would need following a major hurricane. Remember, at that time, there will probably be a severe shortage of water. These supplies allow you to remain hygienic following a hurricane without the need for running water. Remember, it is important to avoid spreading or being exposed to dangerous bacteria during a time of already great emergency.

Pet Survival Kits and Supplies
And don't forget about your pets they will have needs too after a hurricane. They will be hungry, thirsty, and potentially in danger just like you. That is why we have developed Pet Survival Kits which contain specially manufactured emergency pet food and water along with many other supplies which could save the your furry friends.

Car Hurricane Survival Kits
Our 4 Person Deluxe Car Survival Kit supports 4 people for 3 days. It includes
supplies necessary for surviving after a major hurricane. Remember, after a hurricane, stores will be closed! Roads will be down! And you may have to get out of your car and travel great distances by foot to get to a safe or familiar location. You need to be self-sufficient. Also learn how you can customize your car emergency kit to meet your personal survival needs.

**Office Hurricane Preparedness Kits**

**Office Hurricane Survival Kit**
Our 5 Person Office Survival Kit supports 5 people for 3 days. It includes all the emergency food, water, shelter, first aid, lighting, and communication supplies necessary for surviving at work after a major hurricane. Remember, after a hurricane, stores will be closed! Roads will be down! Your office buildings will be unsafe to occupy! This means that employees may be stuck at work for days if not weeks. Your business has the obligation to ensure that it has adequate hurricane preparedness supplies for all of its employees. The is no easier way to prepare your office for a hurricane than by storing our office survival kits in strategic locations in the workplace.

**Personal Hurricane Survival Kit at Work**
Our 1 Person Office Survival Kit supports 1 person for 3 days. It includes all the emergency food, water, shelter, first aid, lighting, and communication supplies necessary for surviving at work after a major hurricane. Remember, after an earthquake, employees may need to evacuate the buildings. That is why this kit is small and easily portable. Your business has the obligation to ensure that it has adequate hurricane preparedness supplies for all of its employees. The is no better way to prepare your office for an hurricane than to ensure that each employee has its own personal office survival kit.

**School Hurricane Preparedness Kits**

**School Hurricane Survival Kit**
Our Classroom Safety Backpack Survival Kit is recommended for each
lighting, and communication supplies necessary for school hurricane preparedness. Your school has the obligation to ensure that students have adequate hurricane supplies and this school survival kit is a great way to protect each of your students classrooms.

**Economy Student Hurricane Survival Kit**

Our 1 Person Office Survival Kit supports 1 person for 3 days. It includes all the emergency food, water, shelter, first aid, lighting, and communication supplies necessary for surviving at school after a major hurricane. Remember, after an hurricane, students and faculty may need to evacuate the buildings and travel by foot to a safe location. That is why this kit is recommended for each student and faculty member as it is small and easily portable. Your school has the obligation to ensure that it has adequate hurricane supplies for all of its students. The is no better way to prepare your school for a hurricane than to ensure that each student has its own personal school survival kit.

**Hurricane Risk Reduction**

Hurricanes strike suddenly, violently and sometimes without adequate warning. Identifying potential hazards ahead of time and advance planning can reduce the dangers of serious injury or loss of life from a hurricane. Repairing deep plaster cracks in ceilings and foundations, anchoring overhead lighting. To prepare for a hurricane, you should take the following measures:

- Make plans to secure your property.
- Permanent storm shutters offer the best protection for windows. A second option is to board up windows with 5/8” marine plywood, cut to fit and ready to install. Tape does not prevent windows from breaking.
- Install straps or additional clips to securely fasten your roof to the frame structure. This will reduce roof damage.
- Be sure trees and shrubs around your home are well trimmed.
- Clear loose and clogged rain gutters and downspouts.
- Determine how and where to secure your boat.
What To Do During A Hurricane

Do you know what to do during an hurricane? It's definitely something to include in your hurricane preparedness plan. Learn about what actions you can take to increase your chances of survival when a hurricane heads towards your neighborhood.

Hurricane Evacuation Plans

When community evacuations become necessary, local officials provide information to the public through the media. In some circumstances, other warning methods, such as sirens or telephone calls, also are used. Additionally, there may be circumstances under which you and your family feel threatened or endangered and you need to leave your home, school, or workplace to avoid these situations.

The amount of time you have to leave will depend on the hazard. If the event is a weather condition, such as a hurricane that can be monitored, you might have a day or two to get ready. However, many disasters allow no time for people to gather even the most basic necessities, which is why planning ahead is essential.

Evacuations are more common than many people realize. Hundreds of times each year, transportation and industrial accidents release harmful substances, forcing thousands of people to leave their homes. Fires and floods cause evacuations even more frequently. Almost every year, people along the Gulf and Atlantic coasts evacuate in the face of approaching hurricanes. Ask local authorities about emergency evacuation routes and see if maps may are available with evacuation routes marked.

Hurricane Evacuation Guide
• Keep a full tank of gas in your car if an evacuation seems likely. Gas stations may be closed during emergencies and unable to pump gas during power outages. Plan to take one car per family to reduce congestion and delay.
• Make transportation arrangements with friends or your local government if you do not own a car.
• Listen to a battery-powered radio and follow local evacuation instructions.
• Gather your family and go if you are instructed to evacuate immediately.
• Leave early enough to avoid being trapped by severe weather.
• Follow recommended evacuation routes. Do not take shortcuts; they may be blocked.
• Be alert for washed-out roads and bridges. Do not drive into flooded areas.
• Stay away from downed power lines.

WHEN TIME PERMITS:

• Gather your disaster supplies kit.
• Wear sturdy shoes and clothing that provides some protection, such as long pants, long-sleeved shirts, and a cap.
• Secure your home by closing and locking doors and windows.
• Unplug electrical equipment, such as radios and televisions, and small appliances, such as toasters and microwaves. Leave freezers and refrigerators plugged in unless there is a risk of flooding. Let others know where you are going.

EVACUATE WHEN:

If you are directed by local authorities to do so. Be sure to follow their instructions.
If you live in a mobile home or temporary structure - such shelters are particularly hazardous during hurricanes no matter how well fastened to the
If you live in a high-rise building - hurricane winds are stronger at higher elevations.
If you live on the coast, on a floodplain, near a river, or on an inland waterway.
If you feel you are in danger.

**IF YOU ARE UNABLE TO EVACUATE:**
If you are unable to evacuate, go to your safe room.
If you do not have safe room, stay indoors during the hurricane and away from windows and glass doors.
Close all interior doors—secure and brace external doors.
Keep curtains and blinds closed. Do not be fooled if there is a lull; it could be the eye of the storm - winds will pick up again.
Take refuge in a small interior room, closet, or hallway on the lowest level.
Lie on the floor under a table or another sturdy object.

**What To Do After A Hurricane**
If you have been fortunate enough to survive a major hurricane striking in your area, you still won’t be out of the clear yet. The days after a hurricane can be the most difficult to survive due to all the dangers that lurk. Find out what you need to be aware of.

**Recovering After A Hurricane**
Recovering from a disaster is usually a gradual process. Safety is a primary issue, as are mental and physical well-being. If assistance is available, knowing how to access it makes the process faster and less stressful. This section offers some general advice on steps to take after disaster strikes in order to begin getting your home, your community, and your life back to normal.

**HEALTH AND SAFETY ISSUES**
Your first concern after a disaster is your family’s health and safety. You need to consider possible safety issues and monitor family health and well-being.
Check for injuries. Do not attempt to move seriously injured persons unless they are in immediate danger of death or further injury. If you must move an unconscious person, first stabilize the neck and back, then call for help immediately. If the victim is not breathing, carefully position the victim for artificial respiration, clear the airway, and commence mouth-to-mouth resuscitation. Maintain body temperature with blankets. Be sure the victim does not become overheated. Never try to feed liquids to an unconscious person.

**HEALTH ISSUES**

Be aware of exhaustion. Don’t try to do too much at once. Set priorities and pace yourself. Get enough rest. Drink plenty of clean water. Eat well. Wear sturdy work boots and gloves. Wash your hands thoroughly with antibacterial soap and clean water often when working in debris. Buy our Hygiene Kit, which helps you keep clean when fresh water may not be available.

**SAFETY ISSUES**

Be aware of new safety issues created by the disaster. Watch for washed out roads, contaminated buildings, contaminated water, gas leaks, broken glass, damaged electrical wiring, and slippery floors. Inform local authorities about health and safety issues, including chemical spills, downed power lines, washed out roads, smoldering insulation, and dead animals.

**Returning Home After A Hurricane**

Returning home after a hurricane can be both physically and mentally challenging. Above all, use caution. Check for injuries. Do not attempt to move seriously injured persons unless they are in immediate danger of death or further injury. If you must move an unconscious person, first stabilize the neck and back, then call for help immediately. Stay informed with our solar powered and hand-crank generator radio and flashlight to listen for emergency updates and to inspect your damaged home.

**BEFORE YOU ENTER YOUR HOME:** Assess the damage by carefully walking around the outside and check for loose power lines, gas leaks, and structural
by a qualified building inspector or structural engineer before entering.

**DO NOT ENTER IF:** You smell gas, floodwaters remain around the building, and/or your home was damaged by fire and the authorities have not declared it safe.

**GOING INSIDE YOUR HOME:** When you go inside your home, there are certain things you should and should not do. Enter the home carefully and check for damage. Be aware of loose boards and slippery floors. The following items are other things to check inside your home:

- **Natural gas** - If you smell gas or hear a hissing or blowing sound, open a window and leave immediately. Turn off the main gas valve from the outside, if you can. If possible call the gas company from a neighbor’s residence.
- **Sparks, broken or frayed wires** - Check the electrical system unless you are wet, standing in water, or unsure of your safety. If possible, turn off the electricity at the main fuse box or circuit breaker. If the situation is unsafe, leave the building and call for help. Do not turn on the lights until you are sure they’re safe to use. You may want to have an electrician inspect your wiring.
- **Roof, foundation, and chimney cracks** - If it looks like the building may collapse, leave immediately.
- **Appliances** - If appliances are wet, turn off the electricity at the main fuse box or circuit breaker. Then, unplug appliances and let them dry out. Have appliances checked by a professional before using them again.
- **Water and sewage systems** - If pipes are damaged, turn off the main water valve. Check with local authorities before using any water; the water could be contaminated. Pump out wells and have the water tested by authorities before drinking. Do not flush toilets until you know that sewage lines are intact.
- **Food and other supplies** - Throw out all food and other supplies that you suspect may have become contaminated or come in to contact with floodwater.
(about one third of the water per day) to avoid damage. The walls may collapse and the floor may buckle if the basement is pumped out while the surrounding ground is still waterlogged.

- Open cabinets - Be alert for objects that may fall.
- Clean up household chemical spills - Disinfect items that may have been contaminated by raw sewage, bacteria, or chemicals. Also clean salvageable items.
- Call your insurance agent - Take pictures of damages. Keep good records of repair and cleaning costs.

Seeking Assistance After A Hurricane

SEEKING DISASTER ASSISTANCE: Throughout the recovery period, it is important to monitor local radio or television reports and other media sources for information about where to get emergency housing, food, first aid, clothing, and financial assistance. The following section provides general information about the kinds of assistance that may be available.

DIRECT ASSISTANCE: Direct assistance to individuals and families may come from any number of organizations, including: the American Red Cross, the Salvation Army, and other volunteer organizations. These organizations provide food, shelter, supplies and assist in clean-up efforts.

THE FEDERAL ROLE: In the most severe disasters, the federal government is also called in to help individuals and families with temporary housing, counseling (for post-disaster trauma), low-interest loans and grants, and other assistance. The federal government also has programs that help small businesses and farmers.

Most federal assistance becomes available when the President of the United States declares a “Major Disaster” for the affected area at the request of a state governor. FEMA will provide information through the media and community outreach about federal assistance and how to apply.

Coping After A Hurricane
is normal to feel anxious about your own safety and that of your family and close friends. Profound sadness, grief, and anger are normal reactions to an abnormal event. Acknowledging your feelings helps you recover. Focusing on your strengths and abilities helps you heal. Accepting help from community programs and resources is healthy. Everyone has different needs and different ways of coping. It is common to want to strike back at people who have caused great pain. Children and older adults are of special concern in the aftermath of disasters. Even individuals who experience a disaster “second hand” through exposure to extensive media coverage can be affected.

- Contact local faith-based organizations, voluntary agencies, or professional counselors for counseling. Additionally, FEMA and state and local governments of the affected area may provide crisis counseling assistance.
- Minimize this emotional and traumatic experience by being prepared, not scared and therefore you and your family will stay in control and survive a major hurricane.

**SIGNS OF HURRICANE RELATED STRESS:**

- Difficulty communicating thoughts.
- Difficulty sleeping.
- Difficulty maintaining balance in their lives.
- Low threshold of frustration.
- Increased use of drugs/alcohol.
- Limited attention span.
- Poor work performance.
- Headaches/stomach problems.
- Tunnel vision/muffled hearing.
- Colds or flu-like symptoms.
- Disorientation or confusion.
• Reluctance to leave home.
• Depression, sadness.
• Feelings of hopelessness.
• Mood-swings and easy bouts of crying.
• Overwhelming guilt and self-doubt.
• Fear of crowds, strangers, or being alone.

EASING HURRICANE RELATED STRESS:

Helping Children Cope After A Hurricane
Children’s reactions are influenced by the behavior, thoughts, and feelings of adults. Adults should encourage children and adolescents to share their thoughts and feelings about the incident. Clarify misunderstandings about risk and danger by listening to children’s concerns and answering questions. Maintain a sense of calm by validating children’s concerns and perceptions and with discussion of concrete plans for safety.

Listen to what the child is saying. If a young child is asking questions about the event, answer them simply without the elaboration needed for an older child or adult. Some children are comforted by knowing more or less information than others; decide what level of information your particular child needs. If a child has difficulty expressing feelings, allow the child to draw a picture or tell a story of what happened. Try to understand what is causing anxieties and fears.

Be aware that following a disaster, children are most afraid that: the event will happen again, someone close to them will be killed or injured, and/or they will be left alone or separated from the family.

REASSURING CHILDREN AFTER A DISASTER:

• Personal contact is reassuring. Hug and touch your children.
• Calmly provide factual information about the recent disaster and current plans for insuring their safety along with recovery plans.
- Spend extra time with your children such as at bedtime.
- Re-establish your daily routine for work, school, play, meals, and rest.
- Involve your children by giving them specific chores to help them feel they are helping to restore family and community life.
- Praise and recognize responsible behavior.
- Understand that your children will have a range of reactions to disasters.
- Encourage your children to help update your family disaster plan.

If you have tried to create a reassuring environment by following the steps above, but your child continues to exhibit stress, if the reactions worsen over time, or if they cause interference with daily behavior at school, at home, or with other relationships, it may be appropriate to talk to a professional. You can get professional help from the child’s primary care physician, a mental health provider specializing in children’s needs, or a member of the clergy.

Ready Prep Kits

We specialize in Emergency Kits and Survival Supplies for Law Enforcement and other Government Agencies. We Deliver to All Domestic & Foreign Locations including FPO & APO Addresses.

Emergency Terrorism Supplies
Office / Home / School / Boat Survival Kits
Hurricane and Tornado Survival Kits
Emergency Supplies
Pet/Service Animal Survival Kits
Pandemic Flu Kits
Emergency First Aid Supplies
www.readyprepkits.org

Ready Prep Kits Catalog (PDF)
Ready Prep Kits Presentation (PDF)
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To The City Officials Of Orlando:

At this unprecedented moment of history when the sin of Sodom is threatening the very life of society, the Biblical account of Sodom and Gomorrah needs to be placed before the people more than ever, that we may see gay orientation as Christ sees it, with horror.

God punished and destroyed Sodom and Gomorrah for the sin of homosexuality, which was to serve as a warning for all generations that He will not tolerate gay activity. The Apostle Paul refers to homosexuals as "men with men working that which is filthy," and goes on to say that "they who do such things, are worthy of death; and not only they that do them, but they also that consent to them that do them." (Romans 1: 27,32)

Hence the gays of Orlando have no one to blame for the June 12 massacre but themselves. Evil will always draw evil, just as it did with the "Kiss the Devil" song that triggered the Jihad shootings that killed 139 people in Paris.

The evil of a sodomite nightclub has likewise empowered Satan in your locale. And whereas the Orlando shooting was executed through the hand of a wicked Muslim, it was permitted by God so that America could learn by it.

The Orlando incident is a wake-up call for America to enact just laws against homosexuality. Civil leaders have a grave responsibility to censure this corruption, lest they be complicit in bringing evils upon their fellow man. If people have to die through these evils, the least we can do is learn by it, so that it doesn't happen again.

This isn't just about the death of fifty people, but the possible death of millions. The internationalist elite has been orchestrating these "freak" shootings to justify the disarmament of Americans and the imposition of U.N. Martial Law. And whereas human plotting and industry are behind these shootings, the sin of homosexuality is what empowered the devil to pull off the Orlando shooting, which no doubt will set the stage for other like shootings.

Already Obama is drooling over the prospect of taking America's guns away in the wake of this recent shooting—something that could happen any day. Should this happen, and America is held at gunpoint with no protection, we might have the gay community in Orlando to thank for this.

The last thing we need right now is to be fueling totalitarian designs. What America needs at this moment is the blessing of God, therefore the best move is to reject homosexuality and to lament for ever having condoned it.

David Martin
From: Joe Capece <joseph.capece@cityoforlando.net>
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 3:13 AM
To: CID EVENT LOG PROPERTY
Subject: 21V's Baldwin Park 16-242792
Attachments: CID Event 2016-242792.docx

Please find the attached Event Log...

Sergeant Joe Capece
Orlando Police Department
Criminal Investigations Division
East Property Unit Supervisor
Crisis Negotiation Team
407-246-2921
Of course, we are getting tons of requests to produce the "Hero Officers" who breached the club and engaged in the gunfight with the suspect. I know that the OIS is being investigated by FDLE.

In some instances, I would say we should try to produce someone, since that seems and feels like a very positive thing. But there's so many ways it can go sideways of that officer is asked difficult questions (why did you wait 3 hours before going in, etc etc....)

So I have an IDEA: Let's do it ourselves. Let's make a 30-60 second video where WE interview the officer...or just ask a question that he can answer with the messages we want out there, and then upload it to youtube and tell people they are welcome to it.

I don't remember who was shot in the helmet - but it could be him, or any one of our 11 you think would be best. Wanda and I can do this with my cell phone and lav mic, or we cold have someone else do it. But critical that the turnaround is quick. That's why I thought cell phone would work well.

Thoughts?

Michelle
Arkansas deployed Rave Panic Button statewide to all K-12 public schools. Every public school student, faculty and staff member in the state will be protected by Rave Panic Button by faster response to active shooter and other emergency
situations.

Read more about Panic Button’s statewide deployment

Rave Panic Button lets teachers and administrators receive rapid notifications of an incident and informs 9-1-1 directly of an active shooter or other emergencies.

Ready to find out more about Rave Panic Button?

The Rave Team

Opt-out of future mailings
First, I am heartbroken as an American and a gay business man living in Key West, FL for 16 years. I express my condolences to the LGBTQ community and your city. I have visited Orlando a number of times.

I am also angry.

However, as a competent business person with a great deal of legal knowledge and other experience a number of questions immediately come to mind that can only paint your city government as completely incompetent.

How do you and code enforcement allow a club with a 300 approx capacity or even 30 capacity operate with NO FIRE EXITS. Hello people... There were no emergency exits! If the terrorist had thought of fire bombing the entrance, the death toll could have been worse.

Even the back patio lacked an emergency exit gate and people had to go through holes in the fence. What kind of freaking code enforcement morons do you have working for you? Apparently the weight of people fleeing broke down the fence. That is more evidence your code enforcement staff is totally incompetent.

The police had to get people out of the dressing room by removing an air conditioner in the wall. What the frack does that tell you?

And what the hell were the cops doing? There was a plain clothes officer working the door who exchanged shots with the gunman while the terrorist was re-entering the club with his weapons. So what the hell was this coward cop doing while the killer was shooting 100+ people? He had to reload any number of times, all of which were opportunities to take him out with minimal risk. I also understand the cop was quickly joined by two uniformed officers. 3 cops were afraid to enter the club and confront the gunman? Or was this because it was a gay club and they didn’t want to risk their lives for queers?

20 minutes into the shooting he called 911 to rant. Where the fuck were the cops in your city? 20 freaking minutes of 911 calls from customers (in a downtown club) and the cops didn’t enter afraid of one gunman or were they all eating donuts?

Then it takes them 3 motherfucking hours to breach the building. Like a terrorist wants to negotiate? Total fucking morons. How many people bled to death and how many more were shot during those 3 hours? What about the terror all those patrons were living with because you people didn’t have a clue? Can’t your city afford robots, body armor, etc? You can even buy head to foot clear bulletproof shields? The cops in Europe have to deal with fire bombs and you can’t handle a single shooter except with overwhelming force which takes you 3 hours to decide on and implement.
You and your incompetent city have a great deal to answer for. And you can be sure after the dust settles the club and your city will be sued into the ground, and rightly so.

Great work all around people.

Dan F. Schramm
Key West, FL 33040
Please find the weekend report for Delta Bravo Midnight's attached. It covers the week of June 10th to June 12th 2016. Thank you!

--
Luis S. Suero, Corporal
Downtown Community Policing Division/ DBM
Orlando Police Department
100 S. Hughey Avenue
Orlando, Florida 32801
p. 407-246-4024
Nolan Bomar would like to recall the message, "Publix - How can we help?".
Hello John,

Welcome to the Orlando Sentinel eNewspaper

Thank you for being an Orlando Sentinel subscriber. The daily eNewspaper, where every page reads exactly as it does in print, is ready for your reading pleasure.

Thank you,

Contact us:
consumerservices@orlandosentinel.com
or call 1-800-359-5353
Thank you brother for your leadership during these worst of times. Isabel and I are so proud of you and your team, and we are so relieved that no one was seriously injured.

Proud to be OPD!

KB

Sent from my iPhone
From: Tampa Division <TampaDivision@ic.fbi.gov>
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 6:30 AM
To:

Banks, Danny SAC FDLE; Bentley, Lee (USAFLM); Blackledge, Diana Capt. Palm Bay PD; Blackledge, John Sebastian PD; Brewer, Michael B. Melbourne Airport Police; Bungay, June Capt. AFOSI; Carberry, Patrick R. (TP) (FBI); Castiello, Christopher D. (TP) (OGA); Citro, Vincent (USAFLM); Fiedler, Jason J. (TP) (TFO); Giehl, James-USPIS; Handberg, Roger (USAFLM); Hopper, Ronald (TP) (FBI); Irick, Daniel (USAFLM); Ivey, Robert Wayne Sheriff BSCO; Jimenez, Fred J. (TP) (TFO); Jones, Michele BCFM; Kilmer, Virginia M. (TP) (TFO); Kriegsman, Jason RAC FDLE; Lanza, Brandon BCSO; Lau, John Chief Titusville PD; Massey, Jack ASAC FDLE; Mimbs, Steve Chief Melbourne PD; Moros, AlanCmdr BCSO; Moya, Nelson Palm Bay PD; Muldrow, W. Stephen (USAFLM); Pearson, Jeff M. Police Chief Satellite Beach; Piccininni, Rich ASAC FDLE; Purden, Renee Asst. Chief Melbourne Airport; Renkens, Mark Deputy Chief Palm Bay PD; Richardson, Randy RAC HSI; Rogers, Jim Capt. Palm Bay PD; Slone, Thomas J. (TP) (FBI); Smith, Marty (DHS); Storey, Ron SA NASA/KSC; Tarbert, Gregory J. (TP) (FBI); Waller, Doug Chief Deputy BCSO; West, Stephen LCDR USCG; Anderson, Dan Cmdr Collier CO; Barkley, John Lt. Napals PD; Barnes, Lisa Capt. Cape Coral PD; Burke, John SAC FDLE-FM; Casarella, Michael Charlotte County SO; Casas, Jesus (USAFLM); Cavanaugh, Jack Lee Co. Port Authority PD; Chester, Deborah R. (TP) (TFO); Chester, Matthew S. (TP) (FBI); Cohen, Robert Director TSA; Connelly, Bartram Chief Cape Coral PD; Ellegood, Thomas Thomas Chief Deputy Lee Cty SO; Fletcher, Matt Lt. Naples PD; Hamilton, Bradley Lee SO CO; Henderson, Duane Rick TSA; Mcbee, Jill Lt. Charlotte County; Michelland, Jeffery (USAFLM); Moore, Steven - Florida Gulf Coast Univ; Palmer, Edward G. (TP) (TFO); Prummell, William Charlotte County SO; Rankine, James A. (TP) (FBI); Robinson, Martin TSA Director; Scott, Mike Sheriff Lee Cty SO; Storror, Thomas (TP) (TFO); Whelos, Daniel (LEO); Williams, James R. Sheriff Collier Cty SO; Young, Roger Maj. FWC; Abreu Gonzalez, Joel T.; Allen, Edward Maj. Seminole; Barner, Jeffrey G (TP) (TFO); Beary, Richard-UCF PD; Berger, William (USMS); Bryson, Tony R. DHS; Busch, Randolph TSA; Chudnow, Jeff; Cluck, Michael (TP) (TFO); Coleman, Dale Dep. Chief Oviedo; Donohue, Brian OPD; Drinkwater, John J.; Duran, Jason (TP) (OGA); Eifler, Jeffrey Orange COSO; Eisenhut, James DSS; Figmik, Thomas (USMS); Gagnon, Ovila (DHS); Gauntlett, Pete; Geeslin, Bob Disney; Grech, Robert SAC DSS; Gustafson, Einar J. (CTD) (FBI); Hanssell, Robert; Hare, Sherry CFIX; Helicio, Anthony (USMS); Henderson, Jerry; Hoover, Keith Disney; Jeffries, Boyd Keith -TSA; Jockin, John OFD/OPD; Krantz, Larry Chief; Lee, Rodney A. (TP) (TFO); Lemma, Dennis Seminole; Lenczyk, Joseph H. (ATF); Massie, Jefferson Lee; Mccaskell, Darrell C. (TP) (TFO); Mcelroy, Kristi L. (TP) (TFO); McKinley, Michael Chief of Police; Milano, Gary SAC FAMS; Mina, John W. Chief - Orlando PD; Morris, Barney; Navarro, Humberto FWC; Orange County, Jerry Demings; Rolon, Orlando Deputy Chief OPD; Rosado, Luis - TSA; Ryan, Stephanie J. SCSO; Seminole County, Donald Eslinger; Sklarek, Dave Dep. Chief Osceola SO; Smith, Cecil Chief-Sanford PD; Smith, Eric Dep. Chief Orlando PD; Thorlin, Philip S. (TP) (FBI); Thuman, Kevin (TP) (FBI); Tomoe, Anthony L. (TP) (TFO); Zambri, David J. (TP) (OGA); Zwieg, Larry; Bartholomew, Pat Capt. Manatee Cty SO; Baugher, Thomas R. (TP) (FBI); Bevan, Melanie Chief Bradenton PD; DiPino, Bernadette Chief Sarasota PD; Donovan, John FHP; Hoffman, Kurt Col. Sarasota SO; Kirdy, Jim Desoto SO; Lieberman, Stephen D. (TP) (TFO); McAllister, Scott DHS; Monk, Gregory RAC FDLE; Raleigh, John R. (TP) (FBI); Richard, Paul Maj. Sarasota Co SO; Roberson, Ronald E. (TP) (TFO); Rose, Andy Dep. Commander; Steube, Brad Sheriff Manatee Cty; Abboud, Richard AFOSI; Albano, Kenneth Temple Terrace; Ball, Brandon Maj. BFAI-Polk; Baudouindajoux, Thierry R. (TP) (TFO); Brannan, David Chief Winter Haven; Case, Greg Capt. USCG; Cheney, Scott B. (TP) (FBI); Desguin, Shane FDLE; Duncan, Edward Chief Plant City PD; Folden, Shane
To: DSAC/ICE; Foy, Tom SAC FDLE; George, Charles R. (TP) (OGA); Giampavolo, Louis Maj. PCSO; Hall, Donald - Clearwater PD; Halman, Joe Chief PCSO; Hileman, Christopher (TP) (TFO); Hillsborough County, David Gee; Holloway, Anthony - St. Pete; Hunt, Michael A. (TP) (TFO); Iten, Dieter C. (TP) (TFO); Jokela, Nicholas USCG; Jowell, Sean Chief Deputy; Joyce, John - SAC USSS; Kair, Lee TSA; Kirkpatrick, Robert Polk CO SO; Lazar, Ralph J. (TP) (OGA); Lendel, Glenn Border Patrol Agent in Charge; Ligman, Paul D. (TP) (TFO); Long, John - USF; Luszczynski, Donna Col. HCSO; Madore, Matthew USCIS; Maurer, Michael Chief Deputy; McCormick, Marcy ICE/ERO; McCormick, Susan SAC DHS; McNulty, Brian Haines City PD; Mertz, Gregory J. AFSD DHS; Messina, Edward (TP) (TFO); Meyers, James DHS; Murphy, Conal P. (TP) (TFO); Nelson, Christopher Chief Auburndale PD; Nocco, Christopher Sheriff Pasco; Nordwall, Michael D. (TP) (FBI); Pinellas County, Robert Gualtieri; Polk County, Grady Judd; Previtera, James Assist Chief St. Pete PD; Rahl, Terry L. (TP) (FBI); Rehler, Kristin (TP) (FBI); Ricks, Patrick Marshall M. (TP) (TFO); Schulze, Troy Deputy Chief Lake Wales; Scott, Brenda E.; Sheffield, David R. (TP) (TFO); Simovich, Daniel Chief Deputy Pinellas SO; Sireci, Paul Chief Hillsborough Co. Aviانتiон; Slaughter, Daniel Chief Clearwater PD; Uzzell, Donna FDLE SAC Invest&Forensic; Veechio, John FDLE; Velasquez, Chirs Chief Lake Wales PD; Victor, Michael R. (TP) (TFO); Ward, Eric Chief TPD; Wawrzynski, David (TP) (OGA); White, Tammy R. Capt. BFAI; White, Victor Lakeland PD; Wrenn, Taylor L. (TP) (TFO); Wysopal, Paul (TP) (FBI); Yongue, Sonya L. (TP) (TFO); Yuen, Jonathan K. (TP) (TFO)

Subject: Orlando Shooting 6/12/16
Attachments: MASTER FINAL Orlando Shooting SITREP UNCLASS 06132016 0600.docx

Sent on behalf of ASAC Ronald Hopper
From: Monica Only <monica.only@cityoforlando.net>
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 6:33 AM
To: JOHN MINA
Subject: Re: Mission First - People Always

Chief:

Words cannot express my sincere gratitude for you. In a moment of unimaginable terror caused by a noxious individual, you brought about calmness and a sense of security.

I believe you are here for this moment and I sincerely appreciate you. I will continue to hold you in prayer.

Stay strong..

M

Sent from my iPhone

On Jun 12, 2016, at 7:00 PM, JOHN MINA <john.mina@cityoforlando.net> wrote:

On the darkest day of my 25 years at the Orlando Police Department, I wanted to take a moment to tell all of you how proud I am of the work you have done today and will do over the next days and weeks.

We have trained again and again for this type of situation. It’s unfortunate that we had to put those skills to use today. But because of that training and your professionalism, we saved dozens of lives this morning.

Even before the first patrol units arrived on the scene, an OPD officer working extra duty at the club engaged the gunman as he opened fire. Our First Responders and SWAT Team faced a hail of gunfire as they rescued the hostages, and we are blessed beyond words that none of them were gravely injured or killed.

We’ve received an enormous amount of tactical Law Enforcement support from local, state and Federal agencies. The outpouring we have received from our Central Florida community and Law Enforcement across the nation and the world, has overwhelmed me with gratitude.

I know that you have all been affected today by the tragic actions of a lone terrorist who cut short the lives of so many. Our community, our City, and our Department will be grieving in the days, weeks and months to come.

But on a day like today – and every day – I couldn’t be more proud to be your Chief.
Please hug your families tonight. And be safe out there.

John W. Mina, Chief of Police
Orlando Police Department
100 South Hughey Avenue
Orlando FL, 32801
407.246.2401
Extra duty officer in full police uniform hired by Pulse responded to gunshots from the club. Officer engaged and fire shots at suspect. Two on duty SWAT officers were quickly on the scene entered the club and exchanged gun fire with the suspect. By making quickly making entry and engaging the suspect they were able to force the suspect to stop shooting and retreat into a bathroom where he barricaded himself and held several people hostage. Officers were able to rescue about 15 to 20 people at that time. SWAT deployed and negotiators were in contact with the suspect who did talk about bombs and that there were vehicles that had bombs. He said he was wearing a vest but would not elaborate. Several calls and texts from people inside who were trapped. We were able to rescue more people by removing an air conditioner unit. He was barricaded in one of the bathrooms with hostages. A group of people were in the opposing bathroom. Made statement that led us to believe he was going to detonate a bomb in 15 minutes. Based on where the bathroom was with the other people who were trapped we set up for an explosive breach. Explosive breach did not defeat the wall, but is was damaged. We used the Bearcat armored vehicle to make a hole in the wall, people were rescued from that bathroom. At some point the suspect came out with two handguns and shot at officers, they returned fire and killed the suspect.

Received calls

John W. Mina, Chief of Police
Orlando Police Department
100 South Hughey Avenue
Orlando FL, 32801
Made decision to commence rescue because we believe further loss of life was imminent. Based on his statements to us and information related to us by other inside I made the decision.

John W. Mina, Chief of Police
Orlando Police Department
100 S. Hughey Ave.
Orlando, FL 32801
407.246.2401

On Jun 12, 2016 9:58 PM, "JOHN MINA" <john.mina@cityoforlando.net> wrote:
Extra duty officer in full police uniform hired by Pulse responded to gunshots from the club.
Officer engaged and fire shots at suspect. two on duty swat officers were quickly on the scene entered the club and exchanged gun fire with the suspect.
By making quickly making entry and engaging the suspect they were able to force the suspect to stop shooting and retreat into a bathroom where he barricaded himself and held several people hostage.
Officers were able to rescue about 15 to 20 people at that time.
SWAT deployed and negotiators were in contact with the suspect who did talk about bombs and that there were vehicles that had bombs.
He said he was wearing a vest but would not elaborate
Several calls and texts from people inside who were trapped.
We were able to rescue more people by removing an air conditioner unit.
He was barricaded in one of the bathrooms with hostages
A group of people were in the opposing bathroom.
Made statement that led us to believe he was going to detonate a bomb in 15 minutes.
Based on where the bathroom was with the other people who were trapped we set up for an explosive breach.
Explosive breach did not defeat the wall, but is was damaged.
We used the bearcat armored vehicle to make a hole in the wall, people were rescued from that bathroom. At some point the suspect came out with two handguns and shot at officers, they returned fire and killed the suspect.

Received calls

John W. Mina, Chief of Police
Orlando Police Department
100 South Hughey Avenue
Orlando FL, 32801
407.246.2401
They Saved His Life. He Gets to Say Thanks.

In this video Dan Hoffman meets and thanks the first responders that saved his life.

Smart911 shaved precious minutes off the response time. It can help you and your team react faster and with better information.

Smart911 has grown and evolved over the
past four years. We've added facility profiles, 2-way texting with any mobile phone and more. Might be time to take a fresh look.

Ready to find out more about Smart911?

The Rave Team

Opt-out of future mailings
Dear Police Chief John Mina

Dear Sir
This was sent last week ... please assure me you get/received this emails

The other email sent was to congress

Charles Beresford

---

County Sheriff David Clarke

Can you please help me with your researcher’s please.
I want to stop sexism racism violence . . (hence the poster)

I strongly feel common Law on controversy has been overlooked . 3 mins 40 secs to 4 mins 40 secs . here . https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0JdrhJKfNq0

The Quran has verses to harm others , which breaches the controversy law and the law on cults below .
Cult = religious teachings, making adherence to the group’s beliefs a virtual guarantee of grossly illegal activity directly harming others.
The reason I ask you to look is .. what is the point of having laws to stop killings beheadings, and religions that are promoting it .
The poster link above is just 10 out of over 190 harmful violent racist anti controversial verses of the Quran . http://corpus.quran.com/translation.jsp?chapter=47&verse=4

As your aware I do expose common Law . Misconduct in Public office , Malfeasance neglect of duty. Misfeasance to be dishonest, Nonfeasance a failure to act. Murder , etc.
Solon decreed it a crime for any citizen to shrink from controversy. (cults or religions are not exempt)
Read more at: http://www.azquotes.com/quote/1227890

The cult law

Illegal Cults the law

It is very rare for any religious group to be rendered illegal. This is due to the legal protections provided. In essence, however; as with any right, the freedom of religion can be abridged if its exercise would infringe on the rights of others. (see poster)

As a result, several groups have been made into recognized criminal organizations. This is not a common designation, but it has occurred on occasion, typically after a cult group has been involved with a criminal enterprise. These cults have generally been involved with activities like murder, abduction, statutory rape, or other serious crimes. Often, they hold an illegal activity to be a primary focus of their religious teachings, making adherence to the group’s beliefs a virtual guarantee of grossly illegal activity directly harming others.

Unfortunately, most cults are driven by a leader or small group of leaders. These leaders can often change the tenets of the religion on a whim, making it difficult to impossible for law makers to get ahead of potentially dangerous groups or to identify standards by which a cult becomes illegal. Thus, most groups that would be considered illegal have already engaged in criminal conduct.

Many thanks
Charles Beresford
Dear Police Chief John Mina

Dear Sir
Please can you reply and work together on this urgently.
There are many more laws I can assist you with
Please may I ask you to make the Commissioner aware of this and others you feel necessary.
There should be 2 emails sent to you. this is to congress, with no response.
Charles Beresford

County Sheriff David Clarke

Can you please help me with your researcher’s please.
I want to stop sexism racism violence . . (hence the poster)

I strongly feel common Law on controversy has been overlooked . 3 mins 40 secs to 4 mins 40 secs. here. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OJdrhJKfNq0

The Quran has verses to harm others, which breaches the controversy law and the law on cults below.
Cult = religious teachings, making adherence to the group’s beliefs a virtual guarantee ofgrossly illegal activity directly harming others.
The reason I ask you to look is .. what is the point of having laws to stop killings beheadings, and religions that are promoting it.
The poster link above is just 10 out of over 190 harmful violent racist anti controversial verses of the Quran. http://corpus.quran.com/translation.jsp?chapter=47&verse=4
As your aware I do expose common Law. Misconduct in Public office, Malfeasance neglect of duty. Misfeasance to be dishonest, Nonfeasance a failure to act. Murder, etc.


The cult law

Illegal Cults the law

It is very rare for any religious group to be rendered illegal. This is due to the legal protections provided. In essence, However; as with any right, the freedom of religion can be abridged if its exercise would infringe on the rights of others. (see poster)

As a result, several groups have been made into recognized criminal organizations. This is not a common designation, but it has occurred on occasion, typically after a cult group has been involved with a criminal enterprise. These cults have generally been involved with activities like murder, abduction, statutory rape, or other serious crimes. Often, they hold an illegal activity to be a primary focus of their religious teachings, making adherence to the group’s beliefs a virtual guarantee of grossly illegal activity directly harming others.

Unfortunately, most cults are driven by a leader or small group of leaders. These leaders can often change the tenets of the religion on a whim, making it difficult to impossible for law makers to get ahead of potentially dangerous groups or to identify standards by which a cult becomes illegal. Thus, most groups that would be considered illegal have already engaged in criminal conduct.

Many thanks
Charles Beresford
This event has been canceled and removed from your calendar.

Briefing with the Mayor and Chief Mina

When
Mon Jun 13, 2016 11:45 – 12:00 Eastern Time
Where
Mayor's Office (map)
Calendar
john.mina@cityoforlando.net
Who
• karina.rodriguez@cityoforlando.net
- organizer
• byron.brooks@cityoforlando.net
• john.mina@cityoforlando.net
• frank.billingsley@cityoforlando.net
• evelyn.aponte@cityoforlando.net
- optional
• janice.owens@cityoforlando.net
- optional
• sharon.wilson@cityoforlando.net
- optional
Invitation from Google Calendar

You are receiving this email at the account john.mina@cityoforlando.net because you are subscribed for cancellations on calendar john.mina@cityoforlando.net.

To stop receiving these emails, please log in to https://www.google.com/calendar/ and change your notification settings for this calendar.

Forwarding this invitation could allow any recipient to modify your RSVP response. Learn More.
Greetings John Mina
Monday, June 13, 2016

POLICING & POLICY

Obama Calls Orlando Shooting “Act Of Terror” And “Hate,” Urges Action On Guns.

In a statement delivered hours after Omar Mateen killed at least 50 people at the gay nightclub Pulse, President Obama referred to it as both an “act of terror” and an “act of hate.” The Washington Post (6/12, Eilperin) reports that while authorities are still attempting to identify the shooter’s motivations, Obama said the FBI is investigating the shooting as a terrorist act. Politico (6/12, McCaskill) reports the President “again called on Congress to act on the subject of guns.”

Obama highlighted that the shooter “was apparently armed with a handgun and a powerful assault rifle.”

Other Cities Boost Security After Shootings. The Dallas Morning News (6/12) reports that “Dallas police will boost their presence in entertainment districts, including Oak Lawn, in the wake of the deadly rampage at an Orlando gay nightclub.” Police “are also coordinating with the FBI and other agencies ‘to ensure the safety of our citizens,’ Mayor Mike Rawlings said in a prepared statement Sunday.”

Newsday (NY) (6/12) reports that “New York City went on high alert, and authorities in Nassau and Suffolk counties increased counterterrorism patrols Sunday morning, just hours after” the Orlando shootings.

Man Arrested With Weapons Said He Was Going To LA Pride Event. The Los Angeles Times (6/12, Rubin, Branson-Potts, Shyong) reports Santa Monica Police arrested a suspect with guns and explosive materials at the site of the gay pride parade. Reuters (6/12) reports the police department said James Howell of Indiana was sitting in the car with three assault rifles and high capacity magazines. He also had a five-gallon bucket with chemicals that could be used to make an explosive device.

Counterterrorism Exercise Held At Fenway Park.

The AP (6/11) reports, “People in the vicinity of Fenway Park this weekend shouldn’t be alarmed if they hear explosions and gunfire coming from” the park, which will host a “multi-agency counterterrorism exercise” conducted by DHS, Boston police, and Army’s Armament Research, Development and Engineering Center. The AP adds, “Police, state and federal first responders and Red Sox security personnel will react to simulated scenarios meant to test preparedness and new technologies for large events.”
The *Boston Globe* (6/12, Thadani) notes the simulation “happened to occur the morning after” the Orlando nightclub shooting. The Globe adds, “Boston Police Commissioner William B. Evans said the Orlando shooting was a testament to why simulations such as the one in Fenway Park — an area congested with bars and restaurants — are imperative for the city of Boston.”

**Experts: Supreme Court Likely To Consider California Concealed-Weapons Ban After Ruling.**

The *AP* (6/10, Neumeister) reports a 9th US Circuit Court of Appeals ruling Thursday “upholding California’s restrictions on carrying concealed weapons gives lawyers a fourth chance to try to get the U.S. Supreme Court’s attention on a subject directly affecting eight states and the nation’s capital.” The AP explains the issue is important because the Supreme Court “has never addressed directly whether an individual has the right to bear arms outside the home for the purpose of self-defense.”

**CRIME & DRUGS**

**DEA: Fentanyl Can Be Fatal For Police Officers If They Mishandle Drug.**

The *Washington Times* (6/10, Noble) reported that the Drug Enforcement Agency warned law enforcement last week that the synthetic opioid fentanyl can be so dangerous that officers can die by mishandling the drug. In a video designed to “raise awareness of the danger officers face,” DEA officials explain that accidentally inhaling fentanyl, or even coming in to contact with it, can be fatal.

**WPost Analysis Says Alabama Suffering Widespread Opioid Problem.**

In a more than 3,400-word, front-page analysis, the *Washington Post* (6/11, A1, Hull) examined the opioid problem in small, rural Alabama towns. The Post highlighted how doctors in Alabama “prescribe more opioid painkillers than any other state in the country,” and that the doctors who prescribe such drugs are widely known. “The pills are so enmeshed in the local economy they’re traded for lawn mowers and school clothes.” One study showed how white, working class women tend to be the most affected by the drug problem and that “their death rate has risen more sharply than any other demographic in the US.” Reasons postulated for the problem include the loss of coal-mining jobs, pharmaceutical marketing practices, the greed of doctors and peoples’ “anxiety over a loss of security.”

**Options To Safely Dispose Of Drugs Expanding Around Nation.**

The *Atlanta Journal-Constitution* (6/11) reports the ability to safely and responsibly dispose unwanted medications at drug disposal sites is getting easier as more locations nationwide are being created. The Journal-Constitution cites several California counties that “have adopted ordinances to operate drug collection programs funded by drug makers.” If a drug disposal site is not available, it is suggested that an individual “try checking with your garbage hauler, local household hazardous waste program, pharmacy or hospital, or local law-enforcement agency.” The Journal-Constitution posts DEA’s website listing drug disposal sites at [www.deadiversion.usdoj.gov/drug_disposal/](http://www.deadiversion.usdoj.gov/drug_disposal/).

---

Every member of your agency will benefit from becoming a member of the IACP! [Sponsor new members from your agency today!](#)

**TECHNOLOGY**

**Police To Use Mobile Video Units For GOP Convention In Cleveland.**
USA Today (6/10, Johnson) reports police plan to use mobile videographer units at the Republican National Convention in Cleveland “to capture encounters involving officers and the public, including thousands of protesters who are expected to descend on the city.” USA Today interviews Deputy Chief Wayne Drummond who says the purchased riot gear “will not accommodate recording equipment,” so he “said the mobile video units would fill the ‘unforeseen’ gap in video surveillance created in part by the uniform glitch.”

**Oklahoma Police Use Scanners To Seize Drug Traffickers Money During Traffic Stops.**

The AP (6/10, Juozapavicius) reports police in Oklahoma are using a new scanner “during traffic stops to seize money that’s been loaded onto prepaid debit cards by alleged drug traffickers.” The technology’s supporters “say it’s necessary to arm law enforcement with the latest technology to combat those who are accustomed to using sophisticated equipment to establish supply lines and construct smuggling tunnels that snake under borders.” The AP says the scanner’s technology “enables police to determine the value on prepaid cards and immediately secure or freeze the funds.”

**ALSO IN THE NEWS**

**NYPD Academy Program Enrolls 327 Cadets.**

Newsday (NY) (6/10, Alvarez) reports 327 cadets, “the largest number of college-ready cadets in recent years,” entered the NYPD College Academy Program on Friday “that offers tuition and other incentives in exchange for a commitment they’ll enter the police academy after earning a four-year degree.” First Deputy Commissioner Benjamin Tucker said the program is “critical to our recruitment effort,” and “also said the cadets are a reflection of New York City, representing 37 countries and speaking 39 languages.”

**FRIDAY’S LEAD STORIES**

- CDC Reports Teen Deaths From Drinking Racing Fuel.
- FDA Seeks Suspension of Websites Illegally Selling Prescription Drugs.
- Indonesian Authorities Thwart ISIL Attack Aimed At Police.
- Legislation To Prevent Authorities From Reading Old Email “Derailed” In Senate.
- Suffolk Police Department Explains “Why I Wear The Badge.”
JBF Worldwide Takes Inaugural Celebrity Global Ambassadors Trip to Guatemala

Miami, FL - June 13, 2016- The Jack Brewer Foundation (JBF Worldwide) and Empowering Business Latin America (EBLA) are excited to announce the inaugural Global Ambassadors Tour to Guatemala from June 13-18th. JBF Worldwide will travel with their 2016 Global Ambassadors Delegation to Guatemala to continue their mission to “empower from within”.

The delegation will participate in a full itinerary of philanthropic and cultural endeavors alongside the U.S. Embassy, Empowering Business Latin America, and more. Additional events include a press conference on sports for development, a stay in Antigua, sports activities with youth in Villa Nueva to raise awareness for violence prevention, a visit with the Agency for Disaster Reduction and a reception at the U.S. Embassy.

The trip is part of JBF Worldwide’s Global Ambassadors Program, which aims to connect influential individuals to philanthropic organizations while traveling the world to make positive impacts in communities. The program focuses on initiatives such as food security; medical aid and disaster relief; education; cultural exchange; and sport for development and peace.

“We are thrilled to add Guatemala as the next stop on our ever expanding Global Ambassadors Tour,” said Jack Brewer, Founder and Executive Director of JBF Worldwide. “Using sport as a catalyst we hope to encourage sustainable development and peace in the country, while inspiring the youth to use sport as a healthy outlet in their everyday lives.”

The 2016 Global Ambassadors Delegation traveling to Guatemala include former NFL greats such as Clinton Portis, Akin Ayodele, Ramses Barden and Kenderick Allen as well as NFL Free Agent Jason Fox.

For more information on the JBF Worldwide Global Ambassadors Trip to Guatemala, please contact Danielle Berman at danielle.berman@thebrewergroup.com.

###

ABOUT THE JACK BREWER FOUNDATION
Jack Brewer, five-year National Football League (NFL) veteran and founder/CEO of The Brewer Group, Inc., established The Jack Brewer Foundation (JBF Worldwide) to empower women and children living in impoverished and underdeveloped communities by enabling food security; promoting access to education and cultural exchanges; assisting in medical aid and disaster relief; and building peace. Through its Global Ambassadors Program, JBF Worldwide mobilizes professional athletes and celebrities to use sport as a catalyst in order to provide resources and opportunities to the world’s most underserved populations. JBF Worldwide actively works to “Empower From Within.” For more information about The Jack Brewer Foundation, please visit www.jbfworldwide.org or follow them on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram.

CONTACT
Danielle Berman, Managing Director
Danielle.Berman@thebrewergroup.com

Copyright © The Brewer Group, All rights reserved.

This email was sent to john.mina@cityoforlando.net by:
The Brewer Group
80 S. Eighth Street Suite 900
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55402

Unsubscribe from this List Report Spam
We should discuss this internally first.

David Arnott

On Jun 13, 2016 4:01 AM, "Michelle Guido" <michelle.guido@cityoforlando.net> wrote:
Of course, we are getting tons of requests to produce the "Hero Officers" who breached the club and engaged in the gunfight with the suspect. I know that the OIS is being investigated by FDLE.

In some instances, I would say we should try to produce someone, since that seems and feels like a very positive thing. But there's so many ways it can go sideways of that officer is asked difficult questions (why did you wait 3 hours before going in, etc etc....)

So I have an IDEA: Let's do it ourselves. Let's make a 30-60 second video where WE interview the officer...or just ask a question that he can answer with the messages we want out there, and then upload it to youtube and tell people they are welcome to it.

I don't remember who was shot in the helmet - but it could be him, or any one of our 11 you think would be best. Wanda and I can do this with my cell phone and lav mic, or we cold have someone else do it. But critical that the turnaround is quick. That's why I thought cell phone would work well.

Thoughts?

Michelle

--
Michelle Guido
Public Information Officer
Orlando Police Department
100 S. Hughey Ave.
Orlando, FL 32801
Office: 407.246.2403
Cell: 321.689.7164
PIO Email: opdpio@cityoforlando.net

Follow Us!
@OrlandoPolice
facebook.com/orlandopolicedepartment

Visit CityofOrlando.net/police to get the latest news and information.
Chief Mina,

I cannot express my deepest gratitude for all members of our agency and the community. I am grateful all of our officers are safe. I have received an abundance of emails, texts, and phone calls from law enforcement officials and the LGBT community from all over the world in support of OPD and the Orlando LGBT community.

When I first arrived on scene, responding as an Orlando Police officer and as my role as deputy commander on CNT, in that early morning, I walked by several of the persons who made it safely out of the club, I walked over to them and was immediately embraced by so many who have known me for years. They cried on my shoulder and thanked me for being there. Last night when attending vigils at the Joy Metropolitan Community Church, and Lake Eola, as well as visiting other LGBT locations in the late evening, as the LGBT liaison, I was embraced, and the endless comments of gratitude for OPD poured in.

Chief, your support, and the Mayor’s support of the LGBT community is recognized and the community in return thanks you.

As always, if there is anything I can do, please let me know.

Sincerely,

Jim

---

Lieutenant James P. Young
Orlando Police Department
Special Patrol Services Section Commander (K9, Mounted, VFH, Reserves)
Deputy Team Commander, Crisis Negotiation Team
Awards Committee Chairperson
OPD-LGBT Liaison
407.246-2479
james.young@cityoforlando.net
Chief Mina:

Wishing you and your department all the best in the difficult days ahead. Thank you for your service. Good luck and God speed.

Best,

Paul

Paul J. Curran Jr. | Vice President & General Manager
Cox Media Group | 490 E. South Street | Orlando, Florida 32801
Ph: (407) 822-5900 | Email: Paul.Curran@WFTV.com
UNCLASSIFIED // FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY – PUBLIC AND MEDIA RELEASE IS NOT AUTHORIZED
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Media Alert From TVEyes Media Monitoring Suite

OPD on WOFL-ORD (FOX) - Orlando, FL
06/12/2016 17:35:35
FOX 35 News at 5 (News)
... guy. Is it sharing of information that maybe opd needed to be made aware of this guy? Is there something to say hey, he's coming from port saint lucy, his license plate, we've ...

OPD on WOFL-ORD (FOX) - Orlando, FL
06/12/2016 17:45:37
FOX 35 News at 5 (News)
... representative of the dynamics of this situation. I mean, opd has done a really good job trying to inform us, keep us posted on exactly the number of people as you said they have been that meticulous ...

OPD on WESH-ORD (NBC) - Orlando, FL
06/12/2016 17:58:19
Women's PGA Championship (Sport)
... and it was something that alerted the entire crowd because we didn't know that opd was about to detonate a device they believe could have been an explosion. Take a look at what happened ...

OPD on WOFL-ORD (FOX) - Orlando, FL
06/12/2016 18:04:38
Money, Power and Politics (News)
... morning. And I want to praise the courageous opd who risked their lives, put their lives on the line. One of the officers as we heard was injured. ...

OPD on WOFL-ORD (FOX) - Orlando, FL
06/12/2016 18:08:08
Money, Power and Politics (News)
... the club, and it's going to take a -- we have the fbi there, the orange county opd, all looking into this. And it will take an awful lot of time. There are many victims that went ...

OPD on WESH-ORD (NBC) - Orlando, FL
06/12/2016 18:15:33
WESH 2 News at 6pm Weekend (News)
... medications between the shooter -- communications between the shooter and opd. There is also text message communication from a number of the hostages, and the hostages were in two different locations. ...

OPD on WFTV-ORD (ABC) - Orlando, FL
06/12/2016 18:26:55
Eyewitness News Sunday at 6pm (News)
... get more information on this tragic attack. >> kathy is live
outside of opd headquarters where people have been showing up all day. you spoke to one person who set 24th he saw the shooter in the ...

OPD on WESH-ORD (NBC) - Orlando, FL
06/12/2016 18:38:47
NBC Nightly News With Lester Holt (News)

... from a law-enforcement source at 2:34 a.m. early sunday morning reading, if you are awake, opd and ocs oh working active shooter a club, over 20 shot. orange and kaylee area. i knew the city of orlando be ...

OPD on WESH-ORD (NBC) - Orlando, FL
06/12/2016 18:45:21
NBC Nightly News With Lester Holt (News)

... 50 or killed. it started at 2:00 a.m. at 5:00 a.m., opd had responded right away, but they werlehere are hostages inside the rim. inside of this location. they were able to storm in at ...

OPD on WOFL-ORD (FOX) - Orlando, FL
06/12/2016 19:06:18
Cooper Barrett's Guide to Surviving Life (Other)

... everything. and as we've been telling you opd is trying to get information out as soon as they can about the victims, their names. and people are just waiting, people down here, waiting, ...

OPD on WESH-ORD (NBC) - Orlando, FL
06/12/2016 19:16:51
Dateline: On Assignment (News)

... communications were, there were communications between the shooter and opd. they were communications from a number of the hostages, and they were in two different locations. there was 5-8 in the room with ...

OPD on WFTV-ORD (ABC) - Orlando, FL
06/12/2016 19:51:12
America's Funniest Home Videos (Other)

... to go to lake eola, we need to make our presence shown. and opd said we are stretched thin. we understand but please hold off. so they take the role of ...

OPD on WESH-ORD (NBC) - Orlando, FL
06/12/2016 19:52:15
Dateline: On Assignment (News)

... >> even before the first patrol units arrived at the scene, and opd officer working at the club engaged with the shooter. he faced a hill of -- hail of gunfire. >> we have received an enormous ...

OPD on WESH-ORD (NBC) - Orlando, FL
06/12/2016 20:11:27
Little Big Shots (Other)

... at about 5:00 this morning, there was a controlled explosion by opd that allow them to go in and get him. about 11 officers exchanged gunfire with him. there was a lot of teamwork from ...

OPD on WESH-ORD (NBC) - Orlando, FL
06/12/2016 20:59:53
Little Big Shots (Other)
yet say what those communications were. between the shooter and opd. also text message communications from a number of the hostages. they were in two different locations.

OPD on WFTV-ORD (ABC) - Orlando, FL
06/12/2016 21:58:24
Celebrity Family Feud (Other)
... outside the doors and escalated inside. there's gunfire exchanged from 11 opd officers, three from sheriff's office, ultimately at five after >>> and what they have seen, these mass shooters, they tried ...

OPD on WESH-ORD (NBC) - Orlando, FL
06/12/2016 21:58:46
American Ninja Warrior (Sport)
... situation ensued. at 5:00 a.m., they had a controlled explosion, what opd was calling it, allowing them to get inside the building. there were several different people -- locations people were ...

OPD on WESH-ORD (NBC) - Orlando, FL
06/12/2016 22:02:38
American Ninja Warrior (Sport)
... we can see the number of law enforcement here in this area, for the opd. we spoke to folks with the islamic faith as well as other interfaith councils. they condemn this senseless ...

OPD on WESH-ORD (NBC) - Orlando, FL
06/12/2016 22:37:08
American Ninja Warrior (Sport)
... we want to pass along folks traveling downtown tomorrow. opd telling us orange avenue will be closed from grant and kaylee. that is grant and kaylee after this unfolded overnight. ...

OPD on WFTV-ORD (ABC) - Orlando, FL
06/12/2016 23:30:23
Sports Night on 9 (Sport)
... safe. earlier today we were at opd headquarters where witnesses and victims inside the pulse nightclub overnight fr frz >> reporter: taking it all in while everyone ...

OPD on WESH-ORD (NBC) - Orlando, FL
06/12/2016 23:58:28
Access Hollywood (Lifestyle)
... the local news, head to that location. still, opd want to hear from the witnesses. it will be relaying that information to the fbi but they want to hear witness accounts if ...

Orlando +police on CHSJ - Canada National
06/13/2016 00:00:04
Canadian Reflections (Lifestyle)
... hard to smile and wave when you just heard about what happened in orlando. >> interview: i don't feel the same and i feel weird being here it is kinds of scary. >> reporter: scary, too, because ...

Orlando +police on CBC Toronto - Canada Toronto
06/13/2016 00:00:11
The Fifth Estate (News)
... the police may have prevented a mass attack here that they say is unrelated to the Orlando nightclub killings. Early today, several kilometres from the LA Pride parade route, the police got a call about a...

Orlando +police on NEWS12NJ - Newark, NJ
06/13/2016 00:00:18
News 12 New Jersey (News)
... popular gay nightclub "Pulse" in Orlando, Florida around two o'clock this morning. Police say he fired from an AR-15 assault rifle. ...

Orlando +police on YNN Capital Region - Albany, NY
06/13/2016 00:00:25
... with dozens more wounded in a shooting at a gay bar in Orlando early Sunday morning. 29-year-old Omar Sadiqhi Mateen opened fire around two a.m., prompting a SWAT team response. They shot and killed him after a...

Orlando +police on News 14 Charlotte - Charlotte, NC
06/13/2016 00:00:29
... started shooting inside Pulse, a popular gay nightclub in Orlando, Florida. There was a three-hour long standoff with police... which ended in a shootout which left Mateen...

Orlando +police on NewsChannel 8 - Washington, D.C.
06/13/2016 00:00:52
Weekend Nightside (News)
... companies. >> hugs and prayers for the families of the Orlando nightclub massacre victims. Police started releasing their names late this afternoon. Good evening, everyone. ...

Orlando +police on News 12 Bronx - New York, NY
06/13/2016 00:00:52
... following a shootout at an Orlando nightclub on that turned into an all out nightmare. "Attacks on any American, ..."
... very highly trained to help immediately police patrol being ramped up
ing tonight held around New York City for Orlando victims and the
victims being honored at the Tony Award Force tonight sports Mets
Yankees loss NHL Stanley Cup finals Pittsburgh’s got it it ...

Orlando +police on WGMD-FM (Radio) - Salisbury, MD
06/13/2016 00:01:46
... for a while says this was a hate crime plain and simple prayer service
and Orlando happy joy Metropolitan Community Church on Sunday night
to pray for the victims of the shootings a vigil also held outside the White
House Sunday crisis has claimed that the teen was ...

Orlando +police on WOKV-AM (Radio) - Jacksonville, FL
06/13/2016 00:01:47
... while says this was a hate crime plain and simple service in Orlando
and the joy Metropolitan Community Church on Sunday night to pray for
the victims of the shootings fold vigil also held outside the White House
Sunday evening ...

Orlando +police on WBIN - Boston, MA
06/13/2016 00:01:48
NH1 News Weekend (News)
... the twenty nine year old omar might open fire inside an
orlando lgbt nightclub he was armed with an assault rifle and
handgun police engage in a shootout with a gunman outside
the club but somehow ...

Orlando +police on YNN Capital Region - Albany, NY
06/13/2016 00:02:07
... ever mass shooting. a man walked into a gay nightclub in
orlando early sunday morning, opening fire, before he was
eventually killed by police. amy mariani from our sister ...

Orlando +police on BBC News 24 - U.K. National
06/13/2016 00:02:13
Newsday (News)
... is in Orlando with the latest. Gunshots at the Pulse
nightclub, in Orlando. It is 2:00 in the morning. Inside, a lone
gunman with an assault rifle and revolver is systematically
shooting ...

Orlando +police on WAMU-FM (Radio) - Washington, D.C.
06/13/2016 00:02:14
... myself too late just means live from NPR News in Washington I’m Jim
Hock authorities in Orlando have begun releasing the names of people
killed in a mass shooting at a gay nightclub while police say 50 people
are dead and beers Jeff Brady reports only a ...

Orlando +police on Time Warner Cable News Southern
Tier - Binghamton, NY
06/13/2016 00:02:25
... in which he killed at least 50 people and injured dozens of
others at an orlando, florida nightclub. police say mateen
opened fire at the gay club “pulse” early sunday morning. ...

Orlando +police on YNN Central New York - Syracuse,
NY
06/13/2016 00:02:27
... in which he killed at least 50 people and injured dozens of
others at an orlando, florida nightclub. police say mateen
opened fire at the gay club “pulse” early sunday morning. ...
... your weather on the ones... we continue to follow the tragedy out of orlando florida.... police say 29-year old omar mateen opened fire at pulse nightclub opened fire at ...

... on the ones forecast. we continue to follow the tragedy out of orlando florida.... police say 29-year old omar mateen opened fire at pulse nightclub opened fire at ...

... kill people. i think it speaks for itself. >> in the wake of the orlando shooting, police departments did increase security at pride events here in d.c. as well as around the country. ...

... shooting people inside after a three hour stand off with authorites orlando police officers broke down the door and shot mateen 30 people were able to escape the club safely but at least ...

... concert friday night police say he apparently traveled to orlando specifically to go after the singer officials they were able had two guns and spare in the ammunition on him along with a large ...

... PRD is Florida governor Rick Scott is praising the police officers who entered an Orlando nightclub to confront the gunman and rescue hostages trapped inside NPR's Jim Howard reports governor Scott says it is unimaginable to think about what families of the victims ...

... I-a pr"bideegan with moment of silee for the victm n orlando. the event took on a slightly somber te... a stark contrast to its typically festive atmosphere. some people marched through the ...

... 53 minutes later, the stand-off ends. orlando police tweet the shooter inside the club is dead. so many were injured, first responders ran out of ambulances, forced to transport ...

... believe that this is connected to their land incident but similarities like a shooter in orlando how was headed to a gay pride event with an
arsenal rodriguez to tell us how told police he was going to the event but the tenant did not say what how ...

... sunday morning omar mateen went into the pulse club, a gay bar in orlando and opened fire, killing 50 people before police shot and killed him. "it just took your heart away, it's just crushing" lance ...

... fox's be vocal broadway his big night subdued the tony awards sombre in the wake of the orlando shootings the award ceremony dedicated to the victims but as expected it was a big night for hamilton winning 11 tony awards including best musical ...

... back Ron Hoffman ruse the FBI special agent in charge individual believed to be responsible for the terror attack at Orlando club polls early Sunday morning has been identified as Omar mayor Siddique Martine age 29 an American citizen born in New York he died in an exchange of ...

... say they believe he was acting alone fox's be vocal broadway's big night subdued the tony awards sombre the orlando shootings the award ceremony dedicated to the victims but as expected it was a big night for hamilton winning 11 tony awards including best musical ...

... say they believe he was acting alone fox's lead vocal broadway's big night subdued the tony awards sombre 2b orlando shootings the award ceremony dedicated to the victims but as expected it was a them winning 11 tony awards including best musical best direction and best original score ...

... makes us believe that this is connected to your land incident but similarities like shooter in Orlando How was headed to a gay pride event with an arsenal Rodriguez to tell us how told police he was going to the event but the tenant did not say what ...

... fox's be a vocal broadway's big night subdued the tony awards sombre in the wake of the orlando shootings the awards ceremony dedicated to the victims but as expected it was a big night for hamilton winning 11 tony awards including best musical ...

... here in los angeles area is certainly no connection to anything that happened in orlando santa monica police say 20 year-old change how had weapons and explosives in his vehicle that could have been used to create a pipe bomb ...
... those killed in the attack early said they had a gay nightclub in Orlando we've been hearing about all day also around the 5 boroughs NYPD at patrols especially around local LGBT sites fortunate but the mayor I assure the council approved an increase in the size ...

... Fox's be vocal Broadway's big night subdued the Tony Awards sombre in the wake of the Orlando shootings the award ceremony dedicated to the victims but as expected it was a big night for Hamilton winning 11 Tony Awards including best musical ...

... have meant to have died in this weekend shooting at a gay nightclub in Orlando The single web such trustee in American history the attack began at two on Sunday morning when a lone gunman armed with several weapons boasting to the club and ...

... 50 people and to have died in this weekend shooting at a gay nightclub in Orlando the single with such trustee in American history the attack began to on Sunday morning when a lone gunman armed with several weapons best into the club and stock ...

... people and i meant to have died in this weekend shooting at the gang not cop in Orlando the single with such trustee and American history the attack began at two on Sunday morning when a lone gunman all with ...

... turning their attention to mateen's home, nearly 200 kilometres from Orlando. omar mateen was born in new york, his parents are from afghanistan. his father seen in this ...

... we saw in Florida at least 50 people and mentored died this weekend shooting at a gay nightclub in Orlando The single with such trustee and American history the attack began at two on Sunday morning when a lone gunman armed with several ...

... we have been learning the names of the few victims so far released by the orlando police the department working to identify those victims and let their loved ones snow before releasing their names the gunman is 29 year-old omar team ...

... we stop in Florida at least 50 people and mentored died in this weekend shooting at a gay nightclub in Orlando The single with such trustee in American history the attack began to on Sunday morning when a lone gunman all with ...
... we need to get healthy we've heard many speakers blamed religious right for the attack in Orlando's saying their anti-gay beliefs haters straight Perreault Uri attends winds on Christopher Street in the village know you are vigils tonight in Orlando police have asked ...

... florida beat 50 people have commented i did this week a sure thing at a nightclub in orlando this single list such trustee and american history the attack began at two sunday morning when a lone gunman armed with several ...

... we stop in florida at least 50 people and mentored died this weekend shooting at a gay nightclub in orlando the single with such trustee and american history the attack began at two on sunday morning when a lone gunman armed with ...

... one of those first responding officers were shot but saved by his helmet according to orlando police they put a picture that helmet online conceded stop the bullet and saved his life just hours after the horrific mass murder in orlando ...

... to get the police we'll have to wait two weeks fortune I correspondent Diana Gallagher in Orlando Fla most security has been beefed up at all you'll remember the big heart and prayers today with those who were injured were hoping the facts that they may work ...

... with the recent tragic event in orlando and numerous shootings in our borough local gathered to ...

... steve cast in new york again recapping what we know right now about what happened in orlando florida 50 killed fiftythree_. wounded this has been declared the worst mass shooting in american history police say the shooter obama team the 29 year-old was armed with an ar ...

... have if you remove those voices or valleys done so it is an agonising wait to simply hundreds of families here in the Orlando area unfathomable news despite the fight this all the little something like four up in the morning when the gunmen shot dead by swotting up the hostages still for those people this is an extremely extremely painful ...

... the tragic shooting in orlando. ny f says this ics hisold
Right-click here to download pictures. To help protect your privacy, Outlook prevented automatic download of this picture from the Internet.
... it's time to start killing people especially days because the number one mom and Orlando's says it is time ago killed days he said killed because your compassion and after San Bernardino when the couple did suspicious things neighbors said we didn't want ...

... people especially gangs because the number one mom and Orlando's says it is time ago killed days he said killed because your fellow compassion and after San Bernardino when the couple that suspicious things neighbor said we didn't want to call the ...

... it's time to start killing people especially days because the number one mom and Orlando's says it's time to go kill days he said killed because your compassion and after San Bernardino when the couple good suspicious things neighbors said we didn't want ...

... and what happens it's time to start killing people especially gays because number one mom and orlando says it is time ago killed days he said killed because your fellow compassion and after san bernardino when the couple good suspicious things neighbors said we didn't ...

... it's time to start killing people especially gays because the number one mom and Orlando's says it's time to go killed days he said killed them because you felt compassion and after san bernardino when the couple did suspicious things neighbors ...

... it's time to start killing people especially gang these because the number one mom and orlando says it is time ago killed days he said killed them because your fellow compassion and after san bernardino when the couple good suspicious things neighbors we ...

... it's time to start killing people especially gangways because the number one mom and orlando says it is time ago killed days he said killed them because your fellow compassion and after san bernardino when the couple good suspicious things neighbors said we didn't ...

... what happens it's time to start killing people especially gays because number one mom and Orlando's says it's time to go killed days he said
killed because your fellow compassion and after San Bernardino when the couple good suspicious things neighbors said we didn't ...
Orlando +police on NEWS12NJ - Newark, NJ
06/13/2016 00:30:18
News 12 New Jersey (News)
... popular gay nightclub "pulse" in orlando, florida around two o'clock this morning. police say he fired from an a-r 15 assault rifle. ...

Orlando +police on NewsChannel 8 - Washington, D.C.
06/13/2016 00:30:51
Weekend Nightside (News)
... company.] >> hugs and prayers for the families of the orlando nightclub massacre victims. police started releasing their names late this afternoon. good evening, everyone. ...

Orlando +police on News 12 Bronx - New York, NY
06/13/2016 00:30:52
... following a shootout at an orlando nightclub on that turned into an all out nightmare. "attacks on any american, ...

Orlando +police on BBC News 24 - U.K. National
06/13/2016 00:30:53
Reporters (News)
... to the emergency services. And don't forget you can keep right up to date with events in Orlando. Our coverage continues live from Orlando on BBC World News and more analysis online at bbc.com/news. ...

Orlando +police on Time Warner Cable News Southern Tier - Binghamton, NY
06/13/2016 00:31:31
... in which he killed at least 50 people and injured dozens of others at an orlando, florida nightclub. police say mateen opened fire at the gay club "pulse" early sunday morning. ...

Orlando +police on BBC News 24 - U.K. National
06/13/2016 00:31:54
Reporters (News)
... is in Orlando with the latest. Gunshots at the Pulse nightclub, in Orlando. It is 2:00 in the morning. Inside, a lone gunman with an assault rifle and revolver is systematically shooting ...

Orlando +police on YNN Capital Region - Albany, NY
06/13/2016 00:32:19
... in which he killed at least 50 people and injured dozens of others at an orlando, florida nightclub. police say mateen opened fire at the gay club "pulse" early sunday morning. ...

Orlando +police on YNN Central New York - Syracuse, NY
06/13/2016 00:32:37
... ever mass shooting. a man walked into a gay nightclub in orlando early sunday morning, opening fire, before he was eventually killed by police. amy mariani from our sister ...

Orlando +police on BBC News 24 - U.K. National
06/13/2016 01:02:16
Newsday (News)
... three years ago. Gunshots at the Pulse nightclub in Orlando. It is two o'clock in the morning. Inside, a lone gunman with an assault rifle and a revolver is systematically
shooting at the party-goers. My God. He takes ...

... hard to smile and wave when you just heard about what happened in orlando. >> interview: i don't feel the same and i feel weird being here it is kinds of scary. >> reporter: scary, too, because ...

... community feel they have always faced the threat of violence. for them, orlando changes nothing. >> interview: terrorism shouldn't affect you. you change your ...

... turning their attention to mateen's home, nearly 200 kilometres from orlando. omar mateen was born in new york, his parents are from afghanistan. his father seen in this ...

... attention three years ago. Gunshots at the Pulse nightclub, in Orlando. It is 2:00 in the morning. Inside, a lone gunman with an assault rifle and revolver is systematically shooting ...

... Florida Senator Marco Rubio gave this reaction to the events in Orlando to our North America Editor Jon Sopel. Let's have a listen. It is a horrible tragedy. The single largest loss of life ...

... rifle opened fire at a gay nightclubs it orlando florida the gunman was killed later following a shootout with police he has been identified as obama team a 29 year old florida resident of the son of immigrants from afghanistan president ...
Orlando +police on BBC News 24 - U.K. National
06/13/2016 03:08:38
BBC News (News)
... has released a statement. We will be back here later in the programme from Orlando. There is still a police presence here, we are a few blocks away from the Pulse nightclub. Back to you. Regina Lombardo is Special Agent ...

Orlando +police on BBC News 24 - U.K. National
06/13/2016 03:18:20
BBC News (News)
... tighter. A lot of discussions early this morning when LA woke to the news of what happened in Orlando and then the news from Santa Monica about this arrest. The police and authorities made it clear the event would go ahead, and said out of an ...

OPD on WKMG-ORD (CBS) - Orlando, FL
06/13/2016 03:42:51
CBS Overnight News (News)
... end to this fairly quickly? >> i'm so proud of the men and women of OPD. you mentioned over 300 individuals in the club. It could have been worse. our first officer that engaged ...

Orlando +police on BBC News 24 - U.K. National
06/13/2016 04:02:00
BBC News (News)
... Hello. It's eleven o'clock in the evening here in Orlando, where 50 people have been killed in America's worst mass shooting in history. As you can see, there is still a strong police presence here where we ...

Orlando +police on BBC News 24 - U.K. National
06/13/2016 04:18:57
BBC News (News)
... lot of discussions early this morning when Los Angeles woke to the news of what happened in Orlando, and the news from Santa Monica about this arrest. The police and the authorities made it clear the event would go ahead, and they set out of ...

Orlando +police on Aljazeera English - Arabic
06/13/2016 04:30:08
Listening Post (News)
... and then shot dead at least fifty people at a nightclub in the US state of Florida fifty three others were injured police say the Orlando shooting has been investigated as a terror attack pursuit has been named as twenty nine -year-old normality is a US citizen on Afghan origin it's been revealed that McLean was investigated for terrorist links before ...

Orlando +police on CNBC Europe - U.K. National
06/13/2016 04:36:32
NBC News (News)
... people across the country tonight thousands of joining together in shock and concern for her those here in orlando the scene obviously much different behind you consider licensing rules for that for if the patient has the 4th night club which is still an active crime ...

OPD on WESH-ORD (NBC) - Orlando, FL
06/13/2016 04:49:37
... even before the first patrols arrived on the scene and opd officer -- opd officer engaged the gun man as he opened fire. our swat team faced a hail of gunfire as they rescue the hostages and we are blessed that ...

Orlando +police on CNBC Europe - U.K. National
06/13/2016 05:06:12
... she gets to wear one move for here at 3 her attention to the mass shooting in orlando for at least 50 dead and more than 50 wounded the attackers dead is well american obama tina knew how to handle weapons he was a security guard ...

OPD on WESH-ORD (NBC) - Orlando, FL
06/13/2016 05:08:25
WESH 2 News Early Sunrise (News)
... different route. ted noah is here. ted: opd has not given any word as to when it will be open. use division or delaney avenue. they are your alternates. kaylee street east and west's ...

Orlando +police on BBC News 24 - U.K. National
06/13/2016 05:13:28
BBC News (News)
... any accomplices. Has it made any difference to the policing of Orlando? People are still operating as normal, even here at the police cordon, people have been coming and laying flowers dot a steady stream of people paying their respect. ...

OPD on WFTV-ORD (ABC) - Orlando, FL
06/13/2016 05:31:46
Eyewitness News This Morning @ 5:30am (News)
... into the club and barricaded himself with hostages. opd said 11 of their officers were shooting in the shooting with three orange county deputies who assisted rescuing people inside, but not until ...

Orlando +police on Aljazeera English - Arabic
06/13/2016 05:32:10
101 East (News)
... a a working on a top stories this hour police say shooting in Orlando Florida being investigated as Sarah said gunmen shot and if people gain a early hours of Sunday fifty three others were injured . Dunn was shot dead at the scene after an exchange of fire with the ...

OPD on WESH-ORD (NBC) - Orlando, FL
06/13/2016 05:52:41
WESH 2 News Early Sunrise (News)
... through went they. -- through wednesday. ted: while opd continues to investigate, orange avenue closed. division avenue and delaney avenue are going to be your ...

Orlando +police on Aljazeera English - Arabic
06/13/2016 06:05:56
The Rise and Rise of Bitcoin (Other)
... screen them pay for them or prevent the second generation from radicalise all pacifying joins us now on the phone from Orlando party at first the ongoing police investigation and happening overnight that on one card and you might like a late-night bar and no ...
... ted noah is here with the impact on your morning commute. ted: opd has not yet said when these roads will reopen. there are so many surface streets in the area that are blocked off. ...
... pay for them or prevent the second generation from radicalise all-party campaign joins us live now from Orlando attracting at first about the ongoing police investigation is minute up-to-date with what's been happening overnight and truly hard to imagine that less than twenty four hours ago there were even two hours before the first child throwing out history within filled...

**OPD on WFTV-ORD (ABC) - Orlando, FL**
06/13/2016 07:29:27
Good Morning America (News)
... were saved through the course of that night. opd and the other law enforcement agencies were -- responded heroically, allowing hundreds to escape and then breaching a wall, killing the ...

**OPD on WESH-ORD (NBC) - Orlando, FL**
06/13/2016 07:29:33
Today (News)
... lives were saved over the course of that night. opd and other law enforcement agencies responded heroically, allowing hundreds to escape at the beginning of the event. they then breach the wall, ...

**Orlando +police on Aljazeera English - Arabic**
06/13/2016 07:30:12
Inside Story (News)
... if the fifth and recover the headlines here on Al Jazeera police shooting in Orlando Florida is being investigated as director of gunmen shot and fifty people at a nightclub in the early hours of Sunday fifty three were injured , was shot dead at the scene after an ...

**OPD on WOFL-ORD (FOX) - Orlando, FL**
06/13/2016 07:35:23
Good Day @ 7am (News)
... where he was ultimately killed. so, at that time, -- at this time, i want to say the opd officers, from the initial responding officers to the other officers to other law enforcement acted very ...

**OPD on WFTV-ORD (ABC) - Orlando, FL**
06/13/2016 07:35:25
Good Morning America (News)
... officers, where he was ultimately killed. at this time i just want to say that opd officers -- from the initial responders to all the other law enforcement acted heroically and courageously and saved many ...

**OPD on WESH-ORD (NBC) - Orlando, FL**
06/13/2016 07:35:30
Today (News)
... battle with officers, where he was ultimately killed. at this time, i want to say opd officers, from the initial responding officers to squat officers and all other law enforcement, acted very ...

**OPD on WOFL-ORD (FOX) - Orlando, FL**
06/13/2016 07:36:45
Good Day @ 7am (News)
... very briefly how that's going. we have teams of fdle agents, opd officers, fbi agents that we are deploying as we are identifying victims throughout the state and the nation to
identify family members to let ...
Brother,

I know it is a very difficult time in our Orlando Community and the Brothers and Sisters of OPD. I’m so proud to know that the OPD Officers you so lead performed with great courage and selflessness. I know many lives were saved by the bravery of the men and women of OPD. The light of peace were the hands of your men and women protecting the innocent, carrying others to safety, and comforting those who’ve lost loved ones. My prayers go out to the OPD Family and Orlando Community. I’m so proud and honored to have served you and the many Brothers and Sisters of OPD. If I can serve you or OPD in any way in the days, weeks to come I’m ready. Peace and Many Blessings
Please see attached

--
Detective David Andre
Orlando Police Department
Criminal Investigations Division
Assault & Battery Unit
P.O. Box 913
Orlando, FL  32802-0913
Phone 407-246-3951
Fax   407-246-2994
From: gary <garydean01@hotmail.com>
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 8:38 AM
To: buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net
Cc: Frank.billingsley@cityoforlando.net; Byron.brooks@cityoforlando.net; Mayanne.downs@cityoforlando.net; John.mina@cityoforlando.net; Heather.fagan@cityoforlando.net; Michele.brennan@cityoforlando.net; Luis.martinez@cityoforlando.net; celeste.brown@cityoforlando.net; Kathleen.devault@cityoforlando.net
Subject: FW: Do not employ Imams who are involved in funding and supporting terrorism to spew their propaganda and whitewash Islamism

To Mayor Buddy Dyer:

I observe on CNN that the Orlando police force and government employs an Islamic Imam (Imam Muhammad Musri of the Islamic Society of Central Florida) to give his biased assessment of terrorism in Orlando alongside police authorities to provide the propaganda component and to get ahead of the news. Why not a priest or rabbi?? Why is a terror-supporting Imam who helps fund Hamas part of any public presentation to calm the nerves of Americans?


Why do the police allow one religion above all others to present what should be ONLY a law enforcement announcement/information? Perhaps that was a preemptive attempt to make sure the “religion of peace” is not held responsible for 50 + more murders in the world where millions have been killed in Islam’s name over the past 5 years.

It begs the question how an Imam is allowed so much access and power with law enforcement agencies and why he would be allowed to whitewash Islam before the facts are established. And the facts point to Islam’s militant branch – ISIS. Whatever you call it, whether it is ISIS, Hamas, Hezbollah, Al Qaeda, it all refers back to Islam for its guide and inspiration.

Do not let CAIR or any Islamic apologists for terrorism or any Imam directly involved in funding the kind of violence, anti-Americanism, anti-Semitism, misogynist, anti-gay Islamism that aims to kill all non-Muslims, make us into dhimmis and aims to replace democracy with jihad, sharia and slavery.

Gary Gerofsky
Canada
Evelyn.

Tell them I won't be in attendance.

John W. Mina, Chief of Police
Orlando Police Department
100 S. Hughey Ave.
Orlando, FL  32801
407.246.2401
URGENT

**Media Staging Areas**

June 13, 2016 – The City of Orlando thanks the media for their support, understanding and patience as we continue to work on notifying the families of the victims of this tragedy and as our Orlando Police Department, State and Federal agencies work to investigate this incident.

Please know we will continue to provide updates and respond to media inquiries to the best of our ability to keep you updated and informed as we are able to share information.

We are asking for your help to allow access for public safety vehicles and ambulances to ensure the continued care of our citizens and public safety operations.

To help the City, our local medical organizations and our Orlando Police Department, State and Federal agencies continue to do their jobs. We are asking that the media locate in the designated media staging areas only.

The locations are as follows:

**Incident Staging Area**
Subway Parking Lot
1742 South Orange Avenue
Orlando, FL 32806

**Orlando Health Staging Area**
Please park broadcast vehicles in any and all available on-street parking.

Smaller vehicles should park in area garages to allow for broadcast vehicles to utilize the on-street spaces.

Media may continue to report from the sidewalks, but we must keep all streets clear to ensure access for ambulances and emergency vehicles.

**Family Reunification Staging Area**
Please do not block the parking lot or sidewalks or entrance to the Beardall Senior Center (800 Delaney Ave).
We need to ensure the families of the victims can receive the support and help they need.

Please locate on the sidewalks along Gore or in the right-of-way area. Do not park or stage in the street or block traffic in any way.

-------------

For media inquiries, please continue to email me directly at Cassandra.Lafser@cityoforlando.net for any and all media requests. With the volume of media inquiries, email will continue to ensure your inquiries are received, logged and responded to as soon as possible.

Again, thank you all for your patience, support and understanding during this time.

**Please do not respond to this email directly for any inquiries. Please send a separate email.**

###

--

Cassandra Anne Lafser, Press Secretary
Office of the Mayor
City of Orlando
400 South Orange Avenue
Orlando, FL 32802
P: 407.246.2182
F: 407.246.2842

Follow us!
facebook.com/orlandomayor
@OrlandoMayor

facebook.com/cityoforlando
youtube.com/cityoforlando
flickr.com/cityoforlando
@citybeautiful

Visit CityofOrlando.net to get the latest news and information or click here to subscribe to our Newsletter from Orlando Mayor Buddy Dyer.
This is a reminder that the OPD Critical Incident Stress Management Team will have a debriefing at the OPD Training Facility on Andes Ave. tomorrow, June 14 @ 1600 hours. All sworn and professional staff members who were involved in the Pulse Nightclub Incident must attend. Attendance for anyone else is voluntary.

Should anyone need immediate assistance, please contact your supervisor, who can contact a CISM Team member, or OPD Chaplain. There is also an Employee Assistance Hotline by calling 1-800-272-7252.

Thank You,

--

Captain Timothy E. Crews
Orlando Police Department
Criminal Investigations Division Commander
Main # 407-246-2967
Cell # 321-689-7089
See attached...
From: Provengo Promotions <provengo=provengo.com@mail235.suw14.mcdlv.net> on behalf of Provengo Promotions <provengo@provengo.com>
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 9:01 AM
To: John.mina@cityoforlando.net
Subject: Ending Soon - $99 Costa Closeout Sale!
John W. Mina, Chief of Police
Orlando Police Department
100 S. Hughey Ave.
Orlando, FL  32801
407.246.2401

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: "CASSANDRA LAFSER" <cassandra.lafser@cityoforlando.net>
Date: Jun 13, 2016 8:48 AM
Subject: URGENT - MEDIA STAGING AREAS AND PARKING - NEED YOUR HELP!! - **MESSAGE FROM CITY OF ORLANDO**
To:  
Cc:

---

URGENT  
**Media Staging Areas**

June 13, 2016 – The City of Orlando thanks the media for their support, understanding and patience as we continue to work on notifying the families of the victims of this tragedy and as our Orlando Police Department, State and Federal agencies work to investigate this incident.

Please know we will continue to provide updates and respond to media inquiries to the best of our ability to keep you updated and informed as we are able to share information.

We are asking for your help to allow access for public safety vehicles and ambulances to ensure the continued care of our citizens and public safety operations.

To help the City, our local medical organizations and our Orlando Police Department, State and Federal agencies continue to do their jobs. We are asking that the media locate in the designated media staging areas only.

The locations are as follows:

**Incident Staging Area**
Subway Parking Lot
1742 South Orange Avenue
Orlando, FL 32806

**Orlando Health Staging Area**
Please park broadcast vehicles in any and all available on-street parking.

Smaller vehicles should park in area garages to allow for broadcast vehicles to utilize the on-street spaces.

Media may continue to report from the sidewalks, but we must keep all streets clear to ensure access for ambulances and emergency vehicles.

**Family Reunification Staging Area**
Please do not block the parking lot or sidewalks or entrance to the Beardall Senior Center (800 Delaney Ave).

We need to ensure the families of the victims can receive the support and help they need.

Please locate on the sidewalks along Gore or in the right-of-way area. Do not park or stage in the street or block traffic in any way.

------------

For media inquiries, please continue to email me directly at Cassandra.Lafser@cityoforlando.net for any and all media requests. With the volume of media inquiries, email will continue to ensure your inquiries are received, logged and responded to as soon as possible.

Again, thank you all for your patience, support and understanding during this time.

**Please do not respond to this email directly for any inquiries. Please send a separate email.**

###

--

Cassandra Anne Lafser, Press Secretary
Office of the Mayor
City of Orlando
400 South Orange Avenue
Orlando, FL 32802
P: 407.246.2182
F: 407.246.2842

Follow us!
facebook.com/orlandomayor
@OrlandoMayor
Visit CityofOrlando.net to get the latest news and information or click here to subscribe to our Newsletter from Orlando Mayor Buddy Dyer.
Yesterday was the most horrific day in the history of the City of Orlando. And yet, I stand here today even more proud of our community because they came together, united to support the families and friends of the victims.

We learned of the heroic acts of our Orlando Police Department as well as other law enforcement, as well as our citizens as hundreds of lives were saved throughout the night. And the medical personnel that saved so many lives that were transported to the hospital are heroes.

I am proud of how our City employees have responded to this tragedy. Thank you to our police officers and firefighters and the many other employees are assisting to lend support. The dedication of our employees has helped lead our City through this weekend’s events.

Today, starting at 9 a.m., an Employee Assistance Plan (EAP) counselor will be available on the seventh floor of City Hall. Employees may also call 1.800.272.7252 to speak to a counselor. I encourage employees to take advantage of this service.

I want to complement the medical examiner and FDLE for the work they did all night long, making identifications of victims and notifying next of kin. Forty-eight of the 49 victims have been identified. Twenty-six next of kin have been notified, with more to come.

The number to call for families is 407.246.4357. As the next of kin are being notified, we are putting the names on cityoforlando.net/victims.

We will not be defined by the act of a cowardly hater. We will be defined by how we respond, how we treat each other.
Good morning,
I had some follow ups about this morning’s press conference.
Chief mentioned something about a “timeline given” that forced police’s hand in going in the building with a battering ram.
What was that timeline?
Did the shooter say he was going to kill hostages at X time? What did he say?
When will you be releasing officers names involved in the shooting?
Who was the off duty officer at the club and who was the officer who was hit?

What are the chances of talking with a first responder or SWAT team member? What about the SWAT commander?
I want to do an insider’s account of what happened. I think this would be a good opportunity to show some of the heroic actions of the officers.
I know you are inundated with requests, but I hope you can help me out because you know we’ve been here before and will be here long after all the national outlets leave.
Thank you guys for all you do.
I know it’s been awful for you all.

Hang in there,
Dave

David Harris
Breaking News Reporter
Orlando Sentinel Media Group
633 North Orange Avenue | Orlando | Florida | 32801
:: o 407 420 5471
:: c 407 432 2464
:: t @DavidHarrisOS

OrlandoSentinel.com
A Tribune Publishing Company
Hello Chief,

First, I wanted to thank you for being the most amazing Chief ever. Secondly, I just wanted to check up on you. I know yesterday was a very hard day and I want you to know that if you need to talk to anybody, there are several people standing by to listen.

I am out on medical leave because I had surgery, but I will be at the communication center tomorrow as part of the CISM Team. Nothing is going to keep me from being there for my Blue Family.

You and the entire Chief's Staff are in my thoughts and prayers.

--

Detective Loriana Fiorino
Master Police Officer
Special Victims Unit
Criminal Investigations Division
Orlando Police Department
ICAC- Internet Crimes Against Children Task Force
CART- Child Abduction Response Team
100 South Hughey Ave.
Orlando, FL 32801
Office 407-246-2435
Fax 407-246-2994
http://cityoforlando.net/police

Florida has a very broad public records law. As a result, any written communication created or received by City of Orlando officials and employees will be made available to the public and media, upon request, unless otherwise exempt. Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do not want your email address released in response to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this office. Instead, contact our office by phone or in writing.
From: The Florida Smart Justice Alliance <barney@smartjusticealliance.org>
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 9:16 AM
To: john.mina@cityoforlando.net
Subject: Amendment 2 = Legalized Pot

FLORIDA SMART JUSTICE UPDATE

June 13, 2016

Thanks again to all of our Sponsors & Exhibitors!

VoteNo2: Almost 2000 Pot Shops in Florida

According to an estimate by the Florida Department of Health, Florida will have nearly 2,000 pot shops across the state if Amendment 2 passes.

Smart Justice supports the campaign to defeat Constitutional Amendment 2 along with VoteNo2.org the same group that led the fight to defeat A2 two years ago.

A2 = Legalized Pot

Why is Amendment 2 bad for Florida?

Because this isn't about medical marijuana, it's about legalizing marijuana.
Amendment 2 is filled with loopholes and the most significant one is that it will be abused by those who will say that they qualify because of a serious medical condition.

Only 3% have Chronic Illness in CA

But in California which defines their law broadly like Florida does, only 3 percent of pot users have a chronic condition like cancer or HIV/AIDS according to a study by the National Institute of Health: An Analysis of Applicants Presenting to a Medical Marijuana Specialty Practice in California.

Average CA User is 32 year-old White Male Drug User

To make matters worse, the average pot user in California is a 32 year-old white male who has a history of drug or alcohol abuse!

This doesn't sound like the end-of-life instances that the pot proponents want you to think will benefit from this law.

More FL Pot Shops than Starbucks + McDonald's + 7-Eleven's Combined

So Florida could end up with nearly 2,000 pot shops, more than all of the Starbucks, 7-Elevens and McDonald's combined!

That means that pot shops will inevitably become ubiquitous in every corner of the state.

Many counties and cities won't want to have any pot shops in their boundaries, yet they will be sued by authors of the amendment to insure that pot is "available" to anyone that needs it.
CA - "Pot Dealers with Store Fronts"

In addition, the co-author of California's medical pot law - Rev. Scott Imler - says that "It's turned into a joke," according to a story in the San Gabriel Valley Tribune, and that the medical pot shops are nothing more than "pot dealers with store fronts."

Proponents says that the amendment is needed because the legislature hasn't addressed the issue, but in truth, the legislature has done it's job and the law is currently being implemented.

FL Legislature passed law so no Amendment needed

Of course that takes time because a regulatory scheme had to be created and there were the inevitable rule challenges that must ensue.

But the designated licensed growers are now growing medical marijuana and it will be available to appropriate patients in short order.

The legislature has addressed the issue.

Don't put medical pot in our Constitution along with Pig's, it just doesn't belong there.  

For more information about why A2 is bad for Florida, go to www.VoteNo2.org.

Cyber-Bullied Tampa Teen Commits Suicide

Just a week ago a Tampa teenager was sent to her room to clean it by her mother and the young girl instead went into the bathroom and committed suicide.
Video goes viral

This very unfortunate event happened because a nude video of her bathing had gone viral.

Once it was posted on-line for everyone to see, other people started taking screenshots and sharing them and then the taunts and bullying began with insulting comments about her body.

Cyber-Bullying near impossible to stop

Dr. Walter Afield, a psychiatrist, says that cyber-bullying is beyond the old school name calling and put downs, "When they bully, well you can yell, you can shout, you can shoot back but when it comes to the internet so quickly and so instantly all around. It gets very aggressive."

To make matters worse cyber bullying has no telltale signs and its hard to provide parents with a list of what to look for.

Over the last few years the Florida legislature has addressed this issue by criminalizing this type of behavior which, in the past, had led other youths to commit suicide because of the incessant cyber-bullying.

Drug-Addicted Florida Babies increase by 600%

Florida babies born addicted to drugs is a growing epidemic that needs to be addressed.

1,400 drug-addicted babies in 2014

In 2005 there were a total of 200 drug-addicted babies born in the state, and in 2014 there were 1,400, a shocking increase of 600% in just nine
The impact to the babies health is traumatic as they must undergo NAS - Neonatal Abstinence Syndrome - which can last more than a month while the baby is still in the neonatal intensive care unit, where the cost can exceed $250,000 per baby.

**Drug-addicted babies will have a lifetime of serious problems**

In the NICU the baby will go through withdrawals and the baby will be inconsolable, they experience seizures, diarrhea and vomiting at a level that is difficult for anyone to see, and some newborns do not survive.

The long term consequences are also staggering with on-going, life-threatening seizures that will require constant medical attention.

**Drug-addicted babies often go home with drug-addicted parent**

In many cases, the baby will go home with the parent that got them addicted, and many hospitals are researching new treatments that the mother could undergo while pregnant that could substantially decrease the length of time that the baby undergoes NAS.

Johns Hopkins, according to 10 News WTSP, a Tampa Bay-based news station, has just opened an All Children's Hospital Abstinence Outpatient Clinic in Sarasota to explore new ways to help drug-addicted babies.

---

**Affiliate Associations**

Thanks to the Drug Free Foundation of America, Florida Association of Community Corrections, Florida Association of Managing Entities, and the Florida
Coalition for Children for their continuing support of criminal justice reform and SMART JUSTICE.
The Orlando Magic has brought in Bagels for all of our officers.

It is in DCPD (Community Development) on the 1st floor. Please check with Adriana Monge x 2461.

Thanks,
Leila Barrie
Senior Administrative Assistant to Deputy Chiefs
Orlando Police Department
100 S. Hughey Avenue
Orlando, FL 32801
(407) 246-2465 (Phone)
(407) 246-2732 (Fax)

"Keep Orlando a safe city by reducing crime and maintaining livable neighborhoods"
Cityoforlando.net/Police
"Enhance the quality of life in the City by delivering public services in a knowledgeable, responsive and financially responsible manner"

Follow us!
facebook.com/cityoforlando
youtube.com/cityoforlando
flickr.com/cityoforlando
From: vincent.ogburn@cityoforlando.net on behalf of JOHN MINA
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 9:26 AM
To: gary
Subject: Re: FW: Do not employ Imams who are involved in funding and supporting terrorism to spew their propaganda and whitewash Islamism

Mr. Gerofsky,

Thank you for reaching out to the Orlando Police Department with your concern. The Orlando Police Department does not employ any religious leaders. However, we foster a very strong relationship with the majority of the community faith based leaders in Orlando and we value their judgment.

If you have any further questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact me at 407-246-2401.

Lt. Vince Ogburn
Staff Director for

John W. Mina, Chief of Police
Orlando Police Department
100 South Hughey Avenue
Orlando FL, 32801
407.246.2401

On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 8:37 AM, gary <garydean01@hotmail.com> wrote:

To Mayor Buddy Dyer:

I observe on CNN that the Orlando police force and government employs an Islamic Imam (Imam Muhammad Musri of the Islamic Society of Central Florida) to give his biased assessment of terrorism in Orlando alongside police authorities to provide the propaganda component and to get ahead of the news. Why not a priest or rabbi?? Why is a terror-supporting Imam who helps fund Hamas part of any public presentation to calm the nerves of Americans?
See:

and


Why do the police allow one religion above all others to present what should be ONLY a law enforcement announcement/information? Perhaps that was a preemptive attempt to make sure the “religion of peace” is not held responsible for 50 + more murders in the world where millions have been killed in Islam’s name over the past 5 years.

It begs the question how an Imam is allowed so much access and power with law enforcement agencies and why he would be allowed to whitewash Islam before the facts are established. And the facts point to Islam’s militant branch – ISIS. Whatever you call it, whether it is ISIS, Hamas, Hezbollah, Al Qaeda, it all refers back to Islam for its guide and inspiration.

Do not let CAIR or any Islamic apologists for terrorism or any Imam directly involved in funding the kind of violence, anti-Americanism, anti-Semitism, misogynist, anti-gay Islamism that aims to kill all non-Muslims, make us into dhimmis and aims to replace democracy with jihad, sharia and slavery.

Gary Gerofsky

Canada
Fyi

John W. Mina, Chief of Police
Orlando Police Department
100 S. Hughey Ave.
Orlando, FL 32801
407.246.2401

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: "LESLEY Smith"<lesley.smith@cityoforlando.net>
Date: Jun 12, 2016 10:56 PM
Subject: Pulse Nightclub OPD Case#: 2016-242039
To: "JOHN MINA"<john.mina@cityoforlando.net>, "ROBERT ANZUETO"<robert.anzueto@cityoforlando.net>
Cc:

Please see attached.

--

Thanks,

Lesley Smith, Staff Assistant
Orlando Police Department Communications Division
City of Orlando
100 South Hughey Avenue
Orlando, FL 32801
p. 321.235.5326
f. 407.249.4601
email lesley.smith@cityoforlando.net

Follow us!
@citybeautiful
facebook.com/cityoforlando
youtube.com/cityoforlando
flickr.com/cityoforlando
From: vincent.ogburn@cityoforlando.net on behalf of JOHN MINA
<john.mina@cityoforlando.net>
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 9:33 AM
To: 
Subject: Re: Peace and Many Blessings

Thank you for your thoughts and prayers. As you can imagine this is a tragic incident that landed at our front door and we are proud of the way our officers responded and performed. We have a lot of agencies working with us and a lot of resources. We will be be sure to reach out to you if the need arises. Again....

Thank you and God Bless,
Lt. Vince Ogburn
Staff Director for

John W. Mina, Chief of Police
Orlando Police Department
100 South Hughey Avenue
Orlando FL, 32801
407.246.2401

On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 8:18 AM, wrote:

Brother,

I know it is a very difficult time in our Orlando Community and the Brothers and Sisters of OPD. I’m so proud to know that the OPD Officers you so lead performed with great courage and selflessness. I know many lives were saved by the bravery of the men and women of OPD. The light of peace were the hands of your men and women protecting the innocent, carrying others to safety, and comforting those who’ve lost loved ones. My prayers go out to the OPD Family and Orlando Community. I’m so proud and honored to have served you and the many Brothers and Sisters of OPD. If I can serve you or OPD in any way in the days, weeks to come I’m ready. Peace and Many Blessings
From: vincent.ogburn@cityoforlando.net on behalf of JOHN MINA
<john.mina@cityoforlando.net>
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 9:37 AM
To: Curran, Paul (CMG-Orlando)
Cc: Vincent Ogburn
Subject: Re: Good luck in the days ahead

Paul,

Thank you for your support during this tragic incident. There is no doubt that this incident will affect individuals both locally and nationally and we appreciate your support in getting this information out.

Thanks,
Lt. Vince Ogburn
Staff Director for

John W. Mina, Chief of Police
Orlando Police Department
100 South Hughey Avenue
Orlando FL, 32801
407.246.2401

On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 7:46 AM, Curran, Paul (CMG-Orlando) <Paul.Curran@wftv.com> wrote:
Chief Mina:

Wishing you and your department all the best in the difficult days ahead. Thank you for your service. Good luck and God speed.

Best,

Paul

Paul J. Curran Jr. | Vice President & General Manager
Cox Media Group | 490 E. South Street | Orlando, Florida 32801
Ph: (407) 822-5900 | Email: Paul.Curran@WFTV.com
Chief Mina,
I want to commend you and the officers who engaged the shooter at Pulse. Their dedication and sacrifice shows me that they believe in your leadership and you should be commended for that. It’s not often that someone of your position is that well respected due to the demands of political leaders. As a 27 year retired city supervisor, it’s refreshing to see someone willing to make the tough calls with the backing of the men and women who serve under him who know their boss won’t sell them short for the whim of a politician. I can tell you from experience that as long as you continue to manage in this manner that after your tour of duty is done, you will be able to sleep good at night knowing full well you did right at the end of the day.

Sincerely,
J. M. Smith
Crew Leader (Ret)
Forestry Section
Parks Division
City of Orlando

P. S. There is life after the city

---

This email has been checked for viruses by Avast antivirus software.
https://www.avast.com/antivirus
As summer approaches, the Zika virus will be on the rise.

Please join us June 17 at 11:00am PDT/2:00pm EDT to learn how to prepare and protect your employees and their families against the virus during the warm weather.

Agenda:
- Welcome & Introduction: Ric Ross, NC4
- Everything to know about Zika: Dr. Christopher Lang, George Washington University
- Escaping the Danger: Robert Valente, Global Response Center
- Perspective on the Outbreak: Jose Manual Salazar, NC4
- Question & Answer
- Wrap Up: Ric Ross, NC4

Register Now

Click here if you do not wish to receive these general notice emails.
From: Fred Robinson <frobinson@floridalegion.org>
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 9:52 AM
To: john.mina@cityoforlando.net
Subject: FW: Orlando Predators

Hello Chief Mina,
Saturday was a dark day in Orlando’s history. I just wanted you to know that if there’s anything the American Legion Department of Florida can do to assist and support your Police Department please do not hesitate to let me know. We are all family and in this together. God Bless and stay safe

For God and Country

Semper Fi

Fred Robinson
DEPARTMENT ASSISTANT ADJUTANT
The American Legion | Department of Florida, Inc.
P: 407.295.2631 | F: 407.299.0901
P.O. Box 547859, Orlando, FL 32854-7859
1912 Lee Rd., STE A, Orlando, FL 32810

From: JOHN MINA [mailto:john.mina@cityoforlando.net]
Sent: Friday, June 10, 2016 8:06 AM
To: Fred Robinson <frobinson@floridalegion.org>
Subject: Re: Orlando Predators

Thank you very much Fred! We appreciate your support of our officers. We will distribute. Take care. I will probably see you at one of the advisory meetings this year.

John W. Mina, Chief of Police
Orlando Police Department
100 South Hughey Avenue
Orlando FL, 32801
407.246.2401

On Thu, Jun 9, 2016 at 6:12 PM, Fred Robinson <frobinson@floridalegion.org> wrote:

Hello Chief Mina,
It was great seeing you again at the Memorial Day Ceremony. I met you about 2 years ago when you were introduced at Mayor Dyers Veteran’s Advisory Council meeting which I'm a member of. I have tickets to the rest of the Orlando Predator Arena Football team home games. I have free tickets for all Veterans, Police, Firefighters, EMS and their families. Disregard price on Flyer if we can't get donations I still don't want to deprive our Public Servant families the opportunity of a free family night out. I request that you circulate the attached Flyer throughout your network. God Bless and Stay Safe
John-

Thinking of you and everyone involved. Stay strong.

Best-
Ed Synek
NA 254
Did any of you respond to this? If not I will.

On Sun, Jun 12, 2016 at 11:43 PM, Utppal Mehta LJ <lajayems@gmail.com> wrote:

Dear Sir ,

We are a family of 4 from Mumbai (India) visiting Orlando from 14th to 21st June 2016. This will be our 1st visit to the USA.

We will be taking our United Airlines flight from Mumbai to Orlando in approx.14 hours from now.

We just read about the news of the shootout in Orlando and are certainly sad and worried.

We request you to please guide us :

1. Whether we can must come to Orlando or cancel this plan ?
2. Is it safe for my family to come there ?
3. Would the Disney & Universal parks be fully operational ?
4. Would there be any sort of emergency declared and tension in Orlando ?
5. Would we be able to see the city safely ?

Please revert as soon as possible so we can make plans accordingly.

Warm regards ,

Utppal Mehta (from India)
From: gary <garydean01@hotmail.com>
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 9:55 AM
To: 'JOHN MINA'
Subject: RE: FW: Do not employ Imams who are involved in funding and supporting terrorism to spew their propaganda and whitewash Islamism

Why is that Imam allowed the same stage with your top brass to cover up the fact that Islam is at the root of jihad, hate, sharia and all that is plaguing the world today with respect to Islamic terrorism? Thanks, Gary

From: vincent.ogburn@cityoforlando.net [mailto:vincent.ogburn@cityoforlando.net] On Behalf Of JOHN MINA
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 9:26 AM
To: gary <garydean01@hotmail.com>
Subject: Re: FW: Do not employ Imams who are involved in funding and supporting terrorism to spew their propaganda and whitewash Islamism

Mr. Gerofsky,

Thank you for reaching out to the Orlando Police Department with your concern. The Orlando Police Department does not employ any religious leaders. However, we foster a very strong relationship with the majority of the community faith based leaders in Orlando and we value their judgment.

If you have any further questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact me at 407-246-2401.

Lt. Vince Ogburn

Staff Director for

John W. Mina, Chief of Police
Orlando Police Department
100 South Hughey Avenue
Orlando FL, 32801
407.246.2401

On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 8:37 AM, gary <garydean01@hotmail.com> wrote:

To Mayor Buddy Dyer:
I observe on CNN that the Orlando police force and government employs an Islamic Imam (Imam Muhammad Musri of the Islamic Society of Central Florida) to give his biased assessment of terrorism in Orlando alongside police authorities to provide the propaganda component and to get ahead of the news. Why not a priest or rabbi?? Why is a terror-supporting Imam who helps fund Hamas part of any public presentation to calm the nerves of Americans?

See:


and


Why do the police allow one religion above all others to present what should be ONLY a law enforcement announcement/information? Perhaps that was a preemptive attempt to make sure the “religion of peace” is not held responsible for 50 + more murders in the world where millions have been killed in Islam’s name over the past 5 years.

It begs the question how an Imam is allowed so much access and power with law enforcement agencies and why he would be allowed to whitewash Islam before the facts are established. And the facts point to Islam’s militant branch – ISIS. Whatever you call it, whether it is ISIS, Hamas, Hezbollah, Al Qaeda, it all refers back to Islam for its guide and inspiration.

Do not let CAIR or any Islamic apologists for terrorism or any Imam directly involved in funding the kind of violence, anti-Americanism, anti-Semitism, misogynist, anti-gay Islamism that aims to kill all non-Muslims, make us into dhimmis and aims to replace democracy with jihad, sharia and slavery.

Gary Gerofsky

Canada
Hello,

I'm a producer with Noticiero Univision Network News. We would like to request an interview in Spanish with Deputy Sgt. Orlando Rolon today at your earliest convenience.

My phone number is 305-3237441

Thank you,

Lucia

Sent from my iPad
Hello,

I'm a producer with Noticiero Univision Network News. We would like to request an interview in Spanish with Deputy Chief. Orlando Rolon today at your earliest convenience.

My phone number is 305-3237441

Thank you,

Lucia

Sent from my iPad
Chief,

I was advised to seek your approval to change the profile on one of our City Visa that's assigned to the Quartermaster Unit for the Watch Commander's use in the event of emergencies.

Please approve via email and let me know if you need anything else.

Thanks,

Maria Neff Caulder, Fiscal Manager
City of Orlando Police Department
100 South Hughey Avenue
Orlando, FL 32801
p.407.246.3100
f.407.246.2550
cityoforlando.net
Chief,
I know you’ve got far more than a full plate now. There is a status conference in the Terry case at 0900 Wednesday (June 15) in Courtroom 7-A. If it’s possible, it would be good to have someone from command staff at the hearing -- it should not take long.
Thanks.

Ken Nunnelley
Assistant State Attorney – 9th Circuit
407-836-2406
Storybooks from the child development experts at Prevent Child Abuse America help children build social and emotional skills that support a positive learning environment -- and healthy peer relationships!

You can see an exclusive online preview of one of our most popular storybooks below. Take a look, then place an order for prompt delivery!

Anger management made easier!

Melvin Feels Mad -- A Story About Learning To Manage Anger

Enjoy an online preview of one of our outstanding storybooks!

16 pages, 8" x 5 3/8"

Item no. (EM706523)B
Everyone can help **prevent bullying**!
Rose’s New Shoes -- A Story About Bullying (EM706637)B

**Conflict resolution** means everyone wins!
Zoe Solves The Conflict -- A Story About Learning To Handle Problems Peacefully (EM706571)B

Turn self-doubt into **self-esteem**!
Theo Tries Something New! A Story About Self-Esteem (EM706612)B

Help reduce children’s vulnerability to **sexual abuse**!
Eli Keeps Asking -- A Story About Asking For Help (EM707054)B

Ease separation fears with **deployment readiness**!
Jay’s Military Dad -- A Story About Deployment (EM706890)B

- Ordering online is easy -- and pricing and discounts are automatically calculated for you.
- Your credit card is always welcome but never required!

**More ordering options:**
• Call 1-800-835-2671
• Fax 1-800-499-6464
• Reply to this e-mail (please include your name, title, business name and address, and phone number)

When calling, faxing, or replying to this message, please use cust. no. R5596874 and key code B5300 to help us track your order.

© Channing Bete Company, Inc. All rights reserved.
The publication sampled in this e-mail is the copyrighted property of Channing Bete Company, Inc., and remains its sole property. Any copying or reproduction of this publication or its contents -- including posting the publication or any of its contents on other Web sites or computer networks -- or linking to the publication or any of its contents from other Web sites or computer networks without the written permission of Channing Bete Company, Inc., is strictly prohibited.

About this e-mail
This message is brought to you by the Channing Bete Company in an effort to keep you informed of current issues and to promote related products.
We respect your online time and privacy, and pledge not to abuse this medium. Go to http://www.pcaamerica.channing-bete.com/privacy/ for more information.
If you prefer that we reach you at an e-mail address other than the one we've used today, please let us know - we'll update our records immediately.

If you would prefer not to receive further e-mail contacts from us, simply click here and hit send. You may also fax us at 1-800-499-6464, or write to us at the address below.
Channing Bete Company
PCA America Fulfillment Center
One Community Place
South Deerfield, MA 01373-7328
1-800-835-2671
http://pcaamerica.channing-bete.com
Please log into the Workday system to complete this action.

Business Process: Approval: Awaiting Action by John W Mina
Subject: Expense Report: Jeffery A Blye (10568) on 05/11/2016 for $500.76

Click Here to view the notification details.
Hello Chief John Mina:

My name is Sandra Remilien. I am writing to inform you that Jeaccinette Philogene, a Haitian witch living in Lauderdale Lakes, Florida has been doing witchcraft to monitor me and she is doing witchcraft on you and to control you. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft on the Orlando Police Department.

Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to put me in drama, to make me go to jail and get Baker Acted for emailing you. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to erase my prayers. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to erase the prayers I prayed for you.

Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make my emails fail, delete my emails and make you block my email address.

Jeaccinette did witchcraft on my cell phone so I can't make and receive phone calls and text messages so people can't call me for jobs and because she heard she would not have a phone.

Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make me crazy.

Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make Junior Charles, his girlfriend Raquel, Mirlande Augustin, Linda Osmann, Guylene Presendieu, Luna Remilien, Shatavia Moffett, Christy go to Orlando. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make Guylene Presendieu, Luna Remilien, Luna Remilien’s boyfriend Jean, Jean’s mother Yvette, Luna Remilien’s daughter Chelsea, Kerline Senat, Kerline Senat’s sisters, Shatavia Moffett, Huette Presendieu, Sony Remilien, Rony Remilien, Samora Merritt, Rony Remilien’s daughter Kaliah Remilien, Malika Noel, Deny Remilien, Deny Remilien’s daughter Destiny Remilien and her kids: Stephanie Philogene, Wilner Philogene, Allen Philogene, Jodany Philogene, Ronel Philogene and Melissa go to Orlando, Sea World, Aquatica, Blizzard Beach, Discovery Cove and Walt Disney World.

Guylene Presendieu, Shatavia Moffett and Nelly went to the University of Central Florida.

Guylene Presendieu lied to her professor at the University of Central Florida and emailed her and told her that her grandmother and god sister died and she did not feel like living anymore because she did not want to go to class. Guylene Presendieu did not have any living grandmothers and did not have and know her god sisters. The professor sent two police officers to my father’s house and Guylene Presendieu told them that she never felt like killing herself before and she made them go away so my father would not hear. I told Guylene Presendieu she was going to get Baker Acted and Guylene Presendieu later said she could Baker Act Ashley St. Jean.

Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make Omar Mir Seddique Mateen shoot and kill 50 people at Pulse Orlando Nightclub Sunday, shoot 50 people and shoot police with an assault rifle (AR-15) so she could do witchcraft to make Orlando be on the news so she could do witchcraft to make Guylene Presendieu, Luna Remilien and Kerline Senat know about Orlando and go to Orlando.

Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make Omar Mir Seddique Mateen call 911 and pledge allegiance to Islamic State of Iraq, Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi and the Levant.

Jeaccinette is nothing to me. She is doing witchcraft to be something to me and to make you and other people say that she is something to me because she saw my revelation that she is nothing to me and because she is stupid. Jeaccinette is delusional and seeing things.
Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft on my middle finger, hands and arms and to make me lose my middle finger, hands and arms so I can’t write and type and so I can’t get engaged. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft so I can’t type fast. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make me have frost bite.

Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to steal things from me to give to Guylene Presendieu, Luna Remilien, Malikah Noel, Shatavia Moffett, Samora Merritt, Yolette Andre, Kerline Senat and other people. She said that she will not stop stealing things from me. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make people think and say Guylene Presendieu know things that she is stealing from me to give to her.

She is doing witchcraft to try to make Malikah Noel like me. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make Yolette Andre buy what I want for Guylene Presendieu. She is doing witchcraft to Yolette Andre is not scared of me because she heard Yolette Andre said she is scared of me. Yolette Andre’s father did witchcraft on me because he is jealous of me and is dissatisfied with her and her siblings.

Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft on my work at home job and is doing witchcraft so people do not hire me. She did witchcraft to make me poor so she could do witchcraft to make Guylene Presendieu and Luna Remilien live my life and do what I did and want to do. She did witchcraft to know what I want to do and my plans so she could do witchcraft to make Guylene Presendieu, Luna Remilien and other people do them.

Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make Guylene Presendieu do what I want to do before I do them because she heard my revelation 'Sandra first.” Jeaccinette did witchcraft to tie me down for Hugette Presendieu, Sony Remilien, Guylene Presendieu and other people.

Jeaccinette and Guylene Presendieu think it’s funny that Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make her [Guylene Presendieu] and other people do what I want to do. Jeaccinette did and is doing witchcraft to make Guylene Presendieu and other people follow me where I go and is doing witchcraft to make people say that I followed Guylene Presendieu, Luna Remilien and other people. Jeaccinette did witchcraft to know my plans so she could do witchcraft to make Guylene Presendieu do them. I said I want to travel and Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make Guylene Presendieu travel. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft so I don’t want to travel. Guylene Presendieu did witchcraft so I don’t travel.

Jeaccinette has been doing witchcraft to control Guylene Presendieu and she is doing witchcraft to control you and other people because she is doing witchcraft to control Guylene Presendieu. Guylene Presendieu knowingly lets Jeaccinette control her. Jeaccinette has been doing witchcraft to try to control me like she is doing witchcraft to control Guylene Presendieu because she saw my revelation that she cannot do witchcraft to control me like she is doing witchcraft to control Guylene Presendieu. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft on my hands so she can do witchcraft to try to control me. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft on me because she cannot do witchcraft to control me like she is doing witchcraft to control Guylene Presendieu. Jeaccinette has been doing witchcraft to steal company names from me so she can do witchcraft to make them hire Guylene Presendieu. Guylene Presendieu lied and said she lost her job because of me. Guylene Presendieu did witchcraft on me so I never have another job. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make Guylene Presendieu and Luna Remilien sue me and shoot me. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make people think and say Guylene Presendieu know things that she is stealing from me to give to her.

Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make Guylene Presendieu and Luna Remilien dress like me. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make Guylene Presendieu and Luna Remilien have the same personality as me so the clothes she do witchcraft to make them buy look good on them. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to steal things from me so she can do witchcraft to make Guylene Presendieu and Luna Remilien know how to dress. Jeaccinette did witchcraft on my grey skinny jeans and did witchcraft to make Guylene Presendieu buy grey skinny jeans because I have grey skinny jeans. Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make Guylene Presendieu buy a
floppy hat because I have one. Jeaccinette did witchcraft on my summer dresses and did witchcraft to take my summer dresses because she heard my summer dresses look better than Guylene Presendieu’s and Hugette Presendieu’s. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make Guylene Presendieu buy summer dresses.

Jeaccinette and Guylene Presendieu bleached my clothes that were in locked suitcases and did witchcraft so my prayers are not answered and to erase them because Jeaccinette heard my revelation that I will not erase my prayers for Guylene Presendieu and they and Luna Remilien are jealous of me. Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make Ritane Presendieu tell Luna Remilien to pray before she goes to sleep because Jeaccinette saw that I prayed before I go to sleep because she is doing witchcraft to monitor me. **Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make Guylene Presendieu and Luna Remilien have thick legs like me and the same body type as me. I am the only one with thick legs and calves. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft so I don’t have thick legs and calves so she can do witchcraft to make Guylene Presendieu have them.** Jeaccinette cut my Dayspring Whatever is Lovely journal and my Nicole Miller purses because Guylene Presendieu and Luna Remilien are jealous of me. Jeaccinette did did witchcraft to make Guylene Presendieu and Luna Remilien buy the Nicole Miller purses I bought. Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make Guylene Presendieu watch an Intro to Psychology video and buy psychology books because I majored in psychology and they are jealous of me because I majored in psychology and she is doing witchcraft so everyone do not say that they are jealous of me. Jeaccinette knows I majored in psychology because I put it on my resume and she is doing witchcraft to monitor me.

**Guylene Presendieu is a habitual liar. Jeaccinette said Guylene Presendieu should keep sinning and shouldn’t pay for her sins. Jeaccinette did witchcraft so Guylene Presendieu and Luna Remilien don’t pay for doing witchcraft on me.**

**Guylene Presendieu said white people have wrinkles because they do drugs. She is lying and telling people that I said that white people have wrinkles because they do drugs so everyone can hate me.**

Jeaccinette and Luna Remilien did witchcraft on me so I never have money. Jeaccinette has been doing witchcraft to make Luna Remilien have car accidents so Luna Remilien does not pay for doing witchcraft on me. Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make Luna Remilien get pregnant so Luna Remilien can put her boyfriend Jean on child support. Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make Luna Remilien name her baby Chelsea because she is jealous of me because I majored in psychology like Bill Clinton’s daughter. Luna Remilien did witchcraft on her boyfriend and Jeaccinette did witchcraft on Luna’s boyfriend’s mother Yvette and is doing witchcraft to make Luna’s boyfriend and his mother do what I did and want to do. Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make Yvette go on a cruise.

**Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to kill people.**

Jeaccinette has been doing witchcraft on Linkedin. She did witchcraft to make Linkedin suspend and terminate my Linkedin account so she could do witchcraft to make Luna Remilien, Kerline Senat, Deny Remilien, David Remilien, Nadia Florvil, Denise Dixon, Herce Remilien and other people get Linkedin accounts.

Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make Sony Remilien get a Linkedin account so he could lie for Guylene Presendieu because he lied for Guylene Presendieu.
Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make Kerline Senat get a Linkedin account because I blocked her on Facebook. Jeaccinette did witchcraft to hook Deny Remilien up with Kerline Senat.

Jeaccinette did witchcraft so Linkedin don't terminate Sony Remilien's account, Luna Remilien's account, Kerline Senat's account, Kerline Senat's sisters' account, Deny Remilien's account, David Remilien's account, Herce Remiliein's account, Nadia Florvil's account. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make Sony Remilien, Luna Remilien, Kerline Senat, Kerline Senat's sisters, Deny Remilien, Nadia Florvil connect with you, Orlando Mayor Buddy Dyer and Orange County Sheriff Jerry L. Demings on Linkedin.

Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft on me because she is jealous of me. She is doing witchcraft so people do not say that Guylene Presendieu and Luna Remilien are jealous of me because they are.

Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to put me in drama and to make me have trouble with the law because she heard my revelation that Guylene Presendieu would bring drama to my father’s house and would have three charges. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make detectives, police officers and other people come to my father’s house and other people’s house because she heard Guylene Presendieu would bring drama to my father’s house. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to put me in drama when she can’t control me like she is doing witchcraft to control Guylene Presendieu and when she sees I’m going out because she did witchcraft so I don’t go out. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft on police departments and detectives so she can do witchcraft to put me in drama. Guylene Presendieu lied to her professor at the University of Central Florida and emailed her and told her that her grandmother and god sister died and she did not feel like living anymore because she did not want to go to class. Guylene Presendieu did not have any living grandmothers and did not have and know her god sisters. The professor sent two police officers to my father’s house and Guylene Presendieu told them that she never felt like killing herself before and she made them go away so my father would not hear. I told Guylene Presendieu she was going to get Baker Acted and Guylene Presendieu later said she could Baker Act Ashley St. Jean.

Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make me get Baker Act and is doing witchcraft to make me go to jail. She is doing witchcraft so you and other people tell me not to email them about her witchcraft. She is doing witchcraft to make detectives, police officers and other people come to my father’s house and other people’s house.

Jeaccinette did witchcraft to hook Guylene Presendieu up with a Puerto Rican guy named Ivan because I worked with a guy named Ivan and Jeaccinette wanted to do witchcraft to hook Guylene Presendieu up with him. The Ivan that Jeaccinette did witchcraft to hook Guylene Presendieu up with does not like Guylene Presendieu. Guylene Presendieu heard Nerlange talking to Ivan while she was talking to Nerlange. Nerlange went to the University of Central Florida with Guylene Presendieu. Guylene Presendieu said, “Nelly, how you know Ivan?” Nerlange made Guylene Presendieu talk to Ivan.

Guylene Presendieu asked Ivan, “Ivan, you remember me?”

Malikah Noel asked Guylene Presendieu, “What happened to that guy (Ivan)? Guylene Presendieu stayed quiet. Guylene Presendieu didn’t tell Malikah Noel that Ivan didn’t like her. Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make Ivan call Guylene Presendieu's phone so she could do witchcraft to make people say Ivan like Guylene Presendieu. I don’t talk to Malikah Noel. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make Malikah Noel ask me what happened to that guy because she asked Guylene Presendieu what happened to Ivan.
Because Ivan does not like Guylene Presendieu, Jeaccinette did witchcraft to know my male friends and acquaintances and the guys who like me so she could do witchcraft to make Guylene Presendieu have sex with them and get married to them. Because Ivan does not like Guylene Presendieu, Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make her have sex with and get married to the physician assistant who helped me at Aventura Hospital in 2009.

Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make Aventura Hospital hire Berline Andre so she can do witchcraft to make Berline Andre hook Guylene Presendieu up with the physician assistant who helped me. Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make her mother have pneumonia and get hospitalized at Aventura Hospital. Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make Ramos, the man in human resources at Aventura Hospital leave Aventura Hospital and go work somewhere else so Berline Andre don't have shame because Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make Aventura Hospital hire her. Jeaccinette did witchcraft on two detectives and did witchcraft to make them come to my father's house on December 17, 2014 and say I sent a text message to Aventura Hospital that someone is doing witchcraft on me. She did witchcraft to make them say they have David Remilien's name in their file because she did witchcraft to make David Remilien tell me hi because she did witchcraft to make him friends with Guylene Presendieu and I did not tell David Remilien hi. David Remilien told me that he would never be friends with Guylene Presendieu. Guylene Presendieu told David Remilien “eat my coochie.” “Coochie” is vagina. Jeaccinette did witchcraft to put a lesbian spirit on me and put a curse on my vagina because I don't want to have sex with Guylene Presendieu and did witchcraft to plant dreams in my head of Guylene Presendieu and Luna Remilien sticking their tongues all the way inside of my vagina.

You can't send a text message to a hospital and I didn't send it, but my father, Ritane Presendieu, Luna Remilien and my siblings are stupid. They said I sent text messages to Aventura Hospital and lied and said I didn't send them after I sent them. Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make them detectives come back to my father’s house. The detectives gave Merisier Remilien their cards. I did not take their cards. Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make the detectives come to Merisier Remilien’s house because she heard Guylene Presendieu would bring drama to my Merisier Remilien’s house and Guylene Presendieu said she wanted to be a detective and so she could do witchcraft to make me talk to Ritane Presendieu because I stopped talking to Ritane Presendieu.

Luna Remilien and Ritane Presendieu said now everyone knows I'm crazy and Luna Remilien said I could get Baker Acted because the detectives said I sent the text messages.

I told Merisier Remilien that you can’t send a text message to a hospital and I didn’t send text messages to Aventura Hospital. Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make the detectives come back to my father’s house. Merisier Remilien didn't tell them that I didn't send the text messages. Ritane Presendieu asked Rony Remilien if he told Hugette Presendieu that the detectives came back. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make the detectives make false evidence because Hugette Presendieu said you have to see it (the text message). Ritane Presendieu told Kerline Senat that she did not cook because he house has problems because the detectives came back to Merisier Remilien’s house. Guylene Presendieu lied and said I sent an email to Aventura Hospital after I said you can’t send a text message to a hospital. Jeaccinette saw my revelation that Guylene Presendieu don’t exist to me and did witchcraft to make Guylene Presendieu say I don’t exist.

Jeaccinette did witchcraft so Berline Andre didn’t go to work and did witchcraft to make Berline Andre and her father, Albert Andre call my father crying because she heard Monique Presendieu would call Merisier Remilien crying. She did witchcraft to make Berline Andre and her father say I sent a text message to Aventura Hospital that Albert Andre did witchcraft to make Aventura Hospital hire Berline Andre. That is a lie. Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make Aventura Hospital hire Berline Andre because she saw I wrote on my blog that Berline Andre's father did witchcraft on me because he is jealous and is dissatisfied with her and her siblings. She is doing witchcraft to make Berline Andre's father satisfied with her and her siblings.

Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make Aventura Hospital hire Berline Andre so she could do witchcraft to make Berline Andre hook Guylene Presendieu up with the physician assistant who helped me. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make Guylene Presendieu have sex with and get married to the physician assistant who helped me, my male friends and acquaintances. Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make Berline Andre call my dad crying because she don't want Berline Andre to know she did witchcraft to make Aventura Hospital hire her so she could do witchcraft to make Guylene Presendieu have sex with and get married to the physician assistant. Jeaccinette said if my male friends and acquaintances like me, they should like Guylene Presendieu. None of my male friends and acquaintances would ever talk to Guylene Presendieu and Luna Remilien.
A female Washington D.C. police officer who knows Deny Remilien's girlfriend Kerline Senat's sister read the Washington D.C. police chief’s emails and an email address to the police chief. Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make a female Washington D.C. police officer call me on March 10, 2015 at 9:19 A.M. and did witchcraft to make her ask me if I was taking any medication. Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make the police officer tell me not to send any more emails about the mayor. She did witchcraft to make the police officer say that I was about to go to a mental asylum.

Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make two police officers Officer Joachim and Officer Unmuth come to my father’s house on March 13, 2015. She did witchcraft to make them say that I wrote Washington D.C. She did witchcraft to make me get Baker Act and go to a psychiatric ward. Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make my father go to the courthouse and get an ex parte order against me because I do not want him to walk me down the aisle. My father lied and told a judge that I had a mental illness, I am delusional, I make false accusations and I do not eat. Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make Officers Joachim and Unmuth come back to my father’s house on March 16, 2015 and handcuff and arrest me and take me to a psychiatric ward. **Jeaccinette is delusional and is seeing things.**

Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make me go to a psychiatric ward because Luna Remilien, who did witchcraft on me, said I’m crazy, I need to talk to a psychiatrist and could get Baker Act and so she can do witchcraft to make Luna Remilien get my medical records. I do not want my father, Merisier Remilien to walk me down the aisle when I get married, Deny Remilien said I am paranoid, Yolette Andre, whose father did witchcraft on me, said that my head is not good, she [Jeaccinette] did witchcraft to tie me down for Hugette Presendieu and is doing witchcraft to make Hugette Presendieu my maid of honor when I get married and I do not want her to be, and because I want to divorce my mother, Ritane Presendieu. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make Merisier walk me down the aisle and is doing witchcraft so I do not divorce Ritane Presendieu. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft so I don’t move out of Merisier Remilien’s house until I’m 32 years old, the age Hugette Presendieu moved out. **Merisier Remilien lied twice and said he didn’t go to the courthouse to get an ex-parte order against me after Jackson North Crisis told me that he did. Merisier Remilien said I will never be saved from witchcraft. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make Merisier Remilien sue me because Fantasia Barrino’s father sued her and to make Ritane Presendieu sue me because Eminem’s mother sued him. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make me give Ritane Presendieu alimony when I divorce her. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make Hugette Presendieu sue me so I can give her money.**

Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make me live with Merisier Remilien’s relatives so she can do witchcraft to make them get ex-parte orders against me and so she can know where I am.

Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make Merisier Remilien, Ritane Presendieu, Guylene Presendieu, Luna Remilien, Deny Remilien, Kerry Presendieu, Hugette Presendieu, Sony Remilien, Rony Remilien and Kerline Senat know things about me because I don’t want anything to do with them.

Jeaccinette did witchcraft to know where the psychiatric wards, mental asylums and mental hospitals are so she can do witchcraft to make me go to them. She is doing witchcraft to make me sign myself into psychiatric wards, mental asylums and mental hospitals. **Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make me go to psychiatric wards, mental asylums, mental hospitals and jails where I can’t use the phone when everyone knows the witchcraft that she did and so no one knows where I am. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make me check my head. She wants and is doing witchcraft to get a picture of my brain so she can do witchcraft to make me stupid and crazy.**

Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make me go to jail and have charges. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make me get raped and bit by dogs. She is doing witchcraft to make me crazy because someone told me that she cannot do witchcraft to make me crazy.
Jeaccinette did witchcraft so I only marry Haitians so they and their family can do witchcraft on me. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make Deny Remilien ruin the bloodline of the man I marry. Jeaccinette did witchcraft to plant dreams in my head of Guylene Presendieu and Luna Remilien putting their tongues all the way inside of my vagina. She did witchcraft to put a lesbian spirit on me and to put a curse on my vagina because I don’t want to have sex with Guylene Presendieu. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make Guylene Presendieu have sex with my future husband and other people’s husbands and boyfriends.

Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make detectives, police officers and other people come to my father’s house and other people’s house because she heard my revelation that Guylene Presendieu would bring drama to my father’s house. Jeaccinette said everyone should see I’m crazy because of Guylene Presendieu.

Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make me get bit by dogs and to make me have rabies. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make me faint and pass out so she can do witchcraft to make people take me to psychiatric wards, emergency rooms and other places. She is doing witchcraft to make me go to mental asylums because she heard my revelation that her kids would go to a mental asylum. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make me go to the hospital so she can do witchcraft to make me have more bills.

She is doing witchcraft to make my parents and siblings attached to me because I do not want anything to do with them. Jeaccinette is nothing to me and she is doing witchcraft to be something to me and to make people say that she is something to me. She is doing witchcraft to make my father walk me down the aisle when I get married because she saw that I wrote that I do not want him to walk me down the aisle.

Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft on me because she is jealous of me. She is doing witchcraft so everyone does not know that she is doing witchcraft on me.

Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make me sweat and smell. She is doing witchcraft to make me sweat every time I leave the house and to make me sweat under my breasts. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft on my period and to make me infertile because she heard Monique Presendieu would be infertile, because Guylene Presendieu and Luna Remilien are jealous of me and so guys don’t like me. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft on my period and did witchcraft to make my period stop coming because Guylene Presendieu and Luna Remilien are jealous of me. Guylene Presendieu has painful periods. Jeaccinette did witchcraft to change when my period comes and did witchcraft to make Guylene Presendieu’s period come when my period comes. She is doing witchcraft to make me have painful, missed periods with heavy flow. She did witchcraft so my period didn’t come December 2014, February 2015 and July 2015. She did witchcraft to make my period come twice in March 2015. Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make me have missed periods because Guylene Presendieu, Luna Remilien and Hugette Presendieu have missed periods and my period always comes every month. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make me infertile because she heard Monique Presendieu would be infertile, Guylene Presendieu and Luna Remilien are jealous of me and because she is doing witchcraft so guys don’t like me.

Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make my breasts small because they are bigger than Luna Remilien's. Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make Luna Remilien's breasts get bigger. She is doing witchcraft to make me lose weight and to make my arms skinny so clothes don’t look good on me. She did witchcraft to make Malikah Noel and Guylene Presendieu gain weight because I prayed to gain weight and she heard that I would gain weight like I prayed and did witchcraft to make me weigh 87 pounds. Jeaccinette has been doing witchcraft to make me choke and is doing witchcraft on my trachea. She is doing witchcraft to make me urinate on myself and to make me have diarrhea. She is doing witchcraft to make me tired and weak. She is doing witchcraft to make me have scratches and cuts on my body and is doing witchcraft to make people say that I am suicidal and tried to kill myself because her daughter cut her wrists and tried to kill herself. She is doing witchcraft to make me have pimples because Guylene Presendieu called me pimple face and I do not have any pimples. She is doing witchcraft to make me have scars and black marks on my face, hands and body and to make my lips big because Guylene Presendieu and Hugette Presendieu has big lips and so my pictures do not look good. My lips are flat and small. She is doing witchcraft so I do not sleep well. Jeaccinette did witchcraft...
to make Hugette Presendieu have high cheekbones because I have high cheekbones and Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft on me while I’m sleeping and is doing witchcraft to make me sleep on my arms and hands and the bones in my hands and arms and to make me sleep on my cheeks so she can do witchcraft so I don’t have high cheekbones and so she can do witchcraft to change the shape of my face. She is doing witchcraft so my hair does not grow and to make it fall out, come out and get tangled because my hair is longer, better and thicker than Luna Remilien’s and Guylene Presendieu’s. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft on my eyebrows and so my eyebrows don’t grow so I don’t do my eyebrows. Jeaccinette has been doing witchcraft to make me sleep on my arms and hands and the bones in my hands and arms and to make me sleep on my cheeks so she can do witchcraft so I don’t have high cheekbones and so she can do witchcraft to change the shape of my face. She is doing witchcraft so my hair does not grow and to make it fall out, come out and get tangled because my hair is longer, better and thicker than Luna Remilien’s and Guylene Presendieu’s. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft on my eyebrows and so my eyebrows don’t grow so I don’t do my eyebrows. Jeaccinette has been doing witchcraft to make me lose my voice and have white hair because Luna Remilien lost her voice and has white hair. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make my face dirty and oily. She is doing witchcraft to make my face dirty and to make me forget things because Ritane Presendieu said she [Jeaccinette] can’t remember things and so I can feel sorry for her. She is doing witchcraft to make me have headaches. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft so I can’t see far and so I can’t see the computer screen and TV screen.

Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make Ritane Presendieu touch my things and put them in boxes because I told Ritane Presendieu not to touch my things and she did witchcraft to make Ritane Presendieu give $20 and I didn’t take the money. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft on my nose and to make my nose bleed because I told Ritane Presendieu that I do not want to live with her and Ritane’s nose was bleeding and had something inside. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft on me because I don’t want to live with Ritane Presendieu and Merisier Remilien. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make my neck hurt because Luna Remilien said her neck was hurting after Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make her have car accidents.

Jeaccinette is using her nephew in Haiti that she did witchcraft to send to the Dominican Republic and other people to help her do witchcraft so she can try to cover her sins. She has been doing witchcraft to put words in people’s mouths and to make them say, email and tell me and other people what she wants. She is doing witchcraft to make you and other people tell me to stop telling them about her witchcraft.

Sincerely,

Sandra

305-967-5653

--

God is more POWERFUL than my enemies!
From: noreply.workday.cityoforlando <cityoforlando@myworkday.com>
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 10:13 AM
To: john.mina@cityoforlando.net
Subject: A Task Awaits You: Approval by ORL Division Manager - Expense Report: ER-0000005346

Please log into the Workday system to complete this action.

Business Process: Approval: Awaiting Action by John W Mina
Subject: Expense Report: Jerry Goglas (10879) on 05/11/2016 for $1,493.49
Click Here to view the notification details.
From: Butler, Shannon (CMG-Orlando) <Shannon.Butler@wftv.com>
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 10:16 AM
To: john.mina@cityoforlando.net
Subject: Hi

Just a note to say you are a rockstar. You have been calm, informative and frankly flawless. (Just incase nobody has told you). Proud to have you as the chief of police!

Shannon

Sent from my iPhone
Media Alert From TVEyes Media Monitoring Suite

Orlando Police on WSB-AM (Radio) - Atlanta, GA
06/13/2016 00:01:33
... SWAT team stormed the club and opened fire 15 engaged in a sustained gunfire by 5:53 a.m. Orlando Police said the shooter was dead clean record was legal from the team to buy guns CBS News national security analyst once arriving ...

Orlando Police on YNN Capital Region - Albany, NY
06/13/2016 00:03:01
... started shooting mateen first got into a shoot out with an orlando police officer before entering the club around two in the morning he then ran into the club, shooting people inside ...

Orlando Police on CTV News Channel - Canada National
06/13/2016 00:04:07
... 53 minutes later, the stand-off ends. orlando police tweet the shooter inside the club is dead. so many were injured, first responders ran out of ambulances, forced to transport ...

Orlando Police on All News 106.7 - Atlanta, GA
06/13/2016 00:07:38
... we have been learning the names of the few victims so far released by the orlando police the department working to identify those victims and let their loved ones know before releasing their names the gunman is 29 year-old omar team ...

Orlando Police on WINS-AM - New York, NY
06/13/2016 00:07:56
... we need to get healthy we've heard many speakers blamed religious right for the attack in Orlando's saying their anti-gay beliefs haters straight Perreault Uri attends winds on Christopher Street in the village know you are vigils tonight in Orlando police have asked ...

Orlando Police on All News 106.7 - Atlanta, GA
06/13/2016 00:08:47
... one of those first responding officers were shot but saved by his helmet according to orlando police they put a picture that helmet online conceded stop the bullet and saved his life just hours after the horrific mass murder in orlando ...

Orlando Police on WINS-AM - New York, NY
06/13/2016 00:24:12
... been waiting for word on their loved ones following the massacre a bad game nightclub here in Orlando authorities are in the process of identifying the dead in the notifying the families correspondent Allan sky and is in Orlando John need to call ...
... a growing list range from 20 to 36 years old CBS's Scott Pelley is near polls Orlando police used stun grenades and an armored vehicle to enter the building 3 hours after the mayhem began a SWAT team stormed the club been opened ...

... americans and as muslims. >>> now, take a look at this. orlando police release this picture of an officer's kevlar helmet which was struck by a bullet during this morning's shootout.

... started shooting mateen first got into a shootout with an orlando police officer before entering the club around two in the morning he then ran into the club, shooting people inside ...

... 50 people dead 63 I should say 53 wounded in the shooting game nightclub in Orlando early Sunday morning President Obama at the White House in a shooting in Orlando was both an active hate and active share Orlando police chief praising his officers for saving as many lives ...

... much background the Orlando police snow with those 3 hours but the FBI had interviewed him two times in 2013 2014 and they must have known he was a security guard with a gun so ...

... you become i wonder how much background the Orlando police know within those 3 hours that the f.b.i. had interviewed him two times in 2013 2014 and they must have known he was a security guard with a gun so ...

... have. the barrage of bullets hit an orlando police officer's kevlar helmet. that helmet saved his life but you can see the ammunition did some damage there. ...
guard with a gun so ...

Orlando Police on WJR-AM - Detroit, MI
06/13/2016 00:43:17
... violent you become I wonder how much background the Orlando police know within those 3 hours that the F.B.I. had interviewed him two times in 2013 2014 and they must have known he was a security guard with a gun so ...

Orlando Police on WHAM-AM (Radio) - Rochester, NY
06/13/2016 00:43:20
... violent you become i wonder how much background the orlando police know within those 3 hours that the f.b.i. had interviewed him two times in 2013 and 2014 and they must have known he was a security guard with a gun so ...

Orlando Police on WTAG-AM - Springfield, MA
06/13/2016 00:43:22
... the more religious you become more violent you become i wonder how much background that orlando police know within those 3 hours that the f.b.i. had interviewed him two times and 2013 2014 and they must have known he was a security guard with a gun so ...

Orlando Police on News Radio 610 WIOD - Miami, FL
06/13/2016 00:43:33
... you become i wonder how much background the orlando police know within those 3 hours that the f.b.i. had interviewed him two times in 2013 2014 and they must have known he was a security guard with a gun so ...

Orlando Police on WIBC-FM - Indianapolis, IN
06/13/2016 00:43:34
... you become i wonder how much background that orlando police know within those 3 hours but the fbi had interviewed him two times in 2013 2014 and they must have known he was a security guard with a gun so ...

Orlando Police on WTIC-AM (Radio) - Hartford-New Haven, CT
06/13/2016 00:43:37
... you become I wonder how much background the Orlando police know within those 3 hours that the F.B.I. had interviewed him two times and 2013 2014 and they must have known he was a security guard with a gun so ...

Orlando Police on WFLA-AM (Radio) - Tampa Bay, FL
06/13/2016 00:44:03
... you become I wonder how much background the Orlando police know within those 3 hours that the F.B.I. had interviewed him two times in 2013 and 2014 and they must have known he was a security guard with a gun so ...

Orlando Police on WINS-AM - New York, NY
06/13/2016 00:44:58
... 22 years old and Kimberly Morse for 7 years hope that the Orlando police chief sent an email to his fellow officers saying he could not be more proud of them despite the darkness this day Alana John need to call this his darkest days ...

Orlando Police on KPAX (CBS) - Missoula, MT
06/13/2016 00:53:48
CBS Overnight News (News)
... we'll be back from orlando just a moment. >>>

... the standoff here in orlando ended today, a little after 5:30 in the morning eastern time. when the orlando police s.w.a.t. team used stun grenades and an ...

---

Orlando Police on KRTV (CBS) - Great Falls, MT
06/13/2016 00:53:49
CBS Overnight News (News)
... just a moment. 1 >>> the standoff here in orlando ended today, a little after 5:30 in the morning eastern time. when the orlando police s.w.a.t. team used stun grenades and an ...

---

Orlando Police on WCML (PBS) - Alpena, MI
06/13/2016 01:01:41
PBS NewsHour Weekend (News)
... in the early hours after midnight this morning, a lone gunman inside an orlando, florida, nightclub began opening fire at the club's predominantly gay clientele. the shooter killed at least 50 ...

---

Orlando Police on WCML (PBS) - Alpena, MI
06/13/2016 01:02:56
PBS NewsHour Weekend (News)
... hostages. three hours later, at 5:00 a.m., an orlando police swat team stormed the club and shot and killed the gunman, but not before the gunman killed at least 50 people. ...

---

Orlando Police on YNN Capital Region - Albany, NY
06/13/2016 01:03:02
... started shooting mateen first got into a shootout with an orlando police officer before entering the club around two in the morning he then ran into the club, shooting people inside ...

---

Orlando Police on CTV News Channel - Canada National
06/13/2016 01:04:07
... 53 minutes later, the stand-off ends. orlando police tweet the shooter inside the club is dead. so many were injured, first responders ran out of ambulances, forced to transport ...

---

Orlando Police on WINS-AM - New York, NY
06/13/2016 01:05:48
... on that allegiance or a direct order has not yet known but team was killed in a gunfight with Orlando police from both White House comes a declaration by President Obama that what happened in Orlando was an active terror and an active hate the president ordered flags to ...

---

Orlando Police on WCML (PBS) - Alpena, MI
06/13/2016 01:06:26
PBS NewsHour Weekend (News)
... his son had been angered when he recently saw two men kissing. orlando police chief john mina urged anyone who was in the pulse nightclub last night at any time to call the authorities. ...

---

Orlando Police on WBBM-AM (Radio) - Chicago, IL
06/13/2016 01:07:04
... feeling there's someone in the world Lauren birth told CBS News Detroit and about the other or Orlando shooting night before my southern New Jersey town were Christina grin he grew up will hold on
Monday night candlelight vigil to honor the singer was fatally shot ...

**Orlando Police on 550 AM KTSA - San Antonio, TX**
06/13/2016 01:07:16
... summit meeting lauren birth told cbs news cutright and about the other orlando shooting night before my southern new jersey town were christina grammy grew up will hold on monday night candlelight vigil to honor the singer who was fatally ...

**Orlando Police on WFXT-BOS (FOX) - Boston, MA**
06/13/2016 01:17:11
FOX 25 News at 10 (News)
... tomorrow is not a promise. joins us now is someone who trained members of the orlando police department for this type of situation. former superintendent and chief of the boston police department ...

**Orlando Police on WISN-MKE (ABC) - Milwaukee, WI**
06/13/2016 01:17:24
WISN 12 News at 10PM (News)
... joyce: thank you, sheldon. to recap, here is a timeline of the events at the orlando nightclub. 2:00 a.m. orlando time there are reports of shots fired at pulse. ...

**Orlando Police on KLBK (CBS) - Lubbock, TX**
06/13/2016 01:20:37
CBS Overnight News (News)
... hate be it against a people or inspired by a group like isis. orlando police chief john mina. >> our officers put themselves in harm's way and risked their lives for the people and patrons at pulse. ...

**Orlando Police on WMDN (CBS) - Meridian, MS**
06/13/2016 01:20:38
CBS Overnight News (News)
... hate be it against a people or inspired by a group like isis. orlando police chief john mina. >> our officers put themselves in harm's way and risked their lives for the people and patrons at pulse. ...

**Orlando Police on WXVT (CBS) - Greenville, MS**
06/13/2016 01:20:38
CBS Overnight News (News)
... hate be it against a people or inspired by a group like isis. orlando police chief john mina. >> our officers put themselves in harm's way and risked their lives for the people and patrons at pulse. ...

**Orlando Police on WAKA (CBS) - Montgomery, AL**
06/13/2016 01:20:38
CBS Overnight News (News)
... hate be it against a people or inspired by a group like isis. orlando police chief john mina. >> our officers put themselves in harm's way and risked their lives for the people and patrons at pulse. ...

**Orlando Police on KDLH (CBS) - Duluth, MN**
06/13/2016 01:20:40
CBS Overnight News (News)
... hate be it against a people or inspired by a group like isis. orlando police chief john mina. >> our officers put themselves in harm's way and risked their lives for the people
... hate be it against a peo inspired by a group like isis. orlando police chief john mina. >> our officers put themselves in harm's way and risked their lives for the people and patrons at pulse. ...

... hurt we thought it was fine Julian Amador who spoke Sunday after she got out of the hospital Orlando police are discouraging public tribute to the victims at least for now say they're just stretched too thin vigils are being held worldwide and certainly close to home including ...

... local authorities. we do know that the orange county sheriff and orlando police had 14 of their officers and their deputies involved in live gunfire with this shooter inside that pulse nightclub. ...

... started shooting mateen first got into a shootout with an orlando police officer before entering the club around two in the morning he then ran into the club, ...

... 53 minutes later, the stand-off ends. orlando police tweet the shooter inside the club is dead. so many were injured, first responders ran out of ambulances, forced to transport ...

... into how the gunman was able to buy assault weapons. >>> the orlando police tweeting out this photo today showing how dangerous and chaotic the situation was. this was the helmet of a ...

... a small gathering was held... in orlando tonight as people paid their respect to the victims. orlando police ...

... Afghanistan expressed allegiance to ISIS as recently as 9.1 call to orlando police on Sunday morning his ex wife described as being violent mentally unstable and prone to beating her and she said Mateen had a suspicious nature about ...
... that isagoge news der k a >> there is one story of luck. in orlando, police officer responding to the mass shooting was shot inned that he in ex change of gunfire between the officers and the shooter. ...

... >>> we'll be back from orlando just a moment. >>> the standoff here in orlando ended today, a little after 5:30 in the morning eastern time. when the orlando police s.w.a.t. team used stun grenades and an ...

... >>> we'll be back from orlando just a moment. >>> the standoff here in orlando ended today, a little after 5:30 in the morning eastern time. when the orlando police s.w.a.t. team used stun grenades and an ...

... >>> we'll be back from orlando just a moment. >>> the standoff here in orlando ended today, a little after 5:30 in the morning eastern time. when the orlando police s.w.a.t. team used stun grenades and an ...

... >>> we'll be back from orlando just a moment. >>> the standoff here in orlando ended today, a little after 5:30 in the morning eastern time. when the orlando police s.w.a.t. team used stun grenades and an ...

... >>> we'll be back from orlando just a moment. >>> the standoff here in orlando ended today, a little after 5:30 in the morning eastern time. when the orlando police s.w.a.t. team used stun grenades and an ...

... >>> we'll be back from orlando just a moment. >>> the standoff here in orlando ended today, a little after 5:30 in the morning eastern time. when the orlando police s.w.a.t. team used stun grenades and an ...

... >>> we'll be back from orlando just a moment. >>> the standoff here in orlando ended today, a little after 5:30 in the morning eastern time. when the orlando police s.w.a.t. team used stun grenades and an ...
... >>> we'll be back from orlando just a moment. >>> the standoff here in orlando ended today, a little after 5:30 in the morning eastern time. when the orlando police s.w.a.t. team used stun grenades and an ...

... >>> we'll be back from orlando just a moment. >>> the standoff here in orlando ended today, a little after 5:30 in the morning eastern time. when the orlando police s.w.a.t. team used stun grenades and an ...

... >>> we'll be back from orlando just a moment. >>> the standoff here in orlando ended today, a little after 5:30 in the morning eastern time. when the orlando police s.w.a.t. team used stun grenades and an ...

... >>> the standoff here in orlando ended today, a little after 5:30 in the morning eastern time. when the orlando police s.w.a.t. team used stun grenades and an ...

... better future and become so much more. >>> the standoff here in orlando ended today, a little after 5:30 in the morning eastern time. when the orlando police s.w.a.t. team used stun grenades and an ...

... >>> we'll be back from orlando just a moment. >>> the standoff here in orlando ended today, a little after 5:30 in the morning eastern time. when the orlando police s.w.a.t. team used stun grenades and an ...

... >>> we'll be back from orlando just a moment. >>> the standoff here in orlando ended today, a little after 5:30 in the morning eastern time. when the orlando police s.w.a.t. team used stun grenades and an ...

... first responders again shout out to everybody who worked in Orlando police Department it did a great job today and they are still investigating this situation the work is not done I hope that they are getting a little rest so if they are just ...
... what police say could have been an explosive device. An Orlando police officer working security at the club engaged the suspect with gunfire, and it quickly turned into a tense hostage situation. ...

... started shooting Mateen first got into a shootout with an Orlando police officer before entering the club around two in the morning he then ran into the club, shooting people inside...
... to them. General to the Islamic State. >> Reporter: Orlando Police used stun grenades and armored vehicle to enter the building. Three hours after the mayhem began, a SWAT team stormed the ...
will hold on Monday night candlelight vigil to honor the singer who was fatally shot after a weekend concert. Orlando police there say the 22-year-old Grammy apparently had no connection to the man who shot her that man later killed himself. Tom Poti, CBS News...

... they have some tape or birth photos. CBS News Detroit and about the other or Orlando shooting night before my southern New Jersey Jon were Christina grainy grew up will hold on Monday night candlelight vigil to honor the singer who was fatally...

... we are now 24 hours removed from the active terror done in Orlando at Paul's nightclub here in Central Florida on June 13th 2016 on couches Sandra thank you so much for joining us here on the radio...

... hate be it against a people or inspired by a group like ISIS. Orlando police chief John Mina. >> our officers put themselves in harm's way and risked their lives for the people and patrons at Pulse. ...
Orlando Police Chief John Mina. >> our officers put themselves in harm’s way and risked their lives for the people and patrons >> reporter: lone wolf attacks...

Orlando Police on WWMT-GR (CBS) - Grand Rapids, MI
06/13/2016 02:20:40
CBS Overnight News (News)

... hate be it against a people or inspired by a group like isis.

Orlando Police Chief John Mina. >> our officers put themselves in harm’s way and risked their lives for the people and patrons at Pulse. ...

Orlando Police on WNCN-RAL (CBS) - Raleigh, NC
06/13/2016 02:20:40
CBS Overnight News (News)

... hate be it against a people or inspired by a group like isis.

Orlando Police Chief John Mina. >> our officers put themselves in harm’s way and risked their lives for the people and patrons ...
... hate be it against a people or inspired by a group like isis. orlando police chief john mina. >> our officers put themselves in harm's way and risked their lives for the people and patrons at pulse. ...

... far more I'm not saying this is Steve Futterman is there in Orlando a fear that these friends may have been shot possibly killed they came here hoping to see these friends the polls night clubs it's dark and ...

... by Jillian Amador who spoke Sunday after she got out of the hospital Orlando police are discouraging public tribute to the victims at least for now say they're stretched too thin but vigils are being held worldwide and ...

... very slim, that for many of the injured tonight, it still is. there was an orlando police officer there to help stop the shooting, this is his badly damaged kevlar helmet, because of this, he lived, is okay. ...

... started shooting mateen first got into a shootout with an orlando police officer before entering the club around two in the morning he then ran into the club, ...

... York whose parents are from Afghanistan He expressed allegiance to ISIS says recently as 9.1 call to Orlando police Sunday morning his ex-wife described as being violent and mentally unstable and prone to beating her and she said Martine had a suspicious nature about it ...
the standoff here in orlando ended today, a little after 5:30 in the morning eastern time. when the orlando police s.w.a.t. team used stun grenades and an ...
The standoff here in Orlando ended today, a little after 5:30 in the morning eastern time. When the Orlando police S.W.A.T. team used stun grenades and an...
We'll be back from Orlando just a moment.

The standoff here in Orlando ended today, a little after 5:30 in the morning eastern time. When the Orlando Police S.W.A.T. team used stun grenades and an...
the standoff here in Orlando ended today, a little after 5:30 in the morning eastern time. When the Orlando police S.W.A.T. team used stun grenades and an ...

... >>> we'll be back from Orlando just a moment. >>>
team used stun grenades and an ...

Orlando Police on WILM (CBS) - Wilmington, NC
06/13/2016 02:53:56
CBS Overnight News (News)
... ended today, a little after 5:30 in the morning eastern
time. when the orlando police s.w.a.t. team used stun
grenades and an armored vehicle to smash into the building
and engage the gunman in a gunfight. ...

Orlando Police on WFSB-HFD (CBS) - Hartford-New Haven, CT
06/13/2016 02:53:56
CBS Overnight News (News)
... >>> we'll be back from orlandoen just a moment.
>>> standoff here in orlando ended today, a little after 5:30 in
the morning eastern time. when the orlando police s.w.a.t.
team used stun grenades and an ...

Orlando Police on WNEM (CBS) - Flint, MI
06/13/2016 02:53:57
CBS Overnight News (News)
... , , >>> the standoff here in orlando ended today, a little
after 5:30 in the morning eastern time. when the orlando
police s.w.a.t. team used stun grenades and an ...

Orlando Police on WGFL (CBS) - Gainesville, FL
06/13/2016 02:53:58
CBS Overnight News (News)
... >>> we'll be back from orlandoen just a moment. >>>
the standoff here in orlando ended today, a little after 5:30 in
the morning eastern time. when the orlando police s.w.a.t.
team used stun grenades and an ...

Orlando Police on WDTV (CBS) - Clarksburg, WV
06/13/2016 02:53:58
CBS Overnight News (News)
... go on, go on. [ dog barks ] >>> the standoff here in
orlando ended today, a little after 5:30 in the morning
eastern time. when the orlando police s.w.a.t. team used stun
grenades and an ...

Orlando Police on WGME (CBS) - Portland, ME
06/13/2016 02:54:01
CBS Overnight News (News)
... >>> we'll be back from orlandoen just a moment. >>>
the standoff here in orlando ended today, a little after 5:30 in
the morning eastern time. when the orlando police s.w.a.t.
team used stun grenades and an ...

Orlando Police on WDIV-DET (NBC) - Detroit, MI
06/13/2016 02:59:37
Meet the Press (News)
... very slim, that for many of the injured tonight, it still is.
there was an orlando police officer there to help stop the
shooting, this is his badly damaged kevlar helmet, because of
this, he lived, is okay. ...

Orlando Police on WLTX - COL (CBS) - Columbia, SC
06/13/2016 03:02:03
CBS Overnight News (News)
... what police say could have been an explosive device. an
orlando police officer working security at the club engaged the suspect with gunfire, and it quickly turned into a tense hostage situation. ...
Good Morning.

This email correspondence is to inform you that Chief Mina will not be in attendance for the meeting of the Salvation Army Advisory Board meeting tomorrow, Tuesday, June 14.

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.

--

Evelyn Aponte

Evelyn Aponte Administrative Specialist to Chief John W. Mina

Orlando Police Department

100 S. Hughey Avenue

Orlando, FL  32801
p: 407.246.3917
f:  407.246.3889

cityoforlando.net
Please log into the Workday system to complete this action.

Business Process: Approval: Awaiting Action by John W Mina
Subject: Expense Report: Jonathan C Mills (18898) on 05/12/2016 for $1,470.64
Click Here to view the notification details.
Please log into the Workday system to complete this action.

Business Process: Approval: Awaiting Action by John W Mina  
Subject: Expense Report: Gregory L Smith II (19527) on 05/12/2016 for $1,470.64

Click Here to view the notification details.
Please log into the Workday system to complete this action.

Business Process: Approval: Awaiting Action by John W Mina
Subject: Expense Report: Orlando Rolon (6719) on 05/24/2016 for $895.91
Click Here to view the notification details.
Please log into the Workday system to complete this action.

Business Process: Approval: Awaiting Action by John W Mina
Subject: Expense Report: Robert M Anzueto (8028) on 05/13/2016 for $762.82
Click Here to view the notification details.
From: Mandy ~ TIP National, Inc. <mandy.tipnational@yahoo.com>
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 10:22 AM
To: john.mina@cityoforlando.net
Subject: When Tragedy Strikes - Information for families and Survivors

Chief Mina

The volunteers and staff of Trauma Intervention Programs Inc across the country extend our thoughts and prayers to the family and friends who lost a loved one in the Orlando shooting on Sunday. We have developed a website which can help survivors of this tragedy and others as well as those who are trying to help.

Please feel free to share this information.

When Tragedy Strikes - Home

Fun Fact ~ The average TIP affiliate records 95,000 volunteer hours a year. That is equivalent to adding 46 Full Time Crisis Responders to each area we serve.

Mandy Atkission, Chief Development Officer
Trauma Intervention Programs, Inc.
828-423-6761 (cell)
828-355-5835 (fax)
www.tipnational.org
FPR has not responded.

On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 9:54 AM, BUDDY DYER <buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net> wrote:
Did any of you respond to this? If not I will.

On Sun, Jun 12, 2016 at 11:43 PM, Utppal Mehta LJ <lajayems@gmail.com> wrote:
Dear Sir ,

We are a family of 4 from Mumbai (India) visiting Orlando from 14th to 21st June 2016. This will be our 1st visit to the USA.

We will be taking our United Airlines flight from Mumbai to Orlando in approx.14 hours from now.

We just read about the news of the shootout in Orlando and are certainly sad and worried.

We request you to please guide us :

1. Whether we can must come to Orlando or cancel this plan ?
2. Is it safe for my family to come there ?
3. Would the Disney & Universal parks be fully operational ?
4. Would there be any sort of emergency declared and tension in Orlando ?
5. Would we be able to see the city safely ?

Please revert as soon as possible so we can make plans accordingly.

Warm regards ,

Utppal Mehta (from India)
From: noreply.workday.cityoforlando <cityoforlando@myworkday.com>
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 10:23 AM
To: john.mina@cityoforlando.net
Subject: A Task Awaits You: Approval by ORL Division Manager - Expense Report: ER-0000005348

Please log into the Workday system to complete this action.

Business Process: Approval: Awaiting Action by John W Mina
Subject: Expense Report: John W Mina (5262) on 05/13/2016 for $762.82
Click Here to view the notification details.
Please log into the Workday system to complete this action.

Business Process: Approval: Awaiting Action by John W Mina
Subject: Expense Report: Michael T Mislang (18934) on 05/12/2016 for $1,470.64
Click Here to view the notification details.
Please log into the Workday system to complete this action.

Business Process: Approval: Awaiting Action by John W Mina
Subject: Expense Report: Manuel Genao (17069) on 05/12/2016 for $147.00

Click Here to view the notification details.
Ms. Burga,

We have conducted several interviews in both english/spanish at our briefing locations.

John W. Mina, Chief of Police
Orlando Police Department
100 South Hughey Avenue
Orlando FL, 32801
407.246.2401

On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 9:59 AM, lucia burga <luciaburga@hotmail.com> wrote:
Hello,

I'm a producer with Noticiero Univision Network News.
We would like to request an interview in Spanish with Deputy Sgt. Orlando Rolon today at your earliest convenience.

My phone number is 305-3237441

Thank you,

Lucia

Sent from my iPad
Good Morning Chief,

I wanted to take a second to let you know my thoughts and prayers are with you !! You have a great organization and you should be proud as I know you are.

There are certain people in your career that you dont forget and you are certainly one of them for me. The week that I spent with you and my good friend Tim Guerette at the IACP a few years ago is certainly one I will never forget.

You are a class act my friend keep up the good work !!

I know I am a long ways away but if you ever need anything from me do not hesitate.

Sean P. Geagan  
Chief of Police  
Bucksport Police Department  
207-469-7951

**INTEGRITY  HONESTY  TEAMWORK**
From: chizewing@gmail.com
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 10:28 AM
To: John Mina
Subject: Board meeting

Chief Our deepest heartfelt condolences please feel free not to attend our meeting tomorrow if that's the case we completely understand thank you

Sent from my MetroPCS 4G LTE Android device
Hello Chief John Mina:

My name is Sandra Remilien. Jeaccinette Philogene, a Haitian witch living in Lauderdale Lakes, Florida has been doing witchcraft to monitor me and she is doing witchcraft on you and to control you. **Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make me forget to tell you she is doing witchcraft to make you and other people stop working for the Orlando Police Department (resign, get fired, retire). Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to kill people. She is doing witchcraft to kill you and other people who work for the Orlando Police Department.**

Jeaccinette is using her nephew in Haiti that she did witchcraft to send to the Dominican Republic and other people to help her do witchcraft so she can try to cover her sins. She has been doing witchcraft to put words in people’s mouths and to make them say, email and tell me and other people what she wants. She is doing witchcraft to make you and other people tell me to stop telling them about her witchcraft.

Sincerely,

Sandra

305-967-5653

On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 10:12 AM, Sandra Remilien wrote:
Hello Chief John Mina:

My name is Sandra Remilien. I am writing to inform you that Jeaccinette Philogene, a Haitian witch living in Lauderdale Lakes, Florida has been doing witchcraft to monitor me and she is doing witchcraft on you and to control you. **Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make me forget to tell you she is doing witchcraft to make you and other people stop working for the Orlando Police Department.**

**Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to put me in drama, to make me go to jail and get Baker Acted for emailing you. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to erase my prayers. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to erase the prayers I prayed for you.**

**Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make my emails fail, delete my emails and make you block my email address.**

**Jeaccinette did witchcraft on my cell phone so I can't make and receive phone calls and text messages so people can't call me for jobs and because she heard she would not have a phone.**

Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make me crazy.

Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make Junior Charles, his girlfriend Raquel, Mirlande Augustin, Linda Osmann, Guylene Presendieu, Luna Remilien, Shatavia Moffett, Christy go to Orlando. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make Guylene Presendieu, Luna Remilien, Luna Remilien's boyfriend Jean, Jean's mother Yvette, Luna Remilien's daughter Chelsea, Kerline Senat, Kerline Senat's sisters, Shatavia Moffett, Hugette Presendieu, Sony Remilien, Rony Remilien, Samora Merritt, Rony Remilien's daughter Kaliah Remilien, Maliah Noel, Deny Remilien, Deny Remilien's daughter Destiny Remilien and her kids: Stephanie Philogene, Wilner Philogene, Allen Philogene, Jodany Philogene, Ronel Philogene and Melissa go to Orlando, Sea World, Aquatica, Blizzard Beach, Discovery Cove and Walt Disney World.
Guylene Presendieu, Shatavia Moffett and Nelly went to the University of Central Florida.

Guylene Presendieu lied to her professor at the University of Central Florida and emailed her and told her that her grandmother and god sister died and she did not feel like living anymore because she did not want to go to class. Guylene Presendieu did not have any living grandmothers and did not have and know her god sisters. The professor sent two police officers to my father’s house and Guylene Presendieu told them that she never felt like killing herself before and she made them go away so my father would not hear. I told Guylene Presendieu she was going to get Baker Acted and Guylene Presendieu later said she could Baker Act Ashley St. Jean.

Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make Omar Mir Seddique Mateen shoot and kill 50 people at Pulse Orlando Nightclub Sunday, shoot 50 people and shoot police with an assault rifle (AR-15) so she could do witchcraft to make Orlando be on the news so she could do witchcraft to make Guylene Presendieu, Luna Remilien and Kerline Senat know about Orlando and go to Orlando.

Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make Omar Mir Seddique Mateen call 911 and pledge allegiance to Islamic State of Iraq, Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi and the Levant.

Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make Omar Mir Seddique Mateen call 911 and pledge allegiance to Islamic State of Iraq, Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi and the Levant.

Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to steal things from me to give to Guylene Presendieu, Luna Remilien, Malikah Noel, Shatavia Moffett, Samora Merritt, Yolette Andre, Kerline Senat and other people. She said that she will not stop stealing things from me. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make people think and say Guylene Presendieu know things that she is stealing from me.

She is doing witchcraft to try to make Malikah Noel like me. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make Yolette Andre buy what I want for Guylene Presendieu. She is doing witchcraft to Yolette Andre is not scared of me because she heard Yolette Andre said she is scared of me. Yolette Andre’s father did witchcraft on me because he is jealous of me and is dissatisfied with her and her siblings.

Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft on my work at home job and is doing witchcraft so people do not hire me. She did witchcraft to make me poor so she could do witchcraft to make Guylene Presendieu and Luna Remilien live my life and do what I did and want to do. She did witchcraft to know what I want to do and my plans so she could do witchcraft to make Guylene Presendieu, Luna Remilien and other people do them.

Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make Guylene Presendieu do what I want to do before I do them because she heard my revelation 'Sandra first.' Jeaccinette did witchcraft to tie me down for Hugette Presendieu, Sony Remilien, Guylene Presendieu and other people.
Jeaccinette and Guylene Presendieu think it’s funny that Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make her [Guylene Presendieu] and other people do what I want to do. Jeaccinette did and is doing witchcraft to make Guylene Presendieu and other people follow me where I go and is doing witchcraft to make people say that I followed Guylene Presendieu, Luna Remilien and other people. Jeaccinette did witchcraft to know my plans so she could do witchcraft to make Guylene Presendieu do them. I said I want to travel and Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make Guylene Presendieu travel. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft so I don’t want to travel. Guylene Presendieu did witchcraft so I don’t travel.

Jeaccinette has been doing witchcraft to control Guylene Presendieu and she is doing witchcraft to control you and other people because she is doing witchcraft to control Guylene Presendieu. Guylene Presendieu knowingly lets Jeaccinette control her. Jeaccinette has been doing witchcraft to try to control me like she is doing witchcraft to control Guylene Presendieu because she saw my revelation that she cannot do witchcraft to control me like she is doing witchcraft to control Guylene Presendieu. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft on my hands so she can do witchcraft to try to control me. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft on me because she cannot do witchcraft to control me like she is doing witchcraft to control Guylene Presendieu. Jeaccinette has been doing witchcraft to steal company names from me so she can do witchcraft to make them hire Guylene Presendieu. Guylene Presendieu lied and said she lost her job because of me. Guylene Presendieu did witchcraft on me so I never have another job. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make Guylene Presendieu and Luna Remilien sue me and shoot me. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make people think and say Guylene Presendieu know things that she is stealing from me to give to her.

Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make Guylene Presendieu and Luna Remilien dress like me. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make Guylene Presendieu and Luna Remilien have the same personality as me so the clothes she do witchcraft to make them buy look good on them. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to steal things from me so she can do witchcraft to make Guylene Presendieu and Luna Remilien know how to dress. Jeaccinette did witchcraft on my grey skinny jeans and did witchcraft to make Guylene Presendieu buy grey skinny jeans because I have grey skinny jeans. Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make Guylene Presendieu buy a floppy hat because I have one. Jeaccinette did witchcraft on my summer dresses and did witchcraft to take my summer dresses because she heard my summer dresses look better than Guylene Presendieu's and Hugette Presendieu's. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make Guylene Presendieu buy summer dresses.

Jeaccinette and Guylene Presendieu bleached my clothes that were in locked suitcases and did witchcraft so my prayers are not answered and to erase them because Jeaccinette heard my revelation that I will not erase my prayers for Guylene Presendieu and they and Luna Remilien are jealous of me. Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make Ritane Presendieu tell Luna Remilien to pray before she goes to sleep because Jeaccinette saw that I prayed before I go to sleep because she is doing witchcraft to monitor me. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make Guylene Presendieu and Luna Remilien have thick legs like me and the same body type as me. I am the only one with thick legs and calves. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft so I don’t have thick legs and calves so she can do witchcraft to make Guylene Presendieu have them. Jeaccinette cut my Dayspring Whatever is Lovely journal and my Nicole Miller purses because Guylene Presendieu and Luna Remilien are jealous of me. Jeaccinette did did witchcraft to make Guylene Presendieu and Luna Remilien buy the Nicole Miller purses I bought. Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make Guylene Presendieu watch an Intro to Psychology video and buy psychology books because I majored in psychology and they are jealous of me because I majored in psychology and she is doing witchcraft so everyone do not say that they are jealous of me. Jeaccinette knows I majored in psychology because I put it on my resume and she is doing witchcraft to monitor me.

Guylene Presendieu is a habitual liar. Jeaccinette said Guylene Presendieu should keep sinning and shouldn't pay for her sins. Jeaccinette did witchcraft so Guylene Presendieu and Luna Remilien don’t pay for doing witchcraft on me.

Guylene Presendieu said white people have wrinkles because they do drugs. She is lying and telling people that I said that white people have wrinkles because they do drugs so everyone can hate me.
Jeaccinette and Luna Remilien did witchcraft on me so I never have money. Jeaccinette has been doing witchcraft to make Luna Remilien have car accidents so Luna Remilien does not pay for doing witchcraft on me. Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make Luna Remilien get pregnant so Luna Remilien can put her boyfriend Jean on child support. Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make Luna Remilien name her baby Chelsea because she is jealous of me because I majored in psychology like Bill Clinton's daughter. Luna Remilien did witchcraft on her boyfriend and Jeaccinette did witchcraft on Luna’s boyfriend’s mother Yvette and is doing witchcraft to make Luna’s boyfriend and his mother do what I did and want to do. Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make Yvette go on a cruise.

Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to kill people.

Jeaccinette has been doing witchcraft on Linkedin. She did witchcraft to make Linkedin suspend and terminate my Linkedin account so she could do witchcraft to make Luna Remilien, Kerline Senat, Deny Remilien, David Remilien, Nadia Florvil, Denise Dixon, Herce Remilien and other people get Linkedin accounts.

Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make Sony Remilien get a Linkedin account so he could lie for Guylene Presendieu because he lied for Guylene Presendieu.

Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make Kerline Senat get a Linkedin account because I blocked her on Facebook. Jeaccinette did witchcraft to hook Deny Remilien up with Kerline Senat.

Jeaccinette did witchcraft so Linkedin don't terminate Sony Remilien's account, Luna Remilien's account, Kerline Senat's account, Kerline Senat's sisters' account, Deny Remilien's account, David Remilien's account, Herce Remilein's account, Nadia Florvil's account. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make Sony Remilien, Luna Remilien, Kerline Senat, Kerline Senat's sisters, Deny Remilien, Nadia Florvil connect with you, Orlando Mayor Buddy Dyer and Orange County Sheriff Jerry L. Demings on Linkedin.

Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft on me because she is jealous of me. She is doing witchcraft so people do not say that Guylene Presendieu and Luna Remilien are jealous of me because they are.

Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to put me in drama and to make me have trouble with the law because she heard my revelation that Guylene Presendieu would bring drama to my father’s house and would have three charges. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make detectives, police officers and other people come to my father’s house and other people’s house because she heard Guylene Presendieu would bring drama to my father’s house. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to put me in drama when she can’t control me like she is doing witchcraft to control Guylene Presendieu and when she sees I’m going out because she did witchcraft so I don’t go out. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft on police departments and detectives so she can do witchcraft to put me in drama. Guylene Presendieu lied to her professor at the University of Central Florida and emailed her and told her that her grandmother and god sister died and she did not feel like living anymore because she did not want to go to class. Guylene Presendieu did not have any living grandmothers and did not have and know her god sisters. The professor sent two police officers to my father’s house and Guylene Presendieu told them that she never felt like killing herself before and she made them go away so my father would not hear. I told Guylene Presendieu she was going to get Baker Acted and Guylene Presendieu later said she could Baker Act Ashley St. Jean.
Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make me get Baker Act and is doing witchcraft to make me go to jail. She is doing witchcraft so you and other people tell me not to email them about her witchcraft. She is doing witchcraft to make detectives, police officers and other people come to my father’s house and other people’s house.

Jeaccinette did witchcraft to hook Guylene Presendieu up with a Puerto Rican guy named Ivan because I worked with a guy named Ivan and Jeaccinette wanted to do witchcraft to hook Guylene Presendieu up with him. The Ivan that Jeaccinette did witchcraft to hook Guylene Presendieu up with does not like Guylene Presendieu. Guylene Presendieu heard Nerlange talking to Ivan while she was talking to Nerlange. Nerlange went to the University of Central Florida with Guylene Presendieu. Guylene Presendieu said, “Nelly, how you know Ivan?” Nerlange made Guylene Presendieu talk to Ivan.

Guylene Presendieu asked Ivan, “Ivan, you remember me?”

Malikah Noel asked Guylene Presendieu, “What happened to that guy (Ivan)? Guylene Presendieu stayed quiet. Guylene Presendieu didn’t tell Malikah Noel that Ivan didn’t like her. Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make Ivan call Guylene Presendieu’s phone so she could do witchcraft to make people say Ivan like Guylene Presendieu. I don’t talk to Malikah Noel. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make Malikah Noel ask me what happened to that guy because she asked Guylene Presendieu what happened to Ivan.

Because Ivan does not like Guylene Presendieu, Jeaccinette did witchcraft to know my male friends and acquaintances and the guys who like me so she could do witchcraft to make Guylene Presendieu have sex with them and get married to them. Because Ivan does not like Guylene Presendieu, Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make her have sex with and get married to the physician assistant who helped me at Aventura Hospital in 2009.

Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make Aventura Hospital hire Berline Andre so she can do witchcraft to make Berline Andre hook Guylene Presendieu up with the physician assistant who helped me. Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make her mother have pneumonia and get hospitalized at Aventura Hospital. Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make Ramos, the man in human resources at Aventura Hospital leave Aventura Hospital and go work somewhere else so Berline Andre don’t have shame because Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make Aventura Hospital hire her. Jeaccinette did witchcraft on two detectives and did witchcraft to make them come to my father’s house on December 17, 2014 and say I sent a text message to Aventura Hospital that someone is doing witchcraft on me. She did witchcraft to make them say they have David Remilien’s name in their file because she did witchcraft to make David Remilien tell me hi because she did witchcraft to make him friends with Guylene Presendieu and I did not tell David Remilien hi. David Remilien told me that he would never be friends with Guylene Presendieu. Guylene Presendieu told David Remilien “eat my coochie.” “Coochie” is vagina. Jeaccinette did witchcraft to put a lesbian spirit on me and put a curse on my vagina because I don't want to have sex with Guylene Presendieu and did witchcraft to plant dreams in my head of Guylene Presendieu and Luna Remilien sticking their tongues all the way inside of my vagina.

You can't send a text message to a hospital and I didn't send it, but my father, Ritane Presendieu, Luna Remilien and my siblings are stupid. They said I sent text messages to Aventura Hospital and lied and said I didn’t send them after I sent them. Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make them detectives come back to my father’s house. The detectives gave Merisier Remilien their cards. I did not take their cards. Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make the detectives come to Merisier Remilien’s house because she heard Guylene Presendieu would bring drama to my Merisier Remilien’s house and Guylene Presendieu said she wanted to be a detective and so she could do witchcraft to make me talk to Ritane Presendieu because I stopped talking to Ritane Presendieu.

Luna Remilien and Ritane Presendieu said now everyone knows I’m crazy and Luna Remilien said I could get Baker Acted because the detectives said I sent the text messages.
I told Merisier Remilien that you can’t send a text message to a hospital and I didn’t send text messages to Aventura Hospital. Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make the detectives come back to my father’s house. Merisier Remilien didn’t tell them that I didn’t send the text messages. Ritane Presendieu asked Rony Remilien if he told Hugette Presendieu that the detectives came back. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make the detectives make false evidence because Hugette Presendieu said you have to see it (the text message). Ritane Presendieu told Kerline Senat that she did not cook because he house has problems because the detectives came back to Merisier Remilien’s house. Guylene Presendieu lied and said I sent an email to Aventura Hospital after I said you can’t send a text message to a hospital. Jeaccinette saw my revelation that Guylene Presendieu don’t exist to me and did witchcraft to make Guylene Presendieu say I don’t exist.

Jeaccinette did witchcraft so Berline Andre didn’t go to work and did witchcraft to make Berline Andre and her father, Albert Andre call my father crying because she heard Monique Presendieu would call Merisier Remilien crying. She did witchcraft to make Berline Andre and her father say I sent a text message to Aventura Hospital that Albert Andre did witchcraft to make Aventura Hospital hire Berline Andre. That is a lie. Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make Aventura Hospital hire Berline Andre because she saw I wrote on my blog that Berline Andre's father did witchcraft on me because he is jealous and is dissatisfied with her and her siblings. She is doing witchcraft to make Berline Andre's father satisfied with her and her siblings.

Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make Aventura Hospital hire Berline Andre so she could do witchcraft to make Berline Andre hook Guylene Presendieu up with the physician assistant who helped me. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make Guylene Presendieu have sex with and get married to the physician assistant who helped me, my male friends and acquaintances. Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make Berline Andre call my dad crying because she don’t want Berline Andre to know she did witchcraft to make Aventura Hospital hire her so she could do witchcraft to make Guylene Presendieu have sex with and get married to the physician assistant. Jeaccinette said if my male friends and acquaintances like me, they should like Guylene Presendieu. None of my male friends and acquaintances would ever talk to Guylene Presendieu and Luna Remilien.

A female Washington D.C. police officer who kows Deny Remilien's girlfriend Kerline Senat's sister read the Washington D.C. police chief’s emails and an email address to the police chief. Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make a female Washington D. C. police officer call me on March 10, 2015 at 9:19 A.M. and did witchcraft to make her ask me if I was taking any medication. Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make the police officer tell me not to send any more emails about the mayor. She did witchcraft to make the police officer say that I was about to go to a mental asylum.

Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make two police officers Officer Joachim and Officer Unmuth come to my father’s house on March 13, 2015. She did witchcraft to make them say that I wrote Washington D. C. She did witchcraft to make me get Baker Act and go to a psychiatric ward. Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make my father go to the courthouse and get an ex parte order against me because I do not want him to walk me down the aisle. My father lied and told a judge that I had a mental illness, I am delusional, I make false accusations and I do not eat. Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make Officers Joachim and Unmuth come back to my father’s house on March 16, 2015 and handcuff and arrest me and take me to a psychiatric ward. Jeaccinette is delusional and is seeing things.

Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make me go to a psychiatric ward because Luna Remilien, who did witchcraft on me, said I’m crazy, I need to talk to a psychiatrist and could get Baker Acted and so she can do witchcraft to make Luna Remilien get my medical records, I do not want my father, Merisier Remilien to walk me down the aisle when I get married, Deny Remilien said I am paranoid, Yolette Andre, whose father did witchcraft on me, said that my head is not good, she [Jeaccinette] did witchcraft to tie me down for Hugette Presendieu and is doing witchcraft to make Hugette Presendieu my maid of honor when I get married and I do not want her to be, and because I want to divorce my mother, Ritane Presendieu. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make Merisier walk me down the aisle and is doing witchcraft so I do not divorce Ritane Presendieu. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft so I don’t move out of Merisier Remilien’s house until I’m 32 years old, the age Hugette Presendieu moved out. Merisier Remilien lied twice and said he didn’t go to the courthouse to get an ex-parte order against me after Jackson North Crisis told me that he did. Merisier Remilien said I will never be saved from witchcraft. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make Merisier Remilien sue me because Fantasia Barrino’s father sued her and to make Ritane Presendieu sue me because Eminem’s mother sued him. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make me give Ritane Presendieu alimony when I divorce her. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make Hugette Presendieu sue me so I can give her money.
Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make me live with Merisier Remilien’s relatives so she can do witchcraft to make them get ex-parte orders against me and so she can know where I am.

Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make Merisier Remilien, Ritane Presendieu, Guylene Presendieu, Luna Remilien, Deny Remilien, Kerry Presendieu, Hugette Presendieu, Sony Remilien, Rony Remilien and Kerline Senat know things about me because I don’t want anything to do with them.

Jeaccinette did witchcraft to know where the psychiatric wards, mental asylums and mental hospitals are so she can do witchcraft to make me go to them. She is doing witchcraft to make me sign myself into psychiatric wards, mental asylums and mental hospitals. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make me go to psychiatric wards, mental asylums, mental hospitals and jails where I can’t use the phone when everyone knows the witchcraft that she did and so no one knows where I am. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make me check my head. She wants and is doing witchcraft to get a picture of my brain so she can do witchcraft to make me stupid and crazy.

Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make me go to jail and have charges. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make me get raped and bit by dogs. She is doing witchcraft to make me crazy because someone told me that she cannot do witchcraft to make me crazy.

Jeaccinette did witchcraft so I only marry Haitians so they and their family can do witchcraft on me. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make Deny Remilien ruin the bloodline of the man I marry. Jeaccinette did witchcraft to plant dreams in my head of Guylene Presendieu and Luna Remilien putting their tongues all the way inside of my vagina. She did witchcraft to put a lesbian spirit on me and to put a curse on my vagina because I don’t want to have sex with Guylene Presendieu. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make Guylene Presendieu have sex with my future husband and other people’s husbands and boyfriends.

Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make detectives, police officers and other people come to my father’s house and other people’s house because she heard my revelation that Guylene Presendieu would bring drama to my father’s house. Jeaccinette said everyone should see I’m crazy because of Guylene Presendieu.

Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make me get bit by dogs and to make me have rabies. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make me faint and pass out so she can do witchcraft to make people take me to psychiatric wards, emergency rooms and other places. She is doing witchcraft to make me go to mental asylums because she heard my revelation that her kids would go to a mental asylum. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make me go to the hospital so she can do witchcraft to make me have more bills.

She is doing witchcraft to make my parents and siblings attached to me because I do not want anything to do with them. Jeaccinette is nothing to me and she is doing witchcraft to be something to me and to make people say that she is something to me. She is doing witchcraft to make my father walk me down the aisle when I get married because she saw that I wrote that I do not want him to walk me down the aisle.

Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft on me because she is jealous of me. She is doing witchcraft so everyone does not know that she is doing witchcraft on me.
Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make me sweat and smell. She is doing witchcraft to make me sweat every time I leave the house and to make me sweat under my breasts. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft on my period and to make me infertile because she heard Monique Presendieu would be infertile, because Guylene Presendieu and Luna Remilien are jealous of me and so guys don’t like me. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft on my period and did witchcraft to make my period stop coming because Guylene Presendieu and Luna Remilien are jealous of me. Guylene Presendieu has painful periods. Jeaccinette did witchcraft to change when my period comes and did witchcraft to make Guylene Presendieu’s period come when my period comes. She is doing witchcraft to make me have painful, missed periods with heavy flow. She did witchcraft so my period didn’t come December 2014, February 2015 and July 2015. She did witchcraft to make my period come twice in March 2015. Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make me have missed periods because Guylene Presendieu, Luna Remilien and Hugette Presendieu have missed periods and my period always comes every month. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make me infertile because she heard Monique Presendieu would be infertile, Guylene Presendieu and Luna Remilien are jealous of me and because she is doing witchcraft so guys don’t like me.

Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make my breasts small because they are bigger than Luna Remilien’s. Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make Luna Remilien’s breasts get bigger. She is doing witchcraft to make me lose weight and to make my arms skinny so clothes don’t look good on me. She did witchcraft to make Malikah Noel and Guylene Presendieu gain weight because I prayed to gain weight and she heard that I would gain weight like I prayed and did witchcraft to make me weigh 87 pounds. Jeaccinette has been doing witchcraft to make me choke and is doing witchcraft on my trachea. She is doing witchcraft to make me urinate on myself and to make me have diarrhea. She is doing witchcraft to make me tired and weak. She is doing witchcraft to make me have scratches and cuts on my body and is doing witchcraft to make people say that I am suicidal and tried to kill myself because her daughter cut her wrists and tried to kill herself. She is doing witchcraft to make me have pimples because Guylene Presendieu called me pimple face and I do not have any pimples. She is doing witchcraft to make me have scars and black marks on my face, hands and body and to make my lips big because Guylene Presendieu and Hugette Presendieu has big lips and so my pictures do not look good. My lips are flat and small. She is doing witchcraft so I do not sleep well. Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make Hugette Presendieu have high cheekbones because I have high cheekbones and Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft on me while I’m sleeping and is doing witchcraft to make me sleep on my arms and hands and the bones in my hands and arms and to make me sleep on my cheeks so she can do witchcraft so I don’t have high cheekbones and so she can do witchcraft to change the shape of my face. She is doing witchcraft so my hair does not grow and to make it fall out, come out and get tangled because my hair is longer, better and thicker than Luna Remilien’s and Guylene Presendieu’s. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft on my eyebrows and so my eyebrows don’t grow so I don’t do my eyebrows. Jeaccinette has been doing witchcraft to make me lose my voice and have white hair because Luna Remilien lost her voice and has white hair. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make my forehead big. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft so I am not unique.

Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft on my face and to make my face dirty and oily. She is doing witchcraft to make my face dirty and to make me forget things because Ritane Presendieu said she [Jeaccinette] can’t remember things and so I can feel sorry for her. She is doing witchcraft to make me have headaches. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft so I can’t see far and so I can’t see the computer screen and TV screen.

Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make Ritane Presendieu touch my things and put them in boxes because I told Ritane Presendieu not to touch my things and she did witchcraft to make Ritane Presendieu give $20 and I didn’t take the money. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft on my nose and to make my nose bleed because I told Ritane Presendieu that I do not want to live with her and Ritane’s nose was bleeding and had something inside. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft on me because I don’t want to live with Ritane Presendieu and Merisier Remilien. Jeaccinette is doing witchcraft to make my neck hurt because Luna Remilien said her neck was hurting after Jeaccinette did witchcraft to make her have car accidents.

Jeaccinette is using her nephew in Haiti that she did witchcraft to send to the Dominican Republic and other people to help her do witchcraft so she can try to cover her sins. She has been doing witchcraft to put words in people’s mouths and to make them say, email and tell me and other people what she wants. She is doing witchcraft to make you and other people tell me to stop telling them about her witchcraft.
Sincerely,

Sandra

305-967-5653

--
God is more POWERFUL than my enemies!

--
God is more POWERFUL than my enemies!
Chief Mina,

I was at scene after the incident yesterday. I was shocked with the level of professionalism everything was handled.

I am proud to serve the Orlando residents and our department.

Recruit Officer Marfort

On Sun, Jun 12, 2016 at 7:00 PM, JOHN MINA <john.mina@cityoforlando.net> wrote:

On the darkest day of my 25 years at the Orlando Police Department, I wanted to take a moment to tell all of you how proud I am of the work you have done today and will do over the next days and weeks.

We have trained again and again for this type of situation. It’s unfortunate that we had to put those skills to use today. But because of that training and your professionalism, we saved dozens of lives this morning.

Even before the first patrol units arrived on the scene, an OPD officer working extra duty at the club engaged the gunman as he opened fire. Our First Responders and SWAT Team faced a hail of gunfire as they rescued the hostages, and we are blessed beyond words that none of them were gravely injured or killed.

We’ve received an enormous amount of tactical Law Enforcement support from local, state and Federal agencies. The outpouring we have received from our Central Florida community and Law Enforcement across the nation and the world, has overwhelmed me with gratitude.

I know that you have all been affected today by the tragic actions of a lone terrorist who cut short the lives of so many. Our community, our City, and our Department will be grieving in the days, weeks and months to come.

But on a day like today – and every day – I couldn’t be more proud to be your Chief.

Please hug your families tonight. And be safe out there.

John W. Mina, Chief of Police
Orlando Police Department
100 South Hughey Avenue
Orlando FL, 32801
407.246.2401
Chief Mina,

My name is Joe Lopedito, and I am the Director of the Pinellas County chapter of the Fellowship of Christian Police Officers. I wanted to extend our prayers to your agency and your Officers as you move forward from the great tragedy that has occurred.

Additionally, I wanted to offer support in the form of our Christian Police Officers who stand behind your Officers. If needed, FCPO has four chapters in Florida that I am sure have Officers who can come in for a support role to provide prayer and peer support directly. I am CCing them on this email. Please know that we are here for you in whatever capacity is needed.

Let me leave you with the following, from Psalm 146:5-10

"Blessed is he whose help is the God of Jacob,  
whose hope is in the Lord his God,  
who made heaven and earth,  
the sea, and all that is in them,  
who keeps faith forever;  
who executes justice for the oppressed,  
who gives food to the hungry.  
The Lord sets the prisoners free;  
the Lord opens the eyes of the blind.  
The Lord lifts up those who are bowed down;  
the Lord loves the righteous.  
The Lord watches over the sojourners;  
he upholds the widow and the fatherless,  
but the way of the wicked he brings to ruin.  
The Lord will reign forever,  
your God, O Zion, to all generations.  
Praise the Lord!"

Best Regards,

Joe Lopedito  
In Christ,  
Joe Lopedito

Ministry Director  
Fellowship of Christian Police Officers - Pinellas County, FL.
"And He said to all, "If anyone would come after Me, let him deny himself and take up his cross daily and follow Me." - Luke 9:23

Note: Privileged/Confidential information may be contained in this message and may be subject to legal privilege. Some emails may be privileged clergy communication per Florida State Statute 90.505. Please examine prior to any public disclosure.
Good Morning Mr. Mehta,

Thank you deciding to visit Orlando for your vacation. We did have a tragic incident that took place here over the weekend. However, we still consider Orlando a very safe place. All of the theme parks are still operational and our roadways are open.

Again...thank you for choosing Orlando and we hope you enjoy your visit.

Vincent L. Ogburn, Sr., Lieutenant
Staff Director for Chief John W. Mina
Orlando Police Department
100 S. Hughey Ave
Orlando, Fl 32801
P 407-246-3835
Subject: Aurora Police Here

John,

I know you are incredibly busy. Just wanting to let you know that if there is anything Aurora PD can do to assist in the aftermath, please don't hesitate to contact me.

We've been through it.

Best way to reach me is to call or text me at XXXXX.

You did a great job yesterday. Horrifically difficult.

Nick Metz, Chief
Aurora Police Department

Sent using OWA for iPhone
Chief,
I wanted to commend you, your staff, and your officers for the way that OPD handled the tragic event this weekend. I cannot begin to imagine how stressful that was for your department. If there is anything that I can do on my end, please let me know.
Best,
Gene

Eugene A. Paoline III, Ph.D.
Professor and Graduate Program Director
Department of Criminal Justice
University of Central Florida
12805 Pegasus Drive
Orlando, Florida 32816-1600
(407) 823-4946

From: JOHN MINA [mailto:john.mina@cityoforlando.net]
Sent: Tuesday, June 07, 2016 9:08 AM
To: Eugene Paoline
Subject: Re: update

Gene, I'm free until 1030, give me a call at 407-246-2765.

John W. Mina, Chief of Police
Orlando Police Department
100 South Hughey Avenue
Orlando FL, 32801
407.246.2401

On Mon, Jun 6, 2016 at 11:30 AM, Eugene Paoline <Eugene.Paoline@ucf.edu> wrote:

Hi Chief,

When you have a minute can you give me a call? I would like to update you on the force study.

Best,

Gene
Joe,

Thank you for reaching out for support and your thoughts and prayers. We are working with a lot of agencies and we have received a lot of resources. We have a team of Chaplains that are working with the members of all agencies that were involved in this tragic incident. We will be sure to reach out to you for support if the need arises.

Again...

Thank you and God Bless,
Lt. Vince Ogburn
Staff Director for

John W. Mina, Chief of Police
Orlando Police Department
100 South Hughey Avenue
Orlando FL, 32801
407.246.2401

On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 10:31 AM, J Lopedito <joe@fcpopinellas.com> wrote:

Chief Mina,

My name is Joe Lopedito, and I am the Director of the Pinellas County chapter of the Fellowship of Christian Police Officers. I wanted to extend our prayers to your agency and your Officers as you move forward from the great tragedy that has occurred.

Additionally, I wanted to offer support in the form of our Christian Police Officers who stand behind your Officers. If needed, FCPO has four chapters in Florida that I am sure have Officers who can come in for a support role to provide prayer and peer support directly. I am CCing them on this email. Please know that we are here for you in whatever capacity is needed.
Let me leave you with the following, from Psalm 146:5-10

"Blessed is he whose help is the God of Jacob,

whose hope is in the Lord his God,
who made heaven and earth,
the sea, and all that is in them,
who keeps faith forever;
who executes justice for the oppressed,
who gives food to the hungry.
The Lord sets the prisoners free;
the Lord opens the eyes of the blind.
The Lord lifts up those who are bowed down;
the Lord loves the righteous.
The Lord watches over the sojourners;
he upholds the widow and the fatherless,
but the way of the wicked he brings to ruin.
The Lord will reign forever,
your God, O Zion, to all generations.
Praise the Lord!"

Best Regards,

Joe Lopedito

In Christ,

Joe Lopedito

Ministry Director

Fellowship of Christian Police Officers - Pinellas County, FL.

http://www.fcpopinellas.com
Cell: 727-482-6548 | joe@fcpopinellas.com

"And He said to all, "If anyone would come after Me, let him deny himself and take up his cross daily and follow Me." - Luke 9:23

Note: Privileged/Confidential information may be contained in this message and may be subject to legal privilege. Some emails may be privileged clergy communication per Florida State Statute 90.505. Please examine prior to any public disclosure.
From: Julia Brown <jbrown@lakemaryfl.com>
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 10:37 AM
To: 'crblanken@yahoo.com'; 'cvitale@clermontfl.org'; 'calpha1@comcast.net'; 'chuck.theobald@lcsoc.org'; 'edzarek@earthlink.net'; 'carp-38@hotmail.com'; 'ButlerG@lcflapd.com'; 'jaburke32@aol.com'; 'jbrough@ladylake.org'; 'jbrough@ladylakedp.org'; 'larry.giddens@lakelandgov.net'; 'mark8497@embarqmail.com'; 'max.parker@leesburgflorida.gov'; 'michael.link@lakelandgov.net'; 'mikehensley13@yahoo.com'; 'jpdeclar@gmail.com'; 'peyton.grinnell@lcso.org'; 'trscoggins1@gmail.com'; 'Richard.taylor@lakelandgov.net'; 'kitchen113@gmail.com'; 'rwaith@gmail.com'; 'grahams393@hotmail.com'; 'Steve.Rockefeller@leesburgflorida.gov'; 'tmurphy3@aol.com'; 'tday2@tampabay.rr.com'; 'victor.white@lakelandgov.net'; 'wayne.longo@lcsoc.org'; 'wla27j@centurylink.net'; 'wqmi01@gmail.com'; 'floridafibinaa@gmail.com'; 'dmuldoon@fibinaa.org'; 'haponte@mdpd.com'; 'Ghendry@claysheriff.com'; 'gwitt@cityofsebastian.org'; 'jpearson@sattelitebeach.org'; 'jhellebrand@fibinaa.org'; 'jklein8@cfl.rr.com'; 'meisenberg@bellsouth.net'; 'Patricia.Wells@ocfl.net'; 'tim.cannon@myfloridacfo.com'; 'bmceachnie@maitlandpd.org'; 'BillLee@fdle.state.fl.us'; 'bobmerta@gmail.com'; 'brad.margeron@ocfl.net'; 'dford@mearstransportation.com'; 'dblack_50@hotmail.com'; 'djblack407@gmail.com'; 'david.manuel@ucf.edu'; 'dskl@osceola.org'; 'dball@maitlandpd.org'; 'eoliver55@gmail.com'; 'fross2@cfl.rr.com'; 'gabemaldo324@aol.com'; 'george.iemsky@ocps.net'; 'jackmassey@fdle.state.fl.us'; 'ucf74@earthlink.net'; 'jmiller@apopka.net'; 'Jerry.Demings@ocfl.net'; 'joeedemma@gmail.com'; 'jklein8@cfl.rr.com'; 'john.mina@cityoforlando.net'; 'srevirj3@gmail.com'; 'ken.cox@ocfl.net'; 'larry.zwieg@ocfl.net'; 'vertuconsulting@gmail.com'; 'mmkinley@apopka.net'; 'nancy.brown@ocfl.net'; 'prooney@valenciacollege.edu'; 'pgauthlett@stcloud.org'; 'rpalmer119@yahoo.com'; 'rexstraw@earthlink.net'; 'rbeary@mail.ucf.edu'; 'rstaly@cfl.rr.com'; 'rickey.ricks@disney.com'; 'rbrauner@RosenShingleCreek.com'; 'ron.stucker@ocfl.net'; 'sfisher-techopsgrouplive@live.com'; 'ted.youngii@gmail.com'; 'thomashurlburt@aol.com'; 'jcro@osceola.org'; 'Victor.Neal@dbpr.state.fl.us'; 'dwei@osceola.org'; 'wshepard@kissimmee.org'; 'rraymond@sanfordfl.gov'; 'dpurcell@seminolesheriff.org'; 'DLSmutz@Altamonte.org'; 'dscott@sanfordfl.gov'; 'DWC2@juno.com'; 'ddelrosso@casselberry.org'; 'ddowda@longwoodfl.org'; 'dfinney@globaloptions.com'; 'dennislemma@seminolesheriff.org'; 'eallen@seminolesheriff.org'; 'leejm@seminolestate.edu'; 'JPERR7400@AOL.COM'; 'joeroxanna@hotmail.com'; 'joherwin@aol.com'; 'jpavlis@gmail.com'; 'kbrunelle@winterspringsfl.org'; 'truccione@aol.com'; 'mmcburney@casselberry.org'; 'mdeal@coab.us'; 'mmccoy5636@gmail.com'; 'robertharly55@gmail.com'; 'rcm809@gmail.com'; 'rjacobs@cityofoviedo.net'; 'sballou@seminolesheriff.org'; 'sawalters@altamonte.org'; 'Cecil.Smith@Sanfordfl.gov'; 'tbaker@winterspringsfl.org'; 'wgas3@casselberry.org'; 'bogypri@aol.com'; 'bill.berger@usdoj.gov'; 'mpalmer@southernsoftware.com'; 'dtr047@outlook.com'; 'gcalhoun@ci.eustis.fl.us'; 'RRJohansmeyer@Altamonte.org'; 'eallen@seminolesheriff.org'; 'deslinger@seminolesheriff.org'; 'sharrreit@seminolesheriff.org'; 'gsmall@osaa.net'; 'na184@cfl.rr.com'; 'Joseph.hellebrand@bcsou.us'; 'Michael L. Biles; raymond.irvin@sanfordfl.gov'; 'bill.berger@usdoj.gov'; 'OGradyJ@ci.mount-dora.fl.us'

Subject: FW: DATE CHANGE June 17th FBINAA Brevard Area Luncheon
Attachments: message.txt; image007.emz.clk; message.txt; image005.emz.clk
Due to several members being unable to attend as originally scheduled, the June meeting will now be on JUNE 17th. I hope this allows more members to attend. See you soon!

FBINAA Luncheon
Members and Their Families Welcome

June 17, 2016  11:00am
American Police Hall of Fame & Museum
Please join us Friday June 17th at 11:00am for the Brevard Area FBINAA luncheon. The American Police Hall of Fame & Museum is graciously hosting us. We will begin our meeting at 11am. Mr. Barry Shepherd will tell us about the museum and about his organization and its mission. We will enjoy lunch catered by Olive Garden at 11:30. Afterward we have been invited to enjoy the museum at no charge. RSVP to Diana Blackledge at blackd@pbfl.org to ensure we have plenty to eat. The cost of your meal is $15. Cash or checks will be accepted at the event, but I do need to know you are coming in advance.

Looking forward to seeing you soon!

American Police Hall of Fame & Museum
6350 Horizon Dr.
Titusville, FL 32780
321-264-0911

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE:

The information contained in this email is strictly confidential and prepared solely for the use of the intended recipient(s). The copyright of this communication belongs to the City of Palm Bay. If you are not the intended recipient, please do not read, use, disseminate, distribute or copy this message or attachments. If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender immediately and delete this message. Views expressed in this message are those of the individual sender, and are not necessarily the views of the City of Palm Bay City Council.

DISCLAIMER:

Before opening any attachments, please check them for viruses and defects. The sender does not accept liability for any viruses, errors or omissions in the contents of this message or attachment, which arise as a result of email transmission.

PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE:

All e-mail sent to and received from the City of Palm Bay, including e-mail addresses and content, are subject to the provisions of the Florida Public Records Law, Florida Statute Chapter 119, and may be subject to disclosure.

Promoting a Green Palm Bay - Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail

Under Florida law, e-mail addresses are public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in response to a public-records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.
Greetings Gentlemen,

I just wanted to reach out to both of you and let you know that your brothers and sisters of the National Academy Family are keeping you, your departments in our thoughts and prayers as you lead your agencies, your communities, your state and our nation through this very difficult time. I, as the rest of the nation, watched the news coverage in shock as we learned of the senseless violence you have experienced in the community you love.

You both are to be commended for the professional and selfless way you are leading your community, as well as the law enforcement community, through this tragic event. I pray that God gives you strength, courage and compassion to be able to handle all that is being thrown at you. I take comfort in knowing that being graduates of the FBI National Academy you have the knowledge, relationships and networking ability to get through this. Having said that, please know your association worldwide stands behind you, and please don’t hesitate to reach out if you need anything.

Knowing both of you through our association and the Florida Chapter, I am confident that you both have the leadership skills and dedicated professional teams supporting you to get through this tragic event. It was a blessing to me to watch the media coverage and to see both of you wearing your National Academy pins so proudly on your uniforms. We are an amazing association of wonderfully dedicated law enforcement leaders across the world and I want to personally reach out to you as your First Vice President and let you know that your association has your back and we are just a phone call away.

God Bless!

Joey Reynolds
Police Chief
843-706-4537

FBINA 184
FBI National Academy Associates
1st Vice President

Bluffton Police Department
101 Progressive Street
Bluffton SC 29910
PH: 843-706-4550
Fax: 843-757-2269
www.blufftonpolice.sc.gov

bluffton
From: Cynthia De Oliveira <cynthia.deoliveira@cityoforlando.net>
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 10:42 AM
To: Maria Neff Caulder
Cc: JOHN MINA; Sonia Johnson; Christopher McCullion; MICHELLE MCCRIMMON; Imtiaz Khan; OPD Fiscal Management Section; SUSAN MANNEY; Jay Carr
Subject: Re: Watch Commander - City Visa #

Maria

I am opening OPD Card 8 until 06/27/2016 as per your request.
The limit is $10,000 with a single transaction limit of $10,000 as well.
Daily # of transactions: Unlimited

Thank you and have a wonderful day!

Cynthia De Oliveira
Fiscal Coordinator - Office of Business & Financial Services
City of Orlando
407-246-2576 Phone
407-246-2707 Fax
cityoforlando.net

On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 10:01 AM, Maria Neff Caulder <maria.neff@cityoforlando.net> wrote:
Chief,

I was advised to seek your approval to change the profile on one of our City Visa that's assigned to the Quartermaster Unit for the Watch Commander's use in the event of emergencies.

Please approve via email and let me know if you need anything else.

Thanks,

Maria Neff Caulder, Fiscal Manager
City of Orlando Police Department
UCF Stands with Orlando Against Terror

June 12, 2016

Message from UCF President John C. Hitt:

Orlando was attacked today. How painful, frightening, and infuriating it is to write that sentence. As President Obama said, this was “an attack on all of us, and on the fundamental values of equality and dignity that define us as a country.”

We are working with law enforcement to determine whether the attack killed or injured UCF students, faculty, staff, and alumni. When we have more information, we will share it with you.

In time, I expect we all will know someone affected. A friend. A sister. A partner. A co-worker. To the victims of this attack — and their loved ones and friends — I offer the sincere prayers and hopes of the entire UCF family.

Earlier today, I extended to Orlando Mayor Buddy Dyer all of the university’s resources to help our community. To start, on Monday UCF will host a blood drive on campus. I hope you will join me there.

While we are still learning about this attack, it appears that the shooter targeted
the LGBTQ community. The UCF Creed calls on all of us to “promote an open and supportive campus environment by respecting the rights and contributions of every individual.”

With our Creed in mind, I tell our LGBTQ students, faculty, staff, and alumni this: You are not alone. Your university stands with you.

In attempting to make sense of this senselessness, my mind is drawn to wise words Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. spoke nearly 50 years ago.

“When our days become dreary with low-hovering clouds of despair, and when our nights become darker than a thousand midnights, let us remember that there is a creative force in this universe, working to pull down the gigantic mountains of evil, a power that is able to make a way out of no way, and transform dark yesterdays into bright tomorrows. Let us realize that the arc of the moral universe is long but it bends toward justice.”

As they were true then, so are Dr. King’s words true today.

John C. Hitt
President

University of Central Florida • 4000 Central Florida Blvd.
Orlando, FL 32816-0065 • http://www.ucf.edu
Chief/Sheriff,

Just FYI on public records request CFIX received from Miami Herald. I will work with records custodians for response. We have no matching records other than Steering Committee minutes. I also learned that ABC News is working a story alleging the gunmen's father supposedly tried calling the Port St. Lucie PD in regards to his sons behavior 2 days before attack and received no response.

Respectfully,

Captain Paul Zambouros

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: Mary Ellen Klas <meklas@miamiherald.com>
Date: June 13, 2016 at 10:14:17 AM EDT
To: <Paul.Zambouros@ocfl.net>, <cfix@ocfl.net>
Cc: <victor@vcrlaw.net>
Subject: Records request from the Miami Herald

Captain Zambouros:

This letter shall constitute a request under section 119.07, Fla. Stat., to inspect the following records made or received pursuant to law or ordinance or in connection with the transaction of official business. I am seeking the following records created or obtained prior to June 12, 2016, before the incident under investigation:

1. All records relating to Omar Mateen prior to June 12, 2016;

2. All records relating to Seddique Mateen prior to June 12, 2016;

3. All records of the Executive Steering Committee relating to Omar Mateen and/or Seddique Mateen prior to June 12, 2016; and

4. Minutes of all meetings of the Executive Steering Committee between June 1, 2015 and June 12, 2016.

The term “records” as requested herein shall have the definition set forth in § 119.011(12), Florida Statutes, including, but not limited to Suspicious Activity Reports (SARS), maintained or transmitted in hard copy or electronic format, including records maintained, stored or archived in e-mails, on the SharePoint Website, InSITE, and regardless of whether the records were vetted
pursuant to the two-step assessment process subject to the Information Sharing Environment (ISE) ISE-SAR functional standard and approved for contribution to the shared space. The request includes responsive records in both a detailed and summary format.

If you contend that any record, or portion thereof, is exempt from inspection, please state in writing the basis for the exemption and include the applicable statutory exemption. See section 119.07(1)(e), Fla. Stat. Additionally, pursuant to the requirements of section 119.07(1)(f), Fla. Stat., we hereby request that you explain in writing and with particularity the reasons for your conclusion that the record is confidential or exempt.

We would direct your attention to the following statutory requirements set forth in section 119.07(1), Fla. Stat.: 

(h) Even if an assertion is made by the custodian of public records that a requested record is not a public record subject to public inspection or copying under this subsection, the requested record shall, nevertheless, not be disposed of for a period of 30 days after the date on which a written request to inspect or copy the record was served on or otherwise made to the custodian of public records by the person seeking access to the record. If a civil action is instituted within the 30-day period to enforce the provisions of this section with respect to the requested record, the custodian of public records may not dispose of the record except by order of a court of competent jurisdiction after notice to all affected parties.

(i) The absence of a civil action instituted for the purpose stated in paragraph (g) does not relieve the custodian of public records of the duty to maintain the record as a public record if the record is in fact a public record subject to public inspection and copying under this subsection and does not otherwise excuse or exonerate the custodian of public records from any unauthorized or unlawful disposition of such record.

I will contact your office within the next 24 hours to discuss when I may expect fulfillment of my request, and payment of any statutorily prescribed fees. If you have any questions, you may contact me at (850) 524-4488 and reach me via email atmeklas@miamiherald.com.

Thank you for your assistance.

Sincerely,

~ Mary Ellen Klas

--

Mary Ellen Klas
Herald/Times Tallahassee Bureau
Miami Herald Bureau Chief
336 East College Ave., Suite 303
Tallahassee, FL 32301
cell: 850-524-4488
office: 850-222-3095
meklas@MiamiHerald.com
Twitter: @MaryEllenKlas
PLEASE NOTE: Florida has a very broad public records law (F. S. 119). All e-mails to and from County Officials are kept as a public record. Your e-mail communications, including your e-mail address may be disclosed to the public and media at any time.
Medical Cannabis Update

This summer qualified Florida patients will begin purchasing low-THC and medical cannabis for the first time. If you have questions regarding the implementation of the Compassionate Medical Cannabis Act, ordering low-THC or medical cannabis for patients, or using the statewide compassionate use registry, this webinar is for you.

You are invited to participate in a free informative webinar hosted by the Florida Department of Health.

Florida law allows qualified medical doctors and doctors of osteopathic medicine to order low-THC and medical cannabis for patients diagnosed with a specific list of conditions. Orders can only be filled by dispensing organizations approved to grow, process, and dispense cannabis in the state of Florida. Many of these approved dispensing organizations will begin filling orders for patients this summer.

This webinar is meant to provide an update on the Department's implementation of the Compassionate Medical Cannabis Act. Participants will receive a briefing with updated information and get answers to important questions regarding the state of medical cannabis regulations and the cannabis ordering process.

This Webinars will last approximately 60 minutes, and will be held on Eastern Standard Time. Participants will also be able to ask questions at the end of the presentation.

To register for the upcoming webinar, please click on the following date:

**June 14, 2016**
FYI, the City Visa for Watch Commander is available for what we need with higher limit and no transaction limit for the next two weeks.

Please let me know if I need to extend longer.

Thanks,

Maria Neff Caulder, Fiscal Manager
City of Orlando Police Department
100 South Hughey Avenue
Orlando, FL 32801
p.407.246.3100
f.407.246.2550
cityoforlando.net

------- Forwarded message -------

From: Cynthia De Oliveira <cynthia.deoliveira@cityoforlando.net>
Date: Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 10:42 AM
Subject: Re: Watch Commander - City Visa #
To: Maria Neff Caulder <maria.neff@cityoforlando.net>
Cc: JOHN MINA <john.mina@cityoforlando.net>, Sonia Johnson <sonia.johnson@cityoforlando.net>, Christopher McCullion <christopher.mccullion@cityoforlando.net>, MICHELLE MCCRIMMON <michelle.mccrimmon@cityoforlando.net>, Imtiaz Khan <imtiaz.khan@cityoforlando.net>, OPD Fiscal Management Section <opdfiscal@cityoforlando.net>, SUSAN MANNEY <susan.manney@cityoforlando.net>, Jay Carr <jay.carr@cityoforlando.net>

Maria

I am opening OPD Card 8 until 06/27/2016 as per your request. The limit is $10,000 with a single transaction limit of $10,000 as well. Daily # of transactions: Unlimited

Thank you and have a wonderful day!

Cynthia De Oliveira
On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 10:01 AM, Maria Neff Caulder <maria.neff@cityoforlando.net> wrote:

Chief,

I was advised to seek your approval to change the profile on one of our City Visa that's assigned to the Quartermaster Unit for the Watch Commander's use in the event of emergencies.

Please approve via email and let me know if you need anything else.

Thanks,

Maria Neff Caulder, Fiscal Manager
City of Orlando Police Department
100 South Hughey Avenue
Orlando, FL 32801
p.407.246.3100
f.407.246.2550
cityoforlando.net
Mr. Robinson,

Thank you for your support and prayers during this tragic incident. As you can imagine we are working with a lot of different agencies and we have a lot of resources. We will be sure to reach out to you if the need arises.

Again...

Thank you and God Bless,
Lt. Vince Ogburn
Staff Director for

John W. Mina, Chief of Police
Orlando Police Department
100 South Hughey Avenue
Orlando FL, 32801
407.246.2401

On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 9:51 AM, Fred Robinson <frobinson@floridalegion.org> wrote:

Hello Chief Mina,

Saturday was a dark day in Orlando’s history. I just wanted you to know that if there’s anything the American Legion Department of Florida can do to assist and support your Police Department please do not hesitate to let me know. We are all family and in this together. God Bless and stay safe

For God and Country

Semper Fi

Fred Robinson
DEPARTMENT ASSISTANT ADJUTANT
From: JOHN MINA [mailto:john.mina@cityoforlando.net]
Sent: Friday, June 10, 2016 8:06 AM
To: Fred Robinson <frobinson@floridalegion.org>
Subject: Re: Orlando Predators

Thank you very much Fred! We appreciate your support of our officers. We will distribute. Take care. I will probably see you at one of the advisory meetings this year.

John W. Mina, Chief of Police
Orlando Police Department
100 South Hughey Avenue
Orlando FL, 32801
407.246.2401

On Thu, Jun 9, 2016 at 6:12 PM, Fred Robinson <frobinson@floridalegion.org> wrote:

Hello Chief Mina,
It was great seeing you again at the Memorial Day Ceremony. I met you about 2 years ago when you were introduced at Mayor Dyers Veteran's Advisory Council meeting which I'm a member of. I have tickets to the rest of the Orlando Predator Arena Football team home games. I have free tickets for all Veterans, Police, Firefighters, EMS and their families. Disregard price on Flyer if we can't get donations I still don't want to deprive our Public Servant families the opportunity of a free family night out. I request that you circulate the attached Flyer throughout your network. God Bless and Stay Safe

For God and Country

Semper Fi
These will prove very beneficial to your HR Executive and teams.

Kindest Regards,

Karen Averill, MBA
Senior Account Executive
a Resources for Living
386-747-3167 Cell
Karen.Averill@rfl.com

Our Brand Story; Our Values

Management Referrals & On-site Support – 800-243-5240 Please note I respond to emails as quickly as possible, no later than 48 hours (priority emails are responded to as quickly as possible.) My cell is available to you 24/7 and I do all possible to respond immediately. If this email contains Protected Health Information: This information has been disclosed to you from records protected by Federal confidentiality rules (42 CFR Part 2). The Federal rules prohibit you from making any further disclosure of this information unless further disclosure is expressly permitted by the written consent of the person to whom it pertains or as otherwise permitted by 42 CFR Part 2. A general authorization for the release of medical or other information is NOT sufficient for this purpose. The Federal rules restrict any use of the information to criminally investigate or prosecute any alcohol or drug abuse patient.

This e-mail may contain confidential or privileged information. If you think you have received this e-mail in error, please advise the sender by reply e-mail and then delete this e-mail immediately. Thank you.
Yes, however we are interested in a one-on-one in Spanish with the deputy chief for our story today. It would just be a few minutes, please.

We would greatly appreciate to showcase your wonderful work during this incident.

We are available at the time you propose today to interview him.

Thank you Lucia

Sent from my iPhone

On Jun 13, 2016, at 10:26 AM, JOHN MINA <john.mina@cityoforlando.net> wrote:

Ms. Burga,

We have conducted several interviews in both English/Spanish at our briefing locations.

John W. Mina, Chief of Police
Orlando Police Department
100 South Hughey Avenue
Orlando FL, 32801
407.246.2401

On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 9:59 AM, lucia burga <luciaburga@hotmail.com> wrote:

Hello,

I'm a producer with Noticiero Univision Network News.
We would like to request an interview in Spanish with Deputy Sgt. Orlando Rolon today at your earliest convenience.

My phone number is 305-3237441

Thank you,

Lucia

Sent from my iPad
Good Morning Lilian,

I will try to get the agenda to you guys by June 24th.

Janice Owens
Administrative Specialist to:
Byron W. Brooks, AICP, Chief Administrative Officer
Chief Administrative Office
City of Orlando, 400 S. Orange Avenue, 3rd Floor, Orlando, FL 32801
P. O. Box 4990, Orlando, FL 32802-4990
(407) 246-3091 - phone
(407) 246-3342 - fax
janice.owens@cityoforlando.net

On Thu, Jun 9, 2016 at 7:08 AM, Evelyn Aponte <evelyn.aponte@cityoforlando.net> wrote:
Good morning, Janice,

Please see Lilian's email and advise. Thank you.

On Wednesday, June 8, 2016, LILIAN DRAISIN <lilian.draisin@cityoforlando.net> wrote:
Hi Evelyn,

Just so you are aware, I will be out of the office from June 27-July 1. Then we have the July 4th holiday. If the Chief’s bi-monthly meeting is still scheduled for July 6, 2016, do you think we may be able to get an agenda in the next week or so?

If not, I can have Audra handle it, but it would just be easier:).

Thanks so much,
Lilian

--
Lilian Draisin, Police Planning Administrator
Police Department
City of Orlando
100 South Hughey Avenue
Orlando, FL 32801
p 407.246.2504
cityoforlando.net
Evelyn Aponte

Evelyn Aponte Administrative Specialist to Chief John W. Mina

Orlando Police Department

100 S. Hughey Avenue

Orlando, FL  32801
p: 407.246.3917
f: 407.246.3889
cityoforlando.net
Lauren,

We have given multiple interviews at the site location to a multitude of media outlets since yesterday. We can not guarantee an interview at 2:50 a.m. However, you can send your questions to our Public Information Officer at opdpi@cityoforlando.net.

Lt. Vince Ogburn
Staff Director for

John W. Mina, Chief of Police
Orlando Police Department
100 South Hughey Avenue
Orlando FL, 32801
407.246.2401

On Sun, Jun 12, 2016 at 7:32 PM, Lauren Molan <lmolan@networkten.com.au> wrote:

Hi John,

Condolences for you and your officers re: the awful events of the last 24 hours. I hope you are all ok, and I am sorry to hear reports of police being shot.

I am writing to see if there Is there anyone available in the next 10 hours to do an interview with Australian media re: the pulse nightclub shooting?

We are a national nightly news program, and we can do a pre-recorded interview at 0250 FL time. We can arrange transport to and from studio location for you.

You can reach me on +61418138581.
Kindest regards,

Lauren Molan
Associate Producer – Daily

7PM Company Pty Ltd
Suite 6, Level 3, Como Building,
620 Chapel Street (Cnr Toorak Rd)
South Yarra, Victoria, 3141
P: (03) 92751425  M: 0418 138 581
E: lmolan@theprojecttv.com.au

NB: INVOICES should be
ATTN: 7PM COMPANY PTY LTD
ABN 57 138 641 684
PO BOX 212
RICHMOND VIC 3121
may not be successfully replicated on other systems. We give no warranties in relation to these matters. If you have any doubts about the authenticity of an e-mail purportedly sent by us, please contact us immediately.
Chief Radzilowski,

Thank you for your thoughts and prayers during this tragic incident.

Lt. Vince Ogburn  
Staff Director for

John W. Mina, Chief of Police  
Orlando Police Department  
100 South Hughey Avenue  
Orlando FL, 32801  
407.246.2401

On Sun, Jun 12, 2016 at 7:32 PM, <mradzilowski@aol.com> wrote:  
My thoughts and Prayers are with you all at Orlando PD and your Community.

Michael Radzilowski  
Chief of Police (Retired)  
Bradenton PD
Good Morning,

I just spoke with Janice and she is working on rescheduling this meeting to a later date.

Lilian

On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 10:49 AM, JANICE OWENS <janice.owens@cityoforlando.net> wrote:
Good Morning Lilian,

I will try to get the agenda to you guys by June 24th.

Janice Owens

Administrative Specialist to:
Byron W. Brooks, AICP, Chief Administrative Officer
Chief Administrative Office
City of Orlando, 400 S. Orange Avenue, 3rd Floor, Orlando, FL 32801
P. O. Box 4990, Orlando, FL 32802-4990
(407) 246-3091 - phone
(407) 246-3342 - fax
janice.owens@cityoforlando.net

On Thu, Jun 9, 2016 at 7:08 AM, Evelyn Aponte <evelyn.aponte@cityoforlando.net> wrote:
Good morning, Janice,

Please see Lilian's email and advise. Thank you.

On Wednesday, June 8, 2016, LILIAN DRAISIN <lilian.draisin@cityoforlando.net> wrote:
Hi Evelyn,

Just so you are aware, I will be out of the office from June 27-July 1. Then we have the July 4th holiday. If the Chief’s bi-monthly meeting is still scheduled for July 6, 2016, do you think we may be able to get an agenda in the next week or so?

If not, I can have Audra handle it, but it would just be easier:).

Thanks so much,
Lilian

--
Lilian Draisin, Police Planning Administrator
Police Department
City of Orlando
Evelyn Aponte

Evelyn Aponte Administrative Specialist to Chief John W. Mina

Orlando Police Department

100 S. Hughey Avenue

Orlando, FL 32801

p: 407.246.3917
f: 407.246.3889

cityoforlando.net

--

Lilian Drasin, Police Planning Administrator
Police Department
City of Orlando
100 South Hughey Avenue
Orlando, FL 32801
p: 407.246.2504

cityoforlando.net
Hi Chief Mina:

First let me say, I am so incredibly proud to live in a city among some of the bravest law enforcement officers in our country. I am so grateful for the work you all do each day, and the hard work you all put in, and decisions you had to make solidify that. Thank you.

I want to help share you all’s story. I’m wondering if it’s at all possible I can sit down for a one on one interview with you and a member of the SWAT unit. I want to share with people -- your story.

Let me know your thoughts.

Daralene Jones | Investigative Reporter/Anchor
Cox Media Group | 490 E. South Street | Orlando, Florida 32801
Ph: (407) 822-8326 | Cell: (407) 883-8977 | Email: daralene.jones@wftv.com
This event has been changed.

more details »

OPD Bi-Monthly Meeting w/CAO

When
Changed: Wed Jul 13, 2016 15:30 – 17:00 Eastern Time
Where
Byron's office (map)
Calendar
john.mina@cityoforlando.net
Who
• janice.owens@cityoforlando.net
- organizer, optional
• john.mina@cityoforlando.net
• byron.brooks@cityoforlando.net
• evelyn.aponte@cityoforlando.net
- optional
• leila.barrie@cityoforlando.net
- optional
• lilian.draisin@cityoforlando.net
- optional

Going?
Yes
Maybe
No
more options »

Invitation from Google Calendar
You are receiving this email at the account john.mina@cityoforlando.net because you are subscribed for updated invitations on calendar john.mina@cityoforlando.net.

To stop receiving these emails, please log in to https://www.google.com/calendar/ and change your notification settings for this calendar.

Forwarding this invitation could allow any recipient to modify your RSVP response. Learn More.
Mr. Steinberg,

Thank you for your words of kindness, thoughts and prayers during this tragic incident. It is gratifying to hear kind words from the community we serve. We ask for your continued support as we move forward from this incident, rebuild in an effort to continue to keep Orlando safe.

Again,
Thank you and God Bless,
Lt. Vince Ogburn
Staff Director for

John W. Mina, Chief of Police
Orlando Police Department
100 South Hughey Avenue
Orlando FL, 32801
407.246.2401

On Sun, Jun 12, 2016 at 8:25 PM, Eric Steinberg <esteinberg1@me.com> wrote:
Chief Mina-

I write to you in the hope that this note finds you, and you in turn share it with the men & women who make up the OPD and in particular those who dealt with today’s tragedy on behalf of me, my family, and everyone in our city.

I followed along as events unfolded and among the deep sadness felt so much pride in the heart, courage, bravery, and skill that our police department showed, and we expect nothing less. While I struggle to process what happened today, I can at least take comfort in this pride. It is without rhetoric. It is pure.

Police. Cops. People. We need to remind ourselves that you all go home to your families at night, cry when you hurt, lay sleepless when disturbed and feel love for people.

It doesn’t feel like “thank you” is weighty enough express the deep appreciation, gratitude, respect and genuine empathy that I feel for you all. I am positive I share this with a great majority of our city.

I can say honestly that while I do carry this sentiment every day, moments like this are a humbling reminder of the brave, selfless community-minded people that you are.

Thank you.
Patrick,

Thank you for your thoughts and prayers. Currently, we are working with a lot of different agencies and we have a lot of resources. I will be sure to reach out to you if the need arises.

Thank you,
Lt. Vince Ogburn
Staff Director for

John W. Mina, Chief of Police
Orlando Police Department
100 South Hughey Avenue
Orlando FL, 32801
407.246.2401

On Sun, Jun 12, 2016 at 6:27 PM, Sutton, Patrick <Sutton-Patrick@galls.com> wrote:
Chief Mina,

I know it's been a tough weekend in Orlando. We at Galls wanted to send our thoughts to you and your agency on a tough situation. Please let me know if there is anything we can do to help.

Patrick

Patrick Sutton | District Sales Manager
1340 Russell Cave Road | Lexington, KY 40505
Phone: 859.433.7142 | sutton-patrick@galls.com
Mr. Kesse,

Thank you for your support during this tragic incident.

Lt. Vince Ogburn
Staff Director for

John W. Mina, Chief of Police
Orlando Police Department
100 South Hughey Avenue
Orlando FL, 32801
407.246.2401

On Sun, Jun 12, 2016 at 6:19 PM, <drew.kesse@gmail.com> wrote:
Chief
May there be no more victims and may your staff All go home safe after their shifts.
Thank you for serving.
Drew Kesse

Sent from my iPhone
From: MPLUS@cityoforlando.net
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 11:03 AM
To: john.mina@cityoforlando.net
Subject: Please check your email for details regarding SWAT detail ASAP... SV Chad

Please check your email for details regarding SWAT detail ASAP... SV Chad
Thank you for being so kind to answer three of my questions during the news conference I just thought of one more if you don't mind. Were you able to recover the killers cell phone is it accessible unlocked are you able to get the contacts etc. out of it?

Thank you very much for your time and patience explaining things this morning.

Chris Burrous
KTLA 5 Los Angeles
PRM for Law Enforcement

Monitor millions of items and firearms being sold online.

No more hunting and pecking for tips and leads. Let PRM monitor and track potentially stolen items and firearms specific to your case in your geography.

This new online solution aggregates and returns listing data from 40+ sites allowing your investigators the ability to locate potentially stolen items and firearms for sale in just one search.

Click here for a very brief video highlighting this new one of a kind solution!

Contact us today to schedule an online demonstration and discuss a Free Trial for your department.

844-949-3282 Ext 108

E-mail: Mark.Glass@NetWiseData.com
Cynthia, approved, to open.

Thanks,

Imtiaz "Fazie" Khan
Assistant Controller | Office of Business Financial Services | CITY OF ORLANDO
City Hall | 400 S. Orange Ave | 4th Floor | Orlando, Florida 32801
imtiaz.khan@cityoforlando.net | www.cityoforlando.net

On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 10:42 AM, Cynthia De Oliveira <cynthia.deoliveira@cityoforlando.net> wrote:

Maria

I am opening OPD Card 8 until 06/27/2016 as per your request. The limit is $10,000 with a single transaction limit of $10,000 as well. Daily # of transactions: Unlimited

Thank you and have a wonderful day!

Cynthia De Oliveira
Fiscal Coordinator - Office of Business & Financial Services
City of Orlando
407-246-2576 Phone
407-246-2707 Fax
cityoforlando.net
I was advised to seek your approval to change the profile on one of our City Visa that's assigned to the Quartermaster Unit for the Watch Commander's use in the event of emergencies.

Please approve via email and let me know if you need anything else.

Thanks,

Maria Neff Caulder, Fiscal Manager
City of Orlando Police Department
100 South Hughey Avenue
Orlando, FL 32801
p. 407.246.3100
f. 407.246.2550
cityoforlando.net
FYI

John W. Mina, Chief of Police
Orlando Police Department
100 South Hughey Avenue
Orlando FL, 32801
407.246.2401

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: lucia burga <luciaburga@hotmail.com>
Date: Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 10:46 AM
Subject: Re: Request Univision Network Interview
To: JOHN MINA <john.mina@cityoforlando.net>

Yes, however we are interested in a one-on-one in Spanish with the deputy chief for our story today. It would just be a few minutes, please.

We would greatly appreciate to showcase your wonderful work during this incident.

We are available at the time you propose today to interview him.

Thank you Lucia

Sent from my iPhone

On Jun 13, 2016, at 10:26 AM, JOHN MINA <john.mina@cityoforlando.net> wrote:

Ms. Burga,

We have conducted several interviews in both english/spanish at our briefing locations.
Hello,

I'm a producer with Noticiero Univision Network News. We would like to request an interview in Spanish with Deputy Sgt. Orlando Rolon today at your earliest convenience.

My phone number is 305-3237441

Thank you,

Lucia

Sent from my iPad
Vincent L. Ogburn, Sr., Lieutenant
Staff Director for Chief John W. Mina
Orlando Police Department
100 S. Hughey Ave
Orlando, Fl 32801
P 407-246-3835

On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 9:54 AM, BUDDY DYER <buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net> wrote:
Did any of you respond to this? If not I will.

On Sun, Jun 12, 2016 at 11:43 PM, Utppal Mehta LJ <lajayems@gmail.com> wrote:
Dear
Sir ,

We are a family of 4 from Mumbai (India) visiting Orlando from 14th to 21st June 2016. This will be our 1st visit to the USA.

We will be taking our United Airlines flight from Mumbai to Orlando in approx.14 hours from now.

We just read about the news of the shootout in Orlando and are certainly sad and worried.

We request you to please guide us :

1. Whether we can must come to Orlando or cancel this plan ?
2. Is it safe for my family to come there ?
3. Would the Disney & Universal parks be fully operational ?
4. Would there be any sort of emergency declared and tension in Orlando ?
5. Would we be able to see the city safely ?

Please revert as soon as possible so we can make plans accordingly.

Warm regards ,

Utppal Mehta (from India)
Anybody approached for food donations for the scene please contact Sgt Walsh or Detective Lundy. Please have the name of the company, contact name and phone number. We are receiving an overwhelming amount of food and drinks and need to have the offers go through the above named personnel.

Thank you

--
Lieutenant Daniel Schad
Orlando Police Department
Intelligence Section Commander
Deputy Director of CFIX
Cell: 321-217-1592

Florida has a very broad public records law. As a result, any written communication created or received by City of Orlando officials and employees will be made available to the public and media upon request, unless otherwise exempt. Under Florida law, e-mail addresses are public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in response to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this office. Instead, contact our office by phone or in writing.
Hey Chief,

Fox News would like to request an interview with the SWAT member that was struck in the helmet at Pulse. Would it be possible for us to speak with him this afternoon or tomorrow morning on Fox and Friends?

Also, we are wondering if there is any way our anchor Brian Kilmeade could get a tour of the crime scene escorted by you or a member of the Dept?

Thank you,
Matt Leach
Producer, Fox News

Sent from my iPhone

This message and its attachments may contain legally privileged or confidential information. It is intended solely for the named addressee. If you are not the addressee indicated in this message (or responsible for delivery of the message to the addressee), you may not copy or deliver this message or its attachments to anyone. Rather, you should permanently delete this message and its attachments and kindly notify the sender by reply e-mail. Any content of this message and its attachments that does not relate to the official business of Fox News or Fox Business must not be taken to have been sent or endorsed by either of them. No representation is made that this email or its attachments are without defect.
Dear Mr Mina

I do hope that you and your staff are keeping as well as is possible in such circumstances. My own thoughts and prayers are with you and your city in this tragic time.

I’m a producer at BBC national radio, and I’m emailing to ask whether you or one of your colleagues would be able to speak to us at 6pm your time this evening, and bear witness to what has happened in Orlando.

I appreciate that now, more than ever, you must be very busy. So I’d be genuinely grateful if you could spare five minutes or your time at 6pm this evening to speak to our listeners.

It’d be fine for us if this were on the telephone. Something taped might also be possible, at some stage between 3.30pm and 5pm.

With very best wishes

Richard

-----------------------------------------
Senior Broadcast Journalist
BBC Radio 5 live Lates
1st Floor, Quay House, MediaCityUk, Salford M50 2QH
0161 335 6504
@bbc5live

http://www.bbc.co.uk
This e-mail (and any attachments) is confidential and may contain personal views which are not the views of the BBC unless specifically stated.
If you have received it in error, please delete it from your system.
Do not use, copy or disclose the information in any way nor act in reliance on it and notify the sender immediately.
Please note that the BBC monitors e-mails sent or received.
Further communication will signify your consent to this.
---------------------
Hello Chief Mina,

The interview would be with our main anchor. Univision is the most watched tv network in the country for Spanish speakers.

We appreciate your consideration to our request.

Lucia

Sent from my iPhone

On Jun 13, 2016, at 10:46 AM, lucia burga <luciaburga@hotmail.com> wrote:

Yes, however we are interested in a one-on-one in Spanish with the deputy chief for our story today. It would just be a few minutes, please.

We would greatly appreciate to showcase your wonderful work during this incident.

We are available at the time you propose today to interview him.

Thank you Lucia

Sent from my iPhone

On Jun 13, 2016, at 10:26 AM, JOHN MINA <john.mina@cityoforlando.net> wrote:

Ms. Burga,

We have conducted several interviews in both english/spanish at our briefing locations.

John W. Mina, Chief of Police
Orlando Police Department
100 South Hughey Avenue
Orlando FL, 32801
407.246.2401
On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 9:59 AM, lucia burga <luciaburga@hotmail.com> wrote:
Hello,

I'm a producer with Noticiero Univision Network News. We would like to request an interview in Spanish with Deputy Sgt. Orlando Rolon today at your earliest convenience.

My phone number is 305-3237441

Thank you,

Lucia

Sent from my iPad
Dear Friends,

June 12th was one of the most devastating days in our region’s history. We lost 49 of our neighbors in the early morning hours due to the horrible acts of one man.

Like many of you, we are struggling to come to grips with this tragedy, how it happened and how to prevent it from happening again. In the days and weeks that follow, this will be investigated and debated by experts around the nation. Presently, all we can do is support our community and provide aid where it is needed.

As we grieve, it is uplifting to know we are supported. We stand united. From the Orlando Police Department to brave civilians and medical personnel, we saw unprecedented heroism. We’ve also seen an outpouring of support from the Central Florida community, with people waiting for hours to donate blood offer their assistance. We’ve received dozens and dozens of notes from United Ways throughout the country and world. They each hold similar sentiments... Prayers. Love. Strength. They stand with us.

Yesterday I had several conversations with United Way of America and they arranged a conference call with my colleagues in United Ways that dealt with the Columbine, Sandy Hook and Aurora tragedies. That conversation was invaluable. It helped me understand the difference between this tragedy and a natural disaster. It also helped me understand the many reasons that HFUW should not create the Community Fund. Recovery efforts are currently being organized by community groups and Heart of Florida United Way is at the table for those conversations to determine how volunteers and donations can best support those in need.

As an organization, it is our role to help our community navigate through this difficult time. We are collaborating with the City of Orlando’s Emergency Operations Center and we have established strong ties to agencies in the LGBT and the Hispanic communities to provide assistance. Specifically, Heart of Florida United Way will continue to provide high-quality emotional support, information and assistance through the 2-1-1 Information and Assistance Crisis Helpline.
If you, your employees or your loved ones are in need of emotional support, the 2-1-1 Information and Assistance Crisis Helpline is available 24 hours a day, seven days a week, via phone, text, chat or email. Simply dial 2-1-1, text your zip code to 898-211, or visit the 2-1-1 website.

Orlando is made up of courageous and resourceful individuals. Our city is defined by how we respond to this tragedy, how we come together and how we treat one another.

I thank you for all of your messages, prayers and thoughts. We will need the collective strength of our community over the coming months. Through the darkness we will show the world that we stand #OrlandoUnited.

Thank you,
Bob

Robert H. (Bob) Brown President / CEO
Heart of Florida United Way | Dr. Nelson Ying Center | 1940 Traylor Blvd. | Orlando, Fl 32804
Follow me: Facebook | Instagram | Pinterest | Twitter | WordPress | YouTube

TO: Orlando Florida: Mayor; Police & Prosecutor et al
TO: Pulse, Florida LGBT & CAIR
TO: DOJ-NSD Asst AG-NS: Lisa Monaco; FBI: Dir: James Comey
CC: Texas Lt Gov: Dan Patrick &
CC: Indiana Lt Gov & 96-CR-68-M US v T McVeigh Pros, Counsel et al
CC: EoP Applicants: Timothy McVeigh; David Petraeus; Stan McChrystal; Vladimir Putin
CC: EoP Req Asst of Counsel: Katya Komisaruk & Luis Moreno Ocampo

Orlando Florida: Mayor; Police & Prosecutor:
Orlando Mayor's Office: Mayor Buddy Dyer (buddy.dyer@cityoforlando.net); Kathy Scanlon
It’s possible that a few people in the [FSB] secret service knew the Chechens were cooking up something and took advantage of the situation. They certainly used the [Moscow Apartment Basement bombings] for political ends.” - Yuri Skuratov: Russian Prosecutor General 1995-2000; The Real Story of Russian President: Vladimir Putin

“The Government in its summations and opening statement said that I was a terrorist. Yes, I am a terrorist and I am proud of it. And I support terrorism so long as it was against the United States Government and against Israel, because you are more than terrorists; you are the one who invented terrorism and using it every

See EoP v WiP NWO Negotiations: Comments Correspondence [PDF]: RFERL; The Interpreter Re: Endgame; and Truthseeker; Anti-Maidan: Re: Terrorist.

*~~~~~*  *~~~~~*

EoP interpretations are subject to EoP RH IQO caveat. The following are simply a few of the abnormal coincidences. There are many more.

“I went out to the people and asked them what they wanted. They wanted to look at the building from inside; because they thought it belonged to the Stasi. No, I said, it belongs to the Soviet Army. The next question was ‘How come I spoke such good German?’ The only thing that I could say was that I was an interpreter.” – Vladimir Putin; I, Putin, a Portrait

“The communists had tried to achieve by action; what the church had tried to achieve by prayer and precept. I came to the conclusion that I was no longer fighting on the right side.” - George Blake | “Berlin taught me one thing. Almost all intelligence work is just a black market for information. These people are black marketeers.” - Neal Ascherson; BBC: Storyville: Master Spy of Moscow: George Blake

“Can you imagine like, if Lee Harvey Oswald had had the chance to spill his guts or John Wilkes Booth? I knew I had one of the most saddest and horrible stories that has ever been told in american journalism. I never had trouble admitting to my involvement in what I did, because I feel no shame for it. You see, with these tapes, i feel very free in talking. You've got this adrenaline pumping, but you force yourself to stay calm. And not be noticed. I then pulled up to the light which was red at the time and lit the main fuse, which was approximately two minutes. You could see someone calling me a coward with a 7,000 pound bomb. With the fuse burning behind my back. I lit the two-minute fuse at stoplight and I swear to god that was the longest stoplight i ever sat at in my life. I'm thinking, okay, it's lit. Green. Green! I'm down to, what, a minute 30? I pulled up to the building, pulled the parking brake, turned it off, and then I made sure my door was locked. Stepped out and walked across the street. The mission was accomplished.” – Timothy McVeigh; Ark TV: The McVeigh Tapes

“When you have a law that says you cannot go ahead when there is a red light. You can move when there is a green light. Then if these rules are respected; you move to enforcement. How many people cross the red light? How many of them are prosecuted. How fast you go? In this case this convention; of you stop when there is a red light and you move when there is a green light; was not existing in International Relations. Leaders can commit crimes and nothing happens to them. Nothing. And this was the first time; hey guys; leaders: Red Light. If you commit atrocities; that will be a problem for you. That is a concept. The enforcement we can discuss. But for the first time we changed the world; we put up Red Lights for leaders who commit massive atrocities.” - Luis Moreno Ocampo; IBA Global Insight: Former ICC Chief Prosecutor Luis Moreno Ocampo;

“The purpose of the private prosecution complaint to the International Criminal Court is to implement an Ecology of Peace international law social contract; that requires all the world's citizens to procreate and consume below ecological carrying capacity limits. The complaint shall charge the breeding and/or consumption scarcity combatants with ‘Crimes of Aggression Acts of War’ for their breeding/consuming above ecological carrying capacity limits; and shall require the respondents to cooperate; to nonviolently de-industrialize and reduce consumption and procreation to ecological carrying capacity limits; through specific actions requested of them. Put simply in terms of your red/light analogy; individuals breeding and/or consuming above ecological carrying capacity limits are guilty of procreation/consumption crimes of aggression acts of war; i.e. have crossed the red light.” – 25 Dec 2015 EoP Acting Clerk correspondence to Luis Moreno-Ocampo: Re: Ecology of Peace ICC Private Prosecution Assistance of Counsel Request; ICC Private Prosecution: EoP PoW's –v– Nobel Committee & Peace Laureates et al: EoP Applicants Req Asst Counsel: Luis Moreno Ocampo [PDF]
19 April:

- 19 April 1995: **Timothy James McVeigh bombing of Oklahoma Federal Building:**
  - Timothy McVeigh: former security guard [Clark Prosecutor] for Armoured Services of America aka Burke Armor Inc [History Commons]; Burns International Security Services [History Commons]; provided security services to Calspan Research [Whale] in Cheektowaga; and abortion clinics [Race Traitor]; bombs the Murrah Federal Building in Oklahoma City.

- 19 April 2004: **South Africa v Lara Johnstone & USA v Aamon Bundy et al:**
  - Lara Johnstone member Ecology of Peace culture; win-win resource war conflict problem solving cooperation to address root causes of resource conflicts; daughter of Clive; legal battle with Former Judge Karen Marshall waged by correspondence and court proceedings; on behalf of Timothy McVeigh and Vladimir Putin

  Setting Fire & Court Pleadings:

  Lara attempted to set fire to Oakland Hills on 04 July 2001; to burn alive all the Oakland Hill hypocrites who refused to support a free and fair trial for Timothy McVeigh; and then turn herself in to plead to necessity of demanding a public brutal honesty conversation about race and justice; instead of this left right wing blame game bullshit; but there was no wind; so she turned herself into the INS; whom put her on their observation watch list

  Lara set fire to George Women’s prison on 19 April 2004 to object to Black Supremacist Prison BBQ; hiding the lighter-flint in her vagina; until requested to provide it to the Prison Warden; once the fire had been put down and the entire prisons Black Power BBQ had been cancelled; who was then violently arrested by Afrikaner prison guards and placed in the Mens Prison Maximum Security wing; where she was left with her hands shackled to each other and her one leg shackled to the prison bed; making it almost impossible to go to the toilet. She was finally released back to the women’s prison when a coloured prison guard got so furious he threatened to resign and inform the media of the prison’s treatment of her.

  Lara did not deny she set fire to George Women’s prison on 19 April 2004 to object to Black Supremacist Prison BBQ; requested court to plead to necessity defence; request denied; denial of necessity defence brought up during mitigation proceedings; sentenced to community service.

- 19 April 2016: **Lara v Clive Johnstone:**
  - After Lara, Clive and Ann returned from 19 April 2016 court proceedings; Ann asked Lara; what Lara thought might happen in court on the next scheduled date of 10 May. Lara emailed Ann a detailed response – *Ma: Re: Magistrate Essel’s possible 10 May responses* [PDF] -- of what she thought may happen; which included:

    ----

    Postponement: God/ET Coincidence option:

    For example: Magistrate Essel’s car won’t start cause his car’s battery was hacked until its kaput; or he’s got a sudden totally flat tyre; so he spends the whole morning at the mechanic to get a new battery / find out there is nothing wrong with his tyre; it just went totally flat on its own; or he’s got a strange form of diarrhea; and a substitute magistrate postpones all the cases to a new date.

    ----
10 May:


- 10 May 2001: Six days prior to McVeigh’s scheduled 16 May execution FBI decides to release over 3,000 documents to McVeigh attorneys not provided to McVeigh prior to trial. McVeigh instructed his attorneys that he wanted to plead to Necessity Defence; but his Attorney’s refused to follow his instructions. Attorney General Ashcroft postpones McVeigh execution to 11 June 2001. President Bush calls McVeigh execution delay necessary. (The Guardian: FBI blunder delays McVeigh execution; CNN: Bush calls McVeigh execution delay necessary).
  - McVeigh & Necessity Defense: “Timothy McVeigh never got the trial he wanted. He tried to convince his attorneys to present a "necessity defense" that might allow him to present evidence of the "crimes" of the federal government that his bombing was meant to prevent. ... McVeigh also resented Jones's refusal to push his "necessity defense," a decision made by Jones after research convinced him that McVeigh had no chance of establishing--as he would be required to do to raise the defense--that the federal government put McVeigh in "imminent danger." – Famous Trials; Murderpedia.

- 10 May 2016: Lara v Clive Johnstone court proceedings:
  - Clive refused to postpone proceedings for further negotiations; so Magistrate Essel postponed the matter to 2PM / 14:00 hrs; for the consideration by Magistrate Torlage.
  - 10 May 2016: Lara computer hacked and motherboard destroyed. 
    10 May MB Hack Data blog provides a copy of the 10 May 2016 EoP v WiP NWO Negotiations update data -- that had (a) been updated; or not yet updated; in MILED Clerk Notice Negotiations Correspondence or EoP Legal Submissions Case's PDF document; and (b) been updated but re-positioned on EoP v WiP NWO Neg: Comments Correspondence blog -- when EoP Acting Clerk’s computer was hacked and motherboard crashed; as detailed in 14 May 2016 correspondence to EoP Applicants.

11 June: 02-12 June: LGBT - BDSM; Pulse:

- 11 June 2001: 7:14 AM: Faked Execution of Timothy McVeigh:
  ----
  “I request American Ambassador Patrick Gaspard to: Request Former President George W Bush and/or Governor Gray Davis; and if necessary any other United States Government officials to confirm and/or edit for accuracy and/or outright deny the following statement: “In late 2001, Steve West, Former US Special Forces and then Secret Service Officer in the California Governors office of Governor Gray Davis confirmed to me: Lara Johnstone that Governor Gray Davis had confirmed that the previous statements of the California Governors Office to me: Lara Johnstone; confirming the execution of Timothy James McVeigh had been incorrect. Governor Gray Davis had been informed by President George Bush at their recent meeting in San Bernadino County; that in fact; Timothy McVeigh’s execution had been faked. Timothy McVeigh was not executed on 11 June 2001; his execution was faked. Mr. West then thanked Lara Johnstone for informing the Governor’s Davis office of this
information for his verification.”

---

- 02 – 12 June 2016: 02:00 AM:
  - EoP v WiP NWO Negotiations: Comments Correspondence [PDF]: 02 June: Religious Scholars [PDF] & US Political Parties.

  **President / Secretary of Defence to Generals and Admirals:**

  My President / Secretary of Defence Preference is to abolish the War is a Masonic Breeding Slaves and Cannon Fodder Fertility Religion for Human Sacrifice and Profit Racket founded on Vatican Roman Empire Canon Law slavery [FL v Michael Dunn: EoP Amicus PDF para 20-50] social contract and implement an Ecology of Peace social contract that has a crystal clear metric; to determine between Eco-Innocent and Scarcity Combatant:

  EoP Crimes of Aggression Acts of War crystal clear metric definition can be found in ICC: EoP PoW's –v– Nobel Committee & Peace Laureates et al: 27 August Draft [PDF] Para 31-37; succinctly summaried in EoP Clerk correspondence to ICC Judges [PDF]

  * EoP supporters: Please provide me with your buck stops here written support and options for political, legal and/or military strategy for implementing an EoP social contract.

  * WiP supporters: Please provide me with your argument and evidence clarifying how and why the implementation of an EoP social contract should not be the top priority of honourable political and military leadership; or what exactly your reasons are for opposing the implementation of an EoP international law social contract. If you are addicted to being cannon fodder; as some people are addicted to being beaten; the 'fully informed consenting principle values' aspects of an EoP international law social contract; shall provide you the opportunity to meet and relate with other individuals addicted to being cannon fodder; in 'cannon fodder BDSM fight club' like private venues; where you can cannon fodder each other to whatever level of cannon fodder addiction extremism you prefer.

- 12 June: 02 AM:
  - Orlando Pulse LGBT nightclub shooting:
    Omar Mir Seddique Mateen, a 29-year-old U.S. citizen; a current or former security guard for GS4 killed 50 people at Pulse nightclub; an upmarket gay nightclub in Orlando. The attack is the deadliest mass shooting in United States history, the deadliest incident of violence against LGBT people in U.S. history, and the deadliest terrorist attack on U.S. soil since the September 11 attacks of 2001.


**EoP v WiP NWO Negotiations: Pulse:**

- **George Eco-Leaks Pulse:**
  
  Eco Pulse v WiP Tar Sands Timeline: George_EcoLeaks.png.

  Information that has not yet been added at UJMC SF44: [222] EoP Int: - .. Adm Rogers MIC MRE .. - Response to McChrystal Group Col: Howie Cohan: Leadership Lessons Turn Rocks Over; to 16-05-04_DoD_EUComColeMeeting-PentagonLockheedF35-FtMcMurrayBFFptWaltz [PNG]; regarding 03 and 04 May EoP Acting Clerk correspondence. Transcripts available in: (i) EoP Applicants [PDF]: Stan McChrystal & Timothy McVeigh; (ii) FSB & NSA [PDF]: Stan McChrystal; Unashamedly Ethical; (iii) EoP v WiP NWO negotiations: Psych [PDF]: McChrystal Group; (vi) INT Police: Unashamedly Ethical Fraud [PDF]: Canada & Hong Kong; (v): EoP Axis: MIC [PDF].

- **Military Intelligence Agencies Manchurian Candidates Psychotronic Pulse:**

  
  Re: Computer, Router and Mind Firewalls:

  Military intelligence agencies can breach any computer firewall. Minds don’t have firewalls; but if any citizen believes that their lies are hidden behind a mind firewall; because mind-reading technology does not exist; then their belief in their minds firewall is an illusion; because mindreading technology does exist and has existed for at least 30 years.

  Twenty years ago military technology was generally speaking at least 25 years more advanced than publicly available technology used by corporations. I don’t know if that gap has increased or decreased over the years; but whatever it is; it still exists. For example: since at least the early 1990’s military intelligence agencies have had technology capable of reading anyone on the planets minds; so they were and are capable of accessing anyone’s password: from my MWeb password which is less than 8 digits long; to Minuteman nuclear missile detonation passwords which are or could be hundred or more digits long; and changed weekly or hourly.

  See for example: Kathy Kasten: *The Voices In My Head?: Real time direct pulsing to the brain cortex via remote telemetry delivered from satellite based platforms, or possible subprojects of MKULTRA called Mensa and Scrabble Systems directly pulsed to the targeted brain cortex; and Timmy McVeigh Was Telling the Truth!: It’s Not Your Father’s Mind Control Technology* links available at: Pootin Bear: Masonic elite sawing at the branch they sit on.

  “Similarly mainstream Masonic Psychiatrists and Psychologists continue to pretend that psychotronic ELF technology does not exist; let alone being willing to consider how such psychotronic ELF technology is and has been used by military intelligence agencies; against their own or each others military and civilian populations.” -- 04 June 2015 8:15 PM; correspondence to Gen Martin Dempsey: Chairman Joint Chiefs of Staff & Gen John Mulholland: US Army Special Operations Command; Subject: EoP response to USASOC: DCoE.
12 Jan 2016: *FSB & NSA: Re: Notice of Psychotronic Warfare messages*; *EoP Axis: Israel* [PDF]:

06 June 2016: *Notice to IL PM Netanyahu & Mossad Y Cohen: Your removal as EoP Axis Coercion effective immediately*.

[12 Jan 2016] A psychotronic drone operator – from your or some other military intelligence agency – appears to have a problem. This has happened repeatedly before; and I have provided the individual with the response herein stated; psychotronically in my thoughts to him; now provided to you in writing.

Sometimes it occurs a few days a month; sometimes a few months goes by without this particular drone message. The drone messages started about 15 years ago; not too long after I noticed that thoughts entering into my consciousness were not generated by my own being or memory; but were being beamed into my head.

This particular message is similar or a version with similar wording as follows:

"Blow your goddamn fucking brains away; stick a fucking gun to your head bitch and blow your goddamn fucking brains away. Too goddamn fucking gutless coward to blow your goddamn fucking brains away fucking bitch."

My response: I notice the messages being beamed into my consciousness; find a quiet place and simply listen and let the individual beaming the fucking shit into my consciousness get over whatever the fuck his problem is.

Sometimes I respond with versions as follows:

"I'd be happy to blow my brains away you gutless fucking coward; once you get on a goddamn fucking plane and come and inform me to my goddamn fucking face why you think I should blow my brains away; and I consider your reasons justified. Alternatively find a goddamn fucking court and inform them why the fuck you think I need to stick a gun to my head and blow my goddamn fucking brains away you fucking gutless coward; and if your reasons are justified I'll provide you with the legal authority to do so; you fucking coward."

It is unclear whether the individual sending the messages is himself/herself being psychotronically manipulated by another intelligence agency; or whether s/he is simply so stressed from the fucked up psychotronic warfare – school shootings etc – stuff they are required to engage in; that s/he is simply projecting what is being beamed into their consciousness; as a way to cope.

Alternatively the individual may be ordered to engage in this psychotronic shit; and does not have the courage to refuse the order. Until the individual is found; and can clarify why s/he is doing what s/he is doing; it is unclear what the circumstances of the individual or individuals are; who are doing this shit.

I don't take it too personally; although it is unpleasant – not unlike a nigger on crack with their boombox blasting into your skull. There is only so much mindfulness you can handle such noise and anger from a plausible deniable source; who has no honour or integrity about declaring themselves to you; and providing context and/or reasons for their actions.

[..]
[06 Jun 2016] Israel Prime Minister’s Office and Israel Intelligence Agency: Mossad are hereby removed as EoP Axis Coercion authorities.

If there is an individual in Israel’s Prime Ministers Office or the Mossad with Igor Strelkov’s -- I Am Responsible for War in Eastern Ukraine -- buck stops here honesty and honour capacity to take responsibility for his actions; they are more than welcome to take personal responsibility for their fuck honour actions and provide me with their written reasons and justifications for their recent and ongoing fuck honour psychotronic coercion actions against me since 24 April 2016 [EoP v WiP NWO Neg: Popular Resistance; Diary of a Negress]; if any exist besides their fuck honour kaffir kike characters. If any such reasons and justifications are provided; I shall provide them with my written apology and the withdrawal of their removal as EoP Axis coercion authorities.

Any Israeli citizen who wants me to blow my brains away on South African soil; should find his goddamn fucking kaffir kike balls; inform my parents that he is going to get on a goddamn fucking plane and arrive at our front gate to inform their daughter to blow her goddamn fucking brains away on South African soil; because the kaffirs who call themselves jews; do not give a fuck about honour and honourable resolution of EoP and WiP negotiations; for me to depart the planet according to my preferences.

If you have got something to say to me; macho special forces assassin; prime minister who is incapable of stringing one goddamn fucking buck stops here honest sentence together; whomever the fuck you are; who wants me to blow my goddamn brains away in a dishonourable way; find your goddamn fucking balls if you have any; find your honour and honesty; if you ever gave a fuck about honour and honesty; and arrive on my goddamn fucking doorstep; you gutless fucking two faced coward.

*~*~*~*~*~*~*

"I gave them some instructions about what needed to be done and how, emphasizing however, that we would only do so if we were absolutely confident that it was what the people there wanted us to do. We had to give Crimean residents a chance to decide for themselves and have a voice in the matter -- that was our goal, anyway. I am being entirely honest with you, and totally frank. I thought to myself then: whatever the people say they want, let it be so. If they want to have more autonomy or more rights as part of Ukraine, fine. But if they want the other option, we cannot let them down." - Vladimir Putin; Crimea the Way Home by Andrey Kondrashev

Could Americans, Europeans and Jews and anyone else interested in a sustainable future for their children have used their power to educate blacks and browns and ignorant whites in simple English; about ecology of peace factual reality; so that we can all realize the necessity of implementing an Ecology of Peace international law social contract that requires all races, class, cultures and religions to procreate and consume below ecological carrying capacity limits?

Not yet.

[..]

Difficult projects can be accomplished; if those who are involved in the project: sincerely want to accomplish the project.

The Masonic War is Peace international law social contract can be abolished; if a small group of committed dedicated people make the final decision that is what they want to do.

As Michael Ruppert said: What do you want?

-- EoP v WiP NWO Negotiations: Comments Correspondence [PDF]: RFE/RL; The Interpreter.

**

EoP Acting Clerk Response to Vladimir Putin: What do you want?:
Lara’s ‘Justice Quartus de Wet & Jury Percy Yutar mercy” preferences can be found in Ecology of Peace culture correspondence regarding the Oklahoma City Bombing and the faked execution of Timothy James McVeigh [PDF]: 5B: 06 Nov 2015: *Timothy J McVeigh: Formal Apology: Re: Fraud of Radical Honesty Cult*. If US Attorney General refuses Lara and Timothy’s “Justice Quartus de Wet & Jury Percy Yutar mercy” and “EoP Bram Fischer expert witness to the subjective reasonableness of our military necessity actions” preferences; Lara’s secondary preferences have been submitted to Eugene de Kock: *Request for Info: Request: Honest Person to Confirm my Assisted Suicide in Russia for my parents: Clive and Ann Johnstone* [PDF]. Copy filed with Magistrate Torlage in *Lara v Clive Johnstone* on 23 May 2016 [PDF].

*~~~~~* *~~~~~*

EoP interpretations are subject to EoP RH IQO caveat. Bubble conscious images and background information are available at: UJMC SF 44.

A copy of this correspondence shall be documented in: (i) EoP Applicants [PDF]: Timothy McVeigh; David Petraeus; Stan McChrystal; Vladimir Putin; (ii) EoP Applicants: Request Assistance of Counsel [PDF]: Katya Komisaruk & Luis Moreno Ocampo; (iii) EoP v WiP NOW Negotiations: *Comments Correspondence* [PDF]: Orlando Mayor; FL Pulse LGBT CAIR; TX Lt Gov Dan Patrick; IN Lt Gov Eric Holcomb; Veterans Coalition for Common Sense; US DoJ NSD; FBI.

Respectfully

Lara Johnstone aka Andrea Muhrtteyn [EoP Oath PDF]
PO Box 5042 George East 6539 RSA
GMC 4643-13 Pro Se Applicant
Former MILED Clerk & Acting Clerk
Media Alert From TVEyes Media Monitoring Suite

Orlando +police on KATU-POR (ABC) - Portland, OR
06/13/2016 05:00:36
Ch 2 News This Morning (News)
... safe and protected. and... the massacre in orlando is already affecting the race for the white house. the tweet from donald trump that has people fuming this morning. ...

Orlando +police on KABC-LA (ABC) - Los Angeles, CA
06/13/2016 05:00:41
Eyewitness News 5AM (News)
... they now say 49 people were killed, dozens more hurry in that orlando nightclub. >> phillip: they say the shooter was omar mateen, armed with an ar-15 and use had the assault rifle to fire into a ...

Orlando +police on KTVN (CBS) - Reno, NV
06/13/2016 05:00:43
Channel 2 News This Morning (News)
... a day after 29-year old omar mateen shot dead 50 people at a nightclub in orlando, police and the fbi and are now investigating his ties to isis. many friends and family members of those inside the club are ...

Orlando +police on XETV-SD (CW) - San Diego, CA
06/13/2016 05:00:43
San Diego 6 News in the Morning @ 5 (News)
... patton.and i'm lynda martin. we'll get to the latest from the orlando shooting in a bit... but first we have breaking news... one woman is dead, and another injured after police say a man ...

Orlando +police on KIRO-SEA (CBS) - Seattle, WA
06/13/2016 05:01:05
KIRO 7 News at 5am (News)
... developing this morning -- we're learning more about the deadly orlando shooting, where 49 people were killed at a gay nightclub.53 others were injured.it happened in florida early yesterday morning. ...

Orlando +police on KGET (NBC) - Bakersfield, CA
06/13/2016 05:01:07
17 News at Sunrise (News)
... learn more about the man who opened fire at a crowded night club in orlando florida early yesterday morning.. killing 50 people, injuring 53 others. a news conference in ...

Orlando +police on KHQ (NBC) - Spokane, WA
06/13/2016 05:01:17
Morning News KHQ (News)
... you're taking a live look into the city of orlando where a
gunman entered a gay night club early sunday morning... ...

Orlando +police on KSEE-FRES (NBC) - Fresno, CA
06/13/2016 05:01:17
KSEE 24 Sunrise (News)
... gunfire with police. george leanne gregg is live in orlando
with the latest. [a8]gregg generic 501-vo leanne collective
grieving here in ...

Orlando +police on KVVU-LV (FOX) - Las Vegas, NV
06/13/2016 05:01:22
FOX5 News This Morning (News)
... opened fire inside a gay nightclub in orlando - g 50... and,
injuring more than 50- others. he took some club-goers ...

Orlando +police on KGPE-FRES (CBS) - Fresno, CA
06/13/2016 05:01:31
Eyewitness News This Morning 5a-7a (News)
... mateen opened fire inside a gay nightclub in orlando ---
keeping 50... and, injuring more than 50-others. he took some
club-goers hostage for hours -- before a swat team broke
down ...

Orlando +police on KGW-POR (NBC) - Portland, OR
06/13/2016 05:01:40
KGW News at Sunrise at 5 AM (News)
... with i ging us an update on the deadly shooting in orlando.
>> omar mateen. police say he had two guns on him and a
third in the car. he shot at officers before a ...

Orlando +police on KPTV-POR (FOX) - Portland, OR
06/13/2016 05:01:55
Good Day Oregon at 5am (News)
... investigators say 29-year old omar mateen opened fire
inside a gay nightclub in orlando --- killing 49... and, injuring
more than 50-others. he took some club-goers hostage for
hours -- before a swat team ...

Orlando +police on KSAM-PHX (FOX) - Phoenix, AZ
06/13/2016 05:01:58
FOX 10 Arizona Morning @ 5am (News)
... omar manteen opened fired inside the pulse nightclub in
orlando early yesterday morning..the fbi also saying in the
last hour..that mateen talked about havng explosives.. and
that's when swat decided ...

Orlando +police on KVIQ (CBS) - Eureka, CA
06/13/2016 05:02:07
CBS Overnight News (News)
... what police say could have been an explosive device. an
orlando police officer working security at the club engaged the
suspect with gunfire, and it quickly turned into a tense
hostage situation. ...

Orlando +police on KHS1-CR (CBS) - Chico/Redding, CA
06/13/2016 05:02:18
Wake Up! (News)
... about the shooter. kenneth craig has the latest from
orlando. pkg one by one the bodies of each of the victims
were hauled away from the pulse night club sunday night.
nats.crying, etc ...
Right-click here to download pictures. To help protect your privacy, Outlook prevented automatic download of this picture from the Internet.

... plant will be on the scene later this morning... the orlando nightclub shooting that left 50 people dead is the worst mass shooting in u-s history... the fbi is continuing to ...

... about the shooter. kenneth craig has the latest from orlando. pkg one by one the bodies of each of the victims were hauled away from the pulse night club sunday night. nats.crying, etc ...

... police are still on the scene of the gay nightclub shooting in orlando, florida where 50 people were killed... this morning we're learning more about some of the victims. . kenneth craig ...

... police are still on the scene of the gay nightclub shooting in orlando, florida where 50 people were killed... this morning we're learning more about some of the victims. . kenneth craig ...

... stand with our community in the wake of the tragic events." from orlando to idaho and beyond-- people are coming together to mourn after an act of terror at a gay club in florida. it's the worst mass ...

... stand with our community in the wake of the tragic events." from orlando to idaho and beyond-- people are coming together to mourn after an act of terror at a gay club in florida. it's the worst mass ...

... áásundayáá morning at the pulse nightclub in downtown orlando. the gunman is identified as 29-year old omar mateen, most recently of fort pierce, florida. orlando police chief john mina said ...

... áásundayáá morning at the pulse nightclub in downtown orlando. the gunman is identified as 29-year old omar mateen, most recently of fort pierce, florida. orlando police chief john mina said ...

... áásundayáá morning at the pulse nightclub in downtown orlando. the gunman is identified as 29-year old omar mateen, most recently of fort pierce, florida. orlando police chief john mina said ...

... áásundayáá morning at the pulse nightclub in downtown orlando. the gunman is identified as 29-year old omar mateen, most recently of fort pierce, florida. orlando police chief john mina said ...

... áásundayáá morning at the pulse nightclub in downtown orlando. the gunman is identified as 29-year old omar mateen, most recently of fort pierce, florida. orlando police chief john mina said ...
Mateen, most recently of Fort Pierce, Florida. Orlando police Chief John Mina said ...

... u.s. breaking news - just into our newsroom. Orlando police say 29-year-old Omar Mateen did in fact pledge allegiance to the Islamic State and even tried to ...

... investigators continue to look into Sunday's mass shooting at an Orlando Florida nightclub. At this point, it stands at 50 people killed including the gunman and 53 others, wounded. The FBI now says that the ...

... the arrest happened a few hours after the mass shooting in Orlando. Also, it's one of the many cities remembering the victims of the shooting. Last night the LGBT community held a vigil for ...

... a gunman walked into Pulse, a gay nightclub in Orlando... early Sunday morning and opened fire. A uniformed police officer... working security... confronted the ...

... fire inside a gay nightclub in Orlando --- killing 50... and, injuring more than 50- others. He took some club-goers ...

... fire inside a gay nightclub in Orlando --- killing 50... and, injuring more than 50- others. He took some club-goers ...

... moment. This morning we have reaction to the Orlando night club shooting both here locally and around the world. In the early hours yesterday morning a gunman walked into "Pulse" a ...

... moment. This morning we have reaction to the Orlando night club shooting both here locally and around the world. In the early hours yesterday morning a gunman walked into "Pulse" a ...
... are opening for people to drive through. >> orlando is the scene of the second tragic shooting on saturday. a former t.v. reality show contestant was gunned down ...

... with another traffic update police in orlando also investigating the death of a popular singer.. a man stalking ...

... an armed man opened fire killing her in orlando. abc's lauren lyster has more he was on a mission of murder. sot ...

... of james wesley howl came a few hours after the shooting in orlando. right now, authorities say they have no evidence of a connection between the suspects. >> we were actually prepared for ...

... kenneth craig has the latest from orlando. chyrons: one by one the bodies of each of the victims were hauled away from pulse ...

... loibl killed her after a concert in orlando friday night.. police also say he apparently traveled to orlando specifically to go after the singer. officials say he had two ...

... mourn the loss of the orlando mass shooting victims... including right here in ...

... 50 people killed in the orlando nightclub shooting and the more than 50 others ...

... prayer to the victims of the orlando nightclub shooting and... behind bars. rockford police ...
... early yestery morning inside an Orlando nightclub. Officials say Mateen was armed with an assault rifle and handgun. ...
... looking into sunday's deadly mass shooting at an orlando florida nightclub. at this point ... the death toll stands at fifty people killed... and fifty... ...

... continues this morning. dozens of bodies are slowing being removed from the orlando gay club where fifty people were shot and killed and 53 others were injured. suspect omar mateen open fired at pulse ...

... new information is your waking up in the daily mass shooting in an orlando nightclub. in the last half-hour or so we have learned that 48 of the 49 victims have now been identified. today, orlando police will ...

... the 50 men and women killed in the orlando shooting. including here in kansas. hannah davis joins us live from ...

... <> shots rang out after police arrived at a gay nightclub in orlando. investigators say 29 year old omar mateen entered the crowded pulse club around 2 a-m sunday with an ar-15 ...

... investigators cont into sunday's deadly mass shooting at an orlando florida nightclub. at this point ... the death toll stands at fifty people killed... ...

... entered the pulse, a gay nightclub in orlando, early sunday morning and began shooting. he then took hostages before ...

... try to learn more about the man who opened fire at a crowded night club in orlando. florida.((patrick))the gunman
walked into pulse, a gay nightclub, early sunday morning and started shooting.

Orlando +police on WWL-NO (CBS) - New Orleans, LA
06/13/2016 07:02:51
Eyewitness Morning News at 7AM (News)
... mateen opened fire at the popular gay nightclub in orlando early sunday morning. they say he was armed with an assault rifle and hand gun. the fbi is investigating the incident as an act of ...

Orlando +police on WQRF (FOX) - Rockford, IL
06/13/2016 07:03:09
Eyewitness News in the Morning (News)
... the 29 year old opened fire inside an orlando lgbt nightclub. (andy moss/witness): "once people started screaming and shots just ...

Orlando +police on WTVW (CW) - Evansville, IN
06/13/2016 07:03:12
Eyewitness News Daybreak (News)
... and lived in fort pierce, florida ... about two hours south of orlando. greg--throughout the morning, we will be showing you the outpouring of support for the victims in this tragedy.vigils ...

Orlando +police on NY1 - New York, NY
06/13/2016 08:00:23
... the city following of yesterday's mass shooting in orlando, florida. authorities say omar mateen opened fire inside a popular gay nightclub. ...

Orlando +police on WFXQ (FOX) - Traverse City, MI
06/13/2016 08:00:23
Michigan This Morning on Fox 32 (News)
... mid 50s with light winds. >> a state of emergency has been declared in orlando, florida after 50 people were killed in what investigators are calling the worst mass shooting in u-s ...

Orlando +police on WJXT-JAX - Jacksonville, FL
06/13/2016 08:00:28
The Morning Show (News)
... we were able to rescue dozens and dozens of people. >>> and that was orlando police department talking about what they did after three hours of negotiation e negotiating with omar mateen. ...

Orlando +police on Central Florida's TV 27 - Orlando, FL
06/13/2016 08:00:37
Eyewitness News This Morning (News)
... but no active investigations. the tampa field office in orlando police officer -- involved -- and orlando police involved. >> still a lot of unanswered questions. ...

Orlando +police on WXIN-IN (FOX) - Indianapolis, IN
06/13/2016 08:00:40
FOX 59 Morning News at 8AM (News)
... since 911. we will have the latest from orlando. >> police in l.a. arrest an indiana man who was heavily armed and going to a ...
... coverage this morning. the massacre, taking place at orlando's pulse... a gay nightclub targeted by 29-year old omar mateen, who officials say called 9-1-1 during his hours long standoff with ...
Orlando hotel waiting for news. For many the news was devastating. ...
the attack. Islamic State radio calls Muhammad Ali only one soldier ...

Orlando +police on CNBC - U.S. Cable
06/13/2016 08:02:23
Squawk Box (News)
... people who were trapped alongside the killer. The Orlando police chief made the decision to do that and then immediately thereafter. He described what happened here is what he said. ...

Orlando +police on WKMG-ORD (CBS) - Orlando, FL
06/13/2016 08:02:27
CBS This Morning (News)
... recover two weapons on the body of Mateen. Orlando mayor Buddy Dyer called this the most horrific day in the city of Orlando but one he was proud of the ...

Orlando +police on WXMI-GR (FOX) - Grand Rapids, MI
06/13/2016 08:02:30
Fox 17 Morning News (News)
... family and friends of the victims... we heard the heroic acts of the Orlando police department and other local law enforcement agencies, as well as our citizens. ...

Orlando +police on WDRB-LOU (FOX) - Louisville, KY
06/13/2016 08:02:49
WDRB in the Morning (News)
... the. >> Valerie: Mike, thank you. >> officials in Orlando say they've identified 48 of the 49 victims from the terror attack on a gay club. Local police say the priority is ...

Orlando +police on WIVT (ABC) - Binghamton, NY
06/13/2016 08:02:50
Good Morning America (News)
... surveyal surveyal. Inside Orlando's nightclub Pulse early Sunday, terror and carnage. >> out off nowhere i just hear -- and it was like an ...

Orlando +police on WFXT-BOS (FOX) - Boston, MA
06/13/2016 08:02:53
FOX 25 Morning News (News)
... update in a few minutes. >> anchor: we are following developing news in Orlando. Last half hour or so, or mere moments. Police and other officials gave an update near the scene of the ...

Orlando +police on WLNE-PVD (ABC) - Providence, RI
06/13/2016 08:02:53
Good Morning America (News)
... surveyal surveyal. Inside Orlando's nightclub Pulse early Sunday, terror and carnage. >> out off nowhere i just hear -- and it was like an ...

Orlando +police on WGHP (FOX) - Greensboro, NC
06/13/2016 08:02:58
Fox8 News at 8:00AM (News)
... the shooting in Orlando, Florida is the deadliest in American history. Police are still trying to figure out exactly what happened ...
that news conference where we heard from mayor buddy
dire, rick scott, orlando police chief john saying quote
responders offer -- responding officers acted heroically. we
also learned that the ...

... the 29 year old opened fire inside an orlando lgbt
nightclub. : "once people started screaming and shots just
keep ringing out, ... 

... maybe they shot someone. you have an entire group, the
s.w.a.t team and opd who saw things they will never forget.
one of my friends said it was like a movie. although you can
never be ...

... >> i think we'll learn more about the young man's history.
>> your thoughts on how opd handled breaking into the club
and getting the hostages out. >> if you've never been in a
chaotic situation like that, you ...

... >> imagine that. he appears in that hole in the wall that
opd made to rescue people. as they are running out, so does
-- omar the team -- mateen . ...

... was ultimately killed. >> todd: police revealing new details
about the orlando nightclub massacre. >>> in this video
statement posted up on facebook, the father of the gunman
repeating ...
... hundreds of lives were saved during the course of the night. OPD and the other law enforcement agencies responded heroically, allowing hundreds to escape at the beginning of the event and then breaching the ...

... killed. So at that time -- at this time, want to say that the OPD officers, from the initial respond r responding officer, to the S.W.A.T. officers acted ...

... the hole in the wall all morning because it was created by OPD to rescue the people still inside. This was sort of an emergency exit for them. Can you imagine when the people ...

... >> this became their emergency exit. The OPD blew a hole in the wall for them. I'm assuming they were there grabbing the people, helping the people that were running. ...

... more details about what happened as they stormed the building. Laura Bicker is in Orlando now. The Mayor also described yesterday's vents at the most horrific day in Orlando's history. He said this city would not be defined by the acts ...

... headline simply says massacre at the perimeter of the forces of the entire world and the city of Orlando's really been overwhelmed by what happened you a Sunday morning in fact the police are saying that the local community feast of all the rituals of this moment in time simply don't have resources from you they have now released ...

... Matthew thing in US history as a terror attack fifty people were shot dead as a gay nightclub in Orlando specificity gunmen twenty nine -year-old , seen listening to the FBI 's leasing manic-depressive now arrested more than eight thousand people in a crackdown following minority the week-long clampdown was launched on Thursday ...
Chief, I just wanted to drop a quick note to say that our thoughts and prayers are with you and your department.

Jerome Pickett  
SVP/Chief Security Officer  
645 Fifth Avenue, 14th Floor  
New York, NY 10022  
Office: +1 (212) 407-8645  
Cell: +1 (201) 681-5396
Good Afternoon, Gentlemen! I am the Director of Operations for the Local Logan’s Roadhouse Locations in Orlando. We are so grateful for the impact and connection your group is having on this tragedy in our Orlando Community. We would love to offer some meeting space if needed and offer some dine in discounts to your force and also any government agencies who have been brought in to Assist. We also have a few items that travel well we can provide to you at the station or at the scene if needed.

Please email me back or give me a call at your convenience.

The closest locations to downtown are
7480 W Colonial Dr, Orlando, FL 32818
3060 W Sand Lake Rd, Orlando, FL 32819

Amanda Hyde
Director of Operations
614.560.7138
amandah@logansroadhouse.com
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Sent from my mobile.
To all Lieutenants:

In preparation for identifying overtime costs and expenses associated with Pulse Nightclub, please keep records of this information daily for your individual sections. This will ensure accurate information is maintained. Please note the hourly rate of each employee under your command. Thanks
Sent as per Captain DeSchryver:

There's food in the lunch room on the 1st floor (by the elevators) at OPH (sent by various restaurants) as a token of appreciation.

FYI: Tijuana Flats has informed us that any law enforcement personnel can stop by their locations also for free food.

Thanks,

Leila Barrie

Senior Administrative Assistant to Deputy Chiefs
Orlando Police Department
100 S. Hughey Avenue
Orlando, FL 32801
(407) 246-2465 (Phone)
(407) 246-2732 (Fax)

"Keep Orlando a safe city by reducing crime and maintaining livable neighborhoods"
Cityoforlando.net/Police
"Enhance the quality of life in the City by delivering public services in a knowledgeable, responsive and financially responsible manner"

Follow us!

facebook.com/cityoforlando
youtube.com/cityoforlando
flicker.com/cityoforlando
Good afternoon Sheriff Demings and Chief Mina,
I wanted to make you aware of this conference call at 5 PM today. Please advise if you would like any representative(s) of one of your agencies to participate as a speaker.

Thank you,
Heather

From: Community Engagement
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 10:36 AM
To: Community Engagement <communityengagement@HQ.DHS.GOV>
Subject: Urgent Invitation: DHS/CRCL Orlando Shooting (ICCT) Conference Call Today

Dear Community Partners,

The U.S. Department of Homeland Security Office for Civil Rights and Civil Liberties (DHS CRCL) is activating its Incident Community Coordination Team (ICCT) national conference call mechanism to discuss the attack on the Pulse Nightclub in Orlando, Florida. Please join us for a conference call today, June 13, 2016 at 5:00 PM EDT.

The ICCT is the only tool of its kind available for rapid two-way communication between the federal government and impacted communities in the aftermath of a homeland security incident or emergency. The ICCT national call provides timely information to communities and allows them to provide feedback to senior government officials. Senior leadership from DHS and other federal agencies will join us for the call, including the US Department of Justice, the FBI, and other interagency partners.

While the matter is still under active investigation, DHS CRCL has already heard from many of you who have expressed concerns and requested information and points of contact as a result of this incident. We would like to emphasize that if members of your community have been or may be the targets of possible hate crimes, you should contact your local police department right away.

Information for the ICCT call is below:

Date: June 13, 2016
Time: 5:00 PM EDT

Call in information:

DDI number: 

Guest Conference Pin: 

There are limited spaces available on the call. Should you have questions related to this ICCT call you may contact DHS CRCL’s Community Engagement Section at CommunityEngagement@hq.dhs.gov.
Thank you as always for your continued support and partnership.

Sincerely,

Megan H. Mack
Officer for Civil Rights and Civil Liberties
Department of Homeland Security
http://www.dhs.gov/crcl
Chief, I know you're getting lots of these type messages from your peers as well, but forwarding in case there is anything specific that you think would be helpful.

Byron

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: "BYRON BROOKS" <byron.brooks@cityoforlando.net>
Date: Jun 13, 2016 12:10 PM
Subject: Re: Re: Reaching Out
To: "Skip Noe" <gnoe@auroragov.org>
Cc:

Skip, really appreciate your message and thinking of our community.

You've been in this unfortunate situation, so you know what we're going through.

Again, thanks.

Byron

Byron W. Brooks, AICP
Chief Administrative Officer
City of Orlando

On Jun 12, 2016 12:49 PM, "Noe, Skip" <gnoe@auroragov.org> wrote:

Byron, I don’t think we have met but I am the City Manager in Aurora, Colorado. First, I want to express my sadness at last night’s tragic incident in Orlando. Our community went through a similar senseless incident in 2012 and I am far too aware of the challenges you and your community are going through. I just wanted to offer any help I may provide to your or your team now or in the weeks ahead. I am also aware of a number of others who have experience in dealing with these mass shootings and their impacts on everyone involved. You and all of Orlando will be in my thoughts and prayers. I can be reached on this email or at [redacted]. Skip Noe
Hello Chief Mina,

I wanted to thank you for the incredible leadership you and the law enforcement agencies are providing to our community during this difficult time. Please know our prayers are with all of you and we sincerely appreciate the courage and commitment you demonstrate for our citizens! If there is anything the Y can do to support your efforts please let us know. Thank you and God Bless!

Best regards,

Dan

Dan Wilcox  
President/CEO  
YMCA of Central Florida  
433 North Mills Ave, Orlando, FL 32803  
P 407 896 9220  F 407 896 4247  
E dwilcox@cfymca.org  W centralfloridymca.org
Dear sir,

My heart goes out to the people of your city! I feel deeply sorry for their great loss, the immense pain. I wish you all the strength, wisdom and courage to keep a calm mind by this brutal and violent attack of our freedom.

Most of all I wish you, the people of your city, your teams and everybody who did come to immediate action and rescue lots and lots of love, to overcome this. There is no other gesture possible than just a big, big hug! Take care.

Anita,
Utrecht, the Netherlands
This message and any attachments are confidential and intended solely for the addressees. If you receive this message in error, please delete it and immediately notify the sender. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any unauthorized use, copying or dissemination is prohibited. E-mails are susceptible to alteration. Neither Brouns nor any of its subsidiaries or affiliates shall be liable for the message if altered, changed or falsified.
Dear Chief John Mina

I am a journalist from the BBC in the UK. I work on a national news radio station called BBC Radio 5live.

Are you available to speak with us on our Breakfast programme about the tragedy in Orlando over the weekend?

Could you give me a call when you get this message? My telephone number is 0044 161 335 6501 and you can ask for myself or my colleague Madeleine who is copied into this email.

Many thanks

Kind regards
Kristina

Kristina Hrywnak
Broadcast Journalist
BBC Radio 5live – Breakfast
Tel: 0161 335 6501

------------------------

http://www.bbc.co.uk
This e-mail (and any attachments) is confidential and may contain personal views which are not the views of the BBC unless specifically stated.
If you have received it in error, please delete it from your system.
Do not use, copy or disclose the information in any way nor act in reliance on it and notify the sender immediately.
Please note that the BBC monitors e-mails sent or received.
Further communication will signify your consent to this.
------------------------
Hi, just a reminder that you're receiving this email because you have expressed an interest in In the Line of Duty. Don't forget to add ron@lineofduty.com to your address book so we'll be sure to land in your inbox!

You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails.

Exclusively from In the Line of Duty

SI33 - COL. DAVE GROSSMAN / IDENTIFYING AND STOPPING ACTIVE KILLERS

One of America's premiere law enforcement trainers and educators provides vital insight and education for officers everywhere as first responders to active killers.
In this 40:00 minute training program, Col. Grossman discusses:

- Recognizing traits, characteristics of an active killer
- Understanding tactics of an active killer
- The trigger points of violent aggression
- How active killers surveil targets
- "Denial gets you killed so listen to your fear"
- Active killers want everyone "to feel their pain"
- Early signs a potential active killer exhibits, displays
- The "bad man is coming" to gun free zones
- Getting there faster; how new apps can help
- An active killer's manifesto
- and much more

Click photo to preview the program.

Get this exclusive new training program either as a DVD or video download only from In the Line of Duty. The program includes complete Trainer's Guide, Tests, and Certificate of Completion. Great for continuing education.

Purchase this program individually on DVD for $195 + $5 S/H or by Digital Download for $195. Click here to purchase online today!

To order by phone please call 1-800-462-5232 or fill out this form and email it to ron@lineofduty.com or fax it to 1-314-429-4137.
Chief Mina:

You may or may not recall me from our time spent on the Camaraderie Foundation Board together however I’ll make this brief. Our business is very close to this tragedy site so we visited with one of your officers early this afternoon indicating we’d like to offer up assistance in a couple of ways:

1) Since we are in the commercial truck business we are more than happy to stage a 22 foot reefer rental truck at or near the tragedy site to keep cold refreshments in and/or ice. We would be glad to fill it with ice and refreshments if needed.

2) Also, we own the old Merita Bread location that is now demolished at the corner of I-4 and Kaley Avenue (9 acres). It has room for parking for any of the trucks or equipment that you see fit and we would be willing to donate that space for an indefinite period of time as well.

We can’t thank you enough for the tremendous job you and your organization are doing for this community to keep us safe by putting yourselves in harm’s way each and every day.

God Bless,

Mike B. Maudlin

Maudlin International Trucks
2300 South Division Avenue
Orlando, FL  32805

mmaudlin@maudlinintl.com

www.maudlininternational.com

**YOUR SUCCESS – OUR PASSION**
Might this be possible?

I really would be grateful if it were.

I appreciate this is a busy and stressful time.

Very best

Richard from the BBC
Dear Mr. Mina,

As Orlando, the country and the world comes together, we mourn the loss of loved ones, we pray for our survivors to recover, and for all of the families who are suffering.

I also pray for the men and women of the Orlando Police Dept. and your families because you put your lives in danger every day of the year.

The swift, brave and heroic actions of the men and women of the OPD on that Sunday morning saved countless lives. With the eyes of the world upon you you've shown exemplary and flawless work as a well-oiled machine of law enforcement.

I know you and each of your officers have worked tirelessly and will continue to do so, but I just wanted you to know how proud I am of all of you and how much respect I have for each of you and the job you just accomplished and will maintain in the future to keep Orlando safe.

You guys ROCK!! “Orlando Strong, Orlando Safe”

Most Sincerely,

Karen Heissenberg
Orlando
Well, well, written grasshopper

From: Mike Maudlin [mailto:mmaudlin@maudlinintl.com]  
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 12:46 PM  
To: john.mina@cityoforlando.net  
Cc: John Maudlin  
Subject: Maudlin International Trucks -- Donating Assistance

Chief Mina:

You may or may not recall me from our time spent on the Camaraderie Foundation Board together however I’ll make this brief. Our business is very close to this tragedy site so we visited with one of your officers early this afternoon indicating we’d like to offer up assistance in a couple of ways:

1) Since we are in the commercial truck business we are more than happy to stage a 22 foot reefer rental truck at or near the tragedy site to keep cold refreshments in and/or ice. We would be glad to fill it with ice and refreshments if needed.

2) Also, we own the old Merita Bread location that is now demolished at the corner of I-4 and Kaley Avenue (9 acres). It has room for parking for any of the trucks or equipment that you see fit and we would be willing to donate that space for an indefinite period of time as well.

We can’t thank you enough for the tremendous job you and your organization are doing for this community to keep us safe by putting yourselves in harm’s way each and every day.

God Bless,

Mike B. Maudlin

Maudlin International Trucks  
2300 South Division Avenue  
Orlando, FL  32805

mmaudlin@maudlinintl.com  

www.maudlininternational.com
Since the creation of the Southern Police Institute in 1951, its program of instruction has been grounded in the belief that law enforcement is a demanding activity requiring the highest level of professional preparation.

Learn how SPI became what it is today, from the history that made us, to our mission for the present and the future of professional development in law enforcement.

Become Part of the Tradition...

June 27-30, 2016 - Managing the Media in Law Enforcement -
Louisville, KY - Course Debut!

JULY 2016

July 18-22, 2016 - Police Training Officer (PTO) Basic Course - Louisville, KY

AUGUST 2016

August 2-4, 2016 - Working, Controlling and Managing Major Cases - Sumter, SC

August 10-12, 2016 - Leadership for the Law Enforcement Executive - Clarksville, IN

August 15-26, 2016 - Homicide Investigation - Omaha, NE

SEPTEMBER 2016

September 12-15, 2016 - Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design - Louisville, KY

September 12-23, 2016 - Homicide Investigation - Champaign, IL

September 19-21, 2016 - Working, Controlling and Managing Major
Cases - Brooklyn Park, MN

OCTOBER 2016

October 3-7, 2016 - Sex Crimes Investigation - Meridian, ID

October 3-7, 2016 - Strategic Management - Norwalk, CT

October 10-21, 2016 - Homicide Investigation - Myrtle Beach, SC

October 10-21, 2016 - Intelligence Preparation of the Beat - Louisville, KY

October 10, 2016 - February 17, 2017 - 77th Command Officer's Development Course (CODC) - Winter Haven

October 17-21, 2016 - Police Training Officer (PTO) Basic Course - North Myrtle Beach, SC

October 31 - November 4, 2016 - Executive Leadership Strategies: Organizational Health for the 21st Century - Louisville, KY

NOVEMBER 2016

November 8-10, 2016 - Leadership for
the Law Enforcement Executive - Sumter, SC

November 14-18, 2016 - Managing Within Your Budget - Financially & Operationally - Louisville, KY

November 15-16, 2016 - Background Investigation - Bowling Green, KY

DECEMBER 2016

December 12-13, 2016 - Background Investigation - Fort Worth, TX

JANUARY 2017

January 9-13, 2017 - Police Training Officer (PTO) Basic Course - Louisville, KY

January 23 - February 4, 2017 - Homicide Investigation - Louisville, KY

FEBRUARY 2017

February 13 - May 12, 2017 - 137th Administrative Officers Course (AOC) - Louisville, KY

MARCH 2017
March 13-17, 2017 - Intelligence Analysis of the Beat - Louisville, KY

March 20 - July 21, 2017 - 78th Command Officer's Development Course (CODC) - Fort Lauderdale, FL

March 20-24, 2017 - Management of the Small Law Enforcement Agency - Louisville, KY

MAY 2017

May 15-19, 2017 - Sex Crimes Investigation - Louisville, KY

May 24-25, 2017 - Police Training Officer (PTO) Implementation Course - Louisville, KY

JUNE 2017

June 5-16, 2017 - Homicide Investigation - Louisville, KY

June 26-30, 2017 - Police Training Officer (PTO) Basic Course - Louisville, KY

Copyright © 2016 Southern Police Institute, All rights reserved.
You are receiving this email because you or a colleague attended training at SPI or you opted in to our mailing list via our website.

Our mailing address is:
Southern Police Institute
Ok, thanks Chief Metz from Aurora PD reached out as well. Nothing needed yet, but we appreciate the offer and support!

John W. Mina, Chief of Police
Orlando Police Department
100 South Hughey Avenue
Orlando FL, 32801
407.246.2401

On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 12:19 PM, BYRON BROOKS <byron.brooks@cityoforlando.net> wrote:

Chief, I know you're getting lots of these type messages from your peers as well, but forwarding in case there is anything specific that you think would be helpful.

Byron

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: "BYRON BROOKS" <byron.brooks@cityoforlando.net>
Date: Jun 13, 2016 12:10 PM
Subject: Re: Re: Reaching Out
To: "Skip Noe" <gnoe@auroragov.org>
Cc:

Skip, really appreciate your message and thinking of our community.

You've been in this unfortunate situation, so you know what we're going through.

Again, thanks.

Byron

Byron W. Brooks, AICP
Chief Administrative Officer
City of Orlando

On Jun 12, 2016 12:49 PM, "Noe, Skip" <gnoe@auroragov.org> wrote:

Byron, I don’t think we have met but I am the City Manager in Aurora, Colorado. First, I want to express my sadness at last night’s tragic incident in Orlando. Our community went through a similar senseless incident in
2012 and I am far too aware of the challenges you and your community are going through. I just wanted to offer any help I may provide to your or your team now or in the weeks ahead. I am also aware of a number of others who have experience in dealing with these mass shootings and their impacts on everyone involved. You and all of Orlando will be in my thoughts and prayers. I can be reached on this email or at [REDACTED]. Skip Noe
Thanks Nick!

John W. Mina, Chief of Police
Orlando Police Department
100 South Hughey Avenue
Orlando FL, 32801
407.246.2401

On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 10:34 AM, Metz, Nicholas "Nick" <nmetz@auroragov.org> wrote:

Subject: Aurora Police Here

John,

I know you are incredibly busy. Just wanting to let you know that if there is anything Aurora PD can do to assist in the aftermath, please don't hesitate to contact me.

We've been through it.

Best way to reach me is to call or text me at [REDACTED].

You did a great job yesterday. Horrifically difficult.

Nick Metz, Chief
Aurora Police Department

Sent using OWA for iPhone
Thank you for standing in the gap for all of us.

Be strong.

Thank You,
Marty McGee
Process Engineering Department
Chattanooga Direct 1-423-308-4337
Toll Free Direct 1-877-768-1559
Fax Direct 1-423-643-8737
Printer Direct 748okedru527ebo@hpeprint.com
email: mcgeem@siskin.com

CLICK HERE to see our Tube Laser!!

NOTICE: All proposals, quotes, orders, acknowledgements and transactions for the sale or purchase of any products or services provided by Siskin Steel & Supply Company, Inc. are contingent upon and subject to the Terms and Conditions of Sale, which are available at www.siskin.com. This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and/or privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is strictly prohibited.
The Orlando Fire Department is requesting any officer who assisted with transporting patients to ORMC the morning of the shooting to please forward me an email to Captain Isiah White detailing the number of patients transported. Thanks.......
There's a story about ME in San Francisco Bay Area media (because I worked there for so long) The funniest thing about this photo is the caption...."Michelle Guido talks to 'a woman' ....(It's Mayor Jacobs)


--
Michelle Guido
Public Information Officer
Orlando Police Department
100 S. Hughey Ave.
Orlando, FL 32801
Office: 407.246.2403
Cell: 321.689.7164
PIO Email: opdpio@cityoforlando.net

Follow Us!
@OrlandoPolice
facebook.com/orlandopolicedepartment

Visit CityofOrlando.net/police to get the latest news and information.
Capt.,

If you think that we need more space to put equipment, please reach out to this gentleman.

Lt. Vince Ogburn
Staff Director for

John W. Mina, Chief of Police
Orlando Police Department
100 South Hughey Avenue
Orlando FL, 32801
407.246.2401

-------- Forwarded message --------
From: Mike Maudlin <mmaudlin@maudlinintl.com>
Date: Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 12:46 PM
Subject: Maudlin International Trucks -- Donating Assistance
To: "john.mina@cityoforlando.net" <john.mina@cityoforlando.net>
Cc: John Maudlin <jmaudlin@maudlinintl.com>

Chief Mina:

You may or may not recall me from our time spent on the Camaraderie Foundation Board together however I’ll make this brief. Our business is very close to this tragedy site so we visited with one of your officers early this afternoon indicating we’d like to offer up assistance in a couple of ways:

1) Since we are in the commercial truck business we are more than happy to stage a 22 foot reefer rental truck at or near the tragedy site to keep cold refreshments in and/or ice. We would be glad to fill it with ice and refreshments if needed.

2) Also, we own the old Merita Bread location that is now demolished at the corner of I-4 and Kaley Avenue (9 acres). It has room for parking for any of the trucks or equipment that you see fit and we would be willing to donate that space for an indefinite period of time as well.
We can’t thank you enough for the tremendous job you and your organization are doing for this community to keep us safe by putting yourselves in harm’s way each and every day.

God Bless,

Mike B. Maudlin

Maudlin International Trucks
2300 South Division Avenue
Orlando, FL  32805

mmaudlin@maudlinintl.com

www.maudlininternational.com

YOUR SUCCESS – OUR PASSION
Hi John,
I wanted to send a short note sincerely thanking you for the incredibly amazing job you have done during such a horrific time in Orlando. I speak for the whole Rooney family when I say the Orlando Police Department is incredibly lucky to have such a strong leader like you. Thank you again for everything you do, keep that head up!

Warm regards,
Courtney

Courtney Rooney  
Corporate Communications Coordinator  
CNL Financial Group  
450 S. Orange Avenue  
Orlando, FL 32801

(407) 540-2620 Office  
(407) 650-1170 Fax  
Courtney.rooney@cnl.com  
www.cnl.com

This email, including any attachments, is subject to the terms available on http://www.cnl.com/email, or upon request to alert@cnl.com. Please do not copy or distribute this email if you are not its intended recipient. Instead, delete it and notify the sender.
From: JOSE VELEZ JIMENEZ <jose.velez@cityoforlando.net>
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 1:25 PM
To: OPD Dept
Subject: Reporting Significant Exposure

Any officer significantly exposed to any kind of bodily fluid from the incident at Pulse need to notify the Exposure Hotline at 407.200.5490 or 888.807.102, listen to the message, and choose option 2. This Hotline is available 24 hours a day, seven days a week, and is staffed by a registered nurse trained to assess the exposure. There were too many exposures for any one supervisor to do so we are asking the officers to do it themselves.

If you were exposed and are notifying the Hotline you must do an Investigative Supplement with the information to case #2016-242683 and reference the exposure stemmed from the Pulse incident. The initial report has already been completed so you can simply add a supplement.

Contact any supervisor with questions.

Captain Jose R. Velez
Orlando Police Department
East Patrol Division
Crisis Negotiation Team
Honor Guard
p. 407-246-4144
c. 407-690-8953
f. 407-246-4163
cityoforlando.net

Follow us!
@citybeautiful
facebook.com/cityoforlando
youtube.com/cityoforlando
flickr.com/cityoforlando
### NNO Teen Police & Fire Academy - tour Chief's Office

40 Teen Police & Fire Academy attendees will visit Chief Mina in his office and discuss a day in the life of a Police Chief.

**When**
Mon Jun 20, 2016 15:15 – 15:30 Eastern Time

**Where**
Chief's Office (map)

**Who**
- georgeanna.butler@cityoforlando.net - organizer
- john.mina@cityoforlando.net
- evelyn.aponte@cityoforlando.net
- earl.jackson@cityoforlando.net
- vincent.ogburn@cityoforlando.net

**Going?**
- Yes
- Maybe
- No

Invitation from [Google Calendar](https://www.google.com/calendar)

You are receiving this email at the account john.mina@cityoforlando.net because you are subscribed for invitations on calendar john.mina@cityoforlando.net.

To stop receiving these emails, please log in to https://www.google.com/calendar/ and change your notification settings for this calendar.
Forwarding this invitation could allow any recipient to modify your RSVP response. Learn More.
CENTRAL FLORIDA PARTNERSHIP ADVANCES REGIONAL INITIATIVES

June 06, 2016

[MORE]

OPPORTUNITIES TO CONNECT

Central Florida Young Professionals Advisory Council
Capitalizing on the momentum of the growing regional, state and national issues, YPAC is engaging the advice and counsel of young professionals, especially when it comes to key community issues across the Central Florida Region. Special Guest: Gae Walters, President of Millennium, on Perfecting Your Professional Presence.

June 15

2016 State of Orange County Real Estate
Join Rick Singh, CFA and a distinguished panel of experts for the latest insights on Orange County real estate growth: dynamic and unique perspectives to help grow your business; gain exclusive information and data not found anywhere else; discover strategies for investment and more.

June 16

Leadership Orlando Regional Transportation Session
A regional transportation system that safely and efficiently moves people and goods, through a variety of options that support the region’s vitality should be our goal. At our Leadership Orlando session, we will hear from those who are guiding the future of transportation in Central Florida.

June 21
**June 28**

**Business Success Strategies – Chris Castro, Success Through Sustainability**

Business Success Strategies is an invitation-only breakfast where featured business leaders share their skills, experience and best practices that lead to success. Attendees access new tools, ideas, resources and connections that provide a competitive advantage, while exploring new opportunities.

**July 13**

**MemberLink – Richard "Rick" Singh, Orange County Property Appraiser**

The primary purpose of these monthly breakfast meetings is to Link Members to Success while focusing on the work of Orlando, Inc., and the other lines of business of the Central Florida Partnership. Special Guest is Richard Rick Singh, Orange County Property Appraiser, discussing Business Savvy in the Public Sector.

### FEATURE STORIES

**Our Community's Hearts and Prayers**

*Are with Pulse Nightclub Shooting Victims and Their Families*

Yesterday morning our community, and our nation, experienced a horrific crime. Our hearts and prayers are with the victims and their families. We are dealing with a tragedy that we never could have imagined. What happened Sunday morning in our city could have happened in any community in the country. President Barack Obama has provided the support of the federal government, and Governor Rick Scott accepted my request for a state of emergency in the City. Read more ...

**Gov. Scott at Chamber**

*Signs Homeless Legislation*

With an audience of business and community leaders looking on last Friday morning in a packed Chamber Boardroom, Gov. Rick Scott signed into law SB 1534 which was approved by the 2016 Florida Legislature. The measure contains “Housing First” strategies and solutions designed to accelerate the creation of more affordable rental housing and implement rehousing while producing additional units of permanent supportive housing for Florida’s homeless population which now ranks third in the nation. Read more ...

**Your Input Sought**

*Online Survey of Orlando’s Business Brand*

The Orlando Economic Development Commission (EDC), the region’s lead economic development organization, is asking the public for their input on Orlando’s business brand “Orlando. You don’t know the half of it.” Read more ...

### IDEAS TO RESULTS

**Pure Magic:**

*Success On and Off the Court*

Linda Landman Gonzalez, Vice President of Philanthropy and Multicultural Insights for the Orlando Magic and President of the Orlando Magic Youth Foundation, was our special guest at MemberLink on Wednesday, June 8, 2016. Linda shared her impressive career journey and what led her to the Orlando Magic. She offered her insightful advice on how others can find success by welcoming diversity and giving back to the community. Read more ...

**Congratulations to Central Florida Leaders**

*EY Florida Entrepreneur of the Year Honors*

As reported by Orlando Business Journal, two Central Floridians take home EY Florida Entrepreneur of the Year honors, Orlando City Soccer Club Founder and President, Phil Rawlins, and Justin M. Wetherill, Founder of uBreakiFix, who was recognized in the Retail & Consumer Products category. Rawlins, also a member of the Board of Directors of the Central Florida Partnership and, most recently, Chair of Leadership Orlando Class 90, is honored in the Community Innovator category. Read more ...
I-4 Ultimate Campaign Steps It Up

Year-Round Work Zone Safety

Drivers on Interstate 4 in the Orlando metro area are now seeing the Florida Department of Transportation’s (FDOT) work zone safety campaign on billboards. It is part of a year-round campaign by the East-Central Regional Office of FDOT, where I-4 and many other construction projects are underway. Read more ...

FOCUSING ON WHAT MATTERS MOST

Member of the Month

ADtangibles, Your Source for Tangible Marketing Tools!

At Orlando, Inc., our members are the foundation to everything we do. Chamber Members that have exemplified their commitment, engagement and outstanding support of Orlando, Inc., and the community we serve, are nominated by the team at Orlando, Inc., for special recognition as our Member of the Month at Chamber Connect, MemberLink and in EveryMonday. Today, we are proud to honor ADtangibles. Read more ...

Ace Rent A Car

Grand Opening Celebration

Ace Rent a Car invites you to our Grand Opening June 21st 2016 from 4pm – 6pm. Check out our exciting fleet of cars. Ace will be hosting a local blood drive to help out our community. There will be complimentary hors d’oeuvres and drinks. Come join our celebration! Read more ...

MORE HEADLINES

Florida Chamber’s Voice of Reason:
Job Creators BEWARE...

Florida Chamber Small Biz Survey:
Share With Our Members

BREAKING: Supreme Court Decision
Further Harms Florida’s Economy/Job Growth
Good Afternoon, Dr. Goltz,

Per our telephone conversation, Captain Sue Manney will represent Chief Mina at the School of Public Safety CJI Director selection process tomorrow, June 14, at 9:00 a.m.

You also indicated that if, available, a Deputy Chief would also be welcome to attend with Captain Manney.

The Deputy Chiefs are copied on this email. If a Deputy Chief is available and is able to attend, please advise.

Thank you.

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Evelyn Aponte <evelyn.aponte@cityoforlando.net>
Date: Wed, May 11, 2016 at 9:57 AM
Subject: Re: CJI Director Selection
To: John Mina <john.mina@cityoforlando.net>

Chief,

Noted on calendar.

On Wed, May 11, 2016 at 9:27 AM, John Mina <john.mina@cityoforlando.net> wrote:
No problem Jeff. I'm available and would be happy to participate.
The selection process for a new CJI Director at the School of Public Safety is going well. Our selection committee has been meeting and assessing applications and we will select two or three top candidates on Friday, June 10th.

We would like to include you in the final phase of the selection process on June 14th from 9 – 11 am. On this date, we would like to have each finalist meet with you and a few other agency leaders so they can share their vision of collaboration and partnership with you, your agency, and the central Florida public safety community as the potential CJI Director. Each candidate will meet with agency leaders for 30 minutes.

Please let me know if you are available to participate on June 14th from 9 – 11 am, thanks

Jeff

Dr. Jeffrey W. Goltz
Executive Dean

8600 Valencia College Lane
Orlando, Fl.

(407) 687-7989
jgoltz@valenciacollege.edu
Evelyn Aponte
Administrative Specialist to Chief John W. Mina
Orlando Police Department
100 S. Hughey Avenue
Orlando, FL 32801
p: 407.246.3917
f: 407.246.3889
cityoforlando.net
June 12th was one of the most devastating days in our region’s history. We lost 49 of our neighbors in the early morning hours due to the horrible acts of one man.

Like many of you, we are struggling to come to grips with this tragedy, how it happened and how to prevent it from happening again. In the days and weeks that follow, this will be investigated and debated by experts around the nation. Presently, all we can do is support our community and provide aid where it is needed.

From the Orlando Police Department to brave civilians and medical personnel, we saw unprecedented heroism. We’ve also seen an outpouring of support from the community, with people waiting for hours to donate blood and offer their assistance. We have been contacted by other United Ways and individuals around the world offering their support and prayers.

Recovery efforts are currently being organized by community groups; as we have more information, we will update our #OrlandoUnited page with information on where to volunteer, give blood or donate to victims and their families.

If you, your employees or your loved ones are in need of emotional support, the 2-1-1 Information and Assistance Crisis Helpline is available 24 hours a day, seven days a week, via phone, text, chat or email. Simply dial 2-1-1, text your zip code to 898-211, or visit the 2-1-1 website.

Orlando is made up of courageous and resourceful individuals. Our city is defined by how we respond to this tragedy, how we come together and how we treat one another.

We will need the collective strength of our community over the coming months. Through the darkness we will show the world that we are #OrlandoUnited.

Thank you,

Robert H. (Bob) Brown
President & CEO, Heart of Florida United Way
Due to the tragic events that occurred this weekend, this meeting will need to be rescheduled for a future date.

You will be contacted as soon as possible to coordinate a convenient date/time. Thank you for your understanding.
Anita....your email is heartwarming to us...thank you!

On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 12:32 PM, Anita Brouns <brouns@introweb.nl> wrote:

Dear sir,

My heart goes out to the people of your city! I feel deeply sorry for their great loss, the immense pain.

I wish you all the strength, wisdom and courage to keep a calm mind by this brutal and violent attack of our freedom.
Most of all I wish you, the people of your city, your teams and everybody who did come to immediate action and rescue lots and lots of love, to overcome this.

There is no other gesture possible than just a big, big hug! Take care.

Anita,

Utrecht, the Netherlands
This message and any attachments are confidential and intended solely for the addressees. If you receive this message in error, please delete it and immediately notify the sender. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any unauthorized use, copying or dissemination is prohibited. E-mails are susceptible to alteration. Neither Brouns nor any of its subsidiaries or affiliates shall be liable for the message if altered, changed or falsified.
Dear Chief Mina and Chief Williams,

Here is a broadcast email that I sent to our churches today. I want you to pay particular attention to the second section about providing off-site counseling by one of Orlando's Chaplains, and CSC Staff member, Rev. Haggeo Gautier. If someone wants to talk, away from the “office”, we are here to help. Please share it with your leadership, staff and first responders.

Thank you for everything you have done!

Robert

All of us are deeply saddened at the horrific events of yesterday. And, through it all, we saw the joining of our community unlike anything I've seen before. Our beautiful city has been attacked by hatred. We will not define our city by this event, but rather by how we respond. The Christian Service Center, along with the City of Orlando, stands ready to help in the healing of our community. We are uniquely poised to reach out to our faith community as a voice of help restoring our community and building even better bridges through which we can serve.

As we heal, please know that the Christian Service Center stands ready to assist in any way we can. You can reach us through our main email at emailus@christianservicecenter.org or by calling us at 407-425 2523.

Let’s show the world that the qualities that define us are stronger than any attempt to divide us.

SPECIAL NOTICE

The chapel in our Downtown Orlando location is open from 9am-4pm for those looking for a quiet place for prayer and reflection. And our wonderful case manager and OPD police chaplain Haggeo Gautier is available to help counsel first responders. He can be found here at his office in the morning and at OPD in the afternoons. If you or someone you know would like to talk with him, he can be reached 407-425-2523 ext. 233. CSC stands ready to help our neighbors in need. Emailus@christianservicecenter.org

Serving Together...

Robert

Robert F. Stuart
Executive Director
Christian Service Center for Central Florida, Inc.
808 West Central Blvd.
Where faithful hands serve neighbors in need, since 1971.
From: Jeff Goltz <jgoltz@valenciacollege.edu>
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 1:46 PM
To: Evelyn Aponte
Cc: JOHN MINA; Robert Pigman; ORLANDO ROLON; Robert Anzueto; ERIC SMITH; SUSAN MANNEY
Subject: RE: CJI Director Selection

Evelyn,

Thanks for the confirmation, this meeting will start at 10 am in Room 210 at the School of Public Safety. This panel meeting should last no longer than 45 minutes, thanks for OPD’s support, you all are our heroes !!!!

Jeff

From: Evelyn Aponte [mailto:evelyn.aponte@cityoforlando.net]
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 1:32 PM
To: Jeff Goltz
Cc: JOHN MINA; Robert Pigman; ORLANDO ROLON; Robert Anzueto; ERIC SMITH; SUSAN MANNEY
Subject: Fwd: CJI Director Selection

Good Afternoon, Dr. Goltz,

Per our telephone conversation, Captain Sue Manney will represent Chief Mina at the School of Public Safety CJI Director selection process tomorrow, June 14, at 9:00 a.m.

You also indicated that if, available, a Deputy Chief would also be welcome to attend with Captain Manney.

The Deputy Chiefs are copied on this email. If a Deputy Chief is available and is able to attend, please advise.

Thank you.

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Evelyn Aponte <evelyn.aponte@cityoforlando.net>
Date: Wed, May 11, 2016 at 9:57 AM
Subject: Re: CJI Director Selection
To: John Mina <john.mina@cityoforlando.net>

Chief,

Noted on calendar.

On Wed, May 11, 2016 at 9:27 AM, John Mina <john.mina@cityoforlando.net> wrote:
No problem Jeff. I'm available and would be happy to participate.
On Wed, May 11, 2016 at 9:25 AM, Jeff Goltz <jgoltz@valenciacollege.edu> wrote:

Chief Mina,

The selection process for a new CJI Director at the School of Public Safety is going well. Our selection committee has been meeting and assessing applications and we will select two or three top candidates on Friday, June 10th.

We would like to include you in the final phase of the selection process on June 14th from 9 – 11 am. On this date, we would like to have each finalist meet with you and a few other agency leaders so they can share their vision of collaboration and partnership with you, your agency, and the central Florida public safety community as the potential CJI Director. Each candidate will meet with agency leaders for 30 minutes.

Please let me know if your are available to participate on June 14th from 9 – 11 am, thanks

Jeff

Dr. Jeffrey W. Goltz
Executive Dean

8600 Valencia College Lane
Orlando, Fl.
(407) 687-7989
Evelyn Aponte

Evelyn Aponte
Administrative Specialist to Chief John W. Mina
Orlando Police Department
100 S. Hughey Avenue
Orlando, FL 32801
p: 407.246.3917
f: 407.246.3889
cityoforlando.net

Evelyn Aponte

Evelyn Aponte Administrative Specialist to Chief John W. Mina
Orlando Police Department
100 S. Hughey Avenue
I do not know if this is important or not but, the attached was on my facebook page. In lite of the events this week end, I thought that I should let someone else decide its importance.

--

David L. Schaefer, Supervisor
Procurement and Contracts Division / City Stores
P:. 407-246-2090
F: 407-245-0486

THE NATION WHICH FORGETS ITS DEFENDERS WILL ITSELF BE FORGOTTEN

Florida has a very broad public records law. As a result, any written communication created or received by the City of Orlando officials and employees will be made available to the public and media, upon request, unless otherwise exempt. Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do not want your email address released in response to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this office. Instead, contact our office by phone or in writing.
Jody, ok, I told the group I thought Chief could sign-off on an 18A without it going to City Council, but wasn't 100% sure. However, someone has to complete the form, and presumably that should be Equality Florida. Michele and Matt have been coordinating with Equality Florida.

Byron

On Jun 13, 2016 1:15 PM, "Jody Litchford" <jody.litchford@cityoforlando.net> wrote:

The Chief can just issue the permit. I don't think there's any need to suspend anything even if we can find some authority to do it.

On Jun 13, 2016 1:13 PM, "BYRON BROOKS" <byron.brooks@cityoforlando.net> wrote:

Mayanne and Jody,

follow-up on your mention yesterday about suspending certain City regs...we have gotten specific questions about the vigil at the Dr. Phillips Center for the Performing Arts lawn tonight. Equality Florida is "sponsoring" the event tonight, but it's a community (I believe the Mayor is attending).

So, question is what's required to waive or suspend the 18A, if it is required? Second, DPAC has asked about liability responsibility in such circumstances, ie, if no 18A (although I imagine DPAC and Equality Florida could complete a standard use agreement, just no fee involved?).

Michele and Matt can provide any additional information if needed.

Look forward to your guidance on the above.

Thanks.

Byron
Unless it has alcohol or needs a noise waiver, the Chief can sign. Alex is going to get ahold of Michelle and help get this done.

On Jun 13, 2016 1:49 PM, "BYRON BROOKS" <byron.brooks@cityoforlando.net> wrote:

Jody, ok, I told the group I thought Chief could sign-off on an 18A without it going to City Council, but wasn't 100% sure. However, someone has to complete the form, and presumably that should be Equality Florida. Michele and Matt have been coordinating with Equality Florida.

Byron

On Jun 13, 2016 1:15 PM, "Jody Litchford" <jody.litchford@cityoforlando.net> wrote:

The Chief can just issue the permit. I don't think there's any need to suspend anything even if we can find some authority to do it.

On Jun 13, 2016 1:13 PM, "BYRON BROOKS" <byron.brooks@cityoforlando.net> wrote:

Mayanne and Jody,

follow-up on your mention yesterday about suspending certain City regs...we have gotten specific questions about the vigil at the Dr. Phillips Center for the Performing Arts lawn tonight. Equality Florida is "sponsoring" the event tonight, but it's a community (I believe the Mayor is attending).

So, question is what's required to waive or suspend the 18A, if it is required? Second, DPAC has asked about liability responsibility in such circumstances, ie, if no 18A (although I imagine DPAC and Equality Florida could complete a standard use agreement, just no fee involved?).

Michele and Matt can provide any additional information if needed.

Look forward to your guidance on the above.

Thanks.

Byron
Your IA file has been requested by Diane Hernandez of the Public Defender's Office, no specific case number was referenced.

Florida has a very broad public records law. As a result, any written communication created or received by the City of Orlando officials and employees will be made available to the public and media, upon request, unless otherwise exempt. Under Florida law, email addresses are public records.

If you do not want your email address released in response to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this office. Instead, contact our office by phone or in writing.

The responsive records for this request have been saved to the N drive. Please close.
Florida has a very broad public records law. As a result, any written communication created or received by the City of Orlando officials and employees will be made available to the public and media, upon request, unless otherwise exempt. Under Florida law, email addresses are public records.

If you do not want your email address released in response to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this office. Instead, contact our office by phone or in writing.

On Mon, Jun 6, 2016 at 5:24 PM, Public Records <records@cityoforlando.net> wrote:
Good afternoon Dorcas,

I am forwarding 16-1805 for your response. This request asks for the IA files for Michael Zambito.

Please remember the City is only required to produce existing records, not create records. If you have any questions please, contact Ruth at 407.246.2762.

If you estimate that producing the records responsive to this request will require more than 30 minutes total staff time, provide an estimate to records@cityoforlando.net BEFORE you begin work.

- Do not begin retrieval until after the requester has approved the cost estimate, as the requester may not wish to proceed.
- Please include the time required and the hourly rate of the person who will be producing the requested records.
- Please calculate this based on using the most cost effective staff member qualified to retrieve the records.

Please respond to records@cityoforlando.net. We would appreciate you letting us know promptly whether you have records and, if not, if what City office or department may.

Thanks from Records Management.

Records Management
400 S. Orange Avenue, 2nd Floor
Orlando, Florida 32801
records@cityoforlando.net
407.246.2148

Request #16-1805

OPEN
IA file for Michael Zambito

Received
June 6, 2016 via web

Due
June 20, 2016

Department
Police Department

Requester
Diane
dhernandez@circuit9.org
435 N Orange ave suite 400 orlando FL 32801
407-836-4736
Public Defender's Office
Good Afternoon, Mr. Colletti,

Due to the tragic events that occurred this weekend, it has become necessary to clear Chief Mina's schedule this week. Please feel free to contact our office for Chief Mina's availability for a future interview.

Your support and expression of sympathy are very much appreciated. Thank you.

On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 1:52 PM, Laurence Colletti <lcolletti@legaltalknetwork.com> wrote:
Hello Evelyn,

My sincerest sympathies and condolences for the recent events in Orlando. If Chief Mina is still interested, we have the following interview openings (below). By way of reminder, this interview will only take 10-20 minutes. Also... CC'd to this email is Jabarie Brown. He the member of our team who is booking these interviews while we are on the road.

- June 15th... before 11am and between 2:15pm-5:00pm
- June 16th... before 10am, at 12pm, and at 1pm

Kindest Regards,

Laurence Colletti, JD, MBA
Executive Producer - Legal Talk Network
lcolletti@legaltalknetwork.com
www.legaltalknetwork.com
800.753.1844 ext. 205

On Fri, Jun 10, 2016 at 12:39 PM, Evelyn Aponte <evelyn.aponte@cityoforlando.net> wrote:
Good Afternoon, Mr. Colletti,

Correction: Chief Mina will be attending the Florida Bar Presentation on Thursday, June 16, and I would like to confirm the time and location of his interview with you, if possible.

Thank you.

On Fri, Jun 10, 2016 at 1:40 PM, Evelyn Aponte <evelyn.aponte@cityoforlando.net> wrote:
Good Afternoon, Mr. Colletti,

Chief Mina will be attending the Florida Bar Presentation on **Friday, June 17**, and I understand he will be doing an interview with you on this date at the Hilton Orlando Bonnet Creek Resort.
I would like to confirm the time and location of the interview.

Thank you.

--

Evelyn Aponte

Evelyn Aponte Administrative Specialist to Chief John W. Mina
Orlando Police Department
100 S. Hughey Avenue
Orlando, FL  32801
p: 407.246.3917
f:  407.246.3889
cityoforlando.net

--

Evelyn Aponte

Evelyn Aponte Administrative Specialist to Chief John W. Mina
Orlando Police Department
100 S. Hughey Avenue
Orlando, FL  32801
p: 407.246.3917
f:  407.246.3889
cityoforlando.net

--
Evelyn Aponte

Evelyn Aponte Administrative Specialist to Chief John W. Mina

Orlando Police Department

100 S. Hughey Avenue

Orlando, FL  32801
p: 407.246.3917
f:  407.246.3889

cityoforlando.net
Good Afternoon,

Due to the tragic events that occurred in the City of Orlando this weekend, Chief Mina will not be available to attend the Florida Bar Presentation on Thursday, June 16.

Thank you for your understanding.

--

_Evelyn Aponte_

Evelyn Aponte Administrative Specialist to Chief John W. Mina

Orlando Police Department

100 S. Hughey Avenue

Orlando, FL 32801
p: 407.246.3917
f: 407.246.3889
cityoforlando.net
Evelyn,

Thank you for letting us know and totally understood. I will send prayers to Orlando.

Kindest Regards,

Laurence Colletti, JD, MBA
Executive Producer - Legal Talk Network
lcolletti@legaltalknetwork.com
www.legaltalknetwork.com
800.753.1844 ext. 205

On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 12:04 PM, Evelyn Aponte <evelyn.aponte@cityoforlando.net> wrote:
Good Afternoon, Mr. Colletti,

Due to the tragic events that occurred this weekend, it has become necessary to clear Chief Mina's schedule this week. Please feel free to contact our office for Chief Mina's availability for a future interview.

Your support and expression of sympathy are very much appreciated. Thank you.

On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 1:52 PM, Laurence Colletti <lcolletti@legaltalknetwork.com> wrote:
Hello Evelyn,

My sincerest sympathies and condolences for the recent events in Orlando. If Chief Mina is still interested, we have the following interview openings (below). By way of reminder, this interview will only take 10-20 minutes. Also... CC'd to this email is Jabarie Brown. He the member of our team who is booking these interviews while we are on the road.

- June 15th.... before 11am and between 2:15pm-5:00pm
- June 16th... before 10am, at 12pm, and at 1pm

Kindest Regards,

Laurence Colletti, JD, MBA
Executive Producer - Legal Talk Network
lcolletti@legaltalknetwork.com
www.legaltalknetwork.com
800.753.1844 ext. 205
Good Afternoon, Mr. Colletti,

Correction: Chief Mina will be attending the Florida Bar Presentation on Thursday, June 16, and I would like to confirm the time and location of his interview with you, if possible.

Thank you.

On Fri, Jun 10, 2016 at 1:40 PM, Evelyn Aponte wrote:
Good Afternoon, Mr. Colletti,

Chief Mina will be attending the Florida Bar Presentation on Friday, June 17, and I understand he will be doing an interview with you on this date at the Hilton Orlando Bonnet Creek Resort.

I would like to confirm the time and location of the interview.

Thank you.

--

Evelyn Aponte

Evelyn Aponte Administrative Specialist to Chief John W. Mina
Orlando Police Department
100 S. Hughey Avenue
Orlando, FL 32801
p: 407.246.3917
f: 407.246.3889
cityoforlando.net

--

Evelyn Aponte
Evelyn Aponte Administrative Specialist to Chief John W. Mina
Orlando Police Department
100 S. Hughey Avenue
Orlando, FL  32801
p: 407.246.3917
f: 407.246.3889
cityoforlando.net

--

Evelyn Aponte

Evelyn Aponte Administrative Specialist to Chief John W. Mina
Orlando Police Department
100 S. Hughey Avenue
Orlando, FL  32801
p: 407.246.3917
f: 407.246.3889
cityoforlando.net
thank you.
Matt and i are working on this as we speak.
we have sent the 18a to Equality Florida to fill out so we can help expedite the process.

On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 1:58 PM, Jody Litchford <jody.litchford@cityoforlando.net> wrote:

Unless it has alcohol or needs a noise waiver, the Chief can sign. Alex is going to get ahold of Michelle and help get this done.

On Jun 13, 2016 1:49 PM, "BYRON BROOKS" <byron.brooks@cityoforlando.net> wrote:

Jody, ok, I told the group I thought Chief could sign-off on an 18A without it going to City Council, but wasn't 100% sure. However, someone has to complete the form, and presumably that should be Equality Florida. Michele and Matt have been coordinating with Equality Florida.

Byron

On Jun 13, 2016 1:15 PM, "Jody Litchford" <jody.litchford@cityoforlando.net> wrote:

The Chief can just issue the permit. I don't think there's any need to suspend anything even if we can find some authority to do it.

On Jun 13, 2016 1:13 PM, "BYRON BROOKS" <byron.brooks@cityoforlando.net> wrote:

Mayanne and Jody,

follow-up on your mention yesterday about suspending certain City regs...we have gotten specific questions about the vigil at the Dr. Phillips Center for the Performing Arts lawn tonight. Equality Florida is "sponsoring" the event tonight, but it's a community (I believe the Mayor is attending).

So, question is what's required to waive or suspend the 18A, if it is required? Second, DPAC has asked about liability responsibility in such circumstances, ie, if no 18A (although I imagine DPAC and Equality Florida could complete a standard use agreement, just no fee involved?).

Michele and Matt can provide any additional information if needed.

Look forward to your guidance on the above.

Thanks.
Good afternoon.

Your printed STATEMENT with itemized receipts is DUE to Accounting on the 15TH of each month. Securely STAPLE all RECEIPTS so they do not get separated or lost. Also, please PRINT your monthly STATEMENT in LANDSCAPE mode (page layout).

If you already sent your statement to Accounting & Control please disregard this email.

Thank you and have a wonderful day!

Cynthia De Oliveira
Fiscal Coordinator - Office of Business & Financial Services
City of Orlando
407-246-2576 Phone
407-246-2707 Fax
cityoforlando.net
NOTICE OF TRIAL COMMENCEMENT

Please be advised that the below listed case is now commencing for trial.

Joey Michael
ASA: Chindamo Co-Chair:
Judge: Greg A. Tynan Division: 16
Courtroom: 6D Jury Selection Time: now

Case Number: 48-2015-CF-015261-O Agency Case No: ORPD 15-381449

CO-DEF DEFENDANT/CHARGES DEFENSE ATTORNEY
SHORTER, JAMES LAMAR K. Walker
SALE/DELIVERY OF CANNABIS W/CONS. OR >20GM

Notes:

no THIS COULD BE A HIGH PUBLICITY CASE
To All,

The attached document is self-explanatory. Our American Flag is our national treasure that represents our proud nation, our culture, our aspirations, our ambitions and our love for country and God.

Let us correctly display it with pride, honor and respect. The men and women who gave their lives and those who suffered combat wounds to save it from dishonor deserve no less.

Sincerely,

Richard Ortega, Lt Col., CAP
US AIR FORCE AUXILIARY
COMBAT WOUNDED VETERAN
Sent as per Captain DeSchryver:

Please visit the lunch room on the 1st floor (by the elevators) at OPH for Pizza, and other refreshments, donated by various companies as a token of appreciation to all law enforcement personnel.

Thanks,

Leila Barrie
Senior Administrative Assistant to Deputy Chiefs
Orlando Police Department
100 S. Hughey Avenue
Orlando, FL 32801
(407) 246-2465 (Phone)
(407) 246-2732 (Fax)

"Keep Orlando a safe city by reducing crime and maintaining livable neighborhoods"
Cityoforlando.net/Police
"Enhance the quality of life in the City by delivering public services in a knowledgeable, responsive and financially responsible manner"

Follow us!
facebook.com/cityoforlando
youtube.com/cityoforlando
flicker.com/cityoforlando
Also, there is no good reason to pander to followers of Islam after such an horrendous killing spree where 50 of your fellow unarmed Americans were gunned down in cold blood and shot in their backs - the lives of hundreds affected forever by the carnage – just as many others in the US and around the world have been slaughtered in recent months.

This ideology has nothing but bad in store for you and me and those who cover up the ideology and pretend that it is just a religion of peace have not read their books nor do they understand that the intent is to pretend that all is fine with their beliefs. those beliefs teach that we are inferior and that they will dominate over us...peace to them is when we are under their thumbs and can no longer defend our people, our freedoms and our children.

Look around the world and see how leftists are helping these Islamists by allowing them into the conversation without challenging their hatreds and their belief in world domination. Terrorism is by definition the preponderance of evidence an Islamic war against us all.

Why is that Imam allowed the same stage with your top brass to cover up the fact that Islam is at the root of jihad, hate, sharia and all that is plaguing the world today with respect to Islamic terrorism? Thanks, Gary

Mr. Gerofsky,

Thank you for reaching out to the Orlando Police Department with your concern. The Orlando Police Department does not employ any religious leaders. However, we foster a very strong relationship with the majority of the community faith based leaders in Orlando and we value their judgment.

If you have any further questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact me at 407-246-2401.
To Mayor Buddy Dyer:

I observe on CNN that the Orlando police force and government employs an Islamic Imam (Imam Muhammad Musri of the Islamic Society of Central Florida) to give his biased assessment of terrorism in Orlando alongside police authorities to provide the propaganda component and to get ahead of the news. Why not a priest or rabbi?? Why is a terror-supporting Imam who helps fund Hamas part of any public presentation to calm the nerves of Americans?

See:


and


Why do the police allow one religion above all others to present what should be ONLY a law enforcement announcement/information? Perhaps that was a preemptive attempt to make sure the “religion of peace” is not held responsible for 50 + more murders in the world where millions have been killed in Islam’s name over the past 5 years.
It begs the question how an Imam is allowed so much access and power with law enforcement agencies and why he would be allowed to whitewash Islam before the facts are established. And the facts point to Islam’s militant branch – ISIS. Whatever you call it, whether it is ISIS, Hamas, Hezbollah, Al Qaeda, it all refers back to Islam for its guide and inspiration.

Do not let CAIR or any Islamic apologists for terrorism or any Imam directly involved in funding the kind of violence, anti-Americanism, anti-Semitism, misogynist, anti-gay Islamism that aims to kill all non-Muslims, make us into dhimmis and aims to replace democracy with jihad, sharia and slavery.

Gary Gerofsky

Canada
Good Afternoon-

Just a reminder that this training presentation is available Friday June 17, 2016. The training event has been planned for months. The relevancy to recent events is evident. If any of the officers would like to attend, please extend the invitation. We will need to know of additional attendees to order additional food by Wednesday June 15, 2016. Please RSVP to rlinville@security101.com.

Thank you so very much for your service!!

KA

Kathryn Artingstall
Security Manager
Florida Hospital Winter Park
200 N. Lakemont Avenue, Winter Park Fl. 32792
O: 407-646-7700
C: 407-920-4217
Kathryn.Artingstall@FlHosp.org

---

To All IAHSS Chapter Members and Guests –

Below is the information regarding the June chapter meeting. Please RSVP by sending me an email. If you plan to bring a guest with you, please let me know that as well. Guests are always welcome!

**June 2016 Chapter Meeting**

**WHO:** IAHSS Central Florida East Coast Chapter Members & Guests

**WHAT:** Chapter updates, training, and networking

**WHEN:** 11:30am-2:00pm, Friday, June 17th, 2016

**WHERE:** Florida Hospital Orlando Campus
Creation Conference Center (It is to the left of the escalator coming from the garage)
601 E. Rollins Street
Orlando, Florida 32803
Directions: Park in McRae Garage, take elevated walkway towards the hospital. After walking across the second elevated crosswalk, take the escalator down to the first floor, turn left and you will see the Creation Conference Center.

TRAINING TOPIC: **Active Shooter-Do You Recognize the Workplace Violence Indicators**

Pierre Freyre – Senior Inspector Homeland Security

*Complementary lunch will be provided: Southern Software – Mark Palmer*

RSVP to Chapter Secretary Ross Linville by email: rlinville@security101.com

Ross Linville
Owner - Orlando
Security 101 | 12001 Science Drive, Suite 135 | Orlando, FL 32826
Office: 407.425.4101 x221 | Cell: 407.312.0787
security101.com »
This message (including any attachments) is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information that is non-public, proprietary, privileged, confidential, and exempt from disclosure under applicable law or may constitute as attorney work product. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any use, dissemination, distribution, or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, notify us immediately by telephone and (i) destroy this message if a facsimile or (ii) delete this message immediately if this is an electronic communication. Thank you.
Today's deals have arrived

Plan & book on-the-go with Travelocity's mobile app!

Discover More >

Click below to browse today's deals

Deals change daily at 12:00 AM (PDT)

Save for 24 Hours Only >

SUBSCRIPTION INFORMATION
You are receiving this email because you are a Travelocity customer or you signed up to receive promotional emails.
Please add travelocity@ac.travelocity.com to your address book / safe senders list to ensure that you receive our emails. You qualified for this email based on your email preferences. If you would like to stop receiving promotional emails from us, you can opt-out below. If you need additional assistance, please email us anytime.

EMAIL PREFERENCES
Update Your Preferences
Please allow 48 hours for your Email Preferences setting to be updated.
Your privacy is important to us. View our privacy policy.

If you would like to be permanently removed from the receipt of all promotional, discount offers and specials, travel advisories and information you may Unsubscribe from all Travelocity emails.
Please allow 5-10 business days for your unsubscribe request to be processed.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

- Special offers are only available at participating hotels. Prices shown above include applicable discount. Hotel savings are based upon Travelocity's everyday hotel rates, excluding taxes and other fees. Minimum stay may be required. Sample pricing is per person based on double occupancy. Offers are subject to availability and may be discontinued without notice. Additional restrictions and blackout dates may apply.

- Offers are subject to availability and may be discontinued without notice. Sample rates displaying above are for the travel period represented. Sample air/hotel packages above include accommodation plus roundtrip air for travel during the noted time period. Sample air/hotel package prices are per person, based upon double occupancy. Package prices vary by date, departure city, and availability. Sample air/hotel package prices include taxes and fees. Offers are subject to availability and may be discontinued without notice. Additional restrictions and blackout dates may...
apply.

- Savings based on all vacation package bookings with Flight + Hotel on Travelocity.com from January 6, 2014 through July 6, 2014, as compared to price of the same components booked separately. Savings will vary based on origin/destination, length of trip, stay dates and selected travel supplier(s). Savings not available on all packages.
Several restaurants (Tijuana Flats, Domino's Pizza, and Otis Spunkmeyer) have delivered food and cookies to OPH Headquarters. Please stop by the first floor break room if you have not eaten lunch.

Vincent L. Ogburn, Sr., Lieutenant
Staff Director for Chief John W. Mina
Orlando Police Department
100 S. Hughey Ave
Orlando, Fl 32801
P 407-246-3835
Good Evening,
I am Sonya Stewart, Producer of Straightforward with Damion Crawford, a current affairs radio programme in Kingston, Jamaica which airs on Nationwide 90FM. I would love to have an interview on tonight’s programme at 8:15pm Ja time which would be 9:15pm (your time) with the Chief of Police of Florida to give us an update on the Orlando massacre.

Damion Crawford our host was a former State Minister of Tourism and Entertainment. Straightforward is the number one night time current affairs programme on radio with connections locally, regionally and internationally. We would love if the Chief of Police could offer some insight on the situation. Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sonya
Producer / PR Consultant
Panache Entertainment Jamaica
Cell #876 -327-3668

"Life is like riding a bicycle , in order to keep your balance you have to move forward" Albert Einstein
Good afternoon,

In light of yesterday's tragedy, many of us want to know how we can best show our support to the first responders and healthcare workers. We would like to send something for the local police, fire, hospital and blood drive. Please let me know how we can best do this. We were wanting to send food, snacks, etc.

Thank you,
-Amanda Conti
Amanda,

Thank you for your support, thoughts and prayers during this tragic incident. We are working with a lot of different agencies during the tragic incident and we have a lot of resources. We are good right now with food, water and snacks.

Thank You,
Lt. Vince Ogburn
Staff Director for

John W. Mina, Chief of Police
Orlando Police Department
100 South Hughey Avenue
Orlando FL, 32801
407.246.2401

On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 2:42 PM, Amanda <ajbrown@mail.usf.edu> wrote:

Good afternoon,

In light of yesterday's tragedy, many of us want to know how we can best show our support to the first responders and healthcare workers. We would like to send something for the local police, fire, hospital and blood drive. Please let me know how we can best do this. We were wanting to send food, snacks, etc.

Thank you,
-Amanda Conti
Ms. Stewart,

We have given multiple briefings about this incident near the site of the incident. You can send you questions to our Public Information Office at opdpio@cityoforlando.net

Lt. Vince Ogburn
Staff Director for

John W. Mina, Chief of Police
Orlando Police Department
100 South Hughey Avenue
Orlando FL, 32801
407.246.2401

On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 2:35 PM, sonya stewart <sonyapower@yahoo.com> wrote:

Good Evening,

I am Sonya Stewart, Producer of Straightforward with Damion Crawford, a current affairs radio programme in Kingston, Jamaica which airs on Nationwide 90FM. I would love to have an interview on tonight’s programme at 8:15pm Ja time which would be 9:15pm (your time) with the Chief of Police of Florida to give us an update on the Orlando massacre.

Damion Crawford our host was a former State Minister of Tourism and Entertainment. Straightforward is the number one night time current affairs programme on radio with connections locally, regionally and internationally. We would love if the Chief of Police could offer some insight on the situation. Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sonya
Producer / PR Consultant
Panache Entertainment Jamaica
Cell #876-327-3668

"Life is like riding a bicycle, in order to keep your balance you have to move forward" Albert Einstein
Chief,

Please advise if I may confirm your attendance....

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: <Tony.Marlow@ocfl.net>
Date: Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 2:42 PM
Subject: FW: Preventive measures
To: evelyn.aponte@cityoforlando.net

Hello Evelyn,

The Sheriff will be having a meeting with some of the stakeholders from the International Drive area tomorrow morning and they have also invited Chief Mina to attend. The meeting will be held at the Embassy Suites located at 8250 Jamaican Court at 8:00 a.m. and should last approximately one hour. If Chief Mina cannot attend, the Sheriff would like for him to send a representative.

Lieutenant Tony D. Marlow

Staff Director for Sheriff Jerry L. Demings

Orange County Sheriff’s Office

2500 West Colonial Drive

Orlando, Florida 32804

407-254-7041

On Jun 12, 2016, at 6:56 PM, Carpenter, Sandy <Sandy.Carpenter@ocfl.net> wrote:

Sheriff,
I tried to speak with our stakeholders and have been on the phone most of the day so they wouldn’t feel like they needed to reach out to you as I know your plate is full. My meeting with Maria Triscari and David Vallillo from the Chamber at 0900 in the morning has turned into about 25 or more people. There will be some board members from the Chamber, Lex Veech and Tim Wood (OCCC), Dan Rimmer (Sea World) Phil Caronia, Ron Howard and Moses (Rosen Properties), John Stine (Orlando Eye), Josh and David Wallack (Mangos) Susan Godorov (Point Orlando), Michael Cords (Marriot World Center) to name a few. I have spoken with most of our partners during the day and made sure Ms. Johnson and Ms. Canning were invited to the meeting also. The meeting has continued to grow.

Ms. Triscari would like you to organize a meeting with all of the stakeholders and have yourself and Chief Mina speak and calm a few nerves as soon as it is possible. I told her I would make you aware of the request and would coordinate with Ms. Baugher once things settled down if you were available.

I have stepped up a few things I will cover through my Chain so Major Demps has it available for discussion tomorrow.

PLEASE NOTE: Florida has a very broad public records law (F. S. 119). All e-mails to and from County Officials are kept as a public record. Your e-mail communications, including your e-mail address may be disclosed to the public and media at any time.

--

**Evelyn Aponte**

Evelyn Aponte Administrative Specialist to Chief John W. Mina

Orlando Police Department

100 S. Hughey Avenue

Orlando, FL 32801
I understand that you have spoken but I do believe by this evening at 9:15 you will have added information; Our listeners want to help in any way they can.

Sent from my Samsung Galaxy smartphone.

-------- Original message --------
From: JOHN MINA <john.mina@cityoforlando.net>
Date: 6/13/16 1:53 PM (GMT-05:00)
To: sonya stewart <sonyapower@yahoo.com>
Cc: vincent.ogburn@cityoforlando.net
Subject: Re: An Interview with Chief of Police on A Radio Programme in Jamaica

Ms. Stewart,

We have given multiple briefings about this incident near the site of the incident. You can send you questions to our Public Information Office at opdpio@cityoforlando.net

Lt. Vince Ogburn
Staff Director for

John W. Mina, Chief of Police
Orlando Police Department
100 South Hughey Avenue
Orlando FL, 32801
407.246.2401

On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 2:35 PM, sonya stewart <sonyapower@yahoo.com> wrote:

Good Evening,
I am Sonya Stewart, Producer of Straightforward with Damion Crawford, a current affairs radio programme in Kingston, Jamaica which airs on Nationwide 90FM. I would love to have an interview on tonight’s programme at 8:15pm Ja time which would be 9:15pm (your time) with the Chief of Police of Florida to give us an update on the Orlando massacre.

Damion Crawford our host was a former State Minister of Tourism and Entertainment. Straightforward is the number one night time current affairs programme on radio with connections locally, regionally and internationally. We would love if the Chief of Police could offer some insight on the situation. Thank you for your time and consideration.
Sonya
Producer / PR Consultant
Panache Entertainment Jamaica
Cell #876 -327-3668

"Life is like riding a bicycle, in order to keep your balance you have to move forward" Albert Einstein
Ms. Brouns,

Thank you for your thoughts and prayers during this tragic incident.

Lt. Vince Ogburn
Staff Director for

John W. Mina, Chief of Police
Orlando Police Department
100 South Hughey Avenue
Orlando FL, 32801
407.246.2401

On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 12:32 PM, Anita Brouns <brouns@introweb.nl> wrote:

Dear sir,

My heart goes out to the people of your city! I feel deeply sorry for their great loss, the immense pain.

I wish you all the strength, wisdom and courage to keep a calm mind by this brutal and violent attack of our freedom.

Most of all I wish you, the people of your city, your teams and everybody who did come to immediate action and rescue lots and lots of love, to overcome this.

There is no other gesture possible than just a big, big hug! Take care.

Anita,

Utrecht, the Netherlands
This message and any attachments are confidential and intended solely for the addressees. If you receive this message in error, please delete it and immediately notify the sender. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any unauthorized use, copying or dissemination is prohibited. E-mails are susceptible to alteration. Neither Brouns nor any of its subsidiaries or affiliates shall be liable for the message if altered, changed or falsified.
Ms. Heissenberg,

Thank you for your thoughts and prayers during this tragic incident.

Lt. Vince Ogburn
Staff Director for

John W. Mina, Chief of Police
Orlando Police Department
100 South Hughey Avenue
Orlando FL, 32801
407.246.2401

On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 12:52 PM, <KHCAMARO@aol.com> wrote:

Dear Mr. Mina,

As Orlando, the country and the world comes together, we mourn the loss of loved ones, we pray for our survivors to recover, and for all of the families who are suffering.

I also pray for the men and women of the Orlando Police Dept. and your families because you put your lives in danger every day of the year.

The swift, brave and heroic actions of the men and women of the OPD on that Sunday morning saved countless lives. With the eyes of the world upon you you've shown exemplary and flawless work as a well-oiled machine of law enforcement.

I know you and each of your officers have worked tirelessly and will continue to do so, but I just wanted you to know how proud I am of all of you and how much respect I have for each of you and the job you just accomplished and will maintain in the future to keep Orlando safe.

You guys ROCK!! "Orlando Strong, Orlando Safe"

Most Sincerely,

Karen Heissenberg
Orlando
Richard,

We have conducted a multitude of interviews at our site with local, national, and international media. You can send your questions to our Public Information Officers at opdpio@cityoforlando.net

Lt. Vince Ogburn
Staff Director for

John W. Mina, Chief of Police
Orlando Police Department
100 South Hughey Avenue
Orlando FL, 32801
407.246.2401

On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 11:40 AM, Richard Lawson-News <richard.lawson2@bbc.co.uk> wrote:

Dear Mr Mina

I do hope that you and your staff are keeping as well as is possible in such circumstances. My own thoughts and prayers are with you and your city in this tragic time.

I’m a producer at BBC national radio, and I’m emailing to ask whether you or one of your colleagues would be able to speak to us at 6pm your time this evening, and bear witness to what has happened in Orlando.

I appreciate that now, more than ever, you must be very busy. So I’d be genuinely grateful if you could spare five minutes or your time at 6pm this evening to speak to our listeners.

It’d be fine for us if this were on the telephone. Something taped might also be possible, at some stage between 3.30pm and 5pm.
With very best wishes

Richard

-----------------------------------------
Senior Broadcast Journalist

BBC Radio 5 live Lates

1st Floor, Quay House, MediaCityuk, Salford M50 2QH

0161 335 6504

@bbc5live

---------------------

http://www.bbc.co.uk

This e-mail (and any attachments) is confidential and may contain personal views which are not the views of the BBC unless specifically stated.
If you have received it in error, please delete it from your system.
Do not use, copy or disclose the information in any way nor act in reliance on it and notify the sender immediately.
Please note that the BBC monitors e-mails sent or received.
Further communication will signify your consent to this.

---------------------
Kristina,

We have conducted a multitude of interviews at our site with local, national, and international media. You can send your questions to our Public Information Officers at opdpio@cityoforlando.net

Lt. Vince Ogburn
Staff Director for

John W. Mina, Chief of Police
Orlando Police Department
100 South Hughey Avenue
Orlando FL, 32801
407.246.2401

On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 12:43 PM, Kristina Hrywnak <kristina.hrywnak@bbc.co.uk> wrote:

Dear Chief John Mina

I am a journalist from the BBC in the UK. I work on a national news radio station called BBC Radio 5live.

Are you available to speak with us on our Breakfast programme about the tragedy in Orlando over the weekend?

Could you give me a call when you get this message? My telephone number is 0044 161 335 6501 and you can ask for myself or my colleague Madeleine who is copied into this email.

Many thanks

Kind regards
Kristina

Kristina Hrywnak

Broadcast Journalist

BBC Radio 5live – Breakfast

Tel: 0161 335 6501

http://www.bbc.co.uk

This e-mail (and any attachments) is confidential and may contain personal views which are not the views of the BBC unless specifically stated.
If you have received it in error, please delete it from your system.
Do not use, copy or disclose the information in any way nor act in reliance on it and notify the sender immediately.
Please note that the BBC monitors e-mails sent or received.
Further communication will signify your consent to this.

---------------------
Hey Chief,

I have been checking in with your Dispatch Center Supervisor over the last 2 days to insure that the Radio System has been working well during this crisis.

Now that the initial rush is slowing down, is there anything that Motorola can do to assist you? Whether you need equipment or support for any recovery activities, just know that we are here to help.

Marcus Messura - Senior Account Manager
Motorola Solutions, Inc.
Mobile 321-228-6807
Dear Vincent and John

Thank so much for your reply.

Might one of the Public Information Officers be so kind as to speak to us on the telephone at 6pm Eastern this evening?

Alternatively we could tape between 3.30pm and 5pm.

I’d be very grateful indeed if that were possible.

With all best wishes

Richard

---

From: vincent.ogburn@cityoforlando.net [mailto:vincent.ogburn@cityoforlando.net] On Behalf Of JOHN MINA
Sent: 13 June 2016 20:06
To: Richard Lawson-News
Subject: Re: BBC national radio interview request

Richard,

We have conducted a multitude of interviews at our site with local, national, and international media. You can send your questions to our Public Information Officers at opdpio@cityoforlando.net

Lt. Vince Ogburn
Staff Director for

John W. Mina, Chief of Police
Orlando Police Department
100 South Hughey Avenue
Orlando FL, 32801
407.246.2401

On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 11:40 AM, Richard Lawson-News <richard.lawson2@bbc.co.uk> wrote:

Dear Mr Mina

I do hope that you and your staff are keeping as well as is possible in such circumstances. My own thoughts and prayers are with you and your city in this tragic time.
I’m a producer at BBC national radio, and I’m emailing to ask whether you or one of your colleagues would be able to speak to us at 6pm your time this evening, and bear witness to what has happened in Orlando.

I appreciate that now, more than ever, you must be very busy. So I’d be genuinely grateful if you could spare five minutes or your time at 6pm this evening to speak to our listeners.

It’d be fine for us if this were on the telephone. Something taped might also be possible, at some stage between 3.30pm and 5pm.

With very best wishes

Richard

-----------------------------------------
Senior Broadcast Journalist

BBC Radio 5 live Lates

1st Floor, Quay House, MediaCityUK, Salford M50 2QH

0161 335 6504

@bbc5live

http://www.bbc.co.uk
This e-mail (and any attachments) is confidential and may contain personal views which are not the views of the BBC unless specifically stated.
If you have received it in error, please delete it from your system.
Do not use, copy or disclose the information in any way nor act in reliance on it and notify the sender immediately.
Please note that the BBC monitors e-mails sent or received.
Further communication will signify your consent to this.
I will ask him

On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 2:11 PM, <Tammy.Miller2@ocfl.net> wrote:

Thank you Chief. What do you think about Chief Mina and Sheriff Demings speaking at the Homeland Security Conference at the end of June in Tampa?

_Tammy Miller_

_ Grants Manager_

_Orange County Sheriff’s Office_

_Desk:  (407) 254-7260_

_Cell:  (407) 456-9554_

_email:  tammy.miller2@ocfl.net_

---

I will be more than happy to present whatever we need at the meeting as I can talk firsthand knowledge of this event

On Jun 13, 2016 1:35 PM, <Tammy.Miller2@ocfl.net> wrote:

Please read below. Garry from Tampa UASI has asked for FDEM Director Koon to be present. FDLE asked what we needed to discuss and Garry said “I believe the message is the need for more Homeland Security funding for Florida, specifically Orlando, in the form of UASI Grant; and the need for Florida leadership to work with Orlando leadership to ensure Orlando UASI is restored in 2017.” I think that says it all.
Sound good?

I believe the message is the need for more Homeland Security funding for Florida, specifically Orlando, in the form of UASI Grant; and the need for Florida leadership to work with Orlando leadership to ensure Orlando UASI is restored in 2017.
Do you have a specific agenda item you want to discuss at the pre-DSOC UASI meeting? I just want to make sure we don’t get bogged down talking about backfill and overtime. 😊

From: Garry Lisiewski [mailto:Garry.Lisiewski@tampagov.net]
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 10:28 AM
To: Newman, Sunny
Cc: 'McWhorter, Linda'; Burroughs, Joyce; Miller, Tammy; Pete Gomez
Subject: RE: Save the Date - Next DSOC Meeting - July 14, 2016

That’s fine, we’ll make do.

From: Newman, Sunny [mailto:SunnyNewman@fdle.state.fl.us]
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 10:27 AM
To: Garry Lisiewski
Cc: 'McWhorter, Linda'; Burroughs, Joyce; Miller, Tammy; Pete Gomez
Subject: RE: Save the Date - Next DSOC Meeting - July 14, 2016

I will email Director Koon and let him know that you would like a pre-DSOC UASI meeting. We don’t have an additional meeting space reserved with the hotel, but can always meet in the same room that DSOC will be held while they set up.

From: Garry Lisiewski [mailto:Garry.Lisiewski@tampagov.net]
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 10:19 AM
To: Newman, Sunny
Cc: 'McWhorter, Linda'; Burroughs, Joyce; Miller, Tammy
Subject: FW: Save the Date - Next DSOC Meeting - July 14, 2016

Good morning Sunny,

As the UASI DSOC rep, I would like to request a pre-DSOC UASI meeting with Director Koon, in light of the recent events in Orlando.

Please let me know if this can take place.
Thank you,

Garry

Absolutely. Would love for Director Koon to be there?

Tammy Miller
Grants Manager
Orange County Sheriff's Office
Desk: (407) 254-7269
Cell: (407) 456-9554
e-mail: tammy.miller2@ocfl.net

Good morning Tammy,

Do you want to request a pre-DSOC UASI meeting?

Garry
Good afternoon,

The next quarterly meeting of the Domestic Security Oversight Council is scheduled for Thursday, July 14, 2016 from 1:00 PM to 5:00 PM. The meeting will be held at the Ocala Hilton located at 3600 SW 36th Avenue, Ocala FL 3447. If you should require overnight accommodations, the hotel is offering the special rate of $89/night. To make your room reservations, please call the hotel at 407-995-1100 and ask for the group code “FDLE-Domestic Oversight Committee meeting”.

If you would like to submit an item for the July meeting agenda, please forward to me no later than Thursday, June 30th.

Thank you,

Sunny
Sunny Newman
Office of Domestic Security
Florida Department of Law Enforcement
Government Analyst II
Work: 850-410-8435
Cell: 850-510-3364
sunnynewman@fdle.state.fl.us

PLEASE NOTE: Florida has a very broad public records law (F. S. 119). All e-mails to and from County Officials are kept as a public record. Your e-mail communications, including your e-mail address may be disclosed to the public and media at any time.

Robert M. Anzueto, Deputy Chief
Patrol Services Bureau
Orlando Police Department
100 South Hughey Ave.
Orlando, Florida 32801
407.246.3901
For Immediate Release: Kissimmee FL 6/13/2016

The American

Muslim Leadership Council (Aml Council) extends its heartfelt condolences to the families of those who were brutally killed in the Orlando, Florida night club shooting and wishes all the injured a speedy recovery.

On behalf of the Muslim community of, we would like to express our shock, sorrow, and condemnation of the murder of 50 people this morning in Orlando, Florida. As proud Americans, we reiterate our commitment to peace, safety, and security of our nation, as well as our solidarity with fellow Americans.

Aml Council joins the nation and all peace loving people across the world in condemning this heinous crime against humanity. Once again innocent human beings are the victims of hate. This sad tragedy serves as another reminder that extremism, hate and terror are our common enemy and recognize no faith, race, color, nationality or origin.

Aml Council commends the Orlando Police Department, the FBI and all the other law enforcement authorities for their swift action saving lives and for not rushing to judgment under their sensitive and difficult times.

The committed crime is a crime against all of us and all decent human beings around the globe condemn this heinous crime.

AML COUNCIL asserts that the demographic background of the shooter does not and should not implicate a whole demographic group.
AML COUNCIL reiterates its concern over gun violence and urges reform of gun laws to ensure the safety of all human beings and to put an end to mass shootings.

“It’s another sad day in America,

Someone is using Religion to justify the horrific acts committed and taking innocent lives," said Imam Helmi Abufarah Elagha, AML COUNCIL Executive Director. "It’s another tragedy motivated by hate. We again emphasize the need to spread a culture of respect for the human rights of everyone and foremost of these rights is the right to life. The Religion of Islam does not condone such acts, and more importantly, American Muslims, and Muslims worldwide is fighting those who are using our Religion to justify their actions."

continued Imam Abufarah Helmi Elagha.

For more information call 3219489958 or email Imamabufarah@gmail.com

Imam Helmi (Abufarah) El agha
American Muslim Leadership Center Council (AML Council)
Masjid Shadi Elagha
4990 W. Irlo Bronson Memorial Hwy
Kissimmee, FL 34746
(407) 396-2695
(321)948-9958
www.Amlcouncil.org
"Bridge the Gap"

The information contained in this electronic message and any attachments to this message are intended for the exclusive use of the addressee(s) and may contain confidential or privileged information. No representation is made on its accuracy or completeness of the information contained in this electronic message. Certain assumptions may have been made in the preparation of this material as at this date, and are subject to change without notice. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this e-mail and any attachment(s) is strictly prohibited.
I don't know who would know about our equipment or whether we even tell people about this. Please advise.

Michelle

Begin forwarded message:

From: "Fouraker, Clark" <cfouraker@firstcoastnews.com>
Date: June 13, 2016 at 3:10:30 PM EDT
To: "opdpio@cityoforlando.net" <opdpio@cityoforlando.net>
Subject: NBC Jacksonville Request - Use of 1033 Data

Sgt. Ford –

In Orlando from Jacksonville. Wondering if you can confirm that the tactical truck received by the department under the 1033 program was used during the incident? ... Had a story fall through and hoping to have this confirmed for a story for our early evening newscasts.

Thanks in advance,

Clark

Clark Fouraker
Investigative Reporter
First Coast News – NBC/ABC Jacksonville
904-654-3455
@clarkfouraker
Rob,
That program 1033 may be the old peace keeper. Backhaus would know for sure.

On Jun 13, 2016 3:15 PM, <opdpio@cityoforlando.net> wrote:

I don't know who would know about our equipment or whether we even tell people about this. Please advise. Michelle

Begin forwarded message:

From: "Fouraker, Clark" <cfouraker@firstcoastnews.com>
Date: June 13, 2016 at 3:10:30 PM EDT
To: "opdpio@cityoforlando.net" <opdpio@cityoforlando.net>
Subject: NBC Jacksonville Request - Use of 1033 Data

Sgt. Ford –

In Orlando from Jacksonville. Wondering if you can confirm that the tactical truck received by the department under the 1033 program was used during the incident? … Had a story fall through and hoping to have this confirmed for a story for our early evening newscasts.

Thanks in advance,

Clark

Clark Fouraker
Investigative Reporter
First Coast News – NBC/ABC Jacksonville
904-654-3455
@clarkfouraker
To all

In regards to the helmet information there is a concern that releasing specific helmet information could jeopardize future safety of those Officers wearing it.

Mayanne/Jody can we discuss this further.

Dave

David Arnott

On Jun 13, 2016 2:24 PM, "DAVID BILLINGSLEY" <david.billingsley@cityoforlando.net> wrote:
To assist with the request, can the provide the supplier name, description, etc to confirm that I am providing the correct record?

Thanks!

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Public Records <records@cityoforlando.net>
Date: Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 1:08 PM
Subject: OPD Helmets (Pulse 06-12-2016)
To: DAVID BILLINGSLEY <david.billingsley@cityoforlando.net>
Cc: AMY IENNACO <amy.iennaco@cityoforlando.net>, CASSANDRA LAFSER <cassandra.lafser@cityoforlando.net>

Good afternoon David;

We received one inquiry about the purchase of OPD Helmets. Does procurement have records on the purchase?

Thanks,
Ruth

Ruth McLemore-Price, FCRM
Florida Certified Records Manager
Records and Archives Supervisor
City of Orlando
Records Management
400 S. Orange Avenue, 2nd Floor
Orlando, Florida 32801
From: SHARON GRIMES <sharon.grimes@cityoforlando.net>
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 3:19 PM
To: BYRON BROOKS; JOHN MINA; ERIC SMITH; ISIAH WHITE; JAMES YOUNG; DARNELL HILL; Natasha Williams; Jody Litchford; MAYANNE DOWNS; KYLE SHEPHARD; DAVID ARNOTT; Michele Brennan; Matthew Broffman; OPD PIO
Subject: #OneOrlando Vigil Permit
Attachments: SPEC0255356.pdf

Please see attached.

Regards,

Sharon Grimes, Special Event Coordinator/Community Service Officer III
Special Operations Division
Orlando Police Dept.
100 S. Hughey Avenue
Orlando, FL 32802
P. 407.246.3661
F. 407.246.3816

Go to: www.cityoforlando.net/police/special-events-permitting/
I'll find out.

Deputy Chief Robert C. Pigman
Orlando Police Department
Investigative Services Bureau
407-246-2633
Central Florida Criminal Justice Association, Secretary

Please excuse any typos... sent from my Android device

On Jun 13, 2016 3:18 PM, "ERIC SMITH" <eric.smith@cityoforlando.net> wrote:

Rob,
That program 1033 may be the old peace keeper. Backhaus would know for sure.

On Jun 13, 2016 3:15 PM, <opdpio@cityoforlando.net> wrote:

I don't know who would know about our equipment or whether we even tell people about this. Please advise.
Michelle

Begin forwarded message:

From: "Fouraker, Clark" <cfouraker@firstcoastnews.com>
Date: June 13, 2016 at 3:10:30 PM EDT
To: "opdpio@cityoforlando.net" <opdpio@cityoforlando.net>
Subject: NBC Jacksonville Request - Use of 1033 Data

Sgt. Ford –

In Orlando from Jacksonville. Wondering if you can confirm that the tactical truck received by the department under the 1033 program was used during the incident?... Had a story fall through and hoping to have this confirmed for a story for our early evening newscasts.

Thanks in advance,

Clark
Clark Fouraker

Investigative Reporter

First Coast News – NBC/ABC Jacksonville

904-654-3455

@clarkfouraker
Mr. Wilcox,

Thank you for your support and prayers during this tragic incident.

Lt. Vince Ogburn
Staff Director for

John W. Mina, Chief of Police
Orlando Police Department
100 South Hughey Avenue
Orlando FL, 32801
407.246.2401

On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 12:21 PM, Wilcox, Dan <dwilcox@cfymca.org> wrote:

Hello Chief Mina,
I wanted to thank you for the incredible leadership you and the law enforcement agencies are providing to our community during this difficult time. Please know our prayers are with all of you and we sincerely appreciate the courage and commitment you demonstrate for our citizens! If there is anything the Y can do to support your efforts please let us know. Thank you and God Bless!

Best regards,

Dan

Dan Wilcox
President/CEO
YMCA of Central Florida
433 North Mills Ave, Orlando, FL 32803
P 407 896 9220 F 407 896 4247
E dwilcox@cfymca.org W centralfloridaymca.org
Mr. Pickett,

Thank you for your thoughts and prayers during this tragic incident.

Lt. Vince Ogburn
Staff Director for

John W. Mina, Chief of Police
Orlando Police Department
100 South Hughey Avenue
Orlando FL, 32801
407.246.2401

On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 12:03 PM, Pickett, Jerome <JPickett@nba.com> wrote:

Chief, I just wanted to drop a quick note to say that our thoughts and prayers are with you and your department.

Jerome Pickett
SVP/Chief Security Officer
645 Fifth Avenue, 14th Floor
New York, NY 10022

Office: +1 (212) 407-8645
Cell: +1 (201) 681-5396
All,

Due to an overwhelming response to attend the CISM debriefing. The attendance capacity has outgrown what our OPD training facility can accommodate.

Consequently, we have changed the location of the briefing to the following:

**Boone High School Auditorium @ 16:00 hours**
**1000 E. Kaley St.**

Parking will be in the Junior-Senior Parking area off Mills Ave. A marked Unit will be there to assist with parking and directions.

Please contact me with any questions or concerns.

--

Captain Timothy E. Crews
Orlando Police Department
Criminal Investigations Division Commander
Main # 407-246-2967
Cell # 321-689-7089
Lt. Ogburn,

Let us know if there is anything the Y can do for our first responders. If they need shower or workout facilities we are here to help.

Best regards,

Dan

**Dan Wilcox**  
**President/CEO**  
**YMCA of Central Florida**  
433 North Mills Ave, Orlando, FL 32803  
**P 407 896 9220 F 407 896 4247**  
**E dwilcox@cfymca.org W centralfloridaymca.org**

---

Mr. Wilcox,

Thank you for your support and prayers during this tragic incident.

Lt. Vince Ogburn  
Staff Director for

John W. Mina, Chief of Police  
Orlando Police Department  
100 South Hughey Avenue  
Orlando FL, 32801  
407.246.2401

On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 12:21 PM, Wilcox, Dan <dwilcox@cfymca.org> wrote:
Hello Chief Mina,

I wanted to thank you for the incredible leadership you and the law enforcement agencies are providing to our community during this difficult time. Please know our prayers are with all of you and we sincerely appreciate the courage and commitment you demonstrate for our citizens! If there is anything the Y can do to support your efforts please let us know. Thank you and God Bless!

Best regards,

Dan

Dan Wilcox
President/CEO
YMCA of Central Florida
433 North Mills Ave, Orlando, FL 32803
P 407 896 9220  F 407 896 4247
E dwilcox@cfymca.org   W centralfloridaymca.org
Chief,

Could you or someone from communications advise?

Lt. Vince Ogburn  
Staff Director for

John W. Mina, Chief of Police  
Orlando Police Department  
100 South Hughey Avenue  
Orlando FL, 32801  
407.246.2401

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Marcus Messura <marcus.messura@motorolasolutions.com>  
Date: Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 3:06 PM  
Subject: Motorola Support  
To: Chief John Mina <john.mina@cityoforlando.net>

Hey Chief,

I have been checking in with your Dispatch Center Supervisor over the last 2 days to insure that the Radio System has been working well during this crisis.

Now that the initial rush is slowing down, is there anything that Motorola can do to assist you? Whether you need equipment or support for any recovery activities, just know that we are here to help.

Marcus Messura - Senior Account Manager  
Motorola Solutions, Inc.  
Mobile 321-228-6807
All:

The old "Peace Keeper" was purchased under the 1033 program many, many years ago. That vehicle has since been returned to the DRMO about a year ago.

The smaller Lenco Bearcat, was purchased via UASI grant funds several years ago and the larger Lenco Bearcat was purchased a little over a year or two ago was purchased with FAST funds.

Hope this helps?

Rob....

Deputy Chief Robert C. Pigman
Orlando Police Department
Investigative Services Bureau
407-246-2633
Central Florida Criminal Justice Association, Secretary

Please excuse any typos... sent from my Android device

On Jun 13, 2016 3:15 PM, <opdpio@cityoforlando.net> wrote:

I don't know who would know about our equipment or whether we even tell people about this. Please advise. Michelle

Begin forwarded message:

From: "Fouraker, Clark" <cfouraker@firstcoastnews.com>
Date: June 13, 2016 at 3:10:30 PM EDT
To: "opdpio@cityoforlando.net" <opdpio@cityoforlando.net>
Subject: NBC Jacksonville Request - Use of 1033 Data

Sgt. Ford –

In Orlando from Jacksonville. Wondering if you can confirm that the tactical truck received by the department under the 1033 program was used during the incident? … Had a story fall through and hoping to have this confirmed for a story for our early evening newscasts.
Thanks in advance,

Clark

Clark Fouraker
Investigative Reporter
First Coast News – NBC/ABC Jacksonville

904-654-3455
@clarkfouraker
On (Mon) 06-13-16 at approximately 1408 hours, officers responded to 2494 S. Conway Road (Parks at Cambridge Apartments) in reference to a stabbing.

No media at this time.

Any questions, please contact the on duty watch commander.

Miguel Garcia, Lieutenant
West Patrol Division - Dayshift Section Commander - Alpha Rotation
Orlando Police Department
Office: 407.246.3892
cityoforlando.net
It does. But Which one or ones was used Yesterday?
Michelle.

On Jun 13, 2016, at 3:32 PM, ROBERT PIGMAN <robert.pigman@cityoforlando.net> wrote:

All:

The old "Peace Keeper" was purchased under the 1033 program many, many years ago. That vehicle has since been returned to the DRMO about a year ago.

The smaller Lenco Bearcat, was purchased via UASI grant funds several years ago and the larger Lenco Bearcat was purchased a little over a year or two ago was purchased with FAST funds.

Hope this helps?

Rob....

Deputy Chief Robert C. Pigman
Orlando Police Department
Investigative Services Bureau
407-246-2633
Central Florida Criminal Justice Association, Secretary

Please excuse any typos... sent from my Android device

On Jun 13, 2016 3:15 PM, <opdpio@cityoforlando.net> wrote:

I don't know who would know about our equipment or whether we even tell people about this. Please advise. Michelle

Begin forwarded message:

From: "Fouraker, Clark" <cfouraker@firstcoastnews.com>
Date: June 13, 2016 at 3:10:30 PM EDT
To: "opdpio@cityoforlando.net" <opdpio@cityoforlando.net>
Subject: NBC Jacksonville Request - Use of 1033 Data

Sgt. Ford –
In Orlando from Jacksonville. Wondering if you can confirm that the tactical truck received by the department under the 1033 program was used during the incident? … Had a story fall through and hoping to have this confirmed for a story for our early evening newscasts.

Thanks in advance,

Clark

Clark Fouraker
Investigative Reporter
First Coast News – NBC/ABC Jacksonville
904-654-3455
@clarkfouraker
Dear Chief Mina,

I’d like to invite you to meet our Enterprise Sales Representative, Jeff Hill, during the Florida Police Chiefs Association Annual Summer Training Conference & Exposition in Bonita Springs, FL (August 1st to August 3rd)
http://fpca.com/summer-conference/

If your department is not planning to attend the conference, I’d be glad to schedule a visit at your convenience. Police departments struggle to balance a limited budget with the need for longer video retention and better equipment. Spectra offers affordable and reliable data storage, designed specifically to address the needs of police departments like yours.

Looking forward to hearing from you.

Best Regards,

Carol Bentz

PS: I spoke to your assistant Norma today to express my condolences to your department and to the City of Orlando. I was deeply moved by your letter. Thank you for your service and I hope your team finds the strength, determination and patience to navigate these difficult times.
Dear City of Orlando;
The following independent research proving media/Hollywood liability and others who are self-admitted terrorists planning 9-11 and stopped by this writer from doing 9-11 #2 involving blowing up the Seras Tower in 2005 and attempting to insinuate that I am a terrorist in a plot to attempt to smear my reputation and conspire to kill and rob me of my multi-billion dollar rights gleaned with my "Batman" publicity stunts in Chicago in the 80's and 90's as the PDF of my website; "Americafirstbill.com" shows is being sent to you to aid you in understanding the cause of the unwarranted attack in your city at the Pulse nightclub and help the victims families file successful lawsuits for compensatory and punitive damages for intentional homicide and provide you with data for your support in my work to reverse the unjustified deceptive practice of the media/Hollywood causing terrorist groups to believe America stole the oil in Iraq and inducing anti-American sentiment giving rise to unjustified attacks on innocent Americans..

We cannot sit idle and allow the media/Hollywood to usher in a wave of terror in America to sell papers like this is a movie in a surreal psychotic sociopath arena akin to a circus act like Americans cannot stop this and bring these defendant's to court and hold them accountable for intentional homioide...

This is reality and real people are being victimized and defrauded and killed and all of America's accomplishments over the centuries in civil rights etc; being eradicated like we don't have the legal right to protect our American dream, investments and future ..... 

Fact 1 - 1991 UN Accord's were violated by Saddam Hussein forfeiting half of the oil in Iraq to the US Treasury and the media ignored it and after 9-11 continued to conceal that this pays for the war and Al Qaeda cannot financially attack the US and the media further induced the Al Qaeda attack causing deficits and high taxes etc all over the US inducing this financial attack and fomenting that America stole the oil and giving rise to Al Qaeda and ISIS...

Fact 2 - If the media/Hollywood would have gotten the oil to the Treasury in 1991; and given a social security like payment to the Iraqi and Afghanistan people like they have long fought for and are rightfully owed and monies for middle east peace allowed for the Gaza Strip peace talks that Bin Laden, Yasser Arafat and Saddam Hussein denied their people scapegoating them and making them live in poverty and in war; there would be no Al Qaeda or ISIS rising at all...

Fact 3 - The media is liable and self-admitted traitors hiding in Chicago profiting from pre-knowledge of 9-11 and attempting to do 9-11 #2 from Racine, WI and from Webster Groves, MO who obtained monies from CBS MIL, WI with Renee Riddel Forer CBS MIL, WI anchor woman are liable for their collaboration with the media and proof of their bank account millions available for prosecution evidence showing their monies after 9-11 will be used effectively in any court to show their active role in plotting terror and attempting to insanely blame me and attempt to murder me and rob me of my multi-billion dollar rights etc...
FACT4- FLORIDA JURISDICTION IS PROPER TO PROVE THE VICTIMS OF THE PULSE ATTACKS ARE OWED MONIES BY THESE TWO PRIMARY COMPANIES PLOOTING 9-11 AND AIDING ANTI-AMERICAN TERROR AS WELL AS THE FLORIDA LOCAL, STATE AND FEDERAL GOVERNMENTS FOR INTENTIONALLY RAISING DEFICITS, TAXES AND ATTACKING SOCIAL PROGRAMS, PENSIONS, SALARIES AND ANY OTHER ACTION CAUSED AFTER 9-11 THAT IS DETRIMENTAL TO CITIZENS AND TAXPAYERS CHOKING THEM OUT OF MONIES, SERVICES AND EVEN DEFRAUDING INVESTORS AND BANKS, CORPORATE STOCK HOLDERS, US CORPORATIONS AND STRANGLEHOLDING US FOREIGN POLICY IN AMERICA'S FAVOR ...

FACT5- WHEN THE AMERICAFIRSTBILL.COM PROPOSAL IS LAW; THERE WILL BE DOUBLE CAPITAL FOR ALL INVESTORS, MILLIONS OF CORPORATE JOBS CREATED IN AMERICA, WORLD GOVERNMENTS DOING EXACTLY WHAT THE US WANTS IN FOREIGN POLICY BEFORE THE DEVALUED CURRENCY COMES OUT OF DEVALUATION AND IS REJUVENATED ETC.

HERE IS THE PROOF THAT THE MEDIA DOES NOT WANT TO TELL YOU BECAUSE THEY CAUSED THE INSANE SICKO SMOKE AND MIRRORS DECEPTIVE PRACTICE CON JOB ON AMERICA AND ABSOLUTELY THEY ARE LIABLE TO ALL AMERICAN'S.

FACT6- I FERNANDO FONTANEZ HAVE THE RELIABLE BACKGROUND VERSES THE SELF ADMITTED TRAITORS WHO HAVE ZERO CREDIBILITY AND I EVEN HAVE A RELIABLE HONORABLE MENTION BY THE FORMER CHIEF OF THE FBHI'S COUNTER- TERRORISM UNIT JOHN O'NEILL ETC; WITH PROVEN VERIFIED ACTIONABLE INTELLIGENCE TO PROVIDE TO ANY COURT IN ANY JURISDICTION IN SUPPORT OF STOPPING THE UNJUSTIFIED AL QAEDA ATTACK ON OUR CURRENCY, PEOPLE AND COUNTRY AND THE MANDATORY RESTITUTION LAWS FORCING THE COMPENSATORY AND PUNITIVE MONETARY JUDGEMENTS IN FAVOR OF ANY FILER AGAINST THESE DEFENDANTS AND FURTHER CAUSING A FEDERAL GRAND JURY TO FORCE THE CONGRESS TO ADOPT THIS BILL PROPOSAL AND CONVICT THE DEFENDANTS HIDING IN CHICAGO; MARY KENDRIGAN, SCOTT THOMPSON, LAURIE LUCAS, LEIGH ASWAD AKA; THOMPSOM, RENEE RIDDEL, OLGA VILLAREAL ETC.

CALL ME AT ; 773-441-7376 FERNANDO FONTANEZ
The newer, larger, Bearcat was used.

It does. But Which one or ones was used Yesterday?  
Michelle.

On Jun 13, 2016, at 3:32 PM, ROBERT PIGMAN <robert.pigman@cityoforlando.net> wrote:

All:

The old "Peace Keeper" was purchased under the 1033 program many, many years ago. That vehicle has since been returned to the DRMO about a year ago.

The smaller Lenco Bearcat, was purchased via UASI grant funds several years ago and the larger Lenco Bearcat was purchased a little over a year or two ago was purchased with FAST funds.

Hope this helps?

Rob....

Deputy Chief Robert C. Pigman  
Orlando Police Department  
Investigative Services Bureau  
407-246-2633  
Central Florida Criminal Justice Association, Secretary

Please excuse any typos... sent from my Android device

On Jun 13, 2016 3:15 PM, <opdpio@cityoforlando.net> wrote:

I don't know who would know about our equipment or whether we even tell people about this. Please advise.
Michelle

Begin forwarded message:

From: "Fouraker, Clark" <cfouraker@firstcoastnews.com>
Date: June 13, 2016 at 3:10:30 PM EDT
To: "opdpio@cityoforlando.net" <opdpio@cityoforlando.net>
Subject: NBC Jacksonville Request - Use of 1033 Data

Sgt. Ford –

In Orlando from Jacksonville. Wondering if you can confirm that the tactical truck received by the department under the 1033 program was used during the incident? … Had a story fall through and hoping to have this confirmed for a story for our early evening newscasts.

Thanks in advance,

Clark

Clark Fouraker
Investigative Reporter
First Coast News – NBC/ABC Jacksonville

904-654-3455
@clarkfouraker
Governing Board –

In light of the events this weekend and the continued investigation, the MBI Governing Board that was scheduled for this Wednesday, June 15, 2016 will be cancelled.

We will look for a date in the near future to reschedule the meeting.

If you have any questions about current cases or activity at MBI, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Respectfully,

Ron

Director Ron Stucker
Metropolitan Bureau of Investigation
9th Judicial Circuit of Florida
(407) 836-9701

PLEASE NOTE: Florida has a very broad public records law (F. S. 119). All e-mails to and from County Officials are kept as a public record. Your e-mail communications, including your e-mail address may be disclosed to the public and media at any time.
Please read this important e-mail below and take any necessary next steps.

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: <jane.sargent@akerman.com>
Date: Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 1:00 PM
Subject: DHS/FEMA
To: kathleen.russell@cityoforlando.net
Cc: rick.spees@akerman.com

Kathy –

I talked to Brad Johnson and Victor de Leon who handle intergovernmental affairs for DHS. They told me that the City needs to start immediately working with the Florida Division of Emergency Management, the State Administrative Agency (SAA) for FEMA and homeland security grants. I told him that I was sure that the City was already working with them, but this is where we need to start if we're not already.

Operational overtime expenses are a potentially eligible expense for reimbursement, but the federal funding flows through the SAA and would need to be pursued through them. They suggested that the State could potentially reprioritize UASI money if there was any left on the books or through the State Homeland Security Grant Program. So the City would apply to the State and then the SAA was seek approval from FEMA for the reprioritized funds. Unfortunately, there isn't a direct avenue for funding through DHS and FEMA, and we'll have to work through the State first.

Also, we discussed the UASI ranking issue. As expected, they will not be revisiting the FY2016 allocations, but this incident would definitely impact the analysis in FY2017. The threat piece of the risk analysis includes 2 years' worth of data so this will definitely be part of the assessment for FY2017 funding.

Finally, in anticipation of more questions as this process moves along, they provided me with both of their cell numbers in case the City has any additional follow up questions. I'm including them below in case your law enforcement folks want to reach out to them directly. I would recommend them starting out with Brad, who is in charge of intergovernmental affairs for DHS.
Brad Johnson, Director of Local Affairs, Office of Partnership and Engagement, U.S. Department of Homeland Security

cell: 202-

Victor de Leon -- Intergovernmental Affairs, U.S. Department of Homeland Security

cell: 202-

Call me if you have any questions. - Jane

Jane G. Sargent

Akerman LLP | The Victor Building | 750 9th Street, N.W., Suite 750 | Washington, DC 20001

Dir: 202.824.1704 | Main: 202.393.6222 | Fax: 202.393.5959

jane.sargent@akerman.com

vCard | Bio

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTE: The information contained in this transmission may be privileged and confidential, and is intended only for the use of the individual or entity named above. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this transmission in error, please immediately reply to the sender that you have received this communication in error and then delete it. Thank you.

--

Kathy Russell
Director of Intergovernmental Relations
Office of the Mayor
City of Orlando
400 S. Orange Avenue
Orlando, FL 32801
Phone: 407-246-3094
Fax: 407-246-2842
Cell: 407-383-2075
Email: kathy.russell@cityoforlando.net
Awesome Chief. Thank You. So all I am going to say is that the equipment used last night was a *Lenco Bearcat* purchased a a year or two ago was using FAST funds. (these are seizure funds)

Does that work?

Michelle

---

PIO Sergeant Wanda Miglio  
PIO Michelle Guido  
Media Relations  
P.O. Box 913  
Orlando, Florida 32801  
p. 407.246.2403  
c. 321.689.7164 Guido  
c. 321.689.7162 Ford  
opdpio@cityoforlando.net  
www.cityoforlando.net  

Like Us!  
https://www.facebook.com/orlandopolicedepartment  
Follow Us!  
https://twitter.com/OrlandoPolice  
Watch Us!  
http://www.youtube.com/channel/UCJLfRUgwfgPpo3HJApUW4uw

The Media Relations Office is available during business hours of 8am-5pm, M-F. During non business hours, please contact an on-duty watch commander by calling dispatch at 321-235-5300. Thank you.

---

On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 3:38 PM, ROBERT PIGMAN <robert.pigman@cityoforlando.net> wrote:

The newer, larger, Bearcat was used.

Deputy Chief Robert C. Pigman  
Orlando Police Department  
Investigative Services Bureau  
407-246-2633  
Central Florida Criminal Justice Association, Secretary
It does. But Which one or ones was used Yesterday?
Michelle.

On Jun 13, 2016, at 3:32 PM, ROBERT PIGMAN <robert.pigman@cityoforlando.net> wrote:

All:

The old "Peace Keeper" was purchased under the 1033 program many, many years ago. That vehicle has since been returned to the DRMO about a year ago.

The smaller Lenco Bearcat, was purchased via UASI grant funds several years ago and the larger Lenco Bearcat was purchased a little over a year or two ago was purchased with FAST funds.

Hope this helps?

Rob....

Deputy Chief Robert C. Pigman
Orlando Police Department
Investigative Services Bureau
407-246-2633
Central Florida Criminal Justice Association, Secretary

Please excuse any typos... sent from my Android device

On Jun 13, 2016 3:15 PM, <opdpio@cityoforlando.net> wrote:

I don't know who would know about our equipment or whether we even tell people about this. Please advise. Michelle

Begin forwarded message:

From: "Fouraker, Clark" <cfouraker@firstcoastnews.com>
Date: June 13, 2016 at 3:10:30 PM EDT
To: "opdpio@cityoforlando.net" <opdpio@cityoforlando.net>
Subject: NBC Jacksonville Request - Use of 1033 Data

Sgt. Ford –

In Orlando from Jacksonville. Wondering if you can confirm that the tactical truck received by the department under the 1033 program was used during the incident? … Had a story fall through and hoping to have this confirmed for a story for our early evening newscasts.

Thanks in advance,
Clark

Clark Fouraker

Investigative Reporter

First Coast News – NBC/ABC Jacksonville

904-654-3455

@clarkfouraker
From: JOHN MINA  <john.mina@cityoforlando.net>
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 3:46 PM
To: Evelyn Aponte
Subject: Fwd: MBI Governing Board - Rescheduled

John W. Mina, Chief of Police
Orlando Police Department
100 S. Hughey Ave.
Orlando, FL  32801
407.246.2401

--------- Forwarded message ---------
From: <Ron.Stucker@ocfl.net>
Date: Jun 13, 2016 3:40 PM
Subject: MBI Governing Board - Rescheduled
To: <Brailey@cityofwinterpark.org>, <cbrown@ocoee.org>, <Dannybanks@fdle.state.fl.us>, <evelyn.aponte@cityoforlando.net>, <gbrennan@cwcdn.com>, <jashton@sao9.org>, <Jerry.Demings@ocfl.net>, <john.mina@cityoforlando.net>, <josephfranza@flhsmv.gov>, <Karen.Baugher@ocfl.net>, <mmckinley@apopka.net>, <rbeary@mail.ucf.edu>, <RHan@osceola.org>, <sgarcia@sao9.org>
Cc: <Cristina.Bryson@ocfl.net>, <Rob.Hardiman@ocfl.net>, <Donna.Rosser@ocfl.net>, <cmoore@sao9.org>, <eddie.harrell@flhsmv.gov>

Governing Board –

In light of the events this weekend and the continued investigation, the MBI Governing Board that was scheduled for this Wednesday, June 15, 2016 will be cancelled.

We will look for a date in the near future to reschedule the meeting.

If you have any questions about current cases or activity at MBI, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Respectfully,

Ron
PLEASE NOTE: Florida has a very broad public records law (F. S. 119). All e-mails to and from County Officials are kept as a public record. Your e-mail communications, including your e-mail address may be disclosed to the public and media at any time.
Only a portion was paid for with Fast Funds. Some was from replace cost of Trooper and Box truck.

Mark J Canty, Captain
West Patrol Division Commander
SWAT Team Commander
Orlando Police Department
100 South Hughey Avenue
Orlando, FL 32801
407.246.2811

On Jun 13, 2016 3:43 PM, "OPD PIO" <oppio@cityoforlando.net> wrote:
Awesome Chief. Thank You. So all I am going to say is that the equipment used last night was a Lenco Bearcat purchased a a year or two ago was using FAST funds. (these are seizure funds)

Does that work?

Michelle

PIO Sergeant Wanda Miglio
PIO Michelle Guido
Media Relations
P.O. Box 913
Orlando, Florida 32801
p. 407.246.2403
c. 321.689.7164 Guido
c. 321.689.7162 Ford
opdio@cityoforlando.net
www.cityoforlando.net

Like Us!
https://www.facebook.com/orlandopolicedepartment
Follow Us!
https://twitter.com/OrlandoPolice
Watch Us!
http://www.youtube.com/channel/UCJLfuRUgfwgPpo3HJApUW4uw
The Media Relations Office is available during business hours of 8am-5pm, M-F. During non business hours, please contact an on-duty watch commander by calling dispatch at 321-235-5300. Thank you.

On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 3:38 PM, ROBERT PIGMAN <robert.pigman@cityoforlando.net> wrote:

The newer, larger, Bearcat was used.

Deputy Chief Robert C. Pigman
Orlando Police Department
Investigative Services Bureau
407-246-2633
Central Florida Criminal Justice Association, Secretary

Please excuse any typos... sent from my Android device

It does. But Which one or ones was used Yesterday?
Michelle.

On Jun 13, 2016, at 3:32 PM, ROBERT PIGMAN <robert.pigman@cityoforlando.net> wrote:

All:

The old "Peace Keeper" was purchased under the 1033 program many, many years ago. That vehicle has since been returned to the DRMO about a year ago.

The smaller Lenco Bearcat, was purchased via UASI grant funds several years ago and the larger Lenco Bearcat was purchased a little over a year or two ago was purchased with FAST funds.

Hope this helps?

Rob....

Deputy Chief Robert C. Pigman
Orlando Police Department
Investigative Services Bureau
407-246-2633
Central Florida Criminal Justice Association, Secretary

Please excuse any typos... sent from my Android device

On Jun 13, 2016 3:15 PM, <opdpio@cityoforlando.net> wrote:

I don't know who would know about our equipment or whether we even tell people about this. Please advise. Michelle

Begin forwarded message:

From: "Fouraker, Clark" <cfouraker@firstcoastnews.com>
Date: June 13, 2016 at 3:10:30 PM EDT
To: "opdpio@cityoforlando.net" <opdpio@cityoforlando.net>
Subject: NBC Jacksonville Request - Use of 1033 Data

Sgt. Ford –

In Orlando from Jacksonville. Wondering if you can confirm that the tactical truck received by the department under the 1033 program was used during the incident? … Had a story fall through and hoping to have this confirmed for a story for our early evening newscasts.

Thanks in advance,

Clark

Clark Fouraker
Investigative Reporter
First Coast News – NBC/ABC Jacksonville

904-654-3455

@clarkfouraker
Subject: Canceled: MBI Governing Board Meeting
Location: 250 N. Orange Avenue, (3rd floor conference room)

Start: Wed 6/15/2016 2:00 PM
End: Wed 6/15/2016 4:00 PM
Show Time As: Free

Recurrence: (none)

Meeting Status: Not yet responded

Organizer: Ron.Stucker@ocfl.net

Importance: High

PLEASE NOTE: Florida has a very broad public records law (F. S. 119). All e-mails to and from County Officials are kept as a public record. Your e-mail communications, including your e-mail address may be disclosed to the public and media at any time.
Fazie and Michelle see below and advise.

On Jun 13, 2016 3:40 PM, "KATHLEEN RUSSELL" <kathleen.russell@cityoforlando.net> wrote:
Please read this important e-mail below and take any necessary next steps.

-------- Forwarded message --------
From: <jane.sargent@akerman.com>
Date: Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 1:00 PM
Subject: DHS/FEMA
To: kathleen.russell@cityoforlando.net
Cc: rick.spees@akerman.com

Kathy –

I talked to Brad Johnson and Victor de Leon who handle intergovernmental affairs for DHS. They told me that the City needs to start immediately working with the Florida Division of Emergency Management, the State Administrative Agency (SAA) for FEMA and homeland security grants. I told him that I was sure that the City was already working with them, but this is where we need to start if we're not already.

Operational overtime expenses are a potentially eligible expense for reimbursement, but the federal funding flows through the SAA and would need to be pursued through them. They suggested that the State could potentially reprioritize UASI money if there was any left on the books or through the State Homeland Security Grant Program. So the City would apply to the State and then the SAA was seek approval from FEMA for the reprioritized funds. Unfortunately, there isn't a direct avenue for funding through DHS and FEMA, and we'll have to work through the State first.

Also, we discussed the UASI ranking issue. As expected, they will not be revisiting the FY2016 allocations, but this incident would definitely impact the analysis in FY2017. The threat piece of the risk analysis includes 2 years' worth of data so this will definitely be part of the assessment for FY2017 funding.
Finally, in anticipation of more questions as this process moves along, they provided me with both of their cell numbers in case the City has any additional follow up questions. I'm including them below in case your law enforcement folks want to reach out to them directly. I would recommend them starting out with Brad, who is in charge of intergovernmental affairs for DHS.

Brad Johnson, Director of Local Affairs, Office of Partnership and Engagement, U.S. Department of Homeland Security

   cell: 202

Victor de Leon -- Intergovernmental Affairs, U.S. Department of Homeland Security

   cell: 202

Call me if you have any questions. - Jane

Jane G. Sargent

Akerman LLP | The Victor Building | 750 9th Street, N.W., Suite 750 | Washington, DC 20001

Dir: 202.824.1704 | Main: 202.393.6222 | Fax: 202.393.5959

jane.sargent@akerman.com

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTE: The information contained in this transmission may be privileged and confidential, and is intended only for the use of the individual or entity named above. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this transmission in error, please immediately reply to the sender that you have received this communication in error and then delete it. Thank you.
Got it. Thx,

On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 3:46 PM, JOHN MINA <john.mina@cityoforlando.net> wrote:

John W. Mina, Chief of Police
Orlando Police Department
100 S. Hughey Ave.
Orlando, FL 32801
407.246.2401

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: <Ron.Stucker@ocfl.net>
Date: Jun 13, 2016 3:40 PM
Subject: MBI Governing Board - Rescheduled
To: <Brailey@cityofwinterpark.org>, <cbrown@ocoee.org>, <Dannybanks@fdle.state.fl.us>,
<evelyn.aponte@cityoforlando.net>, <gbrennan@cwgdn.com>, <jashton@sao9.org>,
<Jerry.Demings@ocfl.net>, <john.mina@cityoforlando.net>, <josephfranza@flhsmv.gov>,
<Karen.Baugh@ocfl.net>, <mmckinley@apopka.net>, <rbeary@mail.ucf.edu>, <RHan@osceola.org>,
<sgarcia@sao9.org>
Cc: <Cristina.Bryson@ocfl.net>, <Rob.Hardiman@ocfl.net>, <Donna.Rosser@ocfl.net>, <cmoore@sao9.org>, <eddie.harrell@flhsmv.gov>

Governing Board –

In light of the events this weekend and the continued investigation, the MBI Governing Board that was scheduled for this Wednesday, June 15, 2016 will be cancelled.

We will look for a date in the near future to reschedule the meeting.

If you have any questions about current cases or activity at MBI, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Respectfully,
Ron

**Director Ron Stucker**

**Metropolitan Bureau of Investigation**

**9th Judicial Circuit of Florida**

*(407) 836-9701*

PLEASE NOTE: Florida has a very broad public records law (F. S. 119). All e-mails to and from County Officials are kept as a public record. Your e-mail communications, including your e-mail address may be disclosed to the public and media at any time.

--

**Evelyn Aponte**

Evelyn Aponte Administrative Specialist to Chief John W. Mina

Orlando Police Department

100 S. Hughey Avenue

Orlando, FL 32801
p: 407.246.3917
f: 407.246.3889
cityoforlando.net
OK, but it's accurate to say this was not the equipment we received through the 1033 program, right?

Michelle

PIO Sergeant Wanda Miglio
PIO Michelle Guido
Media Relations
P.O. Box 913
Orlando, Florida 32801
p. 407.246.2403
c. 321.689.7164 Guido
c. 321.689.7162 Ford
opdpio@cityoforlando.net
www.cityoforlando.net

Like Us!
https://www.facebook.com/orlandopolicedepartment
Follow Us!
https://twitter.com/OrlandoPolice
Watch Us!
http://www.youtube.com/channel/UCJLfiRUgewPpo3HJApUW4uw

The Media Relations Office is available during business hours of 8am-5pm, M-F. During non business hours, please contact an on-duty watch commander by calling dispatch at 321-235-5300. Thank you.

On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 3:46 PM, Mark Canty <mark.canty@cityoforlando.net> wrote:

Only a portion was paid for with Fast Funds. Some was from replace cost of Trooper and Box truck.

Mark J Canty, Captain
West Patrol Division Commander
SWAT Team Commander
Orlando Police Department
100 South Hughey Avenue
Orlando, FL 32801
On Jun 13, 2016 3:43 PM, "OPD PIO" wrote:
Awesome Chief. Thank You. So all I am going to say is that the equipment used last night was a Lenco Bearcat purchased a a year or two ago was using FAST funds. (these are seizure funds)

Does that work?

Michelle

---

The newer, larger, Bearcat was used.

Deputy Chief Robert C. Pigman
Orlando Police Department
Investigative Services Bureau
407-246-2633
Central Florida Criminal Justice Association, Secretary

Please excuse any typos... sent from my Android device

It does. But Which one or ones was used Yesterday?
Michelle.
All:

The old "Peace Keeper" was purchased under the 1033 program many, many years ago. That vehicle has since been returned to the DRMO about a year ago.

The smaller Lenco Bearcat, was purchased via UASI grant funds several years ago and the larger Lenco Bearcat was purchased a little over a year or two ago was purchased with FAST funds.

Hope this helps?

Rob....

Deputy Chief Robert C. Pigman
Orlando Police Department
Investigative Services Bureau
407-246-2633
Central Florida Criminal Justice Association, Secretary

Please excuse any typos... sent from my Android device

On Jun 13, 2016 3:15 PM, <opdpio@cityoforlando.net> wrote:

I don't know who would know about our equipment or whether we even tell people about this. Please advise. Michelle

Begin forwarded message:

From: "Fouraker, Clark" <cfouraker@firstcoastnews.com>
Date: June 13, 2016 at 3:10:30 PM EDT
To: "opdpio@cityoforlando.net" <opdpio@cityoforlando.net>
Subject: NBC Jacksonville Request - Use of 1033 Data

Sgt. Ford –

In Orlando from Jacksonville. Wondering if you can confirm that the tactical truck received by the department under the 1033 program was used during the incident? … Had a story fall through and hoping to have this confirmed for a story for our early evening newscasts.

Thanks in advance,

Clark
Clark Fouraker
Investigative Reporter
First Coast News – NBC/ABC Jacksonville

904-654-3455
@clarkfouraker
John,

I realize that the last 48 hours have been tough for you and all of the City of Orlando.

Just a note to inform you that I am praying for you guys.

Hang in there.

254 Strong!

Taro

Taro D. Landis

Lieutenant
Tredyffrin Township Police Department
1100 DuPortail Road
Berwyn, PA 19312
Telephone: 610-644-3221
Fax: 610-644-5394
tlandis@tredyffrin.org

FBI NA 254th. Session

T.T CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: The information contained in this electronic communication and any attachment thereto, is privileged, confidential, and proprietary and may be legally protected from disclosure. As such, this email is sent in trust and it is intended only for the use of the individual(s) and/or entities named above. If you are not the intended recipient or the recipient's authorized agent, you are hereby notified that any unauthorized disclosure, copying or dissemination of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify the sender immediately, then delete and destroy the original and any copies of this communication and attachments thereto.
This BearCat was purchased using replacement funds from two SWAT Vehicles that were decommissioned. The remaining money came from FAST funds and that was a small amount.

David Arnott

On Jun 13, 2016 3:46 PM, "Mark Canty" <mark.canty@cityoforlando.net> wrote:

Only a portion was paid for with Fast Funds. Some was from replace cost of Trooper and Box truck.

Mark J Canty, Captain
West Patrol Division Commander
SWAT Team Commander
Orlando Police Department
100 South Hughey Avenue
Orlando, FL 32801
407.246.2811

On Jun 13, 2016 3:43 PM, "OPD PIO" <opdpio@cityoforlando.net> wrote:
Awesome Chief. Thank You. So all I am going to say is that the equipment used last night was a Lenco Bearcat purchased a a year or two ago was using FAST funds. (these are seizure funds)

Does that work?

Michelle

PIO Sergeant Wanda Miglio
PIO Michelle Guido
Media Relations
P.O. Box 913
Orlando, Florida 32801
p. 407.246.2403
c. 321.689.7164 Guido
c. 321.689.7162 Ford
opdpio@cityoforlando.net
www.cityoforlando.net

Like Us!
https://www.facebook.com/orlandopolicedepartment
The Media Relations Office is available during business hours of 8am-5pm, M-F. During non business hours, please contact an on-duty watch commander by calling dispatch at 321-235-5300. Thank you.

On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 3:38 PM, ROBERT PIGMAN <robert.pigman@cityoforlando.net> wrote:

The newer, larger, Bearcat was used.

Deputy Chief Robert C. Pigman
Orlando Police Department
Investigative Services Bureau
407-246-2633
Central Florida Criminal Justice Association, Secretary

Please excuse any typos... sent from my Android device

It does. But Which one or ones was used Yesterday?
Michelle.

On Jun 13, 2016, at 3:32 PM, ROBERT PIGMAN <robert.pigman@cityoforlando.net> wrote:

All:

The old "Peace Keeper" was purchased under the 1033 program many, many years ago. That vehicle has since been returned to the DRMO about a year ago.

The smaller Lenco Bearcat, was purchased via UASI grant funds several years ago and the larger Lenco Bearcat was purchased a little over a year or two ago was purchased with FAST funds.

Hope this helps?

Rob....

Deputy Chief Robert C. Pigman
Orlando Police Department
Investigative Services Bureau
407-246-2633
Central Florida Criminal Justice Association, Secretary

Please excuse any typos... sent from my Android device

On Jun 13, 2016 3:15 PM, <opdpio@cityoforlando.net> wrote:

I don't know who would know about our equipment or whether we even tell people about this. Please advise.
Begin forwarded message:

From: "Fouraker, Clark" <cfouraker@firstcoastnews.com>
Date: June 13, 2016 at 3:10:30 PM EDT
To: "opdpio@cityoforlando.net" <opdpio@cityoforlando.net>
Subject: NBC Jacksonville Request - Use of 1033 Data

Sgt. Ford –

In Orlando from Jacksonville. Wondering if you can confirm that the tactical truck received by the department under the 1033 program was used during the incident? … Had a story fall through and hoping to have this confirmed for a story for our early evening newscasts.

Thanks in advance,

Clark

Clark Fouraker
Investigative Reporter
First Coast News – NBC/ABC Jacksonville

904-654-3455
@clarkfouraker
Thank you! Maybe when things slow down a bit.

John W. Mina, Chief of Police
Orlando Police Department
100 S. Hughey Ave.
Orlando, FL 32801
407.246.2401

On Jun 13, 2016 10:53 AM, "Jones, Daralene (CMG-Orlando)" <Daralene.Jones@wftv.com> wrote:

Hi Chief Mina:

First let me say, I am so incredibly proud to live in a city among some of the bravest law enforcement officers in our country. I am so grateful for the work you all do each day, and the hard work you all put in, and decisions you had to make solidify that. Thank you.

I want to help share you all’s story. I’m wondering if it’s at all possible I can sit down for a one on one interview with you and a member of the SWAT unit. I want to share with people -- your story.

Let me know your thoughts.

WFTV 9 Fox News | Central Florida 27 | wftv.com 9

Daralene Jones | Investigative Reporter/Anchor
Cox Media Group | 490 E. South Street | Orlando, Florida 32801
Ph: (407) 822-8326 | Cell: (407) 883-8977 | Email: daralene.jones@wftv.com
Yes... that equipment is long gone.

Deputy Chief Robert C. Pigman
Orlando Police Department
Investigative Services Bureau
407-246-2633
Central Florida Criminal Justice Association, Secretary

Please excuse any typos... sent from my Android device

On Jun 13, 2016 3:49 PM, "OPD PIO" <opdpio@cityoforlando.net> wrote:
OK, but it's accurate to say this was not the equipment we received through the 1033 program, right?

Michelle

PIO Sergeant Wanda Miglio
PIO Michelle Guido
Media Relations
P.O. Box 913
Orlando, Florida 32801
p. 407.246.2403
c. 321.689.7164 Guido
c. 321.689.7162 Ford
opdpio@cityoforlando.net
www.cityoforlando.net

Like Us!
https://www.facebook.com/orlandopolicedepartment
Follow Us!
https://twitter.com/OrlandoPolice
Watch Us!
http://www.youtube.com/channel/UCJLifRUgwfPpo3HJApUW4uw

The Media Relations Office is available during business hours of 8am-5pm, M-F. During non business hours, please contact an on-duty watch commander by calling dispatch at 321-235-5300. Thank you.
On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 3:46 PM, Mark Canty <mark.canty@cityoforlando.net> wrote:

Only a portion was paid for with Fast Funds. Some was from replace cost of Trooper and Box truck.

Mark J Canty, Captain  
West Patrol Division Commander  
SWAT Team Commander  
Orlando Police Department  
100 South Hughey Avenue  
Orlando, FL 32801  
407.246.2811

On Jun 13, 2016 3:43 PM, "OPD PIO" <opdpio@cityoforlando.net> wrote:  
Awesome Chief. Thank You. So all I am going to say is that the equipment used last night was a Lenco Bearcat purchased a a year or two ago was using FAST funds. (these are seizure funds)  

Does that work?  

Michelle

PIO Sergeant Wanda Miglio  
PIO Michelle Guido  
Media Relations  
P.O. Box 913  
Orlando, Florida 32801  
p. 407.246.2403  
c. 321.689.7164 Guido  
c. 321.689.7162 Ford  
opdpio@cityoforlando.net  
www.cityoforlando.net

Like Us!  
https://www.facebook.com/orlandopolicedepartment

Follow Us!  
https://twitter.com/OrlandoPolice

Watch Us!  
http://www.youtube.com/channel/UCJLiRUGwfgPpo3HJApUW4uw

The Media Relations Office is available during business hours of 8am-5pm, M-F. During non business hours, please contact an on-duty watch commander by calling dispatch at 321-235-5300. Thank you.

On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 3:38 PM, ROBERT PIGMAN <robert.pigman@cityoforlando.net> wrote:

The newer, larger, Bearcat was used.
It does. But Which one or ones was used Yesterday? 
Michelle.

On Jun 13, 2016, at 3:32 PM, ROBERT PIGMAN <robert.pigman@cityoforlando.net> wrote:

All:

The old "Peace Keeper" was purchased under the 1033 program many, many years ago. That vehicle has since been returned to the DRMO about a year ago.

The smaller Lenco Bearcat, was purchased via UASI grant funds several years ago and the larger Lenco Bearcat was purchased a little over a year or two ago was purchased with FAST funds.

Hope this helps?

Rob....

Deputy Chief Robert C. Pigman
Orlando Police Department
Investigative Services Bureau
407-246-2633
Central Florida Criminal Justice Association, Secretary

Please excuse any typos... sent from my Android device

On Jun 13, 2016 3:15 PM, <opdpio@cityoforlando.net> wrote:

I don't know who would know about our equipment or whether we even tell people about this. Please advise. Michelle

Begin forwarded message:

From: "Fouraker, Clark" <cfouraker@firstcoastnews.com>
Date: June 13, 2016 at 3:10:30 PM EDT
To: "opdpio@cityoforlando.net" <opdpio@cityoforlando.net>
Subject: NBC Jacksonville Request - Use of 1033 Data

Sgt. Ford –
In Orlando from Jacksonville. Wondering if you can confirm that the tactical truck received by the department under the 1033 program was used during the incident? … Had a story fall through and hoping to have this confirmed for a story for our early evening newscasts.

Thanks in advance,

Clark

Clark Fouraker
Investigative Reporter
First Coast News – NBC/ABC Jacksonville

904-654-3455
@clarkfouraker
From: BYRON BROOKS <byron.brooks@cityoforlando.net>
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 3:55 PM
To: John Mina
Cc: Vincent Ogburn; Janice Owens Cannady
Subject: OPD Debriefs

Chief,

Dave mentioned a couple of debrief or incident discussions this week - Tuesday at 4:00 I believe at Gun Range and Thursday at 10:00 am (location?). Are those times and dates correct?

Thanks.

Byron
Thank you!

John W. Mina, Chief of Police
Orlando Police Department
100 S. Hughey Ave.
Orlando, FL  32801
407.246.2401

On Jun 13, 2016 10:16 AM, "Butler, Shannon (CMG-Orlando)" <Shannon.Butler@wftv.com> wrote:
Just a note to say you are a rockstar. You have been calm, informative and frankly flawless. (Just incase nobody has told you). Proud to have you as the chief of police!

Shannon

Sent from my iPhone
This vehicle has nothing to do with the 1033 program. It was purchased through private vendor.

David Arnott

On Jun 13, 2016 3:46 PM, "Mark Canty" <mark.canty@cityoforlando.net> wrote:

Only a portion was paid for with Fast Funds. Some was from replace cost of Trooper and Box truck.

Mark J Canty, Captain
West Patrol Division Commander
SWAT Team Commander
Orlando Police Department
100 South Hughey Avenue
Orlando, FL 32801
407.246.2811

On Jun 13, 2016 3:43 PM, "OPD PIO" <opdpio@cityoforlando.net> wrote:
Awesome Chief. Thank You. So all I am going to say is that the equipment used last night was a Lenco Bearcat purchased a year or two ago was using FAST funds. (these are seizure funds)

Does that work?

Michelle

PIO Sergeant Wanda Miglio
PIO Michelle Guido
Media Relations
P.O. Box 913
Orlando, Florida 32801
p. 407.246.2403
c. 321.689.7164 Guido
c. 321.689.7162 Ford
opdpio@cityoforlando.net
www.cityoforlando.net

Like Us!
https://www.facebook.com/orlandopolicedepartment
Follow Us!
The Media Relations Office is available during business hours of 8am-5pm, M-F. During non business hours, please contact an on-duty watch commander by calling dispatch at 321-235-5300. Thank you.

On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 3:38 PM, ROBERT PIGMAN <robert.pigman@cityoforlando.net> wrote:

The newer, larger, Bearcat was used.

Deputy Chief Robert C. Pigman
Orlando Police Department
Investigative Services Bureau
407-246-2633
Central Florida Criminal Justice Association, Secretary

Please excuse any typos... sent from my Android device

It does. But Which one or ones was used Yesterday? Michelle.

On Jun 13, 2016, at 3:32 PM, ROBERT PIGMAN <robert.pigman@cityoforlando.net> wrote:

All:

The old "Peace Keeper" was purchased under the 1033 program many, many years ago. That vehicle has since been returned to the DRMO about a year ago.

The smaller Lenco Bearcat, was purchased via UASI grant funds several years ago and the larger Lenco Bearcat was purchased a little over a year or two ago was purchased with FAST funds.

Hope this helps?

Rob....

Deputy Chief Robert C. Pigman
Orlando Police Department
Investigative Services Bureau
407-246-2633
Central Florida Criminal Justice Association, Secretary

Please excuse any typos... sent from my Android device

On Jun 13, 2016 3:15 PM, <opdpio@cityoforlando.net> wrote:

I don't know who would know about our equipment or whether we even tell people about this. Please advise.
Michelle

Begin forwarded message:

From: "Fouraker, Clark" <cfouraker@firstcoastnews.com>
Date: June 13, 2016 at 3:10:30 PM EDT
To: "opdpio@cityoforlando.net" <opdpio@cityoforlando.net>
Subject: NBC Jacksonville Request - Use of 1033 Data

Sgt. Ford –

In Orlando from Jacksonville. Wondering if you can confirm that the tactical truck received by the department under the 1033 program was used during the incident? … Had a story fall through and hoping to have this confirmed for a story for our early evening newscasts.

Thanks in advance,

Clark

Clark Fouraker
Investigative Reporter

First Coast News – NBC/ABC Jacksonville

904-654-3455

@clarkfouraker
Thanks Dave for the clarification. I know you played a big role in landing that deal for us.

Deputy Chief Robert C. Pigman
Orlando Police Department
Investigative Services Bureau
407-246-2633
Central Florida Criminal Justice Association, Secretary

Please excuse any typos... sent from my Android device

On Jun 13, 2016 3:53 PM, "DAVID ARNOTT" <david.arnott@cityoforlando.net> wrote:

This BearCat was purchased using replacement funds from two SWAT Vehicles that were decommissioned. The remaining money came from FAST funds and that was a small amount.

David Arnott

On Jun 13, 2016 3:46 PM, "Mark Canty" <mark.canty@cityoforlando.net> wrote:

Only a portion was paid for with Fast Funds. Some was from replace cost of Trooper and Box truck.

Mark J Canty, Captain
West Patrol Division Commander
SWAT Team Commander
Orlando Police Department
100 South Hughey Avenue
Orlando, FL 32801
407.246.2811

On Jun 13, 2016 3:43 PM, "OPD PIO" <opdpi@cityoforlando.net> wrote:
Awesome Chief. Thank You. So all I am going to say is that the equipment used last night was a Lenco Bearcat purchased a a year or two ago was using FAST funds. (these are seizure funds)

Does that work?

Michelle

PIO Sergeant Wanda Miglio
On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 3:38 PM, ROBERT PIGMAN <robert.pigman@cityoforlando.net> wrote:

The newer, larger, Bearcat was used.  

Deputy Chief Robert C. Pigman  
Orlando Police Department  
Investigative Services Bureau  
407-246-2633  
Central Florida Criminal Justice Association, Secretary  

Please excuse any typos... sent from my Android device  

It does. But Which one or ones was used Yesterday?  
Michelle.

On Jun 13, 2016, at 3:32 PM, ROBERT PIGMAN <robert.pigman@cityoforlando.net> wrote:

All:

The old "Peace Keeper" was purchased under the 1033 program many, many years ago. That vehicle has since been returned to the DRMO about a year ago.

The smaller Lenco Bearcat, was purchased via UASI grant funds several years ago and the larger Lenco Bearcat was purchased a little over a year or two ago was purchased with FAST funds.

Hope this helps?

Rob....
Deputy Chief Robert C. Pigman
Orlando Police Department
Investigative Services Bureau
407-246-2633
Central Florida Criminal Justice Association, Secretary

Please excuse any typos... sent from my Android device

On Jun 13, 2016 3:15 PM, <opdpio@cityoforlando.net> wrote:

I don't know who would know about our equipment or whether we even tell people about this. Please advise.
Michelle

Begin forwarded message:

From: "Fouraker, Clark" <cfouraker@firstcoastnews.com>
Date: June 13, 2016 at 3:10:30 PM EDT
To: "opdpio@cityoforlando.net" <opdpio@cityoforlando.net>
Subject: NBC Jacksonville Request - Use of 1033 Data

Sgt. Ford –

In Orlando from Jacksonville. Wondering if you can confirm that the tactical truck received by the department under the 1033 program was used during the incident? … Had a story fall through and hoping to have this confirmed for a story for our early evening newscasts.

Thanks in advance,

Clark

Clark Fouraker
Investigative Reporter
First Coast News – NBC/ABC Jacksonville
904-654-3455
@clarkfouraker
Hello, Cris,

Chief Mina is not available July 13; Wednesday, July 6 may work, but will need to confirm with him.

On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 3:51 PM, <Cristina.Bryson@ocfl.net> wrote:

Hi Ladies:

How does Wednesday, July 6th or Wednesday, July 13th look as possible dates to reschedule MBI’s Governing Board meeting? Please let me know.

Thanks,

Cris

Cris Bryson

Administrative Assistant to Director Ron Stucker

Metropolitan Bureau of Investigation

P.O. Box 1673

Orlando, FL  32802

Phone: 407-836-9713

PLEASE NOTE: Florida has a very broad public records law (F. S. 119). All e-mails to and from County Officials are kept as a public record. Your e-mail communications, including your e-mail address may be disclosed to the public and media at any time.
Evelyn Aponte

Evelyn Aponte Administrative Specialist to Chief John W. Mina

Orlando Police Department

100 S. Hughey Avenue

Orlando, FL 32801
p: 407.246.3917
f: 407.246.3889
cityoforlando.net
Chief, please see email below. Some of these "details" are very specific....and if they are correct, it likely means we have a significant leak. I don't know whether this is accurate.

-------- Forwarded message --------
From: Pittman, Amy B. (TP) (FBI) <Amy.Pittman@ic.fbi.gov>
Date: Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 3:55 PM
Subject: Fwd: Channel 9
To: "michelle.guido@cityoforlando.net" <michelle.guido@cityoforlando.net>

FYI - Channel 9 (Orlando) is giving out some very specific details on a "horrific" crime scene (per a "SWAT" Officer) and that the subject "drove around six hours" and that his cellphone "pinged off cell towers" in the Disney area.

Sent from my iPhone

--

Michelle Guido
Public Information Officer
Orlando Police Department
100 S. Hughey Ave.
Orlando, FL 32801
Office: 407.246.2403
Cell: 321.689.7164
PIO Email: opdpio@cityoforlando.net
Follow Us!
@OrlandoPolice
facebook.com/ordandopolicedepartment

Visit CityofOrlando.net/police to get the latest news and information.
Chief,

I just wanted to tell you that I am proud of OPD (the Officers and SWAT). This is the OPD that makes me proud great job to all including yourself!

Darryl T. Braunskill Sr.
Safety/Security Manager
Nephron Pharmaceuticals Corporation
4121 SW 34th Street
Orlando, FL 32811
dbraunskill@nephronpharm.com
Office: (800) 443-4313 ext. 5003
Fax: (407) 872-0001

Please visit our website to learn more: www.nephronpharm.com
Orlando Mayor Buddy Dyer to Attend Community Vigil Hosted by Equality Florida

June 13, 2016 - ORLANDO, FL - Orlando Mayor Buddy Dyer will be joining the community this evening at 7:00 p.m. on the Seneff Arts Plaza at the Dr. Phillips Center for the Performing Arts (445 South Magnolia Avenue, Orlando, FL 32801) for a community vigil organized by Equality Florida.

The outpouring of support for the Orlando community has been tremendous. The City of Orlando appreciates all Orlando residents, community organizations and business owners who are planning individual events. The City is asking that as these are planned, that mass gatherings in public places are not created. Instead, the City asks that these events are coordinated in places of worship, private community gathering spaces and other appropriate locations for these smaller gatherings.

The City of Orlando is working to plan an official memorial service in the near future to honor the victims and all those involved in this horrific crime. The City will update the public as soon as possible when we have information. Thank you for ensuring that we remain a #UnitedOrlando.

--------------

For media inquiries, please continue to email me directly at Cassandra.Lafser@cityoforlando.net for any and all media requests. With the volume of media inquiries, email will continue to ensure your inquiries are received, logged and responded to as soon as possible.

Again, thank you all for your patience, support and understanding during this time.

#OrlandoUnited

###

--

Cassandra Anne Lafser, Press Secretary
Office of the Mayor
City of Orlando
Chief,

Here is the response for the people who don’t think that we did enough.

Vincent L. Ogburn, Sr., Lieutenant
Staff Director for Chief John W. Mina
Orlando Police Department
100 S. Hughey Ave
Orlando, Fl 32801
P 407-246-3835
Byron, the OPD office is very small. We continue to look for another space for OPD as we'd like the office to be in the city as compared to the county. There is no restriction for this additional use on our current space though.

Lake Nona has an agreement for the City to one day, purchase land from them behind the Publix that is on Narcoossee. One thought was that if we ever bought the land and built a fire station on it, that an extra wing could be built for the OPD substation. The location is on Selten Way and Lauret Blvd. - just south of the OCPS middle school and behind a shopping center. I've attached a map. You can see the parcel just east of the wetlands. I believe it's about 2 acres or perhaps a little more.

On Fri, Jun 10, 2016 at 6:57 PM, BYRON BROOKS <byron.brooks@cityoforlando.net> wrote:
ok, thanks.

Byron

On Fri, Jun 10, 2016 at 6:20 PM, JOHN MINA <john.mina@cityoforlando.net> wrote:
Byron, I didn't think there was available space, but double checked. There is definitely not sufficient room in the substation to accommodate this request.

On Friday, June 10, 2016, BYRON BROOKS <byron.brooks@cityoforlando.net> wrote:
Chris, Laurie and Chief,

Commissioner Gray spoke with me yesterday about his interest in opening a district commissioner satellite office in the Lake Nona area in the foreseeable future. The purpose is to provide residents and constituents from that area a much closer location to meet with him as opposed to having to come downtown to City Hall when they want to talk to him about various neighborhood matters. His goal is to find a place at no, or minimal, cost to the City. He would cover all associated cost (any build-out, furnishing, etc.) out of his office or capital budget (cost may also include one P/T person that would staff the office about 15 to 20 hours a week).

I included you, Chief, because he asked if the space the City currently leases for the OPD substation has sufficient room that is not being used and could be an option? He's looking for a small amount of space that would allow for a small lobby and a separate room (perhaps that equates to about 300 sq ft(?)). So, Chief, what do you think?

Chris and Laurie, he also asked if there is any prohibition with a property manager/landlord donating space for this purpose. I mentioned the arrangement we have with Denny's on S.R. 436, which I believe is free, but would bring this to Laurie's attention to advise him.

Thanks.
facebook.com/cityoforlando
youtube.com/cityoforlando
flickr.com/cityoforlando
Tomorrow at Boone HS 4:00 pm (overwhelming response by officers, so we had to adjust).
Thursday, 10:00 AM at OPD gun range.

John W. Mina, Chief of Police
Orlando Police Department
100 S. Hughey Ave.
Orlando, FL 32801
407.246.2401

On Jun 13, 2016 3:54 PM, "BYRON BROOKS" <byron.brooks@cityoforlando.net> wrote:

Chief,

Dave mentioned a couple of debrief or incident discussions this week - Tuesday at 4:00 I believe at Gun Range and Thursday at 10:00 am (location?). Are those times and dates correct?

Thanks.

Byron
SWAT is 10 am on Wednesday at Primrose

Tomorrow is OPD general staff at Boone....at 4 pm

Dave

On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 4:12 PM, JOHN MINA <john.mina@cityoforlando.net> wrote:

Tomorrow at Boone HS 4:00 pm(overwhelming response by officers, so we had to adjust ). Thursday, 10:00 AM at OPD gun range.

John W. Mina, Chief of Police
Orlando Police Department
100 S. Hughey Ave.
Orlando, FL  32801
407.246.2401

On Jun 13, 2016 3:54 PM, "BYRON BROOKS" <byron.brooks@cityoforlando.net> wrote:

Chief,

Dave mentioned a couple of debrief or incident discussions this week - Tuesday at 4:00 I believe at Gun Range and Thursday at 10:00 am (location?). Are those times and dates correct?

Thanks.

Byron

--
David S. Arnott
Special Assistant to Orlando Mayor Buddy Dyer
Orlando Police Department
SWAT Team Training Coordinator
(407) 246-3114
(321) 228-9238
Ok. Janice please note on my calendar. Thanks.

Byron

On Jun 13, 2016 4:12 PM, "JOHN MINA" <john.mina@cityoforlando.net> wrote:

Tomorrow at Boone HS 4:00 pm(overwhelming response by officers, so we had to adjust ).
Thursday, 10:00 AM at OPD gun range.

John W. Mina, Chief of Police
Orlando Police Department
100 S. Hughey Ave.
Orlando, FL 32801
407.246.2401

On Jun 13, 2016 3:54 PM, "BYRON BROOKS" <byron.brooks@cityoforlando.net> wrote:

Chief,

Dave mentioned a couple of debrief or incident discussions this week - Tuesday at 4:00 I believe at Gun Range and Thursday at 10:00 am (location?). Are those times and dates correct?

Thanks.

Byron
Done...

On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 4:17 PM, BYRON BROOKS <byron.brooks@cityoforlando.net> wrote:

Ok. Janice please note on my calendar. Thanks.

Byron

On Jun 13, 2016 4:12 PM, "JOHN MINA" <john.mina@cityoforlando.net> wrote:

Tomorrow at Boone HS 4:00 pm (overwhelming response by officers, so we had to adjust ). Thursday, 10:00 AM at OPD gun range.

John W. Mina, Chief of Police
Orlando Police Department
100 S. Hughey Ave.
Orlando, FL 32801
407.246.2401

On Jun 13, 2016 3:54 PM, "BYRON BROOKS" <byron.brooks@cityoforlando.net> wrote:

Chief,

Dave mentioned a couple of debrief or incident discussions this week - Tuesday at 4:00 I believe at Gun Range and Thursday at 10:00 am (location?). Are those times and dates correct?

Thanks.

Byron
Hello, Tony,

Per our telephone conversation, Deputy Chief Orlando Rolon will represent Chief Mina at the I-Drive Preventive Measures meeting tomorrow, Tuesday, 6/14, at 0800 hours, at the Embassy Suites (Dolphin Room), 8250 Jamaican Court, Orlando, FL.

If I may be of additional assistance, please feel free to contact me.

On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 4:13 PM, Evelyn Aponte <evelyn.aponte@cityoforlando.net> wrote:
Got it. Thanks, Tony.

Have a good rest of the day.

On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 4:09 PM, <Tony.Marlow@ocfl.net> wrote:

Hello Evelyn,

Dolphin Room at the Embassy Suites.

Hello Evelyn,

The Sheriff will be having a meeting with some of the stakeholders from the International Drive area tomorrow morning and they have also invited Chief Mina to attend. The meeting will be held at the Embassy Suites located at 8250
Jamaican Court at 8:00 a.m. and should last approximately one hour. If Chief Mina cannot attend, the Sheriff would like for him to send a representative.

Lieutenant Tony D. Marlow
Staff Director for Sheriff Jerry L. Demings
Orange County Sheriff’s Office
2500 West Colonial Drive
Orlando, Florida 32804

407-254-7041

On Jun 12, 2016, at 6:56 PM, Carpenter, Sandy <Sandy.Carpenter@ocfl.net> wrote:

Sheriff,

I tried to speak with our stakeholders and have been on the phone most of the day so they wouldn’t feel like they needed to reach out to you as I know your plate is full. My meeting with Maria Triscari and David Vallillo from the Chamber at 0900 in the morning has turned into about 25 or more people. There will be some board members from the Chamber, Lex Veech and Tim Wood (OCCC), Dan Rimmer (Sea World) Phil Caronia, Ron Howard and Moses (Rosen Properties), John Stine (Orlando Eye), Josh and David Wallack (Mangos) Susan Godorov (Point Orlando), Michael Cords (Marriot World Center) to name a few. I have spoken with most of our partners during the day and made sure Ms. Johnson and Ms. Canning were invited to the meeting also. The meeting has continued to grow.

Ms. Triscari would like you to organize a meeting with all of the stakeholders and have yourself and Chief Mina speak and calm a few nerves as soon as it is possible. I told her I would make you aware of the request and would coordinate with Ms. Baugher once things settled down if you were available.

I have stepped up a few things I will cover through my Chain so Major Demps has it available for discussion tomorrow.
PLEASE NOTE: Florida has a very broad public records law (F. S. 119). All e-mails to and from County Officials are kept as a public record. Your e-mail communications, including your e-mail address may be disclosed to the public and media at any time.

---

**Evelyn Aponte**

Evelyn Aponte Administrative Specialist to Chief John W. Mina

Orlando Police Department

100 S. Hughey Avenue

Orlando, FL  32801
p: 407.246.3917
f: 407.246.3889
cityoforlando.net

---

**Evelyn Aponte**

Evelyn Aponte Administrative Specialist to Chief John W. Mina

Orlando Police Department

100 S. Hughey Avenue

Orlando, FL  32801
p: 407.246.3917
f: 407.246.3889
cityoforlando.net
Dear All:

Please see attached for a copy of the REVISED permit for this evening's vigil. Thank you.

Kindest regards,

Sharon Grimes, Special Event Coordinator/Community Service Officer III
Special Operations Division
Orlando Police Dept.
100 S. Hughey Avenue
Orlando, FL 32802
P. 407.246.3661
F. 407.246.3816

Go to: www.cityoforlando.net/police/special-events-permitting/

On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 3:18 PM, SHARON GRIMES <sharon.grimes@cityoforlando.net> wrote:
Please see attached.

Regards,

Sharon Grimes, Special Event Coordinator/Community Service Officer III
We have peer support personnel who were directly involved in the debriefs and CISM...let us know if you'd be interested in that.

Take care many friend...

Sent from my iPad

On Jun 13, 2016, at 11:04 AM, JOHN MINA <john.mina@cityoforlando.net> wrote:

Thanks Nick!

John W. Mina, Chief of Police
Orlando Police Department
100 South Hughey Avenue
Orlando FL, 32801
407.246.2401

On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 10:34 AM, Metz, Nicholas "Nick" <nmetz@auroragov.org> wrote:

Subject: Aurora Police Here

John,

I know you are incredibly busy. Just wanting to let you know that if there is anything Aurora PD can do to assist in the aftermath, please don't hesitate to contact me.

We've been through it.

Best way to reach me is to call or text me at **********.

You did a great job yesterday. Horrifically difficult.

Nick Metz, Chief
Aurora Police Department
Sent using OWA for iPhone
Lt. Landis,

Thank you for your support, thoughts and prayers during this tragic incident.

Thanks,
Lt. Vince Ogburn
Staff Director for

John W. Mina, Chief of Police
Orlando Police Department
100 South Hughey Avenue
Orlando FL, 32801
407.246.2401

On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 3:52 PM, Taro Landis <TLandis@tredyffrin.org> wrote:

John,

I realize that the last 48 hours have been tough for you and all of the City of Orlando.

Just a note to inform you that I am praying for you guys.

Hang in there.

254 Strong!

Taro
The FBI has partnered with the City of Orlando to open a victim assistance center for victims and their families to receive counseling and resources/assistance for those affected by this tragedy. The assistance center will be located at the Camping World Stadium. The center will be open June 15-18, 2016. The hours will be 1000-1800 hours Wednesday through Friday and 0800-1400 hours on Saturday. Note: all of the families at the Beardall Center will be referred to the Camping World Stadium.

Lieutenant Young and Lieutenant Hill,

Please work with venues to establish a staffing plan for this event. Thanks

--

Captain Isiah White
Orlando Police Department
Special Operations Division
Office-407-246-2665
Dear Sheriff Demings,

Thank you so much for providing us with relevant information regarding the Orlando shooting incident. The Chinese Consulate General in Houston would also like to obtain the following information through your esteemed office:

1. Have all the 49 victims been identified, and are there any Chinese nationals among the identified victims? We know the Orlando City website has released 47 victims names, who we believe not to Chinese nationals or originals according to their surnames spelling.

2. Will the authorities release the injured people’s names recently? And how our Consulate could confirm whether there are Chinese among the injured.

Once again thank you for your kind assistance.

顺致敬意。Best wishes.

房振群 Zhenqun Fang
中国驻休斯敦领事馆 总领事
Director, Overseas Chinese Affairs Division
Consulate General of P.R. China in Houston

TEL: 713-520-1462 ext. 316
CELL: 832-382-498
FAX: 713-521-0759
EMAIL: us77006@gmail.com
WEB: http://houston.china-consulate.org
ADD: 3417, Montrose Blvd, Houston, TX 77006

2016-06-13 1:59 GMT+08:00 <Jerry.Demings@ocfl.net>: Director Fang:
At this time we are working with the FBI, Florida Department of Law Enforcement and the Orlando Police Department to identify the victims in today’s mass shooting incident.

It will likely be hours before the identities are known. So we are unable to provide information on whether Chinese citizens were involved. We are asking possible families of victims to contact (407) 246-4357 for more information.

Sincerely,

Jerry L. Demings
Orange County Sheriff

Sent from my iPhone

On Jun 12, 2016, at 1:37 PM, Z.Q. Fang <us77006@gmail.com> wrote:

Dear Sheriff Demings,

I’m writing from the Chinese Consulate General in Houston, which covers Florida. And our Deputy Consul General Mr. Zhao had meeting with you last year in Orlando.

Regarding the mass shooting in Orlando early this morning, Our Consulate would like to confirm, are there Chinese nationals or Chinese originals dead or injured in the shooting incident? or is there any Asian face among the victims and injured?

Please kindly indicate any useful information, so we could help the local authorities and relevant families.

My phone is 832-382-4987. Your kind assistance is highly appreciated.

顺致敬意・Best wishes.

房振群 Zhenqun Fang
中国驻休斯敦总领馆 侨务组组长
Director, Overseas Chinese Affairs Division
Consulate General of P.R. China in Houston

TEL: 713-520-1462 ext. 316
CELL: 832-382-4987
FAX: 713-521-0759
EMAIL: us77006@gmail.com
WEB: http://houston.china-consulate.org
ADD: 3417, Montrose Blvd, Houston, TX 77006

PLEASE NOTE: Florida has a very broad public records law (F. S. 119).
All e-mails to and from County Officials are kept as a public record.
Your e-mail communications, including your e-mail address may be disclosed to the public and media at any time.
Chief,

Intel will be extra eyes on the ground at the multiple vigils here in the City as we progress through this tragedy. I will have at least two at tonight's and the one at First Baptist tomorrow. Despite the lack of any threats to these vigils, it affords an extra layer of protection for these public events directly tied to Pulse.

I have had [redacted] already assisting JTTF since 0300 Sunday morning, while Joe, Allyssa and I handled Intel efforts during the incident. [redacted] is looping us in with his efforts with the FBI as well. With this in mind, our contacts at the FBI have advised [redacted]

[redacted]
[redacted]

[redacted]

Rich

Sergeant Richard Ruth
Orlando Police Department
Intelligence Unit Supervisor
(W) 407-246-2421

"Live well. It is the greatest revenge."
- The Talmud
For patrol and your teams.....merely a possible

Rich

Sergeant Richard Ruth
Orlando Police Department
Intelligence Unit Supervisor
(W) 407-246-2421

"Live well. It is the greatest revenge."
- The Talmud
Director Fang:

You must contact Chief Mina or the City of Orlando to obtain information that is responsive to your request.

Kind regards,

J. Demings

---

Dear Sheriff Demings,

Thank you so much for providing us with relevant information regarding the Orlando shooting incident. The Chinese Consulate General in Houston would also like to obtain the following information through your esteemed office:

1. Have all the 49 victims been identified, and are there any Chinese nationals among the identified victims? We know the Orlando City website has released 47 victims' names, who we believe not to be Chinese nationals or originals according to their surnames spelling.

2. Will the authorities release the injured people’s names recently? And how our Consulate could confirm whether there are Chinese among the injured.

Once again thank you for your kind assistance.

顺致敬意 - Best wishes.

Zhenqun Fang
中国驻休斯敦总领馆 侨务组组长
2016-06-13 1:59 GMT+08:00 <Jerry.Demings@ocfl.net>:
Director Fang:

At this time we are working with the FBI, Florida Department of Law Enforcement and the Orlando Police Department to identify the victims in today's mass shooting incident.

It will likely be hours before the identities are known. So we are unable to provide information on whether Chinese citizens were involved. We are asking possible families of victims to contact (407) 246-4357 for more information.

Sincerely,

Jerry L. Demings
Orange County Sheriff

Sent from my iPhone

On Jun 12, 2016, at 1:37 PM, Z.Q. Fang <us77006@gmail.com> wrote:

Dear Sheriff Demings,

I'm writting from the Chinese Consulate General in Houston, which covers Florida. And our Deputy Consul General Mr. Zhao had meeting with you last year in Orlando.

Regarding the mass shooting in orlando early this morning, Our Consulate would like to confirm, are there Chinese nationals or Chinese originals dead or injured in the shooting incident? or is there any Asian face among the victims and injured?

Please kindly indicate any useful information, so we could help the local authroities and relevant families.

My phone is 832-382-4987. Your kind assistance is highly appreciated.

顺致敬意，Best wishes.

房振群 Zhenqun Fang
From: Morgan Ryan <mryan@cambridgeglobal.com>
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 4:46 PM
To: John Mina
Subject: Keeping Orlando in our thoughts & prayers

Chief
No need to response. Just wanted to reach out and let you know that you our thoughts and prayers are with you, your department, and the entire Orlando community.

Morgan

--
Morgan Ryan
M 847 828 9148
mryan@cambridgeglobal.com
SWAT CISM debrief

When
Wed Jun 15, 2016 10:00 – 11:00 Eastern Time

Where
595 N Primrose, sub station, SWAT briefing room (map)

Calendar
john.mina@cityoforlando.net

Who
• mark.canty@cityoforlando.net
- organizer
• john.mina@cityoforlando.net
• David Arnott
• Kathryn Scanlon
• Heather Fagan
• Evelyn Aponte
• Frank Billingsley
• Robert Pigman
• Byron Brooks

Going?
Yes -
Maybe -
No  more options »

Invitation from Google Calendar

You are receiving this email at the account john.mina@cityoforlando.net because you are subscribed for invitations on calendar john.mina@cityoforlando.net.
To stop receiving these emails, please log in to https://www.google.com/calendar/ and change your notification settings for this calendar.

Forwarding this invitation could allow any recipient to modify your RSVP response. Learn More.
I was contacted by Phyllis Vaughn from the Florida Division of Emergency Management a few minutes ago. She was asking for an estimate of our expenses. I told her that this is a very different event and that we were actively tracking costs, but we had very little experience to estimate the costs. That seemed to be ok for the time being, but this will probably come up soon.

Additionally she mentioned that apparently someone purportedly from the City asked DCF for mental health funding. Given that I doubt this came from the City (more likely from the County), I said so. Phyllis said that we need to enter something into EM Constellation if we want State funding. I will call Donna Wyche at the County and see if they are requesting this, but I bet Donna will know to do this.

RWS

Rebecca W. Sutton
Chief Financial Officer
City of Orlando

407-246-2341
rebecca.sutton@cityoforlando.net

Florida has a very broad public records law. As a result, any written communication created or received by the City of Orlando officials and employees will be made available to the public and media, upon request, unless otherwise exempt. Under Florida law, email addresses are public records.

If you do not want your email address released in response to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this office. Instead, contact our office by phone or in writing.

On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 3:47 PM, Christopher McCullion <christopher.mccullion@cityoforlando.net> wrote:

Fazie and Michelle see below and advise.

On Jun 13, 2016 3:40 PM, "KATHLEEN RUSSELL" <kathleen.russell@cityoforlando.net> wrote:
Please read this important e-mail below and take any necessary next steps.

-------- Forwarded message --------
From: <jane.sargent@akerman.com>
Date: Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 1:00 PM
Subject: DHS/FEMA
Kathy –

I talked to Brad Johnson and Victor de Leon who handle intergovernmental affairs for DHS. They told me that the City needs to start immediately working with the Florida Division of Emergency Management, the State Administrative Agency (SAA) for FEMA and homeland security grants. I told him that I was sure that the City was already working with them, but this is where we need to start if we're not already.

Operational overtime expenses are a potentially eligible expense for reimbursement, but the federal funding flows through the SAA and would need to be pursued through them. They suggested that the State could potentially reprioritize UASI money if there was any left on the books or through the State Homeland Security Grant Program. So the City would apply to the State and then the SAA was seek approval from FEMA for the reprioritized funds. Unfortunately, there isn't a direct avenue for funding through DHS and FEMA, and we'll have to work through the State first.

Also, we discussed the UASI ranking issue. As expected, they will not be revisiting the FY2016 allocations, but this incident would definitely impact the analysis in FY2017. The threat piece of the risk analysis includes 2 years' worth of data so this will definitely be part of the assessment for FY2017 funding.

Finally, in anticipation of more questions as this process moves along, they provided me with both of their cell numbers in case the City has any additional follow up questions. I'm including them below in case your law enforcement folks want to reach out to them directly. I would recommend them starting out with Brad, who is in charge of intergovernmental affairs for DHS.

Brad Johnson, Director of Local Affairs, Office of Partnership and Engagement, U.S. Department of Homeland Security

cell: 202

Victor de Leon -- Intergovernmental Affairs, U.S. Department of Homeland Security

cell: 202

Call me if you have any questions. - Jane
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTE: The information contained in this transmission may be privileged and confidential, and is intended only for the use of the individual or entity named above. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this transmission in error, please immediately reply to the sender that you have received this communication in error and then delete it. Thank you.

--
Kathy Russell
Director of Intergovernmental Relations
Office of the Mayor
City of Orlando
400 S. Orange Avenue
Orlando, FL 32801
Phone: 407-246-3094
Fax: 407-246-2842
Cell: 407-383-2075
Email: kathy.russell@cityoforlando.net
Good afternoon -

Please see the attached correspondence.

Thank you,

Tonya Berger | Holland & Knight
Sr Legal Secretary to:
Judith M. Mercier, Min K. Cho, and Howell W. Melton, Jr.
Holland & Knight LLP
200 South Orange Avenue, Suite 2600 | Orlando, FL 32801
Phone 407.244.5180 | Fax 407.244.5288
tonya.berger@hklaw.com | www.hklaw.com

NOTE: This e-mail is from a law firm, Holland & Knight LLP ("H&K"), and is intended solely for the use of the individual(s) to whom it is addressed. If you believe you received this e-mail in error, please notify the sender immediately, delete the e-mail from your computer and do not copy or disclose it to anyone else. If you are not an existing client of H&K, do not construe anything in this e-mail to make you a client unless it contains a specific statement to that effect and do not disclose anything to H&K in reply that you expect it to hold in confidence. If you properly received this e-mail as a client, co-counsel or retained expert of H&K, you should maintain its contents in confidence in order to preserve the attorney-client or work product privilege that may be available to protect confidentiality.
Thanks.

John W. Mina, Chief of Police
Orlando Police Department
100 S. Hughey Ave.
Orlando, FL  32801
407.246.2401

On Jun 13, 2016 4:40 PM, "Richard Ruth" <richard.ruth@cityoforlando.net> wrote:

Chief,

Intel will be extra eyes on the ground at the multiple vigils here in the City as we progress through this tragedy. I will have at least two at tonight's and the one at First Baptist tomorrow. Despite the lack of any threats to these vigils, it affords an extra layer of protection for these public events directly tied to Pulse.

I have had _____ already assisting JTTF since 0300 Sunday morning, while Joe, Allyssa and I handled Intel efforts during the incident. ________ is looping us in with his efforts with the FBI as well. With this in mind, our contacts at the FBI have advised ________

Rich

Sergeant Richard Ruth
Orlando Police Department
Intelligence Unit Supervisor
(W) 407-246-2421

"Live well.  It is the greatest revenge."
- The Talmud
Please stop by the first floor break room for Pizza from Uncle Maddio's. It was just delivered.

Vincent L. Ogburn, Sr., Lieutenant
Staff Director for Chief John W. Mina
Orlando Police Department
100 S. Hughey Ave
Orlando, Fl 32801
P 407-246-3835
Dear Chief Mina,

Thank you for your and your team’s efforts in managing the Orlando shooting incident of June 12, 2016. The Chinese Government and people feel sad about such an incident.

The Chinese Consulate General in Houston would like to obtain the following information through your esteemed office:

1. Have all the 49 victims been identified, and are there any Chinese nationals among the identified victims?

We know the Orlando City website has released 47 victims names, who we believe not to Chinese nationals or originals according to their surnames spelling.

2. Will the authorities release the injured people’s names recently? And how our Consulate could confirm whether there are Chinese among the injured.

Thanks for your kind assistance.

顺致敬意。Best wishes.

Zhenqun Fang
Director, Overseas Chinese Affairs Division
Consulate General of P.R. China in Houston

TEL: 713-520-1462 ext. 316
CELL: 832-382-4987
FAX: 713-521-0759
EMAIL: us77006@gmail.com
WEB: http://houston.china-consulate.org
ADD: 3417, Montrose Blvd, Houston, TX 77006
Director Fang:

You must contact Chief Mina or the City of Orlando to obtain information that is responsive to your request.

Kind regards,

J. Demings

From: Z.Q. Fang [mailto:us77006@gmail.com]
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 4:39 PM
To: Demings, Jerry (Sheriff's e-mail)
Cc: john.mina@cityoforlando.net; Nieves, Angelo
Subject: Re: Inquiry from Chinese Consulate

Dear Sheriff Demings,

Thank you so much for providing us with relevant information regarding the Orlando shooting incident. The Chinese Consulate General in Houston would also like to obtain the following information through your esteemed office:

1. Have all the 49 victims been identified, and are there any Chinese nationals among the identified victims? We know the Orlando City website has released 47 victims names, who we believe not to Chinese nationals or originals according to their surnames spelling.

2. Will the authorities release the injured people’s names recently? And how our Consulate could confirm whether there are Chinese among the injured.
Once again thank you for your kind assistance.

顺致敬意。Best wishes.

房振群 Zhenqun Fang

中国驻休斯敦总领馆 侨务组组长

Director, Overseas Chinese Affairs Division

Consulate General of P.R. China in Houston

TEL: 713-520-1462 ext. 316

CELL: 832-382-4987

FAX: 713-521-0759

EMAIL: us77006@gmail.com

WEB: http://houston.china-consulate.org

ADD: 3417, Montrose Blvd, Houston, TX 77006

2016-06-13 1:59 GMT+08:00 <Jerry.Demings@ocfl.net>:

Director Fang:

At this time we are working with the FBI, Florida Department of Law Enforcement and the Orlando Police Department to identify the victims in today’s mass shooting incident.
It will likely be hours before the identities are known. So we are unable to provide information on whether Chinese citizens were involved. We are asking possible families of victims to contact (407) 246-4357 for more information.

Sincerely,

Jerry L. Demings
Orange County Sheriff

Sent from my iPhone

On Jun 12, 2016, at 1:37 PM, Z.Q. Fang <us77006@gmail.com> wrote:

Dear Sheriff Demings,

I’m writing from the Chinese Consulate General in Houston, which covers Florida. And our Deputy Consul General Mr. Zhao had meeting with you last year in Orlando.

Regarding the mass shooting in Orlando early this morning, Our Consulate would like to confirm, are there Chinese nationals or Chinese originals dead or injured in the shooting incident? or is there any Asian face among the victims and injured?

Please kindly indicate any useful information, so we could help the local authorities and relevant families.

My phone is 832-382-4987. Your kind assistance is highly appreciated.

顺致敬意・Best wishes.
房振群 Zhenqun Fang

中国驻休斯敦总领馆 侨务组组长

Director, Overseas Chinese Affairs Division

Consulate General of P.R. China in Houston

TEL: 713-520-1462 ext. 316
CELL: 832-382-4987
FAX: 713-521-0759
EMAIL: us77006@gmail.com
WEB: http://houston.china-consulate.org
ADD: 3417, Montrose Blvd, Houston, TX 77006

PLEASE NOTE: Florida has a very broad public records law (F. S. 119). All e-mails to and from County Officials are kept as a public record. Your e-mail communications, including your e-mail address may be disclosed to the public and media at any time.
Media Alert From TVEyes Media Monitoring Suite

Orlando +police on KHON-HON (FOX) - Honolulu, HI
06/13/2016 06:02:17
Wake up 2-day Hawaii's Morning News (News)
... shooting at a florida nightclub that killed dozens of people. orlando police, joined by agents from the fbi and the bureau of alcohol tobacco and firearms holding a press conference earlier today. ...

Orlando +police on KHON-HON (FOX) - Honolulu, HI
06/13/2016 06:04:23
Wake up 2-day Hawaii's Morning News (News)
... closely." stay with khon-2 for the latest developments in the orlando massacre. we'll have updates on-air and online.. at khon-2 dot com. new this morning... a ...

Orlando +police on KATU-POR (ABC) - Portland, OR
06/13/2016 09:00:24
AM Northwest (Lifestyle)
... down the streets to let this go on, a huge showing of support for orlando, for the lbgt community. and as you can imagine, hugs, candles, and people struggling to cope with the tragedy that ...

Orlando +police on KNBC-LA (NBC) - Los Angeles, CA
06/13/2016 09:00:42
Today (News)
... it's monday morning, june 13th, 2016. the city of orlando, and the country in at least 49 people dead at the pulse nightclub in orlando. more than 50 others injured and ...

Orlando +police on KGMI News/Talk 790 (Radio) - Seattle, WA
06/13/2016 09:01:43
... businesses kg my telling him from abc news got goldberg the fbi says interview orlando nightclub shooter omar teens 3 times and still a week ago he was able to buy a six-hour semiautomatic rifle and another gun police say he used to kill 49 people ...

Orlando +police on KVVU-LV (FOX) - Las Vegas, NV
06/13/2016 09:01:45
More (Lifestyle)
... gunman opened fire inside that orlando nightclub. 29-year old omar mateen is the gunman police say ...

Orlando +police on KTVK-PHX - Phoenix, AZ
06/13/2016 09:01:47
Good Morning Arizona (Lifestyle)
... man who gunned down more than 100 people at an l- g-b-t nightclub in orlando..... pledged his allegiance to isis. some 50 people are dead. and at least 53 others are hurt. sources
say... the place was...

**Orlando +police on KTTV-LA (FOX) - Los Angeles, CA**
06/13/2016 09:02:15
Good Day L.A. at 9:00 AM (News)
... dying in that shootout with police. authorities in orlando gave a news conference describing how the ordeal began. an officer stationed outside the pulse nightclub engaged the...

**Orlando +police on KSAZ-PHX (FOX) - Phoenix, AZ**
06/13/2016 09:02:18
FOX 10 Arizona Morning @ 9am (News)
... revealing what happened when s.w.a.t. teams stormed the gay nightclub in orlando. >> and then later this hour we are meeting an arizona man who just won a once in a lifetime contest. ...

**Orlando +police on KOMO-AM (Radio) - Seattle, WA**
06/13/2016 09:02:22
... have those stories after ABC at 9 o'clock ABC News got older the FBI says interview Orlando nightclub shoot Omar teens 3 times and still a week ago he was able to buy a six-hour semiautomatic rifle and another gun police say he used to kill 49 ...

**Orlando +police on KVAL (CBS) - Eugene, OR**
06/13/2016 09:04:39
KVAL News at 9am (News)
... helped take down the shooter is lucky to be alive. take a look at this, orlando police release this picture saying the officer was hit during the gun battle. that his helmet that saved his ...

**Orlando +police on WGINO-NO (ABC) - New Orleans, LA**
06/13/2016 11:00:22
WGNO News at 11 (News)
... shooting in u-s history.... we're learning new details about the orlando gunman.... as victims are still being identified. and new orleans police say goodbye to one of their own... as services get ...

**Orlando +police on WOJ-DM (ABC) - Des Moines, IA**
06/13/2016 11:00:46
Local 5 News Midday (News)
... dead and at least 53 injured in the orlando nightcb shooting this weekend. sabrina: ...

**Orlando +police on WJHG (NBC) - Panama City, FL**
06/13/2016 11:00:48
News Channel 7 at 11AM (News)
... for joining us for newschannel seven at 11 a.m. orlando police are releasing new details in the orlando night club shooting. at a press conference this morning 50 people were confirmed ...
... are identified. we're learning more about what went on inside that orlando night club when the gunman opened fire, killing 49 people. police say 29-year-old omar mateen had previously been ...

... to help the victims in orlando. but not everyone is allowed to donate. ...

... serious questions about the block searching for evidence. terror in orlando... raising serious questions about the gunman... 29-year-old omar mateen... how a man on the fbi's radar... interviewed 3 separate ...

... 911 to pledge his allegiance to isis... sot -- chief john mina / orlando police dept. "based on statements made by the suspect, about explosives, about possible bomb ...

... on a mid-state connection with one of those who died. kenneth craig is in orlando with the very latest. >> fbi searched for evidence monday morning outside the pulse nightclub. ...

... people hureay sunday morning in a gay night club i downtown orlando. the orlan police chief describing gunfire. investigats 2arld omar mateen was the ...
... allowing others to safety. (s/ chief john mina / orlando police department - 1:13 - 1:34) the explosive breech did not penetrate the wall completely... we used bobcat to get into ...

---

**Orlando +police on Milwaukee Public Radio - Milwaukee, WI**
06/13/2016 11:02:13  
... so this there's no direct evidence that he was part of a larger plot and meanwhile in orlando authorities say their priority today is notifying family members of those killed in a mass shooting at the nightclub and years afraid reports police said make ...

---

**Orlando +police on WMTV (NBC) - Madison, WI**
06/13/2016 11:02:17  
15 News at 11 (News)

... security yesterday in response to what happened in orlando. organizers had metal detectors at the admission gates and increased security staffing across all areas. ...

---

**Orlando +police on WEHT (ABC) - Evansville, IN**
06/13/2016 11:02:20  
Local 7 News Lifestyles (Lifestyle)

... of course the world is still talking about the early morning sunday tragedy in orlando. police saying there are 49 victims, not counting the shooter who was killed by police just after 5:00 a.m. ...

---

**Orlando +police on WTAQ-AM (Radio) - Green Bay, WI**
06/13/2016 11:02:46  
... is the fbi probe of the killer continues fox radio 7 brown is live outside the club in orlando were 49 people were murdered elizabeth city block remains closed off with yellow crime scene tape and a heavy police presence ...

---

**Orlando +police on KTVT-DAL (CBS) - Dallas, TX**
06/13/2016 11:03:10  
CBS11 at 11 (News)

... hundreds of people lined up to donate blood. orlando's police chief on camera a few minutes ago, he told me his officers were in contact with the suspect during the hostage ...

---

**Orlando +police on WKRN-NAS (ABC) - Nashville, TN**
06/13/2016 11:03:47  
News 2 at 11am (News)

... information. right now... police in orlando are working to notify friends and family of those who died in the ...

---

**Orlando +police on WVTM-BIRM (NBC) - Birmingham, AL**
06/13/2016 11:03:54  
WVTM 13 News @ 11am (News)

... deadliest shooting. >> sarah rosario, nbc news, orlando. >> this morning, we're learning more the gunman. several hours after the shooting his ex-wife spoke to the media. ...

---

**Orlando +police on KABB-SAT (FOX) - San Antonio, TX**
06/13/2016 11:04:03  
Fox 2 News Mid-Day (News)

... figure out how and why this happened. caroline shivley is in orlando. >> caroline: the shooter was cool and calm while talking to police and pledging his loyalty to isis. ...
... prayers are with her family, as well. and the entire orlando. [ applause ] it's always weird when bad things happen in this country, you know, and then we have to ...

... three hours of terror for those trapped in the orlando pulse night club early sunday morning where police say a man shot more than a hundred people ...

... coverage of this tragedy -- dave this tragedy -- dave elias is in orlando at a senior center where victims' families have gathered. we begin with n-b-c-2 anchor lisa spooner in orlando near club "pulse." lisa, ...

... of terrorist" the father of the accused orlando nightclub shooter condemns his son's actions. that story is topping your news in a minute. ...

... a big day tomorrow, bu chilling new details on how police in orlando were finally able to put an end to the deadliest mass shooting in u.s. history, and find out how the nightclub ...

... today, about the deadly terror attack in orlando.. (sot chief john mina "we believed further loss of life was decision to commence ...

... Hello and welcome to global with mean Matthew amroliwala live from London new details emerge of the horrors of the Orlando shootings 49 people were murdered the police talk about the agonising decision to storm the nightclub with so many hostages the is viewed more be a cap ...

... today 5, right now the president is addressing the nation about the terror attack in orlando. we are learning about the suspect and victims in the deadly mass shooting in orlando. i am amy kaufeldt and john ...
... a vigil tonight in Burlington to honor the victims of the Orlando night club shooting. Police say Omar Mateen opened fire early Sunday morning at Pulse - a gay club. During the shooting ...

... we start with continuing coverage of the massacre in Orlando Florida that left 50 dead and 53 injured. Police released more details this morning about the weekend massacre at a gay club ...

... fire in the Pulse nightclub early Sunday morning. We have the latest from Orlando. >> FBI agents searched for evidence Monday morning outside the Pulse nightclub. Police say the last of the ...

... >> I'm Renee Chou., thanks for joining us. The Orlando massacre. We have learned five people are in great condition at this hour. As Sarah Rosario reports, ...

... are continuing to look into Sunday's deadly mass shooting at an Orlando Florida nightclub. At this point ... the death toll stands at fifty people killed ... and fifty-three others wounded. ...

... our coverage on yesterday's deadly terror attack in Orlando. Here's what we know... Police have identified the shooter as Omar Mateen. This morning the Islamic State ...

... gunman opened fire inside a popular gay nightclub in Orlando Florida early Sunday. Kenneth Craig has the latest from Orlando. FBI agents searched for evidence Monday morning outside ...
... wounded in yesterday's attack. as we have said, the city of orlando has identified most of the dead, but many friends and family members are still waiting for word on the injured. here's more from the orlando ...

... you always have a choice. we take you live to orlando today as there's much more information coming out ...

... mateen called 911 to pledge his allegiance to isis.. sot -- chief john mina / orlando police dept. "based on statements made by the suspect, about explosives, about possible bomb vest. we ...

... a state of emergency is in effect in orlando right now.. this....as the f-b-i and police learn more about the ...

... on duty as a security guard at the pulse nightclub. and then nine orlando responding officers exchanged gunfire inside the club, driving the gunman back into a ro where he barricaded himself, and then the final ...

... of how they saved dozens of people from the nightclub in orlando where a heavily armed man opened fire and took hostages early sunday morning. some of those people were scued through a hole that ...

... details this morning about the weekend massacre at a gay club in orlando. it is the worst mass shooting in u.s. history. 49 people were before police shot and killed killed and 53 other injured ...

... > >anchor: now at noon. the latest from a horrific scene in orlando. 49 dead-- plus the gunman. we have names of victims-- newly released. and more about the man-- who ...

News 10NBC © Noon (News)
... since a gunman opened fire in a gay nightclub - killing 49 people in orlando. here's what we know right now. 49 people died - and 53 more were wounded the gunman: 29 year old omar ...

Orlando +police on WIS - COL (NBC) - Columbia, SC
06/13/2016 12:00:42
WIS News 10 Midday (News)
... we continue to follow a developing story out of orlando... much more information is coming out today about the three hours of terror for those trapped in the orlando ...

Orlando +police on WVVA (NBC) - Bluefield, WV
06/13/2016 12:00:44
WVVA News at Noon (News)
... out today about the three hours of terror for those trapped in the orlando pulse night club early sunday morning--where police say a man shot more than a hundred people killing 49. ...

Orlando +police on WJAX - Jacksonville, FL
06/13/2016 12:00:44
Action News Jax at Noon (News)
... >> we will not be defined by the act of a cowardly hater. >> orlando police stand guard at the scene of the attack, where 49 people were gunned down inside orlando's pulse nightclub. ...

Orlando +police on WIVB-BUF (CBS) - Buffalo, NY
06/13/2016 12:00:45
News 4 at Noon (News)
... people are trying to help. hundreds lined up yesterday outside an orlando donation center. officials say the response was so overwhelming.. they had to turn volunteers away and tell ...

Orlando +police on WITN-GRENC (NBC) - Greenville, NC
06/13/2016 12:00:46
WITN 7 News at Noon (News)
... saddened to learn that one of our own was killed in this tragedy in orlando," . vice chancellor for student affairs dr. virginia hardy added quote "today, we mourn the loss of shane tomlinson and all of ...

Orlando +police on WTLV-JAX (NBC) - Jacksonville, FL
06/13/2016 12:00:47
First Coast News at Noon (News)
... stories of heroism and loss continue to emerge from orlando this noon. -49- people inside the pulse nightclub in orlando were killed-- and the gunman was shot by police. these are the names of the ...

Orlando +police on News 12 CT - Hartford-New Haven, CT
06/13/2016 12:00:49
News 12 Connecticut (News)
... across the state say they're being extra vigilant in the wake of the orlando terrorist attack. gay and lesbian centers are also considering adding security. news 12 connecticut's john ...

Orlando +police on WTVT-TB (FOX) - Tampa Bay, Fl
... investigators continue looking into sunday's deadly mass shooting at an orlando night club. at this point death toll stands 50 people killed 53 others wounded all after police say one ...

Orlando +police on WVLT (CBS) - Knoxville, TN
06/13/2016 12:00:58
WVLT Local 8 News (News)
... pledged allegiance to isis. kenneth craig is on the scene in orlando. john mina/orlando police chief seddique mir mateen/suspect's fatherkenneth craig/cbs news, orlandomina justice/mother of ...

Orlando +police on WCNC-CLT (NBC) - Charlotte, NC
06/13/2016 12:01:00
NBC Charlotte @ 12:00 (News)
... good time. just like everyone else here in orlando people all around the world we want to know why. what type of hatred would drive someone to do something to evil on such a large scale. ...

Orlando +police on Talk 1300 - Albany, NY
06/13/2016 12:01:10
... very rev victor that michael van geffen the capitalist braced vaults station 13 100 as an interview orlando nightclubs shooter omar mid-teens 3 times and still a week ago he was able to buy a six-hour semiautomatic rifle and another gun police say he used to kill 49 people ...

Orlando +police on WUSA-DC (CBS) - Washington, D.C.
06/13/2016 12:01:13
wusa 9 News at Noon (News)
... the victims of the worst mass shooting in u.s. history. kenneth craig is in orlando with the latest developments. >> reporter: fbi agents searched for evidence monday morning, outside the post ...

Orlando +police on WFOR-MIA (CBS) - Miami, FL
06/13/2016 12:01:14
CBS 4 News at Noon (News)
... notified that one of their loved ones died at the club. the city of orlando is continuing to process that information and to get in touch with the families not far from where we are standing. ...

Orlando +police on WPVI-PHI (ABC) - Philadelphia, PA
06/13/2016 12:01:16
Action News at Noon (News)
... pledged his allegiance to isis before he killed 49 innocent people inside an orlando nightclub early yesterday morning. >> the suspect, 29-year-old omar mateen was killed in a ...

Orlando +police on WCAV (CBS) - Charlottesville, VA
06/13/2016 12:01:19
CBS19 News at Noon (News)
... others were injured, many of them remain in critical news, orlando. condition.kenneth craig, cbs police say mateen was armed with ar-15 assault rifle and a handgun. a third gun was
... >> police say early sunday morning, the 29-year-old opened fire inside an orlando lgbt nightclub. >> once people started screaming and shots just keep ringing out, you know that it's not a show ...

... this morning about the weekend massacre at a gay club in orlando. it is the worst mass shooting in u.s. history. 49 people were killed and 53 other injured before police shot and killed omar mateen, who pledged ...

... () >> jennifer: thank you for tuning in today, orlando police are sharing details in the action they took sunday at the pulse nightclub. a bear cat armour vehicles used ...

... out today about the three hours of terror for those trapped in the orlando pulse nightclub early sunday morning where police say mateen shot more than 100 people killing 49 of them. president obama just addressed ...

... with police. during a news conference this morning, the city of orlando police chief explained how the situation came to a close as the swat team ...

... the this morning in a briefing by city state and federal authorities orlando's police chief described the killer as cool and calm during an ordeal that lasted 3 bought days ago, he tried to buy body armor, as well, but the ...

... blood. kenneth craig, cbs news, orlando. colin co police say mateen was armed with ar-15 assault rifle and a handgun. a third gun was found in his ...

... 911 to pledge his allegiance to isis.. sot -- chief john mina / orlando police dept. "based on statements made by the suspect, about explosives, about possible bomb vest. we kind of secured everything, ...
... history. kenneth craig has the latest from orlando. >> reporter: first base agents searched outside the pulse nightclub. police say the last of the ...

... describes the man police say carried out the deadly shooting rampage inside the orlando nightclub, unpopular with the gay community kashi kimes and her former husband was bipolar and had a history of regularly ...

... say they've identified all but one of the 49 victims of the orlando shooting massacre and they're continuing to notify the next of kin. kenneth craig brings us ...

... >> this morning, in a briefing by city, state, and federal authorities, orlando's police chief described the killer as cool and calm during annior deal that lasted three hours. the chief said the carnage ...

... called 911 to pledge his allegiance to isis..sot -- chief john mina / orlando t."based on statements made by the suspect, about explosives, about possible bomb vest. we ...

... allegiance to isis.. sot -- chief john mina / orlando police dept. "based on by the suspect, about explosives, ...

... news reporter kenneth craig in orlando. fbi agents searched for evidence monday morning outside the pulse nightclub. police say the ...

... on the same weekend as the shootings in orlando, a jeffersonville indiana man was arrested in california at a gay pride event - authorities say he was heavily ...

... remain in critical condition. kenneth craig, cbs news,
Orlando police say Mateen was armed with Mateenborn in New York to Afghan parents -- was a security guard with no criminal record.

... the Pulse nightclub in Orlando early Sunday morning...killing 49 people and injuring 53 others...

WVVA News at Noon (News)

... blow a hole through wall, allowing others to safety. (s/ chief John Mina / Orlando Police Department - 1:13 - 1:34)

"The explosive breech did not penetrate the wall completely... we used bobcat to get into..."

News 10 at Noon (News)

... after Mateen called 911 to pledge his allegiance to ISIS.

Sot -- chief John Mina / Orlando Police Dept. "Based on statements made by the suspect, about explosives, about possible bomb vest. We kind of..."

Live on Lakeside (News)

... the shooter, Omar Mateen. 10 to open fire at a gate nightclub in Orlando after he called 911 in and pledged allegiance to ISIS. Kild after a three hour standoff with police. Officials are collecting..."

Ch 2 Action News @ Noon (News)

... his father had these words for the victim's families. Today authorities in Orlando say the city will heal. >> and you can see looking live right here Florida State Highway Patrol troopers have..."
... remain in critical condition. Kenneth Craig, CBS News, Orlando. Police say Mateen was armed with an AR-15 assault rifle and a handgun. A third gun was found in his car. ...

Punched several holes through a wall and stormed the club. (John Mina, Orlando Police Chief) Many, many bodies. Bodies stack a bomb. Around 5am a SWAT team punched several holes through a wall and stormed the club. ...

... them remain in critical condition. Kenneth Craig, CBS News, Orlando. Police say Mateen was armed with an AR-15 assault rifle and a handgun. A third gun was found in his car. ...

... of Afghanistan. We have live team coverage from Orlando. Let's begin with our Walter Allen who has been out there all morning. Walter. ...

... called 911 to pledge his allegiance to ISIS. SOT -- Chief John Mina / Orlando Police Dept. "Based on statements made by the suspect, about explosives, about possible bomb vest. We kind of ...
... deadliest shooting. sarah rosario, shooting. sarah rosario, nbc news, orlando. in the wake of yesterdays mass shooting... groups across the nation and maine are showing their support by holding ...

Orlando +police on WLWT-CIN (NBC) - Cincinnati, OH
06/13/2016 12:02:41
WLWT News 5 at Noon (News)
... deadliest shooting. sarah rosario, nbc news, orlando. lisa: federal investigators say officials have been collecting electronic and physical evidence as part of the ongoing ...

Orlando +police on WBOY (NBC) - Clarksburg, WV
06/13/2016 12:02:44
12 News at 12p (News)
... about the three hours of terror .... for those trapped in the orlando pulse night club early sunday morning. police say a man shot more than a hundred people .... ...

Orlando +police on WCSC-CHS (CBS) - Charleston, SC
06/13/2016 12:02:48
Live 5 News at Noon (News)
... critical condition. kenneth craig, cbs news, orlando. police say mateen was armed with ar-15 assault rifle and a handgun. a ...

Orlando +police on WWSB (ABC) - Tampa Bay, FL
06/13/2016 12:02:54
... abc news reporting. a vimmalful those lives lost in orlando's shooting massacre will be held tonight in downtown sarasota. it will take place at the five points park downtown starting at ...

Orlando +police on WHEC-ROC (NBC) - Rochester, NY
06/13/2016 12:02:54
News 10NBC @ Noon (News)
... deadliest shooting. sarah rosario, nbc news, orlando. the shock over what happened in orlando has certainly not warn off in rochester... in fact, it's prompting many ...

Orlando +police on WNCT-GRENC (CBS) - Greenville, NC
06/13/2016 12:02:55
9 On Your Side @ Noon (News)
... of them remain in critical condition. kenneth craig, cbs news, orlando. police say mateen was armed with ar-15 assault rifle and a handgun. a third gun was found in his car. ...

Orlando +police on WIS - COL (NBC) - Columbia, SC
06/13/2016 12:03:02
WIS News 10 Midday (News)
... shooting. sarah rosario, nbc news, orlando. the fbi tells us they did find a third gun in the shooters car . and say he remained cool and ...

Orlando +police on WUSA-DC (CBS) - Washington, D.C.
06/13/2016 12:03:03
wusa 9 News at Noon (News)
... donate blood. kenneth police, cbs news, orlando. >> these are definitely nerve- wracking times for people still waiting word for their loved ones in impulse. ...
... the city of Charlotte are stepping up to support people in Orlando. Live in South Charlotte, Britney Johnson, Channel 9 Eyewitness News. >>> All right, thank you, the ...

... hundreds of people lined up to donate blood. I spoke with Orlando Police Chief on camera and he told me the officers were in contact with that suspect during the hostage situation. ...

... hundreds of people lined up to donate blood. I spoke with Orlando Mischief on camera just a few minutes ago, he told me his officers were in contact with that suspect during the hostage ...

... Mateen called 911 to pledge his allegiance to ISIS. SOT -- Chief John Mina / Orlando Police Dept. "Based on statements made by the suspect, about explosives, about possible bomb vest. We ...

... he look, he will see my son. >> At a briefing in the morning, Orlando Mayor says they identified 48 of 49 victims. Older police website they are identifying those victims. 36 families have been notified. ...

... we will be defined how we respond. >> City of Orlando Mayor addressed the media and abett -- Press conference the latest update as investigators continue to gather evidence ...

... the TNT law enforcement center on East Church Street. The Orlando mass shooting is hitting close to home for people in Connecticut after the sandbagged hook shooting. 26, including 20 children, were ...

... after Mateen called 911 to pledge his allegiance to ISIS. SOT -- Chief John Mina / Orlando Police Dept. "Based on statements made by the suspect, about explosives, about possible bomb vest. We kind of secured ...
... accommodate all the families in this tragedy that has happened here in Orlando. But most of all, I want to thank my god, who has truly kept our niece in perfect life right now. We're very grateful. ...

... prayers are with her family, as well. And the entire Orlando. [applause] It's always weird when bad things happen in this country, you know, and then we have to ...

... yesterday was the most more riveting day in the city of Orlando and yet I stand prouder today of our community than ever. >> Eric: From local officials to federal and state officials. ...

... and security here in light of the shootings in Orlando... It happened of course at a nightclub...the type of venue so many Rhode Islanders visit. ...

... 50 people were killed and 53 more hurt at Pulse nightclub in Orlando Florida Sunday morning. Police identified the suspect as Omar Mateen of Saint Lucie County Florida. He was killed by police ...

... California. The vigil for the Orlando shooting victims at the Stonewall Inn in New York City is continuing to ...

... related to the attacks in Orlando. He's from Indiana but school in Louisville. A lot of people ...

... 48 of the 49 bodies have been identified. Orlando Police is of course assisting with next of kin notification and at this point we are told 36 families know so far. ...

...
... in Miami. A sad update now, the city of Orlando has confirmed the 0-year-old man who was texting his mother as the gunman attacked was killed. Eddie Justice was inside the ...

Orlando +police on WTVQ (ABC) - Lexington, KY
06/13/2016 12:04:35
ABC 36 News @ Noon (News)
... a special mass to honor those lost in the mass shooting in Orlando over the weekend will be held tonight in Richmond. The special mass will be at St. Mark Catholic Church. The church says everyone is welcome ...

Orlando +police on KYW-PHI (CBS) - Philadelphia, PA
06/13/2016 12:05:00
Eyewitness News at 12PM (News)
... >> Now, "Eyewitness News" reporter Greg Argos just arrived in Orlando, Florida. >> He joins us live from the scene near Pulse nightclub, Greg, what can you tell us right now? ...

Orlando +police on WISH-IN (CW) - Indianapolis, IN
06/13/2016 12:05:00
24-Hour News 8 at Noon (News)
... man has had a run-in with the law. ((Just hours after the Orlando mass murder began, as word spread about the shooting inside the Pulse nightclub, police near Los ...)

Orlando +police on WFTV-ORD (ABC) - Orlando, FL
06/13/2016 12:05:03
Eyewitness News @ Noon (News)
... identified and we are told 36 families have been notified downtown Orlando Roy Ramos Channel 9 Eyewitness News. >> Shannon Butler spoke with Orlando Police Chief John Mina one-on-one and what he had to ...

Orlando +police on WZZM-GR (ABC) - Grand Rapids, MI
06/13/2016 12:05:10
WZZM 13 News @ Noon (News)
... later.. After 911 to pledge his allegiance to ISIS. SOT -- Mina / Orlando Police Dept. "Based on ... explosives, about possible kind of secured everything, called ...

Orlando +police on WLTZ (NBC) - Columbus, GA
06/13/2016 12:05:16
WLTZ First News @ Noon (News)
... tells us he's praying for those connected to the deadly Orlando massacre... Sunday morning he tweeted -- he's praying for the families of the victims and those injured... ...

Orlando +police on WTHR-IN (NBC) - Indianapolis, IN
06/13/2016 12:05:19
Eyewitness News at Noon (News)
... coverage of terror in Orlando continues. An Indiana man... who police say was armed with an assault rifle... and ...

Orlando +police on BBC News 24 - U.K. National
06/13/2016 17:01:16
BBC News at Five (News)
... It's also been revealed that he travelled twice to Saudi Arabia. This is the scene live from Orlando, where police are
continuing -- the police are key to carry on giving more
details about the worst terror attack since 9/11. We will ...

Orlando +police on Aljazeera English - Arabic
06/13/2016 17:01:26
News Live (News)
... the government pledged his allegiance lies the group has
healed him as a soldier of the caliphate Orlando’s police juices
should remove the nine one one call whilst he was holding
several people hostage in a rivalry what is in there right at
the initial are in sharp producing using a gathering where you
are ...

Orlando +police on Sky News - U.K. National
06/13/2016 17:01:25
Sky News At Six (News)
... traumatised to give evidence. Good evening. The police
chief in Orlando has said the decision to use force to end a
hostage siege in a nightclub undoubtedly saved lives. 49
people were killed along ...

Orlando +police on FIVE - U.K. National
06/13/2016 17:02:12
5 News at 5 (News)
... but for many relatives it only confirmed the worst. Police in
Orlando have now officially identified many of the 49 victims.
Among them, 23-year-old pharmacy technician, who posted a
video of him dancing in the club, moments ...

Orlando +police on BBC News 24 - U.K. National
06/13/2016 17:02:42
BBC News at Five (News)
... The so-called Islamic State group claims he was one of its
soldiers. Let’s cross to Orlando and join Michelle Fleury, who’s
near the scene of the shooting. This is a city in mourning, still ...

Orlando +police on Sky News - U.K. National
06/13/2016 17:02:51
Sky News At Six (News)
... the attack to an end. Our US Correspondent Amanda
Walker joins us live from Orlando. What do we know about
the way the police handled this? What had been lacking in
terms of information was what went on between 2am when the ...

Click here to deactivate e-mail alerting for this scheduled alert.

This is an Automated Alert Message - Please do not reply
Questions or Comments?
We are here to serve!

John M. Crossman, CCIM, CRX
Crossman & Company
407.581.6218

On Jun 12, 2016, at 3:51 PM, JOHN MINA wrote:

Mr. Crossman,

Thank you for your support during this tragic incident. We are very fortunate to have a community that supports us in a time of need.

Thank You,
Lt. Vince Ogburn
Staff Director for

John W. Mina, Chief of Police
Orlando Police Department
100 South Hughey Avenue
Orlando FL, 32801
407.246.2401

On Sun, Jun 12, 2016 at 9:23 AM, John Crossman wrote:
Please let me know if I can do anything to assist you in any way.

Proud and grateful for your leadership.

John M. Crossman, CCIM, CRX
Crossman & Company
407.581.6218
The Chief’s Staff meeting for tomorrow, Tuesday, June 14, is cancelled.

--

Evelyn Aponte

Evelyn Aponte Administrative Specialist to Chief John W. Mina
Orlando Police Department

100 S. Hughey Avenue

Orlando, FL 32801
p: 407.246.3917
f: 407.246.3899
cityoforlando.net
Totally understand. Thank you.

Sent from my iPhone

On Jun 13, 2016, at 3:54 PM, JOHN MINA <john.mina@cityoforlando.net> wrote:

Thank you! Maybe when things slow down a bit.

John W. Mina, Chief of Police
Orlando Police Department
100 S. Hughey Ave.
Orlando, FL 32801
407.246.2401

On Jun 13, 2016 10:53 AM, "Jones, Daralene (CMG-Orlando)" <Daralene.Jones@wftv.com> wrote:

Hi Chief Mina:

First let me say, I am so incredibly proud to live in a city among some of the bravest law enforcement officers in our country. I am so grateful for the work you all do each day, and the hard work you all put in, and decisions you had to make solidify that. Thank you.

I want to help share you all’s story. I’m wondering if it’s at all possible I can sit down for a one on one interview with you and a member of the SWAT unit. I want to share with people -- your story.

Let me know your thoughts.

Daralene Jones | Investigative Reporter/Anchor
Fyi

--------- Forwarded message ---------
From: "Batchelor, John" <JohnBatchelor@fdle.state.fl.us>
Date: Jun 13, 2016 5:12 PM
Subject: FDLE Evening Contacts
To: "shannan.socarras@cityoforlando.net" <shannan.socarras@cityoforlando.net>
Cc:

FDLE Command Post

SAS Brett Thompson (TBROC) Cell: 813-
OROC Special Agents on standby as needed
SA Julie Bressin
SA Jeff Timmons
Analytical support OSI

Orlando FBI EOC

Analyst Caren Allen (TBROC)
Special Agent Greg Holycross (JROC)

Morning assignments for June 14, 2016

FDLE Command Post

ASAC Tony Rodriguez
SAS Andy Watts
Dear John Mina,

Motorola Solutions is committed to quality and understanding your business experience. We strive to continually provide dependable products and services, on time delivery, and reliable support so you can trust us when it matters most. This survey is used to help us measure ourselves against your expectations, and identify areas for improvement to better serve your needs.

Please take the time to participate in this online survey by **July 1, 2016**. Your feedback helps us continually innovate and drive improvements in the products, services, and solutions we offer. This survey should take approximately 10-15 minutes to complete.

[Click Here](#) (This link is uniquely tied to your email address. Please do not forward this message.)

If you have questions regarding this survey, contact me at jeanne.weiss@motorolasolutions.com.

Sincerely,

Jeanne Weiss

Director of Quality & Customer Advocacy
Here is our plan. Operation Orlando United.

Mark J Canty, Captain
West Patrol Division Commander
SWAT Team Commander
Orlando Police Department
100 South Hughey Avenue
Orlando, FL 32801
407.246.2811
85C 2494 S. Conway Road #239

Please see the attached CID Event summery in regards to this case.

--
Detective Christopher Carty
Orlando Police Department
Assault and Battery Unit
Investigative Services Bureau
(407) 246-2956
(407) 246-2954 - Fax
Chief,

Rich

Sergeant Richard Ruth
Orlando Police Department
Intelligence Unit Supervisor
(W) 407-246-2421

"Live well. It is the greatest revenge."
- The Talmud

On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 4:40 PM, Richard Ruth wrote:

Chief,

Intel will be extra eyes on the ground at the multiple vigils here in the City as we progress through this tragedy. I will have at least two at tonight's and the one at First Baptist tomorrow. Despite the lack of any threats to these vigils, it affords an extra layer of protection for these public events directly tied to Pulse.

I have had [redacted] already assisting JTTF since 0300 Sunday morning, while Joe, Allyssa and I handled Intel efforts during the incident. [redacted] is looping us in with his efforts with the FBI as well. With this in mind, our contacts at the FBI have advised of [redacted]

Rich
Sergeant Richard Ruth
Orlando Police Department
Intelligence Unit Supervisor
(W) 407-246-2421

"Live well. It is the greatest revenge."
- The Talmud
Fully understand.

I can handle. Will discuss with Alan

Bless you all.
Andrea

Please excuse unfortunate typos. Sent from my iPhone

On Jun 13, 2016, at 2:08 PM, Evelyn Aponte <evelyn.aponte@cityoforlando.net> wrote:

Good Afternoon,

Due to the tragic events that occurred in the City of Orlando this weekend, Chief Mina will not be available to attend the Florida Bar Presentation on Thursday, June 16.

Thank you for your understanding.

--

**Evelyn Aponte**

Evelyn Aponte Administrative Specialist to Chief John W. Mina

Orlando Police Department

100 S. Hughey Avenue

Orlando, FL  32801
p: 407.246.3917
f:  407.246.3889
cityoforlando.net
Dear Chief Mina,

There are no word to express our sadness for everything that has happened this weekend. However, we are so proud of the work and leadership you and Mayor Dyer have demonstrated during this tragedy.

In an effort to help in any way we can, our staff has reached out to HBIF clients and they have accepted to offer their bilingual professional services in the areas of counseling, mental health, interpretation and translation.

Attached please find a list with their contact information.

If there is anything HBIF could do to help you and your wonderful team, please let us know.

Thank you
From: JOHN MINA <john.mina@cityoforlando.net>
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 5:42 PM
To: Richard Ruth
Subject: Re: EXEMPT - Vigils in Orlando

Ok, thank you.

John W. Mina, Chief of Police
Orlando Police Department
100 S. Hughey Ave.
Orlando, FL 32801
407.246.2401

On Jun 13, 2016 5:37 PM, "Richard Ruth" <richard.ruth@cityoforlando.net> wrote:
Chief,


Rich

Sergeant Richard Ruth
Orlando Police Department
Intelligence Unit Supervisor
(W) 407-246-2421

"Live well. It is the greatest revenge."
- The Talmud

On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 4:40 PM, Richard Ruth <richard.ruth@cityoforlando.net> wrote:
Chief,

Intel will be extra eyes on the ground at the multiple vigils here in the City as we progress through this tragedy. I will have at least two at tonight's and the one at First Baptist tomorrow. Despite the lack of any threats to these vigils, it affords an extra layer of protection for these public events directly tied to Pulse.

I have had [redacted] already assisting JTTF since 0300 Sunday morning, while Joe, Allyssa and I handled Intel efforts during the incident. [redacted] is looping us in with his efforts with the FBI as well. With this in mind, our contacts at the FBI have advised [redacted]
Sergeant Richard Ruth
Orlando Police Department
Intelligence Unit Supervisor
(W) 407-246-2421

"Live well. It is the greatest revenge."
- The Talmud
Hi Everyone,

Following the terrible shooting in Orlando over the weekend, we wanted to share some suggested messaging.

In a nutshell, this messaging attempts to counter narratives that single out individual communities, and to refocus on our nation’s values.

Please let us know if you have questions or concerns, or if we can assist with media inquiries, letters to the editor or other opportunities.

Many Thanks,
Dan

** TALKING POINTS REGARDING THE ORLANDO SHOOTING **

** Lead with strong messages condemning the attack before moving on to messages about not fearmongering or targeting specific communities. We need to recognize people’s outrage and fear and gain their trust and credibility so as not to sound tone-deaf.**

Emphasize messages on the need for all Americans to stick together, not turn on each other or single anyone out because of their ethnicity or faith (including our immigrant neighbors).

- Our hearts go out to the victims and their families, friends and neighbors. Our thoughts and prayers are with them.
- Any attack against America is an attack against all Americans, regardless of our faith, ethnicity or other differences. And all Americans are united in our revulsion at this horrible attack.
- Addressing fear with more fear does not solve the problem.
- Terror attacks are meant to divide us. Every one of us has a responsibility to say, “We will not be divided.” In the wake of this tragedy, it is more important than ever to stand together with people of all faiths and origins, united against extremism and hate.
- This tragedy reminds all of us that senseless violence and the feeling of fear that follows should never be tolerated; it’s simply not in our DNA. The resolve of our nation is stronger than that, and like every American we move forward with that resolve to keep each and every one of our neighbors safe.
- We will continue to learn more about this attack and the suspect. It is irresponsible to jump to conclusions amid an ongoing investigation.
- It’s shameful that some candidates and others are fearmongering and demagoguing entire religions and immigrant communities. Such a misguided and callous response does not make the nation safer.
- The worst thing we can do is play into the hands of extremists by making this into a clash of civilizations.
We must all be vigilant in protecting the American values we hold dear. We must defend the freedoms that are the foundation of our democracy: freedom of religion, freedom of speech, freedom of the press. These are the freedoms that define western civilization and have always set America apart.

Now more than ever, our nation’s civic leaders at all levels need to lead by example. They must make the case that as members of this experiment we call America, whether you are Christian, Jewish, Muslim, atheist or otherwise, we have a mutual responsibility to extend our hands to each other.

This is no time to single out any religious or ethnic group. It is a time to come together as a nation and stand with the victims and their families.

Banning a religion from entering the U.S. or targeting a religious community already here is un-American.

Terrorists want to scare Americans and pit us against one another. But we are stronger and safer when we stick together. The job for Americans now is to remain united and work together for a practical, pragmatic response that involves streamlined law enforcement, mutual responsibility of Muslim communities and all communities, and the protection of civil liberties and respect for hardworking immigrants.

A strategic response to this attack and the threat of terrorism, homegrown or foreign, begins with an emphasis that our fight is not against any one religion or group of people. The fight is against radicals and extremists, no matter their affiliation. Closing America off from an entire religion is not who we are.

Much like dealing with violent gangs, the best way to fight the radicalization narrative is to build capacity within our own communities to counter them. We need to help communities thrive, not alienate them.

Immigration-specific talking points (only if you are pressed on immigration specifically):

- This tragic act of homegrown terrorism is not about immigration, it is about the loss of 50 lives in an act of hate.
- The suspect is American. He was a citizen, born in the U.S.
- The United States has benefited tremendously over the years because of the contributions of immigrants and their children, and we should not and cannot turn our back on our long and proud tradition of welcoming newcomers to this great nation.

Dan Gordon
Assistant Director of Communications
O 202 383 5996  M 617 651 0841
dgordon@immigrationforum.org

NATIONAL IMMIGRATION FORUM
Please log into the Workday system to complete this action.

Business Process: Approval: Awaiting Action by John W Mina
Subject: Expense Report: Daniel J Bruns (16204) on 05/11/2016 for $197.00

Click Here to view the notification details.
Please log into the Workday system to complete this action.

Business Process: Approval: Awaiting Action by John W Mina
Subject: Expense Report: Anna K Melnick (19024) on 05/11/2016 for $1,824.40

Click Here to view the notification details.
From: noreply.workday cityoforlando <cityoforlando@myworkday.com>
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 5:46 PM
To: john.mina@cityoforlando.net
Subject: A Task Awaits You: Approval by ORL Division Manager - Expense Report: ER-0000005338

Please log into the Workday system to complete this action.

Business Process: Approval: Awaiting Action by John W Mina
Subject: Expense Report: Todd Q Pursley (7900) on 05/25/2016 for $101.00
Click Here to view the notification details.

This email was intended for john.mina@cityoforlando.net · Manage Preferences
Workday, Inc · 6230 Stoneridge Mall Road, Pleasanton, CA 94588
Please log into the Workday system to complete this action.

Business Process: Approval: Awaiting Action by John W Mina
Subject: Expense Report: Michael A Perales (18938) on 04/24/2016 for $182.00
Click Here to view the notification details.
On behalf of the Harbor House staff, we would like to extend our deepest sympathies to the survivors, victims, their families and friends who were affected by yesterday's tragedy.

We're grateful for all of the first responders who were on the scene and every leader and community member who rushed out to donate blood or resources for those in need.

#OrlandoUnited

For more information please visit
www.harborhousefl.com
24-hr Crisis Hotline: 407-886-2856
Please log into the Workday system to complete this action.

Business Process: Approval: Awaiting Action by John W Mina
Subject: Expense Report: Ricardo Duenas (30039) on 04/24/2016 for $182.00
Click Here to view the notification details.
Please log into the Workday system to complete this action.

Business Process: Approval: Awaiting Action by John W Mina
Subject: Expense Report: Jose R Velez Jimenez (8594) on 05/13/2016 for $544.97
Click Here to view the notification details.
Please log into the Workday system to complete this action.

Business Process: Approval: Awaiting Action by John W Mina
Subject: Expense Report: Eric D Smith (7600) on 05/13/2016 for $762.82

Click Here to view the notification details.
Please log into the Workday system to complete this action.

Business Process: Approval: Awaiting Action by John W Mina
Subject: Expense Report: Stacy R Munro (15683) on 05/12/2016 for $147.00
Click Here to view the notification details.
Please log into the Workday system to complete this action.

Business Process: Approval: Awaiting Action by John W Mina
Subject: Expense Report: Linda A Ridge (14673) on 05/12/2016 for $1,470.64
Click Here to view the notification details.
A Task Awaits You: Approval by ORL Division Manager - Expense Report: ER-0000005360

Please log into the Workday system to complete this action.

Business Process: Approval: Awaiting Action by John W Mina
Subject: Expense Report: Michael C Massicotte (11766) on 05/12/2016 for $147.00

Click Here to view the notification details.
Agreed. Thank you, Evelyn – our prayers are with you.

Andrea – I sent you a separate message on this subject this morning.

G. Alan Howard
Milam Howard Nicandri Dees & Gillam, P.A.
14 East Bay Street
Jacksonville, Florida 32202
Phone: (904) 357-3660
Email: ahoward@milamhoward.com

Fully understand.

I can handle. Will discuss with Alan

Bless you all.
Andrea

Please excuse unfortunate typos. Sent from my iPhone

On Jun 13, 2016, at 2:08 PM, Evelyn Aponte <evelyn.aponte@cityoforlando.net> wrote:

Good Afternoon,

Due to the tragic events that occurred in the City of Orlando this weekend, Chief Mina will not be available to attend the Florida Bar Presentation on Thursday, June 16.
Thank you for your understanding.

--

Evelyn Aponte

Evelyn Aponte Administrative Specialist to Chief John W. Mina
Orlando Police Department
100 S. Hughey Avenue

Orlando, FL  32801
p: 407.246.3917
f: 407.246.3889
cityoforlando.net
From: noreply.workday.cityoforlando <cityoforlando@myworkday.com>
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 5:49 PM
To: john.mina@cityoforlando.net
Subject: A Task Awaits You: Approval by ORL Division Manager - Expense Report: ER-0000005359

Please log into the Workday system to complete this action.

Business Process: Approval: Awaiting Action by John W Mina
Subject: Expense Report: John S James (12869) on 05/12/2016 for $1,470.64
Click Here to view the notification details.
Please log into the Workday system to complete this action.

Business Process: Approval: Awaiting Action by John W Mina
Subject: Expense Report: Francis R Pallo III (16923) on 05/12/2016 for $147.00

Click Here to view the notification details.
Please log into the Workday system to complete this action.

Business Process: Approval: Awaiting Action by John W Mina
Subject: Expense Report: Raul J Zayas (18080) on 05/01/2016 for $49.00
Click Here to view the notification details.
Dear fellow American citizens, I want you to know that my wonderful Muslim neighbors in my community all like me even though I am a gay male. I live in the Allerton Barnes Avenue region of Bronx New York and all my neighbors accept and love me. My neighbors are a mixture of cultures and races, and we all watch out and protect each other. I have lived here for many years and there is only love in this community. I don't feel any differently towards my Muslim neighbors just because some maniac mass-murdered other gay people.


In Arabic:
على كل لي بلالدي المجتمع في رئاعها المسلمين جهاني ين تعرف أن منك أريد وأنا الأمس ثرك المشاركين المواطنين أنباء يا جهاني وجميع نيويورك في نيويورك شارع بارنز الشيرتون منطقة في أعيش أنا. الجنس مثلي رجل أني من الرحيم هنا عشت أقدر. البعض البعض وحماية أحترس جميعا روحك والأعراض الثقافية من خليطهم جهاني. وحبي قبول لأن فقط المسلمين جهاني نحو مختلفة ياجي أشعر لا أنا المجتمع هذا في الوحيد الحب وهناك، عديدة السنوات

مودي جونز شقي جيمي، التقدير خالص مع. الآخر الجنس مثلي الناس كتلة، أمريكا سليمة الميداني المكتب ،حقوق محامي الدستوري إدراج الإنسان المساواة، الأرض، أمريكية،التحريت الولايات

En Espanol:
Estimados conciudadanos americanos, quiero que sepas que mis vecinos musulmanes maravillosos en mi comunidad todos les gusto a pesar de que soy un hombre homosexual. Yo vivo en la región Barnes avenida de Allerton del Bronx de Nueva York y todos mis vecinos acepto y me amo. Mis vecinos son una mezcla de culturas y razas, y todos miran hacia fuera y se protegen mutuamente. He vivido aquí durante muchos años y sólo hay amor en esta comunidad. No me siento de forma diferente hacia mis vecinos musulmanes sólo porque algunas otras personas homosexuales en masa murdered maniaco. Sinceramente, Jimmy palo de golf, Bronx, Nueva York, EE.UU., Tierra, Igualdad Humana Inclusión Constitucional Derechos Abogado, Oficina de Campo intacta América del Bronx de Nueva York.

Emailed to:

Honorable Buddy Dyer,
Mayor of Orlando Florida
Orlando City Hall
400 South Orange Avenue, Second Floor
Orlando, Florida 32801

Office of City Commissioners
DC 6
400 S. Orange Avenue
P.O. Box 4990
Orlando, FL 32802
From: Jim MILLINGTON <jim.millington@rcmp-grc.gc.ca>
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 6:03 PM
To: john.mina@cityoforlando.net
Subject: Thoughts and Prayers

Chief Mina

On this difficult Monday morning following the tragedies, I would like to take this opportunity to express on behalf of my office, to you, your staff and Officers, and the greater community of Orlando, our deepest condolence for the loss of life as well as all of the trauma experience during this most difficult time.

Your Officers' bravery and actions are exceptionally commendable, and the physical and mental trauma they have endured must be overwhelming. Please know that all of your officers and staff will be kept in our thoughts and prays, as they continue to investigate and heal from this horrible experience.

Well Done OPD!

Respectfully

Jim Millington

---

**Jim Millington** - Firearms Officer / Range Coordinator  British Columbia / Yukon
Canadian Firearms Program
Royal Canadian Mounted Police
Government of Canada
698 Atkins Ave. Victoria, BC V9B3A4
Phone: 250-474-6202 Fax:250-474-7918
Toll free: 1-800-731-4000 Ex: 9524
Email: Jim.Millington@rcmp-grc.gc.ca

---

**Jim Millington** - Préposé aux armes à feu, Colombie-Britannique / Yukon
Programme canadien des armes à feu / Gendarmerie royale du Canada
/ Tel: 250-474-6202/ Sans frais: 800-731-4000 poste 9524
FYI....

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Michele Brennan <michele.brennan@cityoforlando.net>
Date: Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 5:35 PM
Subject: speakers- tonights vigil
To: Heather Fagan <heather.fagan@cityoforlando.net>, Frank Billingsley <frank.billingsley@cityoforlando.net>, Dave S Arnott <Dave.Arnott@cityoforlando.net>, ISIAH WHITE <isiah.white@cityoforlando.net>, Jim Young <James.Young@cityoforlando.net>

see below- from Equality Florida

Commissioner Stuart and Hill have responded and said they were attending. I'm not sure if they will have any other onsite needs and I am unable to coordinate from here...
I spoke with Commissioner Sheehan she is not attending.

FYI- Mayor Jacobs office has called to get info on the event.. not sure what her status is..

Please let me know if you need anything else from me

Program Lineup and Schedule

- 7:05 PM - Orlando Gay Chorus opens
- 7:10 PM - Joe Saunders Opens and MC's
- 7:15 PM - Imam Musri, President and Senior Imam of the Islamic Society of Central Florida (ISCF) and;
  Reverend Bryan Fulwider, Executive Director of the Interfaith Council of Central Florida
- 7:20 PM - Orlando Mayor Buddy Dyer
- 7:25 PM - Neema Bahrami and Barabra Poma
- 7:30 PM - Carlos Smith, Equality Florida
- 7:35 PM - Nadine Smith, Executive Director Equality Florida
- 7:40 PM - Rev. Dr. Gabriel Salguero, President, National Latino Evangelical Coalition and Pastor, Iglesia El Calvario
- 7:45 PM - Tim Vargas, Executive Director of the GLBT Community Center of Central FL
• 7:50 PM - Chad Griffin, President; Human Rights Campaign

7:55 PM - Dan Gross, President of the Brady Campaign to Prevent Gun Violence
8:00 PM - Rev. Dr. Betty Deas Clark - Mother Emmanuel SC,

• 8:05 PM - Nancy Rosado - Vice President, Mision Boricua
• 8:10 PM - Gina Duncan - TransAction Florida
• 8:15 PM - Reverend Kathy Schmitz/Lead Candle Light Prayer; Minister of First Unitarian Church of Orlando Prayer, light candles
• 8:20 PM - Esteban Garces - Mi Familia Vota
• 8:25 PM - Orlando Gay Chorus - Closing Song

--
Michele Brennan
Director, Office of Communications & Neighborhood Relations
City of Orlando
400 South Orange Avenue
Orlando, FL 32802
P: 407.246.3845
C: 321.231.5278
F: 407.246.2584
cityoforlando.net

Follow us!
@citybeautiful
facebook.com/cityoforlando
youtube.com/cityoforlando
flickr.com/cityoforlando
instagram.com/thecitybeautiful

--
Captain Isiah White
Orlando Police Department
Special Operations Division
Office-407-246-2665
YouCaring stands in support of all who suffered in this horrific tragedy.

This past weekend in Orlando, FL, shots were fired throughout the nightclub, PULSE, killing and injuring over 100 innocent patrons. The fundraiser, Support the Victims of the Orlando Shooting, is now available to the YouCaring community to help provide support to the families who lost loved ones and those who were wounded.
can also send us a message at our Help Center, and our support staff will respond as soon as possible.

© 2016 YouCaring All Rights Reserved

AH160613
From: SUSAN MANNEY <susan.manney@cityoforlando.net>
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 6:25 PM
To: JOHN MINA
Subject: Fwd: public access to new building

-------- Forwarded message --------
From: Hill, Eric <EHill@hjhigh.com>
Date: Monday, June 13, 2016
Subject: public access to new building
To: "rickm@adgusa.org" <rickm@adgusa.org>, SUSAN MANNEY <susan.manney@cityoforlando.net>
Cc: Steve Syphard- TLC <steve.syphard@tlc-eng.com>, "Rashid, Marwan F." <Marwan.Rashid@tlc-eng.com>, Tony Hill <tony.hill@rtmassociates.com>, Sabrina Day <sabrina.day@rtmassociates.com>

Eric Hill
Project Manager
H. J. High Construction Company
407-422-8171 | www.hjhigh.com
Connect: Facebook | LinkedIn | Twitter

"Build Trust. Build Quality. Build Community."

版权归原作者所有，禁止商用

Please consider the environment before printing this email.

This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom they are addressed. If you have received this email in error please notify us by return email. Please note that any views or opinions presented in this email are solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent those of the company. Finally, the recipient should check this email and any attachments for the presence of viruses. ANY DISTRIBUTION OF THIS MESSAGE IS PROHIBITED, except by the intended recipient.

From: Rick Mullis [mailto:rickm@adgusa.org]
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 2:43 PM
To: 'SUSAN MANNEY' <susan.manney@cityoforlando.net>; Hill, Eric <EHill@hjhigh.com>
Cc: 'Steve Syphard- TLC' <steve.syphard@tlc-eng.com>; 'Rashid, Marwan F.' <Marwan.Rashid@tlc-eng.com>; 'Tony Hill' <tony.hill@rtmassociates.com>; 'Sabrina Day' <sabrina.day@rtmassociates.com>
Subject: RE: public access to new building
Thank you,

Richard L. Mullis, RA LEED AP
Associate, Senior Project Manager

Architects Design Group, Inc.
333 North Knowles
Winter Park, FL 32789
PH: 407.647.1706
FAX: 407.645.5525

Can you please see the Chief's inquiry and let me know?

Captain Susan L. Manney
Professional Standards Division Commander

Orlando Police Department
100 S. Hughey Avenue
Orlando, FL 32802
"Keep Orlando a safe city by reducing crime and maintaining livable neighborhoods".

Florida has a very broad public records law. As a result, any written communication created or received by City of Orlando officials and employees will be made available to the public and media, upon request, unless otherwise exempt. Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do not want your email address released in response to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to their office. Instead, contact my office by phone or writing.

--------- Forwarded message ---------
From: JOHN MINA <john.mina@cityoforlando.net>
Date: Fri, Jun 10, 2016 at 12:05 PM
Subject: public access to new building
To: Susan L Manney <susan.manney@cityoforlando.net>

John W. Mina, Chief of Police
Orlando Police Department
100 South Hughey Avenue
Orlando FL, 32801

407.246.2401

--
Sent from Gmail Mobile
Thank you!

John W. Mina, Chief of Police
Orlando Police Department
100 S. Hughey Ave.
Orlando, FL 32801
407.246.2401

On Jun 13, 2016 6:24 PM, "SUSAN MANNEY" <susan.manney@cityoforlando.net> wrote:

-------- Forwarded message --------
From: Hill, Eric <EHill@hjhigh.com>
Date: Monday, June 13, 2016
Subject: public access to new building
To: "rickm@adgusa.org" <rickm@adgusa.org>, SUSAN MANNEY <susan.manney@cityoforlando.net>
Cc: Steve Syphard- TLC <steve.syphard@tlc-eng.com>, "Rashid, Marwan F." <Marwan.Rashid@tlc-eng.com>, Tony Hill <tony.hill@rtmassociates.com>, Sabrina Day <sabrina.day@rtmassociates.com>

"Build Trust. Build Quality. Build Community."

Please consider the environment before printing this email.

This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom they are addressed. If you have received this email in error please notify us by return email. Please note that any views or opinions presented in this email are solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent those of the company. Finally, the recipient should check this email and any attachments for the presence of viruses. ANY DISTRIBUTION OF THIS MESSAGE IS PROHIBITED, except by the intended recipient.
Thank you,

Richard L. Mullis, RA LEED AP
Associate, Senior Project Manager

Architects Design Group, Inc.
333 North Knowles
Winter Park, FL 32789
PH: 407.647.1706
FAX: 407.645.5525

Can you please see the Chief's inquiry and let me know?
"Keep Orlando a safe city by reducing crime and maintaining livable neighborhoods".

Florida has a very broad public records law. As a result, any written communication created or received by City of Orlando officials and employees will be made available to the public and media, upon request, unless otherwise exempt. Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do not want your email address released in response to a public records request, do not sent electronic mail to their office. Instead, contact my office by phone or writing.

--------- Forwarded message ---------
From: JOHN MINA <john.mina@cityoforlando.net>
Date: Fri, Jun 10, 2016 at 12:05 PM
Subject: public access to new building
To: Susan L Manney <susan.manney@cityoforlando.net>
John W. Mina, Chief of Police
Orlando Police Department
100 S. Hughey Ave.
Orlando, FL 32801
407.246.2401

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: "SUSAN MANNEY" <susan.manney@cityoforlando.net>
Date: Jun 13, 2016 6:24 PM
Subject: Fwd: public access to new building
To: "JOHN MINA" <john.mina@cityoforlando.net>
Cc:

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Hill, Eric <EHill@hjhigh.com>
Date: Monday, June 13, 2016
Subject: public access to new building
To: "rickm@adgusa.org" <rickm@adgusa.org>, SUSAN MANNEY <susan.manney@cityoforlando.net>
Cc: Steve Syphard- TLC <steve.syphard@tlc-eng.com>, "Rashid, Marwan F." <Marwan.Rashid@tlc-eng.com>, Tony Hill <tony.hill@rtmassociates.com>, Sabrina Day <sabrina.day@rtmassociates.com>

"Build Trust. Build Quality. Build Community."

Please consider the environment before printing this email.

This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom they are addressed. If you have received this email in error please notify us by return email. Please note that any views or opinions presented in
Thank you,

Richard L. Mullis, RA LEED AP
Associate, Senior Project Manager

Architects Design Group, Inc.
333 North Knowles
Winter Park, FL 32789
PH: 407.647.1706
FAX: 407.645.5525

Can you please see the Chief's inquiry and let me know?
"Keep Orlando a safe city by reducing crime and maintaining livable neighborhoods".

Florida has a very broad public records law. As a result, any written communication created or received by City of Orlando officials and employees will be made available to the public and media, upon request, unless otherwise exempt. Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do not want your email address released in response to a public records request, do not sent electronic mail to their office. Instead, contact my office by phone or writing.

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: JOHN MINA <john.mina@cityoforlando.net>
Date: Fri, Jun 10, 2016 at 12:05 PM
Subject: public access to new building
To: Susan L Manney <susan.manney@cityoforlando.net>

John W. Mina, Chief of Police
Orlando Police Department
100 South Hughey Avenue
FYI...Tuesdays event

David Arnott

-------- Forwarded message --------
From: "Ashley Gravenstein" <AshleyGravenstein@firstorlando.com>
Date: Jun 13, 2016 6:36 PM
Subject: Citywide Prayer Service - 6.14.16
To: "Danny de Armas" <DannydeArmas@firstorlando.com>, "David Arnott (david.arnott@cityoforlando.net)" <david.arnott@cityoforlando.net>, "michele.brennan@cityoforlando.net" <michele.brennan@cityoforlando.net>
Cc:

All –

The flow for tomorrow evening’s Prayer Service is attached. Please do not hesitate to contact us with any questions.

Blessings,

Ashley

Ashley Gravenstein | Executive Assistant to Dr. David Uth
First Baptist Orlando
3000 S. John Young Pkwy., Orlando, FL 32805
Direct 407-514-4204 | Main 407-425-2555
FirstOrlando.com
From: Natasha Williams <natasha.williams@cityoforlando.net>
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 6:55 PM
To: John Mina; Orlando Rolon; Robert Anzueto; Robert Pigman; Susan Manney; Vincent Ogburn; Eric Smith
Cc: Dwain Rivers; Rosie Munoz; Alexander Karden; Austin Moore; Shannon Hetz; OPD PIO
Subject: Fwd: NEW CASES

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Martha Lombardy <lee.lombardy@cityoforlando.net>
Date: Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 6:32 PM
Subject: NEW CASES
To: Jody Litchford <jody.litchford@cityoforlando.net>, AMY IENNACO <amy.iennaco@cityoforlando.net>, AUSTIN MOORE <austin.moore@cityoforlando.net>, KIMBERLY LASKOFF <kimberly.laskoff@cityoforlando.net>, Dionna Little <dionna.little@cityoforlando.net>, Amber Carter-Frauenhofer <amber.carter@cityoforlando.net>, Dina Dorestan <dina.dorestan@cityoforlando.net>, MAYANNE DOWNS <mayanne.downs@cityoforlando.net>, Natasha Williams <natasha.williams@cityoforlando.net>

1) Yvenide Gracien v. City of Orlando Police Dept., City of Orlando d/b/a DSD Enterprises, and Officer Joseph G. Lundy (9th cir. neg.): MVA, City was served June 7. Dina, I'm forwarding Penny's e-mail to you, please make sure that everything is printed and ready for my review after trial is over. There are some documents in my out box for you. Response is due June 27.

Let's get the files set up and we will discuss once our trials are completed this week, thanks.
--
Martha Lee Lombardy
Assistant City Attorney
City Attorney's Office
City of Orlando
400 S. Orange Avenue
Orlando, FL  32801
P. 407.246.2295
F. 407.246.2854
cityoforlando.net

Follow us!

@citybeautiful
facebook.com/cityoforlando
youtube.com/cityoforlando
flickr.com/cityoforlando
To: DSAC/ICE; Foy, Tom SAC FDLE; George, Charles R. (TP) (OGA); Giampavolo, Louis Maj. PCSO; Hall, Donald - Clearwater PD; Halman, Joe Chief PCSO; Hileman, Christopher (TP) (TFO); Hillsborough County, David Gee; Holloway, Anthony St. Pete; Hunt, Michael A. (TP) (TFO); Iten, Dieter C. (TP) (TFO); Jokela, Nicholas USCG; Jowell, Sean Chief Deputy; Joyce, John SAC USSS; Kair, Lee TSA; Kirkpatrick, Robert Polk CO SO; Lazar, Ralph J. (TP) (OGA); Lendel, Glenn Border Patrol Agent in Charge; Ligman, Paul D. (TP) (TFO); Long, John - USF; Lusczynski, Donna Col. HCSO; Madore, Matthew USCIS; Maurer, Michael Chief Deputy; McCormick, Marcy ICE/ERO; McCormick, Susan SAC DHS; McNulty, Brian Haines City PD; Mertz, Gregory J. AFSD DHS; Messina, Edward (TP) (TFO); Meyers, James DHS; Murphy, Conal P. (TP) (TFO); Nelson, Christopher Chief Auburndale PD; Nocco, Christopher Sheriff Pasco; Nordwall, Michael D. (TP) (FBI); Pinellas County, Robert Gualtieri; Polk County, Grady Judd; Previtera, James Assist Chief St. Pete PD; Rahl, Terry L. (TP) (FBI); Rehler, Kristin (TP) (FBI); Ricks, Patrick Marshall M. (TP) (TFO); Schulze, Troy Deputy Chief Lake Wales; Scott, Brenda E.; Sheffield, David R. (TP) (TFO); Simovich, Daniel Chief Deputy Pinellas SO; Sireci, Paul Chief Hillsborough Co. Aviation; Slaughter, Daniel Chief Clearwater PD; Uzzell, Donna FDLE SAC Invest&Forensic; Veechio, John FDLE; Velasquez, Chris Chief Lake Wales PD; Victor, Michael R. (TP) (TFO); Ward, Eric Chief TPD; Wawrzynski, David (TP) (OGA); White, Tammy R. Capt. BFAI; White, Victor Lakeland PD; Wrenn, Taylor L. (TP) (TFO); Wysopal, Paul (TP) (FBI); Yongue, Sonya L. (TP) (TFO); Yuen, Jonathan K. (TP) (TFO)

Cc: Tampa Division; Hopper, Ronald (TP) (FBI)

Subject: FW: 13 June 2016 1800 UNCLASS SITREP

Attachments: SITREP_UNCLASS_06132016_1800.pdf

For situational awareness: The attached 13 June 2016 SITREP is forwarded at the request of FBI Tampa Division ASAC Ronald Hopper

David I. Ali
CTOC Specialist
Command & Tactical Operations Center
FBI Tampa Division
813-253-1000 (Work)
813-253-1478 (Desk)
I am still overseas and traveling all day tomorrow.

If Rebecca and Chris agree, next steps may be for Manny and Fazie to contact Phyllis Vaughn from the State just to be sure we know what the next steps are as well as to be sure we are clear in the types of costs eligible and the process involved.

In the meantime, emails will be going out to OPD and OFD regarding how to track their time in Kronos using the disaster worktags. Also, an email will be going out regarding how to track other costs incurred as well.

On a side note, being in London, it has been heart warming to see the amount of international support towards our City and the precious victims.

Michelle

On Jun 13, 2016 4:52 PM, "REBECCA SUTTON" <rebecca.sutton@cityoforlando.net> wrote:
I was contacted by Phyllis Vaughn from the Florida Division of Emergency Management a few minutes ago. She was asking for an estimate of our expenses. I told her that this is a very different event and that we were actively tracking costs, but we had very little experience to estimate the costs. That seemed to be ok for the time being, but this will probably come up soon.

Additionally she mentioned that apparently someone purportedly from the City asked DCF for mental health funding. Given that I doubt this came from the City (more likely from the County), I said so. Phyllis said that we need to enter something into EM Constellation if we want State funding. I will call Donna Wyche at the County and see if they are requesting this, but I bet Donna will know to do this.

RWS

Rebecca W. Sutton
Chief Financial Officer
City of Orlando

407-246-2341
rebecca.sutton@cityoforlando.net

Florida has a very broad public records law. As a result, any written communication created or received by the City of Orlando officials and employees will be made available to the public and media, upon request, unless otherwise exempt. Under Florida law, email addresses are public records.
If you do not want your email address released in response to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this office. Instead, contact our office by phone or in writing.

On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 3:47 PM, Christopher McCullion <christopher.mccullion@cityoforlando.net> wrote:

Fazie and Michelle see below and advise.

On Jun 13, 2016 3:40 PM, "KATHLEEN RUSSELL" <kathleen.russell@cityoforlando.net> wrote:
Please read this important e-mail below and take any necessary next steps.

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: <jane.sargent@akerman.com>
Date: Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 1:00 PM
Subject: DHS/FEMA
To: kathleen.russell@cityoforlando.net
Cc: rick.spees@akerman.com

Kathy –

I talked to Brad Johnson and Victor de Leon who handle intergovernmental affairs for DHS. They told me that the City needs to start immediately working with the Florida Division of Emergency Management, the State Administrative Agency (SAA) for FEMA and homeland security grants. I told him that I was sure that the City was already working with them, but this is where we need to start if we're not already.

Operational overtime expenses are a potentially eligible expense for reimbursement, but the federal funding flows through the SAA and would need to be pursued through them. They suggested that the State could potentially reprioritize UASI money if there was any left on the books or through the State Homeland Security Grant Program. So the City would apply to the State and then the SAA was seek approval from FEMA for the reprioritized funds. Unfortunately, there isn't a direct avenue for funding through DHS and FEMA, and we'll have to work through the State first.

Also, we discussed the UASI ranking issue. As expected, they will not be revisiting the FY2016 allocations, but this incident would definitely impact the analysis in FY2017. The threat piece of the risk analysis includes 2 years' worth of data so this will definitely be part of the assessment for FY2017 funding.

Finally, in anticipation of more questions as this process moves along, they provided me with both of their cell numbers in case the City has any additional follow up questions. I'm including them below in case your law enforcement folks want to reach out to them directly. I would recommend them starting out with Brad, who is in charge of intergovernmental affairs for DHS.
Brad Johnson, Director of Local Affairs, Office of Partnership and Engagement, U.S. Department of Homeland Security

cell: 202-

Victor de Leon -- Intergovernmental Affairs, U.S. Department of Homeland Security

cell: 202-

Call me if you have any questions. - Jane

Jane G. Sargent
Akerman LLP | The Victor Building | 750 9th Street, N.W., Suite 750 | Washington, DC 20001

Dir: 202.824.1704 | Main: 202.393.6222 | Fax: 202.393.5959

jane.sargent@akerman.com

vCard | Bio

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTE: The information contained in this transmission may be privileged and confidential, and is intended only for the use of the individual or entity named above. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this transmission in error, please immediately reply to the sender that you have received this communication in error and then delete it. Thank you.

--
Kathy Russell
Director of Intergovernmental Relations
Office of the Mayor
City of Orlando
400 S. Orange Avenue
Orlando, FL  32801
Phone: 407-246-3094
Fax: 407-246-2842
Cell: 407-383-2075
Email: kathy.russell@cityoforlando.net
SIRS,

My love and prayers and sympathy to the CITY OF ORLANDO, most especially to your FIRST RESPONDERS! MY DEAR GOD THE HORROR THEY WITNESSED!

Many efforts are being made for the injured in the horrific events of last Saturday night indicative of the kind nature of people and indeed that kindness and responsiveness is reassuring to see.

My concern here is for the FIRST RESPONDERS! I want to honor them!

My heart and mind grieves for them, for what they witnessed and for what they will have to live with for the rest of their lives. I could never put into words the respect and gratitude I feel for FIRST RESPONDERS, FIRE, POLICE, EMTs, EMERGENCY MEDICAL DEPARTMENTS. The COLUMBINE MASSACRE brought home to me the implication of what they witness, then 911. Thinking deeply about what those brave FIRST RESPONDERS witness—— my heart broke for them. We need to recognize and honor them in greater fashion than we do !!!!

Soon after that I created and for several years maintained a large roadside garden to honor them (at the time, I lived across from a FIRE STATION in Chapel Hill). Indeed, three of my own children are FIRST RESPONDERS in various cities!

Here in Seattle we have the very impressive MEDIC ONE! I confess I do not know and could not determine if this is a part of FIRE DEPARTMENTS nation-wide. Does Orlando have a MEDIC ONE unit?
I would like to do something to honor the FIRST RESPONDERS who ministered to the horrific events of last Saturday / Sunday in Orlando. I do not mean just sending flowers! Although my contribution will be a modest one, I want it to be directed to them.

MEDIC ONE is an organization I BELIEVE AND KNOW. Even a small contribution to MEDIC ONE would be meaningful and worthwhile! Is there one in Orlando? If not, may I ask your advice on an alternative.

Thank you and God Bless the CITY of ORLANDO!
Nice thanks

On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 6:33 PM, JOHN MINA <john.mina@cityoforlando.net> wrote:

John W. Mina, Chief of Police
Orlando Police Department
100 S. Hughey Ave.
Orlando, FL 32801
407.246.2401

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: "SUSAN MANNEY" <susan.manney@cityoforlando.net>
Date: Jun 13, 2016 6:24 PM
Subject: Fwd: public access to new building
To: "JOHN MINA" <john.mina@cityoforlando.net>
Cc:

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Hill, Eric <EHill@hjhigh.com>
Date: Monday, June 13, 2016
Subject: public access to new building
To: "rickm@adgusa.org" <rickm@adgusa.org>, SUSAN MANNEY <susan.manney@cityoforlando.net>
Cc: Steve Syphard- TLC <steve.syphard@tlc-eng.com>, "Rashid, Marwan F." <Marwan.Rashid@tlc-eng.com>, Tony Hill <tony.hill@rtmassociates.com>, Sabrina Day <sabrina.day@rtmassociates.com>
Thank you,

Richard L. Mullis, RA LEED AP

Associate, Senior Project Manager

Architects Design Group, Inc.

333 North Knowles

Winter Park, FL 32789

PH: 407.647.1706

FAX: 407.645.5525

From: SUSAN MANNEY [mailto:susan.manney@cityoforlando.net]
Sent: Friday, June 10, 2016 12:28 PM
To: rickm@adgusa.org
Subject: Fwd: public access to new building
Can you please see the Chief’s inquiry and let me know?

Captain Susan L. Manney  
Professional Standards Division Commander  

Orlando Police Department  
100 S. Hughey Avenue  
Orlando, FL 32802  

(407) 246-3855 (Office)  
(321) 689-7804 (Cell)  
(407) 246-2732 (Fax)  

"Keep Orlando a safe city by reducing crime and maintaining livable neighborhoods".

Florida has a very broad public records law. As a result, any written communication created or received by City of Orlando officials and employees will be made available to the public and media, upon request, unless otherwise exempt. Under Florida law, email addresses are public records. If you do not want your email address released in response to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to their office. Instead, contact my office by phone or writing.

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: JOHN MINA <john.mina@cityoforlando.net>
Date: Fri, Jun 10, 2016 at 12:05 PM
Subject: public access to new building
To: Susan L Manney <susan.manney@cityoforlando.net>

John W. Mina, Chief of Police
Hello Chief Mina,

We would like to request an interview with any of the Hispanic officers who helped take down the Pulse night club shooter.

We would like to showcase their courage in this incident.

You can reach me at 305-323-7441

Thank you,

Lucia
John, this is Scott Denman, Dave Vernon's friend. Donna and I want you to know how proud we are of you and your officers. We are praying for you, your officers and the victims and their families. It's hard to find positives in this, but I just wanted you to know the courageous actions of the OPD and your leadership are great inspirations.

May God bless you and your family.

Scott

[AAA]

Get the AAA Mobile app!

AAA Disclaimer Communication

This communication (including all attachments) is intended solely for the use of the person(s) to whom it is addressed and should be treated as a confidential AAA communication. If you are not the intended recipient, any use, distribution, printing, or copying of this email is strictly prohibited. If you received this email in error, please immediately delete it from your system and notify the originator. Your cooperation is appreciated.
I was added to this list today. This is from the FBI command post. They usually go out twice a day summarizing the events of the day.

-------- Forwarded message --------

From: Poiroux, Brooke R. (MM) (FBI) <Brooke.Poiroux@ic.fbi.gov>
Date: Monday, June 13, 2016
Subject: Mobile Command Post 3:30PM Brief

On 06/13/2016 at 15:30HRS, FBI Miami Command Post conducted a joint on scene meeting with the following law enforcement entities: Orlando Police Department, FDLE, ATF, DEA, FHP, FBI ERT, and Orange County Sheriffs Office. The following items were addressed:

- MCP will conduct regular joint briefings daily at 0800HRS in front of the PULSE Nightclub (during the ERT morning safety briefing) and at 1530HRS at the ATF Command Post (Bus) until the scene is clear

- Coordination with FDLE and Orlando PD are ongoing concerning the removal of victim vehicles along South Orange Avenue - South of Harding Street and East of Orange Avenue. FDLE provided a list to the MCP of License Plate and vehicle registration for possible victim's vehicles in the vicinity. The MCP will provide the list to the Orlando CP.
- Discussions to decrease the law enforcement zone along South Orange Avenue, where to park CP vehicles, issues with media presence/onlookers are ongoing. MCP is working with Orlando PD to determine the availability of a vacant lot West of Pulse night club. MCP is attempting to locate the owners of the vacant lot along with Orlando PD to gain access to the lot. MCP conferred with SSA Crenshaw regarding the vacant lot and the attempts to contact the owners

---

Currently due to ERT priorities to concentrate on the exterior of the crime scene while continuing to document the interior scene, the availability of the ERTU is aware of the requests and continuing with the processing as diligently as possible.

---

From: Depriest, Robert E. (MM) (FBI)
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 12:57 PM
To: Spanich, David A. (MM) (FBI); Mangum, Xanthie C. (MM) (FBI); Hopper, Ronald (TP) (FBI); Crenshaw, Justin J. (TP) (FBI); Poiroux, Brooke R. (MM) (FBI); Dalonzo, Michael A. (MM) (FBI); Fowler, Matthew J. (MM) (FBI); Cimino, Peter A. (MM) (FBI); Gutierrez, Timothy I. (IR) (FBI); Lemley, Jason B. (IR) (FBI); Cano, Christian D. (TP) (FBI); Pittman, Amy B. (TP) (FBI); Marx, Richard B. (LD) (FBI); Weber, Amy (MM) (FBI); Mitchell, D L. (MM) (FBI); Depriest, Robert E. (MM) (FBI); daniel.schad@cityoforlando.net; Lenczyk, Joseph H. (ATF); Walsh, Jeffrey T. (DEA); john.f.kaufman@ice.dhs.gov
Subject: Mobile Command Post

Miami MCP terminated operations last night just after midnight when the final victims were removed from the building.

Miami MCP resumed operations at 0700.

Accountability has been established for all FBI assets on the scene. An accountability spreadsheet will be forwarded at the end of shift each day to OrlandoCP@ic.fbi.gov

An 0800 safety/operational brief by ERT will be conducted daily to establish priorities of the day and additional resource needs. Miami CP will initiate the accountability spreadsheet for the scene each day by 9am, after coordinating with all FBI assets on scene.

MCP requests that all assets responding to the scene to assist with the evidentiary efforts please report to the MCP. Accountability will be maintained by there individual command staffs.

Liaison with state and Federal partners on scene continue, and include but not limited to ATF, DEA, HSI, FDLE, Orange County Sheriffs and Orlando PD.

ERTU briefed this morning that evidence recovery operations were limited to the number of laboratory analyst and operations would conclude once lighting conditions become prohibitive.

Portable sinks are being established for ERT usage.

ERT has begun both indoor and outdoor evidence recovery efforts, the priority will be to begin shrinking the outer evidentiary perimeter to begin the process of establishing normal business operations, as well as concentrating on the inside of the night club.
A VCC has been activated by the MCP and is being hosted on the South Florida JTTF special interest group website LEEP. Access requires an active LEEP account, could each Command Post send a list of individuals requiring access to the VCC to Darrell Reiff. Please identify type of access for each individual i.e. read/view or data entry/post.

--

Lieutenant Daniel Schad
Orlando Police Department
Intelligence Section Commander
Deputy Director of CFIX
Cell: 321-217-1592

Florida has a very broad public records law. As a result, any written communication created or received by City of Orlando officials and employees will be made available to the public and media upon request, unless otherwise exempt. Under Florida law, e-mail addresses are public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in response to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this office. Instead, contact our office by phone or in writing.
Some readers have asked for my take on the Orlando shooting.

I don’t have one. Let’s see if together we can form a reasonable view.

Let’s start with the basic first question. Before there can be a murder declared, there must be a body. Has anyone seen on TV or in newspapers pictures of dead bodies? Bodies should be readily available if the reports are correct that fifty people were killed and 50 or more were wounded and in hospital.

I cannot bear the prostitute TV and print media. These are full-time propaganda organizations. Hopefully, some of you hold your nose and watch the news and can fill in the spaces. Has anything we have been told been confirmed by any real evidence?

Initially, I saw a CNN newscast and a RT report. The reports were heavy with verbiage of blood being all over the place, but the only visual evidence offered were three people, supposedly injured, being helped, not by medics or first responders, but by ordinary folks. A couple of people were helping a guy with tattoos in place of a shirt, but there was no sign of blood. Several people were helping people in police uniforms to carry a person who they dumped in the back of a pickup truck, not in the cab. About 6 people were carrying a person stretched out prone (no stretcher) down a street.
There was no blood and it looked like a crisis-acting performance. Why prone? Is an injured person really able to keep his body stiff so that he can be carried along prone parallel to the ground? Where are they taking him? Is this just a camera walk-by? [http://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2016/06/12/orlando-nightclub-shooting-witness-sot.cnn/video/playlists/orlando-nightclub-shooting/] What has become of the protocol that untrained people are not to attempt to help injured people? When police arrive at a scene, they usually run off bystanders, not recruit them to assist their activities or allow them to carry away the wounded and dead.

Readers have noticed that the visual evidence does not match the verbal reports. Readers report that Fox Ì½Newsì½ and MSNBC repeatedly show the same footage described above of bystanders carrying supposedly injured victims whose facial expressions are completely unstressed and show no pain, fear, or blood.

So has anyone seen any dead bodies? Any body bags? Any wounded taken to hospitals in ambulances? Any of the hospital wounded interviewed by TV reporters? Has any reporter checked with the morgue?

Allegedly, people inside the massacre location made cell phone calls and texted. But no one took photos or videos? Are there no security cameras? No doormen to notice a heavily-armed person enter?

With 50 people killed and 50 or more wounded and reports of oceans of blood, there should be plenty of evidence Have any of you seen any of it?

As far as I know, dead bodies, other than those of the perpetrators themselves, seldom if ever emerge from the terrorist attacks. No dead bodies materialized from the Paris attacks except those of the alleged perpetrators. No dead bodies ever emerged from the Sandy Hook shootings. The only dead bodies I recall from the San Bernardino shooting were the husband-and-wife-alleged-perpetrators, and their hands were handcuffed behind their backs. Do police handcuff dead people who the police have shot to pieces? I donì½t remember dead bodies from Brussels, just reports of dead bodies.

One could say that the media is averse to invading the privacy of dead people and their relatives by showing dead bodies, or that the media doesnì½t want to show gruesome scenesì½ except for the videos of Muslim terrorists cutting off peopleì½s heads. But by now the unanswered questions from the various shootings have created so much skepticism that a person would think the media would provide corroborative evidence for the official claims.

Maybe they have. As I admit, I donì½t watch the prostitute news.

In order to shoot 100 people, the principal weapon allegedly used, an AR-15, would have had to have been reloaded several times, a procedure that takes enough time for people to rush the shooter and overpower him.
Is it possible for one person to shoot 100 people successfully but not be able to shoot even one cop when police appear? Remember the Charlie Hebdo event. The two killers were highly professional when they wiped out the magazine staff and a policeman in the street, but later when confronted by police they were so hapless and incompetent as to suggest that they were not the same people. Remember the San Bernardino shootings. Three eyewitnesses said that the shooters were three muscular males dressed in black, not a husband and diminutive wife with a new baby.

What is most troublesome about these shootings is that the story seems already prepared by the government and is immediately set. We are fed the story before there is time for investigation by government or media. The media never investigate. The media just repeat the government's story over and over until it is set in everyone's mind. Contrary evidence is just discarded.

The alleged perpetrators are always killed, so we never hear from them. The only survivor of these relatively recent terrorist acts is the younger Tsarnaev brother, convicted for planting bombs at the Boston Marathon in 2013, who has been held incommunicado. We have never heard directly from him.

One might think that by now the US media would have at least a smidgen of skepticism. After all, for the past 15 years we have wasted trillions of dollars in wars in the Middle East based on lies that Saddam Hussein had weapons of mass destruction and Assad used chemical weapons against his own people. So why is the media willing to accept whatever the government says without any investigation or even raising a question?

The chairman, co-chairman, and legal counsel of the official 9/11 Commission have said publicly that the commission was lied to by the US government, that information was withheld from the commission, and that the commission was set up to fail. If the government will not tell the truth to the 9/11 Commission, why would the government tell us peons the truth?

It is not reporting merely to repeat the government's claim. But that is all we get from the payroll jobs reports, unemployment and inflation reports, terrorism reports, and claims of Russian aggression.

Send your emails with URLs of news broadcasts showing dead bodies and other real evidence. Don't send in your speculations. They might be interesting and on the mark, but what we are trying to do is to see if there is any real evidence in behalf of this latest story of mass slaughter inside a night club.

It will be difficult, perhaps even impossible, to get any truth out of the Orlando shooting. Too many vocal and well-organized interest groups have a strong stake in the government's explanation. The government's official narrative comes to the aid of the anti-Muslim lobby and the Trump campaign, which want Muslims kept out
of the US and those here arrested and deported. The government's official narrative comes to the aid of the gun control lobby. It comes to the aid of the progressive left that wants to normalize homosexual and transgendered people, thus the outpouring of sympathy for those shot in the homosexual night club. It comes to the aid of the spy industry and the police state, both of which want no check on their activities. It comes to the aid of Washington's murderous foreign policy. So what if we blow up Muslim children? look what they do to us when they grow up, which is what the Israelis say about the Palestinians. It comes to the aid of the neoconservatives and the military-security complex for whom wars against Muslims advance their agenda and fatten their pocketbooks.

All of these interests are far more powerful than the right of peons to know the truth.

Dr. Paul Craig Roberts was Assistant Secretary of the Treasury for Economic Policy and associate editor of the Wall Street Journal. He was columnist for Business Week, Scripps Howard News Service, and Creators Syndicate. He has had many university appointments. His internet columns have attracted a worldwide following. Roberts' latest books are The Failure of Laissez Faire Capitalism and Economic Dissolution of the West and How America Was Lost.
John, I posted an update on

**Justin's Journey- To Get An Airway**

Good evening GoFundMe family, first of all our hearts and prayers are with you and friends and family that are affected by the mass shooting tragedy that took place here in...

[View Campaign](#)

This email was sent on behalf of Shellye Outten via GoFundMe.

Don't want these emails? [Unsubscribe](#)

Sent from GoFundMe's Headquarters:
855 Jefferson Ave, PO Box 1329, Redwood City, CA 94063
Dear Chief Mina,

Was Omar Mateen “hearing voices”? If so, he was being assaulted and tortured by satellite technology. Most mass shootings, including the Myron May/Florida State University shooting, were caused by satellite torture, by people “hearing voices”.

I have informed members of government and law enforcement across the country, including the FBI. They continue to ignore this emergency situation.

The attached document provides an overview and much of my written testimony.

Best regards,

Mike Patrick
400 N. Park Avenue, Suite 10-B
Breckenridge, CO  80424
msp.denver@gmail.com
720-320-0863

“This satellite technology will allow us to track, monitor, torture, destroy and kill anyone in the world! It will give us global control! Develop it immediately!”

Anonymous dictator, a half century ago

“Victims throughout the world believe organized stalking and technological assault are real. Only one of us has to be right for this to be an emergency situation.”

“In science, the best theory wins. The mental health profession considers themselves to be scientists and doctors, yet they have NEVER come up with a better theory for ‘hearing voices’ or for most of ‘mental illness’ than satellite. They are misleading the entire world with respect to ‘mental illness’, and providing cover for global mass assault, torture, murder and genocide. APA, your DSM is wrong! It’s not ‘mental illness’! It’s satellite torture! Make an announcement!”
FYI

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: <Ronald.Plummer@ocfl.net>
Date: Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 5:24 PM
Subject: FW: Governor Scott Activates Florida Disaster Fund Following Orlando Terror Attack
To: manuel.soto@cityoforlando.net
Cc: april.taylor@cityoforlando.net

FYI,

This is the State’s Disaster Fund raising site.

Ron

From: Gallaher, Aaron [mailto:Aaron.Gallaher@em.myflorida.com]
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 3:37 PM
To: DEM All Staff; DEM Region 1 EM Directors; DEM Region 2 EM Directors; DEM Region 3 EM Directors; DEM Region 4 EM Directors; DEM Region 5 EM Directors; DEM Region 6 EM Directors; DEM Region 7 EM Directors
Subject: FW: Governor Scott Activates Florida Disaster Fund Following Orlando Terror Attack

From: Governor's Press Office [mailto:Governor'sPressOffice@eog.myflorida.com]
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 2:59 PM
Subject: Governor Scott Activates Florida Disaster Fund Following Orlando Terror Attack
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
June 13, 2016

CONTACT: GOVERNOR’S PRESS OFFICE
(850) 717-9282
media@eog.myflorida.com

Governor Scott Activates Florida Disaster Fund Following Orlando Terror Attack

ORLANDO, Fla. – Today, Governor Rick Scott announced the activation of the Florida Disaster Fund following yesterday’s terror attack in Orlando. The Florida Disaster Fund will help provide financial support to organizations that serve survivors, their families, and all those in need. To make a contribution, please visit www.FloridaDisasterFund.org.

Governor Scott said, “We are committed to ensuring that every resource is available to help those in need following yesterday’s horrific terror attack in Orlando. Since the attack, we have seen Floridians unite together and our state has received an incredible outpouring of prayers and support. Activating the Florida Disaster Fund will give individuals across the country the opportunity to assist survivors and the loved ones of the victims. We will continue to work together in the coming days to do all we can to help this community heal.”

The Florida Disaster Fund is the State of Florida’s official private fund established to assist Florida’s communities as they respond to and recover during times of emergency or disaster. In partnership with the public sector, private sector and other non-governmental organizations, the Florida Disaster Fund supports response and recovery activities. There is no overhead funding; 100% of funds raised will go toward those in need. Donations to the Florida Disaster Fund are made to the Volunteer Florida Foundation, 501(c)(3) charitable organization and are tax deductible.

Donations may be made by credit card on the secure website www.floridadisasterfund.org or by check to the below address. Checks should be made payable to the Volunteer Florida Foundation and should include “Florida Disaster Fund” in the memo line.
Volunteer Florida Foundation
Attention: Florida Disaster Fund
3800 Esplanade Way, Suite 180
Tallahassee, FL  32311

For additional questions about the Florida Disaster Fund, please contact info@volunteerflorida.org or call (850) 414-7400.

###

PLEASE NOTE: Florida has a very broad public records law (F. S. 119). All e-mails to and from County Officials are kept as a public record. Your e-mail communications, including your e-mail address may be disclosed to the public and media at any time.

--
Manuel D. Soto, CEM, Emergency Manager
Office of Emergency Management
City of Orlando
Orlando Operations Center
110 N George De Salvia
Orlando, FL 32807

p. 321.235.5438
c. 321.436.3985
f.  407.249.4605

Follow us!
cityoforlando.net/emergency
facebook.com/orloem
twitter.com/orloem
From: AMY IENNACO <amy.iennaco@cityoforlando.net>
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 8:48 PM
Cc: Adolfina Ortiz; Allen Johnson; Barbara Elness; Brian Battles; Brooke Devon Rimmer-Bonnett; Byron Brooks; Carolyn Skuta; Cassandra Lafser; Celeste Brown; Christopher McCullion; Craig Borkon; David Arnott; Dean Grandin; Deborah Girard; Denise Holdridge; Edward J Richter; Evelyn Aponte; Frank Billingsley; Frank Usina; George McGowan; Heather Fagan; Isaac Watson; Janice Owens; Jennifer Chapin; Jeremy Fristoe; Jody Litchford; John Mina; John Perrone; Karina Rodriguez Morales; Kathleen Devault; Kathleen Russell; Kathryn Scanlon; Kevin Edmonds; Kevlon Kirkpatrick; Kyle Shephard; Laura Pittman; Laurie Botts; Linda Rhinesmith; Linda Ward; Lisa Early; Luis Martinez; Marcia Goodwin; Maribelle Ortiz; Matthew Broffman; Mayanne Downs; Mayanne Downs; Michael Carroll; Michael S McCarthy; Michele Brennan; Michele Castro; Monica Varnado; Natalie Bednarz; Natasha Williams; Oren Henry; Pamela Whaley; Rebecca Sutton; Reginald Mcgill; Richard Howard; Roberta Scott; Roderick Williams; Sandra Shook; Selenia Roldan; Sharon Mimler; Sharon Wilson; Sherae Green; Stacy Mahar; Susan Harris; Thomas Chatmon; Torry Connolly; Traci Parker; Victoria White; Elizabeth Davidson
Subject: Special Orlando City Council Meeting scheduled June 20th 2 p.m.

Due to the cancellation of today’s City Council meeting, a brief special meeting has been scheduled for next Monday, June 20th at 2 p.m. No awards or presentations will be included; the goal is only to conduct the most essential business of the City. The short agenda will be available on-line tomorrow (Tuesday) and it will include the consent agenda (primarily as previously scheduled on 6/13), proceedings election and first reading of the two ordinances. We will have a time for anyone wishing to be heard on the consent agenda to speak immediately prior to the start of the meeting.

Please let me know if you have any questions about this.

Amy T. Iennaco
Interim Clerk/Chief Assistant City Attorney
City of Orlando
400 S. Orange Avenue
Orlando, FL 32801
407-246-3300/3481
Sir:

As the news comes regarding the recent horrific attack, I may have found something of interest to you.

The following speech occurred by a muslim cleric in your area and in my opinion should not be tolerated.

While I believe in freedom of speech, such officials, be they religious or in a political office should be held accountable for their past statements.

http://mobile.wnd.com/2016/06/gays-must-die-says-muslim-at-orlando-mosque/

Thank you for your time sir.

Greg Boudreau
Good evening,
Please see below in regards to a planned presidential visit to an Orlando vigil this Thursday. More to follow.
Captain Pail Zambouros

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

FYI,

I will reach out to Trng/Jan Fenner to secure a meeting room, whether that be a Training Room or Mel Martinez. Venue and time are unknown.

Marcel

All

We have received notification that POTUS will visit Orlando on Thursday.

Agent will be the field office counterpart.

Police meeting, if possible, to be held tomorrow TBD time. I will get back to you asap.

Thank you for your support.

Stay safe.

Sent from my Windows Phone
All e-mail to/from this account is subject to official review and is for official use only. Action may be taken in response to any inappropriate use of the Secret Service's e-mail system. This e-mail may contain information that is privileged, law enforcement sensitive, or subject to other disclosure limitations. Such information is loaned to you and should not be further disseminated without the permission of the Secret Service. If you have received this e-mail in error, do not keep, use, disclose, or copy it; notify the sender immediately and delete it.

PLEASE NOTE: Florida has a very broad public records law (F. S. 119).
All e-mails to and from County Officials are kept as a public record.
Your e-mail communications, including your e-mail address may be disclosed to the public and media at any time.
The vigil is being planned at the Amway Center

Sent from my iPhone

On Jun 13, 2016, at 9:12 PM, Zambouros, Paul <Paul.Zambouros@ocfl.net> wrote:

Good evening,
Please see below in regards to a planned presidential visit to an Orlando vigil this Thursday.
More to follow.
Captain Pail Zambouros

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: Troy.Pearson@ocfl.net
Date: June 13, 2016 at 9:04:34 PM EDT
To: Troy.Pearson@ocfl.net, Paul.Zambouros@ocfl.net
Cc: "Pearson, Troy" <Troy.Pearson@ocfl.net>, "Zambouros, Paul" <Paul.Zambouros@ocfl.net>
Subject: FW: EXEMPT - visit

FYI,

I will reach out to Trng/Jan Fenner to secure a meeting room, whether that be a Training Room or Mel Martinez. Venue and time are unknown.

Marcel

From: Troy.Pearson@ocfl.net
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 8:35 PM
To: Rey.Rivero@ocfl.net; Jerry.Demings@ocfl.net; Larry.Zwieg@ocfl.net; Nancy.Brown@ocfl.net; john.mina@cityoforlando.net
Subject: EXEMPT - visit
Importance: High

All

We have received notification that POTUS will visit Orlando on Thursday.

Agent [REDACTED] will be the field office counterpart.
Police meeting, if possible, to be held tomorrow TBD time. I will get back to you asap.

Thank you for your support.

Stay safe.

Sent from my Windows Phone

PLEASE NOTE: Florida has a very broad public records law (F. S. 119). All e-mails to and from County Officials are kept as a public record. Your e-mail communications, including your e-mail address may be disclosed to the public and media at any time.
FYI

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: JOSEPH LUNDY <joseph.lundy@cityoforlando.net>
Date: Monday, June 13, 2016
Subject: Pulse Food Procurement - Tuesday, June 14, 2016
To: "william. walsh" <william.walsh@cityoforlando.net>, Scott Boos <scott.boos@cityoforlando.net>, Daniel Schad <daniel.schad@cityoforlando.net>, Darron Esan <darron.esan@cityoforlando.net>, Dean A Deschryver <dean.deschryver@cityoforlando.net>

The following is the food procurement for the command scene on Tuesday, June 14, 2016 - count 300.

Breakfast - McDonalds

Lunch - Burger Phi / Publix

Dinner - Panda Express

--
Captain Dean A. DeSchryver
International Airport Division Commander
Emergency Services Unit Commander
Police Labor Advisor
Orlando Police Department
100 S. Hughey Avenue
Orlando, FL, 32801
p. 407 825-2085
c. 321 303-0749
f. 407 825-0973

cityoforlando.net
Why did it take so long to get into the building?

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Bell network.
The police meeting with the Secret Service is tomorrow at 1300 hrs in Central Ops Training rooms. PZ

Sent from my iPhone

On Jun 13, 2016, at 9:12 PM, Zambouros, Paul <Paul.Zambouros@ocfl.net> wrote:

Good evening,
Please see below in regards to a planned presidential visit to an Orlando vigil this Thursday. More to follow.
Captain Pail Zambouros

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: Troy.Pearson@ocfl.net
Date: June 13, 2016 at 9:04:34 PM EDT
To: "Pearson, Troy" <Troy.Pearson@ocfl.net>, "Zambouros, Paul" <Paul.Zambouros@ocfl.net>
Subject: FW: EXEMPT - visit

FYI,

I will reach out to Trng/Jan Fenner to secure a meeting room, whether that be a Training Room or Mel Martinez. Venue and time are unknown.

Marcel

From: Paul.Zambouros@ocfl.net
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 8:35 PM
To: ;
Subject: EXEMPT - visit
Importance: High

All

We have received notification that POTUS will visit Orlando on Thursday.

Agent will be the field office counterpart.
Police meeting, if possible, to be held tomorrow TBD time. I will get back to you asap.

Thank you for your support.

Stay safe.

Sent from my Windows Phone

All e-mail to/from this account is subject to official review and is for official use only. Action may be taken in response to any inappropriate use of the Secret Service's e-mail system. This e-mail may contain information that is privileged, law enforcement sensitive, or subject to other disclosure limitations. Such information is loaned to you and should not be further disseminated without the permission of the Secret Service. If you have received this e-mail in error, do not keep, use, disclose, or copy it; notify the sender immediately and delete it.

PLEASE NOTE: Florida has a very broad public records law (F. S. 119). All e-mails to and from County Officials are kept as a public record. Your e-mail communications, including your e-mail address may be disclosed to the public and media at any time.
The Honorable Buddy Dyer
Mayor
City of Orlando

Dear Mayor Dyer,

The Restoration Industry Association (RIA) joins the country in its mourning for the senseless tragedy to befall your great city. We, like all Americans, were saddened by the horrific events of Saturday evening. As restoration professionals, we understand the scope of the cleanup project that faces the city and we would like to volunteer our resources to assist in the cleanup effort.

We offer you and your staff the attached RIA Forensic Restoration Guidelines to help assist with the clean-up and restoration of the bio-hazards found within the crime scene. These Guidelines have not yet been published but we thought they could help you and your staff as you begin to undertake the effort of cleaning the crime scene.

The Guidelines were developed by industry leading experts and have been peer reviewed by a wide array of restoration professionals focused on biohazard remediation. One of the guideline co-authors, Jeff Jones, has over 43 years of field experience in forensic restoration. He is the current chairman of RIA’s Forensic Council, a former SWAT team leader, veteran and the youngest person to attend the FBI academy. Jeff is willing to serve, on behalf of RIA, as a volunteer resource for your office if you would like assistance remediating the scene.

The Restoration Industry Association stands ready to assist in any way we can.

Sincerely,

Marc Selvitelli, CAE
Executive Director
Restoration Industry Association
(O) 202-367-1211 | (M) 571-426-0763
mselvitelli@restorationindustry.org
www.restorationindustry.org
I had a hat with Natasha, and together we crafted these. They are strongly worded, but I think we'll get a lot of support.

Two tweets:
MEDIA: FL. law & OPD policy mandate that open investigations like this officer involved shooting remain confidential. Officers CANNOT speak to you.

MEDIA: Please allow these courageous officers & their families the privacy to heal after this traumatic event.

Chief? What do you think?

--
Michelle Guido
Public Information Officer
Orlando Police Department
100 S. Hughey Ave.
Orlando, FL 32801
Office: 407.246.2403
Cell: 321.689.7164
PIO Email: opdpi@cityoforlando.net

Follow Us!
@OrlandoPolice
facebook.com/orlandopolicedepartment

Visit CityofOrlando.net/police to get the latest news and information.
Per Capt Canty Club180 400 W Church available tonight 2300-0300 $50 per hour check at end of shift sign up in CYA. Call 386-848-2441 if any questions.
I apologize for the lack of information at this time.

USSS has just advised of a POTUS visit this Thursday, June 16, 2016. There is no itinerary as of yet, nor is there a venue mentioned yet. Police meeting is being scheduled for tomorrow at a time to be determined.

USSS will update with time and location for the police meeting. As soon as I obtain further info I will update this email.

Rich

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: [Redacted]
Date: Jun 13, 2016 8:35 PM
Subject: EXEMPT - visit
To: [Redacted]
Cc: [Redacted]

We have received notification that POTUS will visit Orlando on Thursday.

Agent [Redacted] will be the field office counterpart.

Police meeting, if possible, to be held tomorrow TBD time. I will get back to you asap.

Thank you for your support.

Stay safe.

Sergeant Richard Ruth
Orlando Police Department
Intelligence Unit Supervisor
(W) 407-246-2421
"Live well. It is the greatest revenge."
- The Talmud
Fyi

-------- Forwarded message --------
From: <Paul.Zambouros@ocfl.net>
Date: Monday, June 13, 2016
Subject: Fwd: EXEMPT - visit
To: Rey.Rivero@ocfl.net, Jerry.Demings@ocfl.net, Larry.Zwieg@ocfl.net, Nancy.Brown@ocfl.net, john.mina@cityoforlando.net

Good evening,
Please see below in regards to a planned presidential visit to an Orlando vigil this Thursday. More to follow.
Captain Pail Zambouros

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: [redacted]
Date: June 13, 2016 at 9:04:34 PM EDT
To: [redacted]
Cc: "Pearson, Troy" <Troy.Pearson@ocfl.net>, "Zambouros, Paul" <Paul.Zambouros@ocfl.net>
Subject: FW: EXEMPT - visit

FYI,

I will reach out to Trng/Jan Fenner to secure a meeting room, whether that be a Training Room or Mel Martinez. Venue and time are unknown.

Marcel
We have received notification that POTUS will visit Orlando on Thursday.

Agent [redacted] will be the field office counterpart.

Police meeting, if possible, to be held tomorrow TBD time. I will get back to you asap.

Thank you for your support.

Stay safe.

[redacted]

Sent from my Windows Phone

All e-mail to/from this account is subject to official review and is for official use only. Action may be taken in response to any inappropriate use of the Secret Service's e-mail system. This e-mail may contain information that is privileged, law enforcement sensitive, or subject to other disclosure limitations. Such information is loaned to you and should not be further disseminated without the permission of the Secret Service. If you have received this e-mail in error, do not keep, use, disclose, or copy it; notify the sender immediately and delete it.

PLEASE NOTE: Florida has a very broad public records law (F. S. 119). All e-mails to and from County Officials are kept as a public record. Your e-mail communications, including your e-mail address may be disclosed to the public and media at any time.

--

John W. Mina, Chief of Police
Orlando Police Department
100 South Hughey Avenue
Orlando FL, 32801
407.246.2401
Rich, there is a huge vigil planned at first baptist that mayor and I were invited to. That would be my guess.

On Monday, June 13, 2016, Richard Ruth <richard.ruth@cityoforlando.net> wrote:
I apologize for the lack of information at this time.

USSS has just advised of a POTUS visit this Thursday, June 16, 2016. There is no itinerary as of yet, nor is there a venue mentioned yet. Police meeting is being scheduled for tomorrow at a time to be determined.

USSS will update with time and location for the police meeting. As soon as I obtain further info I will update this email.

Rich

------------ Forwarded message -------------
From: 
Date: Jun 13, 2016 8:35 PM
Subject: EXEMPT - visit
To: All
Cc: 

We have received notification that POTUS will visit Orlando on Thursday.

Agent will be the field office counterpart.

Police meeting, if possible, to be held tomorrow TBD time. I will get back to you asap.

Thank you for your support.

Stay safe.

Sergeant Richard Ruth
Orlando Police Department
Intelligence Unit Supervisor
(W) 407-246-2421

"Live well. It is the greatest revenge."
- The Talmud
UNCLASSIFIED // FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY – PUBLIC AND MEDIA RELEASE IS NOT AUTHORIZED

ATTN: Regional Law Enforcement, Analysts, Intel Units, Law Enforcement/Corrections ILOs, Executive Steering Committee – LE, CFIX, FFCN, NNFC

Alert #: FL-CFIX-16-06-63

Title: French Policemen and Wife Killed in Their Home; Amaq News Agency Posts Islamic State’s Alleged Claim of Responsibility

Message Type: Open Source - Situational Awareness Alert

Date & Time: 6/13/2016

Description:

CFIX Comment: Threats to, and the targeting of, law enforcement by international or domestic terrorists and homegrown violent extremists (HVEs) remain a persistent nationwide threat. Since 2014, the Islamic State and their supporters have published an extensive amount of propaganda encouraging attacks against law enforcement, military and government personnel, including specific mention of stabbing police officers at their homes. We assess that threats directly targeting law enforcement officers will continue for the foreseeable future and would most likely be spontaneous ‘ambush’ style attacks with small arms and/or edged weapons.

Source(s):
Respectfully,

Central Florida Intelligence Exchange (CFIX)
Hours of Operation: 0800 – 1700 (M-F)
Main Line: 407-858-3950
CFIX After Hours # (On-Call Analyst): 407-509-4084
E-Mail: CFIX@ocfl.net

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: If the word "EXEMPT" or "CONFIDENTIAL" appears in this message line, this message and any attachments are for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information that is exempt from public disclosure. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you have received this message in error please contact the sender (by phone or reply electronic mail) and then destroy all copies of the original message.

PLEASE NOTE: Florida has a very broad public records law (F. S. 119). All e-mails to and from County Officials are kept as a public record. Your e-mail communications, including your e-mail address may be disclosed to the public and media at any time.
From: Paul.Zambouros@ocfl.net
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 9:59 PM
To: Rey.Rivero@ocfl.net; Nancy.Brown@ocfl.net; Larry.Zwieg@ocfl.net; Jerry.Demings@ocfl.net; john.mina@cityoforlando.net
Subject: Fwd: **exempt**

FYI

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: Paul.Zambouros@ocfl.net
Date: Monday, June 13, 2016 9:59 PM
To: NYI

Folks,

The USSS is expecting a POTUS visit this Thursday into Orlando. As of the time of this email, there is no venue or specific time for the visit. I have no knowledge of this being an overnight visit, but we hope to learn more tomorrow from the PPD Lead Agent.
I know it’s short notice, but if you or a representative from your respective departments can attend it would be appreciated.

I will find out later on tonight, or tomorrow morning whether or not it will be the Mel Martinez room at OCSO Headquarters, or maybe one of the training rooms downstairs. Please be patient as this is a fluid situation.

Respectfully,

[Redacted]

Orange County Sheriff's Office
Criminal Intelligence Unit

PLEASE NOTE: Florida has a very broad public records law (F. S. 119). All e-mails to and from County Officials are kept as a public record. Your e-mail communications, including your e-mail address may be disclosed to the public and media at any time.
Thanks Chief. I thought that was tomorrow. POTUS coming Thursday.

Rich

Sergeant Richard Ruth
Orlando Police Department
Intelligence Unit Supervisor
(W) 407-246-2421

"Live well. It is the greatest revenge."
- The Talmud

On Monday, June 13, 2016, Richard Ruth <richard.ruth@cityoforlando.net> wrote:
I apologize for the lack of information at this time.

USSS has just advised of a POTUS visit this Thursday, June 16, 2016. There is no itinerary as of yet, nor is there a venue mentioned yet. Police meeting is being scheduled for tomorrow at a time to be determined.

USSS will update with time and location for the police meeting. As soon as I obtain further info I will update this email.

Rich

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: [REDACTED]
Date: Jun 13, 2016 8:35 PM
Subject: EXEMPT - visit
To: [REDACTED]
Cc: [REDACTED]

We have received notification that POTUS will visit Orlando on Thursday.

Agent [REDACTED] will be the field office counterpart.
Police meeting, if possible, to be held tomorrow TBD time. I will get back to you asap.

Thank you for your support.

Stay safe.

Sergeant Richard Ruth
Orlando Police Department
Intelligence Unit Supervisor
(W) 407-246-2421

"Live well. It is the greatest revenge."
- The Talmud

--

John W. Mina, Chief of Police
Orlando Police Department
100 South Hughey Avenue
Orlando FL, 32801
407.246.2401
You and all O.P.D. made us all proud this weekend at Pulse. Of course, we would expect the press to start the Monday morning quarterbacking as soon as the smoke cleared.

Good luck and God bless to all at O.P.D.

Phil
I will be there

Sent from my iPad

> On Jun 10, 2016, at 12:49 PM, "Brown, Charlie" <cbrown@ocoee.org> wrote:
> The Chief's meeting June 16, 2016 will be held at the City of Edgewood. I look forward seeing everyone Thursday. Please RSVP so that Chris can get a head count for food.
> Mr. Ashton has been invited but has not confirmed at this time.
> Charlie
Actually, you are correct. Thanks.

On Monday, June 13, 2016, Richard Ruth <richard.ruth@cityoforlando.net> wrote:
Thanks Chief. I thought that was tomorrow. POTUS coming Thursday.

Rich

Sergeant Richard Ruth
Orlando Police Department
Intelligence Unit Supervisor
(W) 407-246-2421

"Live well. It is the greatest revenge."
- The Talmud

On Mon, Jun 13, 2016 at 9:56 PM, JOHN MINA <john.mina@cityoforlando.net> wrote:
Rich, there is a huge vigil planned at first baptist that mayor and I were invited to. That would be my guess.

On Monday, June 13, 2016, Richard Ruth <richard.ruth@cityoforlando.net> wrote:
I apologize for the lack of information at this time.

USSS has just advised of a POTUS visit this Thursday, June 16, 2016. There is no itinerary as of yet, nor is there a venue mentioned yet. Police meeting is being scheduled for tomorrow at a time to be determined.

USSS will update with time and location for the police meeting. As soon as I obtain further info I will update this email.

Rich
We have received notification that POTUS will visit Orlando on Thursday.

Agent [REDACTED] will be the field office counterpart.

Police meeting, if possible, to be held tomorrow TBD time. I will get back to you asap.

Thank you for your support.

Stay safe.

Sergeant Richard Ruth
Orlando Police Department
Intelligence Unit Supervisor
(W) 407-246-2421

"Live well. It is the greatest revenge."
- The Talmud

--

John W. Mina, Chief of Police
Orlando Police Department
100 South Hughey Avenue
Orlando FL, 32801
407.246.2401
Thank you Scott!

On Monday, June 13, 2016, Denman, Scott <SDenman@national.aaa.com> wrote:
John, this is Scott Denman, Dave Vernon's friend. Donna and I want you to know how proud we are of you and
your officers. We are praying for you, your officers and the victims and their families. It's hard to find
positives in this, but I just wanted you to know the courageous actions of the OPD and your leadership are great
inspirations.

May God bless you and your family.

Scott

[AAA]

Get the AAA Mobile app!
mobile/id310730297?mt=8>
droid.discounts&hl=en>

AAA Disclaimer Communication

This communication (including all attachments) is intended solely for the use of the person(s) to whom it is
addressed and should be treated as a confidential AAA communication. If you are not the intended recipient,
any use, distribution, printing, or copying of this email is strictly prohibited. If you received this email in error,
please immediately delete it from your system and notify the originator. Your cooperation is appreciated.

--

John W. Mina, Chief of Police
Orlando Police Department
100 South Hughey Avenue
Orlando FL, 32801
407.246.2401